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PREFACE
The development of methods for the nondestructive assDy (NfJA) of
nuclear materials virtually started at the dawn of the nuclear era. The
fact that nuclear materials. in most cases, emit characteristic radia!.ions
made the detection and the quantitative determination of their pr.esence
via these radiations a very natural step. However, the status and use of
NDA rf'mai:1ed limited until the mid-sixties. At that time, the rapid
growth of the nuclear power industry and the commerical ownership of
nuclear material motivated two comparatively larg~ research and
development efforts concerning NDA. E-specially active NDA (ANDA), to
supplement and complement the chemic,\i-analytical and other ptysical
methods used to quantitatively measur~ nuclear materials. These two
pro~ms were instituted by the Office of Safeguards and Material
r.lanagement of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission under the late
General Delmar L. Crowson. The first program was started in 1966 at tlle
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory arId was based initially on the
utilization of 14-~leV neutrons as the main interrogation source for
ANDA. The second program, started in late 1967 at the Linne
Department of Gulf General Atomic, was based on the use of
high-energy gamma rays generated by a linear accelerator as an
interrogation source for ANDA. Intensive developmental work in various
passive and active NDA methods paralleled the two main efforts,
including the following examples: calorimeters for plutonium assay in
Mound Laboratory of l\tonsanto Research Corporation; the Helix
counter for plutonium assay at Rocky Flats; the neutron "well" counter
at Brookhaven National Laboratory-which then became a leader in
evaluating various ANDA systems; and the slowing-down lead spectrometer for reactor fuel pin assay by Inter-atom in Germany.
The main motivation for the rapid development of active NDA was
the need to reduce the uncertainties in measurements of fissile material
present ill mixtures and configuration like waste and scrap, which are
either difficult or impossible to measure with conventional chemicalanalytical techniques. The reduction of measurement uncertainties
iii
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improve.' the performance of nuclear accountability systems and, hence,
the entje safeguards systems.
ThQ.lgh the prime motivation for the development. of NDA was
nUe/ell' material safeguards, its development brought forth another
impcrtant benefit: it provided the nuclear industry with an important
tool with which to accurately measure the fissile content of finish~d
products, like f!Jel rods, or the fissile content of various earlier precess
states, e.g., prior to scrap recovery or waste dispo,;aJ. Thus, the
development of NDA (passive and active) gave the industry r.ew devices
which improve<.: both process and quality control. An outstanding
example of this is the high-speed fuel roJ scanners which me now being
used by virtually all manufacturers of low enrichment fuel for light water
reactors.
After more than a decade of development, active NDA techniques
have reached a certain maturity. The principles, the pitfalls, and the
applications of ANDA are well understood. A variety of techniques and
commerical instruments are available for measuring the various fissile
materials in different compositions and forms. The purpose of this book
is to present, coherently and comprehensively, the wealth of available
but scattered informa'ion 011 the principles and applications of ANDA.
In some instances, gaps existing in the available information have been
filled by new, unpublished work by the author and others or with
information or data obtained through private communications. In order
to promote wide and proper utilization of ANDA, the book is directed
to a bread readership: to supervisors of measurp.ments, to instrument·
operators, and to the nuclear material managers. The book is also
intenried for the Iicensinj!, inspection, and enforcement personnel of
both the Nuclear Regulatury Commission (NRC) and the Department of
Energy (DOE). System designers and the instrument engineers, including
nondestructive testing specialists, as well as graduates of nuclear
engineering, will find a ".. ealth of material and references to aid them in
develo;>ing new ideas or modifying existing ones.
In an attempt to be responsive to such a wide audience, the book is
divided into ten chapters. The first chapter provides a background and
overview of the entire subject of ANDA, and it could be sufficient for
generalists who do not feel the need to go into further detai~. The next
nine chapters are more detaileo and cover ANDA principles (Chapters 2
through 7), applications and electronics (Chapters 8 and 9), and finally,
~easurement control (Chapter 10). Each chapter hus an introductory
section describing the relationship of the topic of that chapter to ANDA.
Each chapter ends with a section that summarizes the main results and
iv
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conclusions of the chapter. and a reference list. This system of
organization will allow the reader to Sf'lect. within some limits. those
parts of the text which are of specific interest to him without his having
to read the entire book.
The first buds of this book appeared several years ago; however, the
support given in the last few years by the NRC Office of Standard
Development through l\lound Laboratory of Monsanto Research Corporation was essential to its relatively early conclusion. I would therefore
like to express my thanks to Messrs. P. Ting. E. Selleck. and R. J. Jones
of NRC. The patience and indul,~ence of Dr. \Y. Strohm, who monitored
the ('ontract for Mound Laboratory lie deeply api'reciated as wt>1l as his
~ritiql:e and comments. I would also Eke to acknowledgc the help given
to me in preparing this manuscript through discussiop, v,Titten material,
and photographs: the safeguards group (QI) at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories was very helpful. especially Drs. R. Walton and H. Menlove.
Drs. J. Steward and F. Scheollig (GE Nuclear Fue) Division in
Wilminb'1:on, N.C.); Dr. M. Zucker (Brookhaven National Laboratory).
Mr. H. l\1iller (National Nuclear Corp.); Mr. H. Weber and Dr. D.
Bramblett (lRT Corp.); Dr. G. Birkhoff (Euratom. Ispra, Italy); Dr. H.
Bucker (Julich, W. Germany) and many others provided information or
v.-Titten material and desenre my sincere thanks.
This book would probably not have reached completion without the
benefit of contributions from two renowned experts in the safeguards
area: Professor R. Sher of Stanford University and Dr. J. Glacy of
Science Applications, Inc. The results of Professor Sher's comments.
\\-Titing. critique. and revisions can be found throughout the entire book.
Dr. Glancy's general comments and his major (;(jntributions to the first
and last chapters are gratefully acknowledged.
Special thanks are due to Drs E. Elias and H. Bozorgmanesh of
Science Applications, Inc. who helped in various phases of the \\-Titing.
The quick and responsive work of our t.echnical editors. Mrs. E. Nold and
Ms. A. Christen, and the high quality of the graphics supplied by Mrs. P.
Chick are deeply appreciated.
Finally. this hook would never have been written without the
continual encouragement, over many years, from my parents. Rivcca and
Arieh Gozani. many miles away, and my Wife, Adit. As a small token of
my appreciation, I would like to dedicate this book to them.
If this book contributes to a wider and better use throughout the
entire nuclear fuel cycle of active NDA methods, facilitating the rapid
implementation and safe usage of nuclear energy. an essential energy
source, then our toil has been worthwhile.
v
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND AND
OVERVIEW
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Active nondestmctive assay (ANDA) is a subset of the relatively new
measurement science of nondestmctive assay (NDA). In this chapt.er we
introduce the principlt's underlying different types of NDA and discuss
the applications of ND:\. to the nudear industry. This discussion
highlights differences between ANDA and the passive NDA (PNDA)
techniques with which til(' reader may be more familiar (Ref. 1) and
descri!x.>s the special role of ANDA in safeguards and process or quality
contro!. The ad"-dnta~c" und disadvantages cf AND:\. in various
applications are contrasted with those of PNDA and destructive assay
tcd1l1iques bawd on sampling and chemical analysis. A brief dl'scription
of the fundamentals of ANDA, which introduces the readl'r to the
concepts and temliPolo~y lIscd in this book, conclude~ this chapter.
.1 .2

PRINCIPLES OF ,\."\DA

Fissile and fertile nuciei * spontaneously emit characteristic nuclear
radiations, such as neutrons and )'-rays, that are sufficiently enNgetic to
penetrate the material and its container or cladding. In addition, when
• Fi""ile isotopes can \).,. fi"Sioned by low enugy (thermal) n..utrons. Fertile
isotopes require energetic neutrons. above about 0.5 MeV. to induce substantial
amount of fission. Fertile isotopes can be transmuted to fissile isotopes. Fissionable
isotopes include both kinds. Fissile isotopes are 233U. 235U, 23!JPu. and 24\ Pu.
Fertile isotopes are 232Th 2:14U 2~6U 238U 236pu 238pu 240pu 2 42 pu and
244pu. In addition, fission~ble is~topes ~ay undE'rgo s~ontane~us fissi~n. All heavy
isotopes undergo fission when bombarded with high·energy rrays (>5 M.·V). This
phenompna is called I'hotofission and is discussed in Chaptprs 3 and 7 .

.
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irradiated by neutrons or 'Y-rays, certain nuclear materials fission, *
emitting highly energetic radiations. Nondestructive assay (NDAl is the
observation of spontaneous or stimulated nuclear radiations to determine
the amount of one or more nuclear materials in a sample without
affecting the sample's physical or chemic",! form.** NDA can be
contrasted with tile more traditional, destructive assay of nuclear
material performed by sampling and chemical analysis, in which the
physical and chemical properties of the sample are alterE'd.
Uranium and plutonium are the nuclear materials commonly a5sayed
nondestructiveiy. Isotopes of each of these materials decay radioactively,
either by emitting a-particlE's (helium nucl~i) or l3-particles (E'lectrons)
and their aSsociated ')' -rays, or hy fissioning (E'm itting fission products
and their associated neutrons and ')'-raysl. Table I-I lists radiations from
uranium and plutonium nuclides commonly observed by NDA. The
second column indicates whether 0'- or l3-particle decay is predominant
and whether thE' nucleus will spontaneously fission without stimulation
by neutrons and ')'-rays. The third and fourth columns givE' the
spontaneous radiations detected by NDA and the intensity or number of
mdiatlOn!' emitted per second per gram of the nuclide. The following
radiation:; are listed: ')'-rays emitted following ex- or !J-particle decay;
neutrons cp.1itted f~om spontanE'ous fission, and neutrons emittE'd
following the reactions of a-particles and other nuclei-called (ex,n)
reactions. These (ex,n) nE'utrons are emittE'd from all nucle.,r materials
disintegrating by ex-del:ay, if the nuclear material is mixed with an
element having a low atomic number, such as oxygen or fluorine. The
fifth column gives the amour,t of power emitted by spontaneous
radioactive decay per gram for plutonium isotopes. This power can be
detected by a calorimeter to determine nondestructively the plutonium
content.
The last column of TablE' 1-1 gives the fission cross section*** of the
nuclides for fission by low-energy neutrons in thermal equilibrium with
the surrounding matprial. Such neutrons are called thermal neutrons.
Cross sections are measured in uni~s of area callE'd barns (1 barn = 10- 24
cm z). The larger the cross section, the larger fis~ion probability. Thus,
the data in the last column of Table 1-1 show that the probability of
thermal neutrons causing fission in nuciides with an odd atomic number
_235U, 239pu, and 2'llpu-is high, but it is low for nuclides with even
"Fi&Sion is the splitting or brt'akinl: up of an atomic nucleus into two or more
smaller nuclt'i with rell'ase of a larl(c amount of enl'ri:Y. A small fraction of this
energy is radiated as r -rays and neutrons.
"'Only nl'glil(ible radioactivity is induced in the material.
......Th.. fis.<ion cros.< section indicat('s the probability that the nuclide will fission
when irradiat ..d with n('utrons or ,,-rays.
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Table }.1. Natural radiations from U and Pu isotopes obsen'ed by NDA.
Spontaneous Radiation Observl.'d in NDA

Nuclide

Decay
Mode

a

Intensity
(s ". g.l)

Rddiatior.. Type

Thermal c
Calorimt>:ry.
Sp<'Cific Power"
(W/g)

Nrulron,
Fission

Cross Section
(b)

23~U

Q·parlide

185.7 keY )·ray

4.3 x 10'

577 (fissile)

238U

~.parlicle

10U1.1 keY ,·ray"

•.0 x 10 2

<0.5

766,4 ke V ) ·ray"

3.9 x 10'

fission
n8pu

Ct-partir~~

1.7 x 10 2

fission neutrons

1.5 x

152.7 ke V ) ·ray

6.5 x. 10"

(a,n) I1rulrons. Pu0 2

fission

239pu

o.-parlide

fission

a-particlE"

fission

242ru

J·parlicle

~ 'particle

129.3 ke V ) ·ray

1..1 x

neutrons, PuO,

•

1.9293 x 10 3

7·11 (fissih')

45
7.098 x 10

3

0.03

170
1.0 x 10 3

fission Ilt'ulrons

208.0 ke V ) ·ray"

2.0 x 10'

164.6 keY ).ray"

1.8 x 106

148.6 keY )·ray

7.5 x. 10 6

3.39 x 10

3 •

950 (fissile)

1.146 x 10 •

no use(ul ") ·rays

fission neu tronCi

11',4

10~

nc uSf'ful ") ·rays

(o.n)neulrons, Pu0 2

fis.... ion

I

x 10'

3,4 x 10'

("n) neutrons, ru0 2
24lpU

l.-~

5.671(; x 10

2.6 x 10 3

n~utrDns

413.7 keY ,·ray

t~,nl

240pU

10~

766,4 ke\' ) 'THy

10
1.7 x 10'

'lora)" pn('r~iH and in5E"nsilit>s and (a.l1) nt-tilrun inlt"n~ilit"S from Pu0 2 (Rt·f. 1). Fission neutron

intcn"iti('s

(Rt~r. 2).

b Specific power> (Ref. 3).
e: Tht"rmal nf'ulron fiiSion cross
(Ref.n

~("tions

givf'n in barns for ne-ulrons with ,'elocity of 2200 m/s

d

'}·rays from dau~hle-r products

•

This value inr.ludt."S 1_1-123 X 10. 1 WIg from 24 I Am daught~r product.
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atomic numbers. Odd numbe:ed nuclides are callc:d fissile because they
fission when irradiated by thermal neutrons. Even num bered nuclides are
called fertile. Neutrons with energy exceeding· a threshold energy level
are necessary before any significant fission will take place in fertile
nuclides.
A wide variety of detectors and detection schemes r.an be used to
observe these radiations. All dekctors work essentially on one of three
schemes: (1) gross counting of :.11 radiation emitted, (2) net counting of
radiation within a narrow energy band, or (3) coincidence or correlation
counting of radiation bursts containing two or more radiations correlated
in time. For oriel~tation purposes, all NDA instruments and mpthoas can
be classified into the four types shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. A brief
description of the principles of each technique is given below.

1..3

PASSIVE 'Y·RAY NDA

)'-Rays emitted spontaneously as a result of radioactive n- or p-particle
decay have erlergies characteristic of the particular nuclide from which
they come. As shown in Figure 1.1A, some of these -y-rays have
sufficipnt energy to penetrate fissionable material, the nonfissionable
matri-x in which the material is dispersed, and the container or cladding.
Detection of these 'Y-rays results in electronic pulsl's proportional to their
energy that can be discriminated from pulses belcnging to background
'Y-rays. The net number of counts is interpreted through a predetermined
calibration to estimate the kind and amount of nuclide plf'sent.
A transmission measurement is a commonly used supplementary
measurement when accurate 'Y·ray assay is required. In this ;neasurement
the sample is irradiated by an external source of 'Y·rays d an energy
similar to the ray of interest. Such a transmission meaSUTt ment allows
the correction of the assay for attenuatio:1 within dense materials; it has
therefore extended the applicability of 1-ray NDA to materials so dense
that only a fraction of the spontaneous 'Y·rays emitted can penetrate the
material. If the container is close to the detector, it is usualJy rotated
while it is scanned by the detector, or it is placed at a sufficii't:~ distance
from the detector to reduce geometrical errors and improve uniformity
of the sample response.
An important distinction among various passive 'Y·ray NDA techniqups
lies in the ability of each detector to resolve the energy difference
between different 'Y-rays. This eneI~Y resolution ranges from medium
values characteristic of Nal(T1) detectors to high values of Ge(Li) or
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Figure 1.'Z. Simplified schematic representation of ANDA.

hyper-pure Ge detectors. Other detectors like Cd(Te) (cadmium·
telluride) and BGO (hismuth germanate) detectors have ::Iso medium
energy resolution. Although passive ,·ray analysis provides information
about both the identity and quantity of individual nuclides, there are
many materials with densities too high for useful application of passive
,-ray NDA.
1.4

PASSIVE NEL"TRON NDA

Neutrons are emitted spontaneously as a result of radioactive decay by
fission or as a result of rpactions of Q·particies with nuclides of low
atomic numlJer in the matrix material. * These neutrons have 'high
energies and can penetrate the fissionable and matrix material as well as
the container or cladding. As shown in Fif,'Ure l.IB, these neutrons are
detected by muHiule detectors that surround the container, and the gross
number of electronic pulses generated by the detectors is counted. The
neutron energies are not unique to a specific nuclide, therefore, narrow
energy selection IS usually not performed. The gross neutron counts are
interpreted in terms of the total content of neutron-emitting nuclides.
The amount of one specific nuclide can be determined, if the rel?tive
abundance and neutron intensity of each neutron-emitting nuclide are
known. This technique is limited because spontaneous fission takes place
predominantly in 238U and some plutonium isotopes. The gross neutron
counting technique is further limited because it requires knowledge, not
only of the abundances of the radionuclides b:.lt also of the abundances
of elements with low atomic number that are targets for the (a,n)
reaction.
·The matrix matt'riaI is all no:tfissionable material in the sample.
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Spontaneou!> fission neutrons are emitted i:1 bursts of approximately
two or three neutrons simultaneously in time. These neutrons can be
distinguished from neutrons resultin~ irom (a.T!) reactions (which are
•.~Jl1itted singly at randomly spaced intervals) by use of a coincidence
gate * that is open only for a short time followina detection of the first
neutron. The probability of detecting an additional fission neutron 111 the
short time following detection of the first neutron is relatively high
because the fission radiations are coincident, that is, they are all emitted
simultaneously. On the other hand, the (a.T!) neutrons are emitted singly,
that is, the probability of detecting an additional (a,lI) or any accidental
neutron in this interval is no greater than it would be in any other
random time interval of equal duration.
An important difference among NDA techniques based on passive
neutron is the detectors, which may be gas-filled tubes that detect
thermal neutrons or plastic scintillators sensitive to both high-energy
neutrons and ')'-rays. When plastic scintillators are used, one C:LYl count
fission neutrons and the fission ')'-rays that are coincident with them, or
shield the detectors from the ')'-rays and count only neutrons, or vict>
versa. Plastic (and most organic) scintillator!> have several advantages over
other neutron detectors: time response is much faster, pulses are higher,
and they can measure coincident radiation in the presence of high
background random neutron radiation. The disadvanta'.2s are poorer
st:.bility, sensitivity to -y-rays, and generally less ruggedness.
1.5

PASSIVE CALORIMETRIC NDA

The energy associated with radioactive decay is ~ontained mainly in
the a· and J3-particles that do not escape from the radio: ,tive material
and its container or cladding. This energy is, therefore, constantly
absorbed by the nuclear material, making the material a continuously
emitting heat source. When placed in a calorimeter, the radioactive
nuclear material increases in temperature because the calorimeter is
isolated. Heat cannot be transferred as readily as when the container is
cooled by air. As the temperature of the nuclear material increases, more
heat is transferred to the calorimeter until the temperature is so high that
the heat flow across the resistance thermometer or thermocouple, shoV'lI1
in Fi;jUre 1.IC, approaches the nuclear heat generation rate. The
measu!'ed temperature is interpreted by a calibration in terms of the
thermal power of the nuclear material. This thermal power can then be
·Pulse con-elation circuit, performing correlations on the pulse train from the
detector over a time period of the order of the lifetime of neutrons in the detector,
can also be used,

/
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used to detennine the total nuclear material content if the relative
abundance of all radionuclides in the material is known, Calorimetry is
limited to the measurement of plutonium because of the high heat
gener3tion rate of plutonium, Its accuracy depends primarily on the
precise knowledge of radionuclidic abundances, including the plutonium
de;:ay product americium-241 (241 Am), that contribute significantly to
heat generation.

1.6

ACTIVE NDA (At"lDA)

Neutrons or '}'-cays which irradiate nuclear material induce fissions that
produce, on the average, two to three highly energetic prompt fission
neutrons and approximately eight prompt '}'-rays. These radiations are
called prompt fission radiations because they are emitted at the time of
fission. For up to several minutes after fission, the fission product
nuclides continue to emit another six to seven '}'-rays and approximately
0.01 to 0.02 njfission. These radiations are cal1e<1 delayed fission radiations. Both prompt and delayed fission radiations can be detected in a
manner similar to that previously described for passive neutron counting.
Some ANDA techniques utilize the detection of prompt radiation
while the material is being irradiated and others depend on the detection
of delayed radiation after irradiation has been terminated. If prompt
radiation is detected, the fission neutrons and '}'-rays must be distinguished from the irradiation neutrons and r-rays. As shown in Figure
1.2, radiation from the neutron or r-ray source is incident upon the
nuclear material, but it may also be incident upon the detectors, or it
may scatter into the detectors after interacting with the nuclear material
or the counting chamber. The discrimination of prompt fission neutrons
from the radiation source can be ac(;(,mpiished by using detectors biased
to count only neutrons having energy greater than the energy of the
source neutrons. An alternatIve method is to use a random radiation
source and coincident counting of the correlated fission radiation. In
coincidence counting, it is also necessary either to shield the detectors
from the sot.:"(~e or to bias the detectors al)ove the energy of the source
radiatiuns so trat the accidental coincitiences from the random source
neutrons and ,),-rays do not create a large background. Accidental
coincidences can be significant, if the number of random radiations
detected during the coincidence gate time is large. In the detection of
delayed radiation, the irradiation source is quickly removed prior to
counting, therefore, gross countir.g can be used with or withouL energy
discrimination. The source is removed by turning it off, employing a
movable shutter, or moving the nuclear material past the source to a
shielded counting chamber.
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Another import3nt difference among ANDA techniques lies in the
type of radiation emitteu by the source. Such a source is commonly
called an interrogation source because it senus out a signal (interrogating
radiation) that triggers an appropriate response from the nuclear
materi:ll. Interrogation sour~es arc of two types: (1 ) radi0active isotopic
SOUl'ces and (2) electron, deuteron, or proton accelerator sources. The
radioactive sources all emit neutrons, and some also emit r-rays.
Deuteron and proton accelerators serve t.o produce neutrons and electron
accelerators yield r-rays which can produce neutrons via ()' ,II) reaction.
Common radioactive sources are (1) californium-252 (Z"zCf) spontaneOllS fission sources, (2) alpha-:1eutron (o..n) sources, such as Am-Li or
Pu-Li which emit relatively Iow-energy neutrons and Am-Be or Pu-Be
which emit higher energy neutrons, and (3) photoneutron (-y,n) sources,
such as Sb-Be which emit low-energy neutrons. The (Cr,n) and (r,n)
sources are identified by referring first to the radioactive element
emitting the Cr-particle or -y-ray and then the target eleent. For
example, Am-Li refers to an 241 Am c<-particle source with Li target
that undergoes reaction with the a-particle to produce a ne.ltron [and a
boron (B) nucleus).
The energy of neutrons produced by proton accelerators can be
adju"ted by using differ;~nt target demen"s that will produce neutrons by
proton-neutron (p,lI) reactions. The maximum pneq.,'Y of the r-rays
produced by electron accelentors det:>rm mes the ma.ximum Illmtron
pnergy created by the (')',11) reaction. The r-el1l'q.,'Y can be adjusted by
changin;.( the electron energy.
As shown in Figurl' 1.2, a neutron-moderating assembly is commonly
added to an ANDA system between the interrogation source ,mu the
nuclear material so that the energy of the interrogating radiation is
modified or "tailored" to suit a part!r;ular application. S<'!ection of the
interrogation source ami the tailoring assembly is extremdy important
because the energy of the interrogating radiation determines the
intensity of the response and the measurement accuracy. Tailoring is
necessary because both the fission cross section and the penetration of
radiation through nuclear material are energy dependent. As a simple
illustration of the importance of this fe:lture of A;-';DA, consider the tlse
of a high-energy neutron source with a tailoring assembly to filter ou.t
any low-energy neutrons. The interrogating radiation is highly penctrat~
ing, giving a uniform response throughout the nuclear material, but it
also gives a low inter-sity response because the fission cross section is low
at high-neutron energy. If the tailoring assembly is modified to moderate
the source neutron energy so that the interrogating radiation is primarily
low-energy neutrons, then the intensity of the response will greatly
increase because of the increase in the fission cro~ section. However, the

,
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response will no longer be uniform ;1foughout the nuclear material
because the low-energy neutrons are not highly penetrating.
It should now be obvious that there are a variety of ANDA techniques
that can be used. Table 1-2 presents a list of 23 ANDA techniques.

Table }-2. Active nonde31ructi\"e assay techniques.
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Table 1·2. Active nondestructive assay techniques (continued).
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ANDA also offers a flexibility not found in passive NDA techniques, a~
the following list, contrasting acti',e and passive techniques, demonstrates:

1.

2.

3.

The energy and intensity of the ANDA interrogating radiation can
be increased or d('creased to provide appropriate respOilse intensity.
Passive techniques are limited to the response intensity provided by
nature.
The energy of the interrogating radiation can be adjusted to generate
differ('nt responses from different nuclides. This adjustment is
primarily useful in measuring first fissile nuclides using low-energy
interrogating radiation, and then measuring If: '-ill' nuclides using
interrogating radiation with energies above the fission threshold.
Passive neutron counting measures primarily fertile nuclides, as does
calorimetry. Passive 'Y-ray NDA measures the content of an
individual nuclide only, if nature has provided a penetrating 'Y-ray
for that nuclide.
ANDA is applicable to both uranium and plutonium, as is passive
'Y-ray NDA. Passive neutron counting is applicable to plutonium and
to low-enrichment uran iULl , but it is only commonly used for
plutonium. Calorimetry applies only to plutonium. In contrast to
'Y-ray NDA, which can be applied only to uranium compounds and
matrix materials with low-bulk density, ANDA can be applied to
both low- and high-density materials.
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Primarily because the int{'rrogatin~ radialion can be adjustec and
turned on ,md off, ANDA measure, nuckar matprials in the presence.
of lar~e radiation backgrounds, such as thw.;c produced by radioactive fission products.

In spite of the flexibility of ANDA, then:: are m<U1Y cases where
passive techniques prove a~ accurat<' as A:'\DA and are sell'dec! because
they are inherently simpler. There are also case, where P:'\DA is more
accurate than ,\:-lDA because'the sources of error tha~ affect only the
span taneous radiation from P:\, DA affect both the response and the
interrogating radiation from .\NDA, thus compounding the error.
Presentation of the fundamentals of AXDA in the next chapters will
explain the obstacles to accurate assay and show when and how they can
be overcome.
The description;: of the four bosie types of NDA techniques (Sections
1.3-1.6) cover briefly the principles involved. A mo;e detailed description of passive l'-ray and passive neutron NDA is prf'sentecl in
"Fundamentals of Passive !\"D..\" (ltef. 1). The fundamentals of p:.lssiv(·
calorimetric NDA are found in (Ref. 3 and 5).
1.7

APPLICATIONS OF NDA

In the nuclear mdl'stry there are four common :lpplic:.ltions of NDA:
(1) nuclear materinls accounting, (2) personnel and package search for
nuclear matl'rial as a safl'guard against theft, (3 ~ verification of prior
assay, and (.!) nuclear materials prOCl'SS and quality control. Al\:DA car.
be used in all of these applic;ltlOns. With the exct'ption of process or
quality control applications, tl1l'se us>~s are part of an integr·'ted
s'lfeguart!s systl'm protecting against theft of nudpa.r material. Each of
these applications is described hriefly with emphasis on special advantag('s or disadvantagl's ANDA may have.

1.7.1

Nuclear Material

Accountin~

Nuclear material accounting is one of th'.? most important safe~uards
against diversion of special nuclear materials--uranium enriched with
:1 3:> U, 233 U. ?nd plu tonium--by deterring and detecting thefts of these
materials. For safeguards, accounting accuracies of ± 0.5% of the
material added to the fuel processing operation are required by
government regulation to achie\'(~ sensitivity to out-of-control situations
that may he caused by diversion. Such highly accurate accounting is also
required for responsible financial control of operations processing these
valuable nuclear materials. Thl',e high-accuracy accounting rl'quirements

"
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demand not only accurate measurcment of till' main material flow and
inventory in a nuclear plant, but also measuwment of material in scrap,
waste, and residue remaining in process equipment after it is cleaned out
(holdup). These latter forms of material cannot usua.lly be measured by
sampling and chemical analysis because the materials arc not homogeneous which makes sampling difficult, and because they :U"(' often difficult
to dissolve for chemical analysis.
Many nondestructive assay techniqucs were developed especially to fill
the need for measurements of scrap, .vaste, and rt'sidue as seen by
studying the t'xample of an accountin~ material bal:1nce presented in
Table 1-3. The material balance is divided iato rcceipts (R), bcginning
plant inventory (EI), shipments (8), and ending pl:mt inventory (EI). The
material balance is computed by calculating the matcriai-unaccountedfor (MUF) using the equation MUF = (R + B1) - (S + EI). Each material
in the balance i~ identified in the first c01umn of Tuble 1-3 and mass is
5iven in the second column. The typic"l relative ml'asurement error is
~ven in the third column and tile absolute' prror. obtained by
multiplying columns two and threl', is given in the last column.
Although, the masses of !;Crap, Wllst,', and holdup residue are small
:clative to the other materials, it is obvious that thc~' nn:st be measured
for proper llccouming because they make up l~) ~o 17.5 percent of the
receipts added to the process in this particular example. Of course, in
Tabk 1-3. An example for Z3:>U m;llcrial balalwc.
McasurclUt'nt Error

Material

-

(ltdativc Standard
Deviation, '1:,)

(kg 23r>U)

1000

0.1

1.0

Beginning invt'ntory
U0 2 powder
U0 2 pellets
Scrap
Waste
Holdup

410
420
100
20
10

0,1
0.2
5.0
25.0
50.5

Shipment-lJ0 2 Fuel

960

0.2

0,41
0.&4
5.0
5.0
5.0
1,9

Ending inventory
U0 2 powder
U0 2 pdlets
Scrap
WasIl'
Hold"p

400
425
150
10
15

0.1
0.2
5.0
25.0
50.0

0.40
0.85
7.5
2.5
7.5

Form
Rect'ipts·UF 6

i

. . . _~.:- ... ,"","","--.. _,,,,,,,,,,,--

~,,-::..'. ~;";';""(n~,'~__ *._'."'~'.''-:_:'''''''';''

Mass
(kg

23~U)

Absolute
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real plants the proportion .nay be greater or smaller. As shown in column
four, the absolute measurement errors for scrap, waste, and holdup are
the largest errors in the material balance. This may Dot be the case for all
real plants, but these errors are still significant in any well-balanced
measurement program (Ref. 6). A list of some COmm0:1 scrap and waste
materials measured typically by ND!l is present-'d in Tabk I·-I.
If possible, PNDA is used to mC<L$ure scrap, waste, and residue because
passive assays are inherently less complex than A1'\9A. However, ANDA
should be used when one of the following conditiuns pi'evails:

1.

2.

3.

No passive radiations exbt, or the existing spontaneous pmissions are
not sufficier,tly penetrating for accurate NDA, or the spontaneous
radiation cannot be distinguislwd from background radiation.
Spontaneous emissions are not intense enough for precise assay
within a reasonable amount of time, The ANDA source can be
strengthened to overcome most int{msity problems where spontane·
ous emissions are limiting.
The attenuation of the "pontaneous radi<>.ti011 is excessive. PNDA
provides a choice of interrogation and stimulated radiation that
reduces self-attenuation.

When the material is very uniform it can be meas~red by sampling and
lkstructive analysis, but NDA, especially ANDA, may offer a more
convenient or economical measurement. Table 1-5 lists materials that ;lIe
commonly measured or could belwficially be measured by ANDA rather
than PNDA or destructive analysis. Table 1-6 lists materials which could
be measured by A:\DA, hut that are usually measured by PNDA. These
tables are prt'sent~d to summarize experience with ANDA and to
represent one set of possible measurement strategies. The fundamentals
of ANDA presented in the remaining chapters should guide the user in
deciding whether ANDA is appropriate for his p:.rrticular application and
should make it possible for him to estimate approximate precision and
accuracy (see, for example, Chapter 9).

1.7.2

Real-Time Nuclear :'>laterial Accounting

The selection of a nuclear materials measurement technique for
safegua:ds or financial accountii1g is usually ba~ed on accuracy and
economic considerations. Rec{'ntly, however, an additional consideration
for safeguards is receivinJ attention-the timeliness of meaSUll'ment
results. While present accounting c:m deter theft or detect it after the
fact, an accounting system with timely measurements may function as
part of preventive safeguards by detecting theft wh,m it occurs, so that a
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Typically less t!l,n
few pl'rcent

Varbbll', 20·30~·< (high
concentration-if dry
grinding proccss of !Jl'IIl'ts
is used)
High, similar to process
material
Variable,20·80S'f,

Insolubll' residul'S

Grindl'r sludge or dust

Process scrap
Clean·out sWl'epings

II

High variable, typically
1·5;~; but may bl' > 10%

Contaminatl'd procl'ss material from 5wl'l'ping gICo\'eboxl's,
scrapinl( walls of process equipml'nt, ptc.

Contaminatl'd procl'ss material such as chipPl'd pl'llets, l'tc.

"'ilh grilHh'r dust.

Metal oxidl' with lubricant, In dry grinding, oxidl' is mixl'd

TI'peatl'd acid dissolution, low atomic numbl'T, bulk
density uepl'llds on trl'atml'nt. Initially, similar to studgr, is
sOrnl'timl's pron",spd to powder aftrr calcination and l:nndillg.
Genl'rally agl(H·gated particll'S of S~~~1.
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Product of combustion, low atomic number, bulk density
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Material
Nuclear
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Table 1·4A. Common scrap and wa~te material measured by NDA
(Containers: 1 to 4 I bottles).
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lIiglll'r dt'l1sity tllan combustibll' wasIl'S.
Mostly plastics, rubber gloves, some
ml'tal, graphite furnace lines, glass parts,
etc.
Filter media, such as fibl'rgla.',s, asbestos,
etc.
Assortl'd wastl', including papl'r, rubber,
metal, wood, plastic, and glass.

Vpry low, IPss C1311 100 g
but typically 10 glc.rum.
Sanll' as abo\'!'.

Typically 10·50 gl
container
Typically O.5'"'/box

55 gal. drullls

Various shapes and
sil.t's. Most fit within
55 gal. drums,

4 ft (120 em) x " ft
(120 em) x" ft
(120 cm) boxps

NOII'I'OIll bustible
wastl'

Filters and filter
nll'dia
Waste boxes

Low dl'llsity rapt'r, rags, soml' plastic,
dc.

Matrix Material

55 gal. drums

Nuclear Material
Concentration
(Weight, %)

Combustible waste

Material Description

Typical
Container

Table 1·4B. Common scrap and waste material measured by NDA
(Variable containers).
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Table 1·5. Some materials commonly measured by ANDA.
l\tatt'Tial

ANDA Technique

1.

Lowly l'nriclwd uraniulll
fUl'l rods ( 235 U)

252Cf sOUTcr with dl'!ayrd ),·ray dctcetion and/
or dcl:lyed nrutron dl'lcdion al1d(oT prompt
nl'utron delection using I'nI'Tg)' discrimination.

2.

Mixed-oxide fuel
rods (Pu)

252Cf sourcl' with d,'Jaycd ),·ray detcction.

IITG R furl particles

Am·Li source with coincidcnt neutron drteclion and;or l' ·ray d,'tl'ction.
252Cf sourcp with multiplp coincidl'nt nf'utron
drtretion and/or ),·ray drtpclion.

3.

( 235 11)

4.

HTGR furl rods
<2 35 U)

Saml' as 3, with a m'ulron modl'ration to tailor
till' irradiation neutron l'l1l'rgy.
I HSb.Be sourer wilh prompt m'ulTon dl'teetion
aftl'r rl1l'rgy discrimination.
2fJ2Cf source with dplayl'd nl'utron dptection
and ),·ray detection.

5.

Sma!1 laboratory
samplrs (Pu or 235U)

252Cf source with dp!ay,'d )' ·ray detection.

0.

55 gal. drums of wastl'
(23 5U and Pu), {'sllL'cially
with fission product

14-Ml'V nrutron gl'lll'Tator or 2;,2Cf source with
n..utron detl'ction.
EIl'ctron acceh-rator )' ·ray SOU(CC wilh prompt
ane! e!playl'e! nputron dl'tl'ction.

contaminatiCln

7.

lIigh dl'nsity uranium
scrap (lowly cnnehl'd
and highly rnrich('d
235U)

Am·Li or 2 52Cf sourcl'S with coincident neutron
deteetion and/or ),·ray dl'll'ction.

Table 1·6. Materials commonly measured by passive NDA.
r.laterial

Passive NDA Technique

Dt'nse plutonium scrap

Calorimrlry
Passivl' ncutron coincidencl'

55-gal. drums of low dl'nsity wastl'
(23;' U and I'u), without fission
r-roduct contamination

Pa,sive -y·ray spl'ctrometry and/or
passi\'e nl'utron or neutron")' coincidence

Low.density plutonium scrap

Passin' neutlon timo) correlation and/or
Passi\-e )' ·ray

Low·density uranium scrap

Passin' -y·ray

Rpsidue (holdup)

Passive ),·ray (sometimes passive nputron
for plutonium)

...
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response can be initiated to contain the stolen nuclear material and
possibly the thief. Such an accounting system is called a real-time or
dynamic material control system. Nondestructive assay measurements
promise to play an important role in such real-time accounting systems
because they can yield measurement results within minutes whereas
destructive techniques require hours for completion. Proposed designs of
real-time accounting systems are composed of the mual NDA for scrap
and waste, new on-line NDA for holdup, and NDA for the main material
flow and inventory normally measured by destructive methods. The two
latter NDA measurements may be p('rformed on bulk quantities of feed
and product or on samples rapidly transmitted to a NDA sam pI!' assay
station clcsgined to process a large volume of samples in short periods of
time. Because ANDA has the capability of redut'ing :;)easurement time
without diminishing precision by increasing the source strength, it is
well suited for this application. Another feature of ANDA which makes
it useful for real-time and delayed accounting of nuclear 111aterial is the
inherent invulnerability of Al\:DA to tampering (Ref. 6) because of the
basic complexity of the induced signatures.
1.7.3

Personnel and Package Search

Personnel who are not authorized to carry nuclear ~aterial and
which are not supposed to contain such material routinely leave
the areas where nuclear material is processed. Effecth (;: safeguards
require a search of these personnel and packages to block potential
diversion paths. Passive NDA is used for both personnel and p3cka~e
search; ANDA can be used only for package search because of the
radiation dang('r to personnel. While personnel search instrumentation
can presently detect lightly shielded Ig of plutonium and 3g of 235V,
package search is more difficult because of the often large amount of
dense metal that can be present and the large size of some packages.
ANDA, applied either as an assay technique or as a transmission chech, is
id~alJy suited for package search because th~ interrogation energy can be
high enough to insure effective penetration.
One of the common applications of NDA that satisfies both
accounting and package search is the NDA of large barrels or boxes of
waste which usually contain small amounts of sp('cial nuclear materials
(SNl\I). * NDA systems are used both to assay for the small amount of
SNM present and to assure that there are no nuclear materials concealed
in the waste.
packagc~

*Spt'cial nuclear matNiaJ (SNM) mcans Pu. 233U, 235U, uranium enriched with
tht'se isotopt's, or any matNial artificially enricht'd with any of the forel(oing.
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Verification of Prior Assays

There are a numlJer of situations when NDA verification of a prior
assay can save time and money that would be required to redo the ass?y:
(1) quick check of receipt quantities to assure no large shipper-toreceiver differences, (2) verification of the prior assay of inventory items
if the tamper-indicating seal is broken, and (3) measurements by
indep",ndent inspectors during inventory verification. In mos\, of these
appli~ations the assay is semi-quantitative: the amount of detected
radiation is usually compared with a previous radiation measurement in
such a way that substitution of anotLer element for tlH~ one exp 'Led in
the sample is very difficult. In other eases, a quantitative NDA th.t may
be less accurate than the original assay ;s used to verity that
approximateiy all the material is present; passive ')'-ray or neutron
m,asurer.wnts normally suffice for these applications. Calorimetry can
be applied in a unique way to check for shipper-receiver differences by
determining the "watts" rather thUJI the grams of nudear material
transferred. This method provides a very accurate and secure shipperreceiver comparison. Although ANDA could be used to verify prior
assays, it is used less frequently for this purpose than other techniques. A
disadvantage for independent inspectors' inventory verification is that
ANDA instrumentation is not easily portahlc. This dis'ldvantage is offsf-t
sometimes by measuring many differer.t kinds of materials with ANDA.
1.7.5

Process and Quality Control

The products of nuclear procf'ssing operations undergo extensive
measurement to assure that rigClrous specifications are met. NDA is a
useful tool in these prCJcl'sses and quality control. The most common
application is the scan of fuel rods and plates to check homogeneity. Both
passive and active NDA scans are used, but t1NDA offers two advantages:
higher throughput and better penetration. ANDA systems for rod
scanning a;'e relatively expensive; however, the higher cost is justified
because of the importance to reactor performance of knowing rapidly
and precisely the amount of nuclear material present and its distribution
in the rods. The use of ANDA for this application is increasing.
1.8

OVERVIEW OF FUNDAMENTALS OF ANDA

The sl1ccessful application of ANDA requires an analyst who
understands the fundamentals of ANDA, including the physical principles underlying the technique, and the equipment and eiectronics used.
The remaining chapters provide a description of these fundame:·tals in
detail as required for a full understanding. An overview of these

./
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fundamentals is included below for people other than ANDA unalyst.~ 'Jr
designers and should be helpful to the manager or technicia.n who works
with the analyst and desires sufficient knowlroge to communicate
effl'ctively. It should also be helpful to those who intend to read the
whole book by introducing terminology and pre.onting a brief de'scription of the entire subject before getting into details. Other bri('f reviews
of the principles of ANDA may be found (Ref. 2, 7, and 8).
1.8.1

The Fission Process

Fission of nuclear matPrial is the fundamental process of ANDA.
When a fission takes place, a nucleus with atomic number Z and mass A
normally se;;arates into two smaller nuclei with atomic numbers Z 1 and
Z2 and masses A 1 and :'.2' The fi5..'iion (;f a ¢ven isotope (for example,
23 flU) can proceed in different ways, r(>sul'jng in a distribution of fission
product nuclei with differing masses and atomic numbers. Although the
fission products carry approximately 85 perc('nt of the fission energy,
they are absorbed within the nuclear mate'rial and are thus not useful for
AN D.\. As shown in Table' 1·7, the remaining 15 percent of the energy is
radiated as prompt neutrons, prompt 'Y·rays, delayed -y-rays, delayed
neutrons, and Ii-rays (and lH'utrinosl resultin~ from the radioactive decay
of the fission products. Because the fission neutrons and -y-rays are
highly crwr!:t'tic (in trll' !\leV rangel and d('ctrically m·ulr:.!l. they are vpry
pcnetratin~ and. thus, provide the' useful A!\DA signals.
As mentioned earlier, spontaneous fission of certain nuclidcs provides
one of the passive sign.!ls observed in NDA. The probability of fission
incr~ases dramatically wh('n a neutron or -y-ray interacts with a nucleus
and gives it extra ener::,')'. Even when a thermal neutron, which has a very
small amount of motion energy, is absorbed within a nucleus, a larg(>
Table 1·7. Energy re(ea5(d in the fission or 23:1U.

Emitted enNgy
Form
Fission rragmel'ls
Fission product decay
J-rays
")'·rays
neutrinos
Prompt ")'-rays
Fission neulrons
(kinetic CIH'rgy)
Total

(MeV)

168
8
7
12
7

5
207
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amount of energy is imparted to the nucleus. fhis energy represents the
binding energy of the neutron to the nucleus. The mass of the syst~m
after the neut.ron is absorbed by the nucleus is smaller than the sum of
the ori~inal masse!; of the neutron and nucleus. The mass loss is
equivalent to the neutron binding energy. This energy excites the
nucleus, and may be sufficient to cause it to fission.
As the neutron energy increases above thermal energies, the cross
section for fissiori changes. Figure 1.3 shows the fission cross section of
235U from thermal neutron energies up to energies of 15 MeV (a
thermal neutron has an energy of 0.025 eV at 20°C). Obviously, the
intensity of Le ANDA response is proportional tc the cross section.
Thus, any matrix material or container, which can moderate the energy
of the interrogating neutrons, will change the ANDA response and
possibly lead to inaccurate assays, unless its effects are accounted for.
One way to avoid these errors is to use thermal neutrons that cannot be
fUlther moderated. Another approach is to use higher energy interrogating neutrons and to place a thermal neutron detector close to the
material to monitor the amount of neutron moderation, therefore,
allowing the operator to make corrections.
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235U.

Table I-I shows that the thermal neutron fission cross sections for the
different nuclides are not the same. The behavior of the cross section
with respect to the -energy of the interrogating high energy neutrons is
not the same either. Figure 1.4 gives plots of the overall energy
dependence of the neutrcn fission cra;;s sections of uranium and
plutonium isotopes. A general feature is the decrease in the cross section
of the fissile nuclides- 235 U, 239pu, and 241pu-as the neutron energy
increases. It is also clear that the fertile nuclides- 238 U, 238pu, and
240Pu-have effective fission thresholds at energies greater than 0.5
MeV. Thus, if the energy of the interrogating radiation is less than 0.5
MeV, the ANDA response will be primarily a measure of the fissile
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Figure 1.4. High energy neutron fission cross sections for uranium and
plutonium nuclides measured by ANDA.

nuclides. One measure of an ANDA system is the fissile/fertile response
ratio that reOeds the assay sensitivity to fertile nuclides. If, the energy
of the interrogating neutrons exceeds 1 MeV, the ANDA response
measures both fissile and fertile nuclides.
1.8.2

Interactions of Neutrons and 'Y-Rays with Matt.er

The interactions of neutrons and 1'-rays with matter are discussed in
detail in Chapters 2 and 3. In this section we give a brief introdudion to
the subject.
A beam of neutrons and 'Y-rays passing through matter is attenuated
by scattering and absorption processes. The intensity of the beam
decreases according to a simple expone:1tial law that relates the incident
beam intensity, 10 , to the beam intensity, I, which is transmitted through
material of thickness, x:
(neutrons)

(1-1 )

(-y-rays)

(1-2)

Both L, the neutron macroscopic cr:>ss section, ami. J.I., the 1'-ray
attenuation coefficient, are measured in reciprocal length units. The
reciprocals of ~ and Ii are the mean free paths, or the average distances a
neutron or 1'-ray travels before interacting.
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The quantity ~ relates to bulk matter. Earlier, we discussed cross
sections measured in barns that referred to individual nuclei. Those cross
sections, called microscopic eross sections (0), are rl'i~ted to ~ by the
quantity N, the number of nuclei/lmit volume:
~

=Na.

(1·3)

')'-my interactions, unlike neutron interactions, are not as dependent on
the nucleus as on mass density. It is useful to consider the 1'-ray
attenuation coefficient, p, as made of tl mass density, (p), and a quantity
called the mass absorption coefficient, (p/p):
(1-4)
The total cross section or attenuation coefficient is determined by two
types of attenuation p:-ocesses: scattering and absorrtion. The absorp'
tion process removcs the neutron or ')',ray; and scattering changt's both
the direction and energy of the radiation. Both of these processes are
important. in ANDA. Figure 1.5 shows the total mass absorption
coefficient for 1',rays interacting with different materials. ')'-Ray energy
regions important in ANDA interrogation are also indicated. The
penetrability of the interrogating radiation can be determined from these
curves. For example, the mass absorption coefficient for interrogating
1'-rays in uranium is approximately 0.05 cm 2/ g, and the density of
loosely packl:d uranium oxide is approxim~tely 2 g/cm 3 . Therefore, the
linear attenuation coefficient, which equals the average number of
interactions/unit lenfjth, is O.l/cm. The mean free path, or the average
distance between interactions, is 10 cm. By using the pxpoI1f:'ntial
attenuation law, we see that about 22 percent of a beam of thl'se ')'-rays
penetrates to the center of a 15-em radius cylindrical ("5 gal.") container
of uranium oxide. In low-density material (<t; 1 g/cm 3 ) with a mass
absorption coefficient of 0.02 cm 2 /g, the mean free path is 50 em.
About 40 percent of the beam penetrates to the center of a 55-gal. barrel
of 45-cm radius.
'Y·Rays emitted. by fission have lower energip.s than interrogating
'Y·rays. The average energy/fission 'Y·ray is approximately ll\1eV,ltiving a
mass absorption coefficient in uranium of 0.08 cm 2/ g. Thus, although
the energies arc lower than those of interrogating ')'-rays, the penctration
in dense, heavy material is about half. In light materials, the penetration
of fission ,),·rays is considerably less than that of interrogating ')'-rays, but
penetration is still very good.
Thermal neu tron scattering (as) and absorption (f) a) cross sections for
some materials are shown in Table 1-8. In sha..jJ contrast with the ,,(·ray
absorption coefficients, which behave rather smoothly as the atomic
number changes, the neutron cross sections can be drastically diff!!rent
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Figure 1.5. ')"·Ray mass absorption coefficient for low and high
atomic number (Z) materials.

for elements with similar atomic numbers. For example, the absorption
cro5S section of boron (Z"'5) is 755 b while that of beryllium (Z"'4) is
0.1 b, a difference factor of 7550. The neutron cross sections in Table
1"8 can be used in a manner similar to the 'Y-ray mass absorption
coefficients to calculate penetrability. The density of nuclei, N (nuclei/
cm 3 ), can be calculated from the following formula:
P [ g /cm3] x Avogadro number [nuclei/gra.m-atom]
N [nuclei/em3] = '--'-"'---'----'-'--:,..-----'-.,...--'-"'----....:.
A [g/gram-atom)

(1-5)
For example, for sinterecl uranium oxide, p = 10 g/em 3 and A = 238
g/gram-atom. Avogadro's number = 6.02 x 10 23 nuclei/gram-atom for all

,
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Table 1·8. Scattering (a s) and absorption (a a> thermal neutron
cross sections for some elements.
Cross section (b)
'Element
Aluminum
Bl'I'yllium
Bismuth
Boron
Cadmium
Carbon
Chlorine
Deuterium
Fluorine
Hdium

as

1.4
7.0
9
4
7
4.8
16
7
3.9
0.8

°a

0.24
0.10
0.034
755
2450
0.0034
32.6
0.0005
0.001
0.007

Cross section (b)
Ele'llent

as

Hydrogen
Iron
Lead
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Silicon
Sodium
Thorium
Tungsten
Uranium
Zirconium

38-100
11
11

10
4.2
1.7
4
12.5
5
8.3
8

G

a

0.33
2.62
0.17
1.88
0.0002
0.13
0.53
7
19.2
7.68
0.185

elements. Thus, N = 2.5 x 10 22 nuclei/cm 3 , and, from Table 1·8, the
total macroscopic cross section (scattering plus absorption) for uranium
oxide* is calculated to be O.4/cm. Thus, thermal neutrons have a mean
free path of 2.5 cm in sintered uranium oxide, or 12.5 cm in loosely
packed uranium oxide. Our previous calculations revealed that interro·
gating l'-rays have about the same penetrability in uranium oxide.
Not only does the neutron cross section depend heavily on the
element, but as we pointed out earlier (Figure 1.4), it is highly
energy-dependent. For uranium-238 (238U) the total neutron cross
section increases from 16 b at t.hermal energy to 1000 b for neutrons
with energy of la-lOa eV and back down to 12-6 b for neutrons v.ith
energies from 0.1 to 0.5 MeV. These latter energies are typical of
high-energy neutron interrogating radiation.
This discussion of the attenuation of a beam of neutrons or l'·rays is
useful in considering (1) penetration of interrogating and stimulated
radiations into and out of nuclear materials, (2) desib'll of shields for
detectors and personnel, and (3) selection of detector materials. In all of
these cases we are always primarily interested in the decrease in total
beam intensity, whether by scattering or absorption. However, we
cannot neglect the fact that seattered radiatIOn still exists and may still
be detected or cause fissions in the nuclear material, because the cross
section for fission in fissile material and for detection in detector
material increases significantly as the neutron energy decreases.
The ability of different elements to moderate neutron energy by
scattering is measured by a parameter known as the slowing-doVl'l1·power,
*To simplify, we negl('ct attenuatio:l by oxygen.
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a measure of the average decrease in neutron energy lunit path \engtil in
the material. The slowing-down-power is calculated by multiplying the
macroscopic scattering cross section (number of scatterings/unit lepgthj
by the average logarithmic energy loss/scatter. Table 1-9 gives the
slowing-dawn-power of some common neutron-moderating materials.
Normal water has the best slowing-down-power of ar.y of thrse materials.
The moderating ratio shown in Table 1-9 is the slowing-dawn-power
divided by the '\tsorption cross section. It is a better measure of
ne:.ttron-moderati;ll~ ability of various elements uecause it reflects the
fact that the neutron may be absorbed rather than scattered. Thus, heavy
water is by far the best moderator because its absorption cross section is
much lower than its scattering cross section.
Another common measure ')f a substance's ability to moderate
neutrons is the average number of scattering collisions required to
decrease the neutron energy from the fission neutron energy of 2 ~IeV to
thermal energy. For example, thermalization of neutrons in ur~nium
requires on th(; average 2171 collisions, but in water there are only 18.
The detailed analysis of neutron slowing-down and i-ray attenuation
is more complex than the simple fundamentals presented here. (See also
Chapters 2, 3, and 6.) However, this discussion should help the reader
understand the basis of selection of certain materials for neutronmoderating a'isemblies, neutron and ")"-ray shields and detectors, the
choice of an interrogating radiacion source, and the types of interferences causing error in ANDA.
Table 1-9. Slowing·down properties 'If moderators.
Moderator

Slowing·Down·Power

Watt'r
Heavy water
B,:,ryllium
Graphite

1.28
0.18
D.I£'

1.9

---------

0.D65

Moderating Ratio

58
21.DOO
130
200

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ANDA SYST£MS

The simple principles of ANDA, shown schematically in Figure 1.2
and discussed in Section 1.6, indicate that any ANDA system consists of
the following five components:
1. Interrogation source with associated shielding, collimation. and
electronic control.
2. Neutron-moderating and filtering assembly for tailoring neutron
energies to suit a particular application.

· \-
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3. Sample chamber containing the material being assayed and equipment for scanninl-( and/or rotation.
4. Detection assembly inclUding 'T-ray shields, neutron moderators to
enhance detection, and shields to prevent reflection of radiation into
the sample chamber.
5. Electronic circuits: analog-for biasing the detectors and analyzing
pulses to distin~ish and count stimulated radiation; digital-to
process the data and calculate the amount of SNM.
In this section, we will briefly describe a few ANDA systf'ms in terms of
the five components listed above and include an explanation of the
underlying reasons for each ANDA design.

1.9.1

Delayed Neutron ANDA

Delayed neutrons can be used as the observed fission response, but a
very intense interrogation source and a highly efficient detector are
necessary because the delayed neutron yields are small-only about
0.006 neutrons/fission for 239pu and 0.016 neutrons/fission for 235U.
Delayed 'Ieutrons are emitted from approximately 01 s-1 min after
fission. A very energetic neutron source, such as 14-MeV neutrons
generated by deuterium·tritium reactions, can be USM to give high
intensity and penetratin~ radiation and thus. a uniform response. This
method is ('specially suitable for measurements of small quantities of
highly enriched fissile isotopes (for example, 235U and 239pu). If
considerable amounts of fertile isotopes are present, as with lowenrichment uranium fuel, substantial m(.'deration of the souree neutrons
is required. This moderation, on one hand, increases the sensitivity of the
measurement. but on the other hand, reduces neutron penetrability.
In delayed neutron ANDA, relatively simple detection equipment is
required because no energy discrimination is necessary. Typical detection
assemblies are BF s or SHe gas-filled thermal neutron detectors sur·
rounded by a good neutron-moderating material, such as polyethylene.
The boron-10 (lOB) in the BF 3 gas abso::bs thermal neutrons with a very
high cross section (3700 b), producing (\' -particles that generate electrical
charge by gas ionization. The thermal neutrons react with 3He to
produce tritium and ionizing protons. The cross section for this reaction
is 5400 b. The neutron moderator around the detectors thcrmalizes the
delayed neutrons for efficient detection in the gas-filled detectors.
Accelerator neutron sources zre the most common interrogation
sources used for delayed neutron ANDA. The 14-MeV neutron ~enerator
is useful when assaying large containers with material. With other types
of accelerators, notably Van de Graaff proton accelerators and accelerator photoneutron sources (se" Chapter :1), high neutron intensities,
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which have good penetration and energies well below the fission
tllft.'sholds of the fertile nuclides, are obtained. The acc(·lerators can
produce pulses as high as 10 9 to 10 12 n/s and can be turned off quickly.
They have a beam-on to bi'am-off ratio of 10 7 to 10 9 • Radioactive
sources can be used, if the energy ot the interrogating neutrons is
retluct'd considerably. The penetration of low-ener~ neutrons is not as
~ood, but the response is high because of the high fission cross section of
thermal neutron. This technique is useful for small samples and uniform
materials for which deep penetration of the interrogating radiation is not
es~wntial.

Another way to assay a sample is through photofission creatw by
irradiating nuclear material with high·energy ,),·rays and prompt and
ddayl'd neutrons are counted. In this method, a linear electron
accelerator produces electrons with energies up to 10 MeV that impinge
on (\ mf'tal target, such as tantalum, and produce Bremsstrahlung ')'·rays. *
The technique can be used on a wide variety of materials, even on \vastc
in 55-gal. drums, because these interrogating ,),·rays are highly penetrat·
ing.

1.9.2

Delayed ')'.Ray ANDA

BN'ause delayed ')'·rays from fission arc 500 to 700 times as intense as
delaYl'd neutrons, delayed ,),·ray ANDA is more sensitive than delayed
neutron counting. The emiss;on rate of delayed )·rays declines more
slowly than that of delayed neutrolls, thu3 r('laxing the time require·
ment.> on the on·off switching of the irradiation sourc('. Highly efficient
Nal(TI) scintillation detectors are used to detect ,),·rays. This tl'chnique i"
commonly used for .;canning nuclear fuel rods that move rapidly through
an interrogation chamber to a shielded counting chamoN. The motion of
the rod past the detector provides a scan that shows the uniformity of
the distribution of nUc!f?ar material in the rod as well as its total content.
Neutrons hom a radioactive source are usually the int('rrogating
radiation. The fuel rod scanners mentioned ab')ve use 252Cf fission
sources and moderating assemblies to thermalize the neutrons. An
alwmative approach is to mcwe rapidly the 252Cf from the irradiation
chamber to a shielded position. This technique, called source jerk or
shuffling, can be used with or without neutron moderation, and can be
applied to small, medium, and even to large samples like 5!)·gal. drums.

1.9.3

Prompt Neutron ANDA

One way to detect prompt neutrons from fission is to bias the
detectors so that they respond only to fission nentrons and not to
-This type of radiation is dt'scril.>(>d in Chapters 3 and 5.
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interrogating radiation. This method usually reqaires low·ener~ neutron
sources. Helium-4 (4 He) recoil detectors ~Ie most often used. They are
sensitive only to neutrO:lS above 0.5 MeV, reaching maximum efficil.'ncy
for neutrons of approximately 1 MeV, the average energy of fission
neutrons. The neutrons react with .j He in an elastic scatterin~ reaction
that produces an electrical pulse in the gas·filled detector.
The interrogation source in these ANDA systems can be a 252Cf
source, moderated to produce thermal neutrons, or a photoneutIon
source, such as Sb·Be, that produces neutrons of energies less than 24
keV; The latter source provides adequate penetrability through dense
material, and the energy is well below the detection threshold of .\ He
and other fa~t neutron detectors. Two disadvantages uf this source are
the short half·life of the antimony radioisotope (60 days) and the intense
r·ray background.
1.9.4

Prompt Fission Dett:.ction ANDA

Prompt fission radiation can be detected and distinguished from
interrogating radiation by coincidence techniques, which are called
fissi0n multiplicity detection (F:'\ID) techniques, bl.'cause they require
detection of multiple fission radiations emitted simultal1E'ously. The
detectors are usually plastic scintillators sensitive to both neutrons and
'Y-rays, of which there are approximately eight per fission. Typically, two
to four such detectors are used, and coincidences such as 2-out-of·2,
2-out-of·4, or 3-out-of-4 are measured ;os indications of a 1'1 ;sion event, If
'Y·rays are well shielded and only neuc'ons are detected, two detectors
are adequate. However, if 'Y-rays are dett'cted, three or four detectors are
desirable. The coincidence gate time is very short, of the order of
20-100 ns (1 ns = 10- 9 s), giving excellent discrimination between tnll.'
fisskns and random pulses. By performing two measurements, one with
and one without the interrogation source, the operator can correct for
the contriu'.ltioll of spontaneous fissions.
These ANDA systems use a variety of radioactiv:? neutron sourcE's.
252Cf and Am·Li are the most common. The 252Cf source, shielded
from the detectors. produces a beam of neutrons that irradiate the
sample. which is robted and scanned tu yield uniform response. Single
or multiple Am-Li sources are usually placed inside the count.ing
chamber so as to give uniform irradiation of the n,aterial. This proximity
is possible because the neutron energies from lithium targets are low. The
detectors are sometimes s;1ielded with lead to attenuate low-ener~
'Y·rays and with boron to attenuate low-energy neutrons. The induced
radiation is then penetrat,ng, resulting in accurate assays of low
ser.sitivity.
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The remawmg chapters of this book present ·.he funriamentals of
ANDA. Chapters 2 and 3 are discussions of the physics of the interaction
of neutrons and )'-rays with matter that is basic to the first four
components of an ANDA system. In Chapters 4 through 9, each of the
five components of ANDA is discussed. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the
principles of neutron and ),-ray sources and their characteristics. Chapter
6 treats the transport of neutl'on and ),·rays through bulk matter, such as
the neutron t.ailoring assembly, the shielding material, the material being
as~-.ayed, and the detectors themselves. The fund;,mentals of the physics
of neutron and ),·ray :nteractions with individual atoms and nuclei,
described in Chapters 2 and 3, are applied in Chapter 6 to show the gross
reaction of neutrons and ),·rays with bulk media. Chapter 7 describes the
special characteristics ("signatures") of fission radiations emitted by the
materials being assayed. Chapter 8 covers the detectors of the fission
radiations. It also includes discussions of the electronics used to process
detector pulses for energy discrimination and high-rate pulse counting
alr.n~ with a detailed analysis of coincidence measurement systems.
Chapter 9 shows many examples of existing ANDA techniques, whi::h
are categorized firstly according to whether delayed or prompt radiation
is detected and secondly accordinb to the type of delayed radiation
detected and the technique uspd to discriminate prompt fission radiation
from interrogating radiation. Chapter 10 concludl's this book with a
discussion of instrument analyses and calibration and measurement
control pro/.:rams that are essential for the effective use of ANDA
systems.
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CHAPTER 2

INTERACTIONS OF
NEUTRONS WITH MATTER
2.1

INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the interaction of neutrons with matter is basic
to the analysis of any ANDA measurements based on neutron-induced
reactions and detection methods. These interactions occur in each of the
generic areas of the basic ANDA system described in Section 1.9: the
neutron sou~ce, the source spectrum-tailoring assembly, the sam;>le, and
the detector. In each of these areas, variuus t~'pes of neutron interact:ons
determine the intensity and energy spectrum of the neutrons. These
interactions comprise neutron scattering, neutron absorption, and
neu tron multiplicative processes, including fission.
In some sources, interactions of neutrons within the source material
may slightly change the energy spectrum of the emitted neutrons. The
tailoring a..'Sembly, designed to shape the neutron energy spectrum to
meet the assay needs, is based on an :.mderstanding of the interactions·
between fast neutrons and nuclei of both light and heavy elements. In
general, samples consist of a mixture of light and heav) elements. The
heavy elements include, usually, both fissile and fertile fissionable
isotcp~s. Thus, in addition to being scattered and absorbed in the
sample, neutrons induce fission, which provides the main signature*
sought after in ANDA, and also produce more neutrons as a result.
Reactions In,2n) and similar neutron-multiplying interactions may also
take place. The neutrons produced by all of these reactions will interact
with the sample and either lose energy in scattering or be further
multiplied by fission or (n ,2n) reactions. Finally, the neutrons must be
detected by a selected detector. The proper choice and design of the
"The "signature" of a material comprises the charact<>ristic types, intensities, and
energies of the radiations emitted by that material in an assay
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detector (for example, use of a moderator) also rrquire an understanding of neutron int('factions in the various components of the detection
system.
The neutron interactions which can occur in matter are de:scribed in
Section 2.2. The notions of intnaction cross section, reaction rate and
their propHties are introduce<! in Section 2.3. The remaining sections
cover, in more detail, each type of interaction and the behavior of its
cross section. The last section is a summary of this chapt~r.
2.2

NEUTRON INTERACfIONS

The various neutron interactions with matter can be conveniently
classified as follows (Ref. 1):

1. Scattering
a. elastic sC.lttering, (n,1l)
b. inelastic scattering, (11,11').
2. Absorption
a. radiative capture, (II;}')
b. charged particle reactioni', (n J»,
3. Neutron multiplicative processes*
a. fission, (nJ)

(n ,d I, (11,0:),

and" others.

b. (n,211).

These interactions are 5hown schematically in Figure 2.1.
In elastic scattering, all of the initial kinetic encq,'Y of the incident
neutron pIllS that of the scattering nucleus reappears as the kinetic
energy of the two bodies after collision. None of the neutron energy is
transformed into the internal energy of the nucleus; the collision can be
conceptualized as a c1assieal billiard ball coilision. The neutron energy
following collision depends on its energy before the collision, the angle
through which it is scattered, and the mass of the scattering nucleus.
Elastic scattering of neutrons on light nuclei enhances the efficiency of
neutron moderation (slowing-down) because the lower the mass of the
nuclei, the greater the average loss of neutron energy per collision (see
Section 2.4). This fact is ir.lportant in ANDA since it increases the
probability of inducing fission when fissile material is present.
In inelastic scattering, some of the incident neutron kinetic enerb'Y is
transformed during the collision to internal excitation energy of the
scattering nuclei. This process occurs only if the neutron energy is lar;:e
enough to excite the internal energy levels l :- aracterist;c of the scatter:ng
*Th{'Se processes are usually includt·d in the absorptive interactions. Here, th"y
are treated separately because of their special role in ANDA.
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nucleus. In gem'ral, inela:;tic scattering leads to greater neutron energy
loss than elastic scattering. It is usually important in heavy and
intermediate weight nuclei. As a result of the large energy loss, the
neutron energy may be quickly lowered to a level where elastic scattering
with light elements, particularly hydrogen, becomes more likely. 1hus,
(n,n') reactions with heavy nuclei mb.ed with hydrogen-containing
wbstances can significantly enhance the moderation process of highenergy neutrons.
Absorption reactions result in the loss of the neutron. In most cases,
absorption of slow neutrons occurs by the radiative capture process,
during which one or more 1'-rays are t!mitted. In some absorptions, a
charged particle is emitted l for example, in the (n.p) or (n,o:) reactions].
Occasionally, as a result of later disintegration of the product nucleus,
one neutron may be eventually emitted. For example, in the 170(n,p)
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17N reaction, 17N subsequently decays by delayed neutron emission.
The half-life of this process is about 4 s and results in delayed neutron
bacl,ground when 14-~1eV neutrons are used in ANUA.
If neutrons are absorbed, through any of the processes mention~d (by
materials in the source itself, by spectrum·tailorillg assembly or by the
samp~~), the process is known as self-absorption. The intensity and
energy spectrum of the emerging neutrons d~pend strongly on this
self-absorption.
The fission process induced by neutrons (or photons) is the most
important reaction in ANDA. It provides the main, if not the sole,
signature or combination of signatures which permit ANDA to attain its
principal objecti\'e-the detection and measurement of fissile matt'rials.
As a result of each fission, several neutrons (usually 2 or 3) are released;
fission is thus a multiplicative reaction. Another multiplicative process is
the (n ,2n) reaction, in which a high energy neutror. is absorbed by a
nucleus all.d, as d result, two lower energy neutrons are released. Its
principal importance in ANDA is to increase source intensity by
multiplication and reduce the high-energy of the source neutrons.
2.3

CROSS SECTION AND REACTION RATES

The concept of microscopic and macroscopic cross sections and
reaction rates are discussed in this section.
2.3.1

I\Iicroscopic Cross Sections

The probability of the occurrence of a neutron-nuclear reaction is
related to the concept of a "nuclear cross section." The cross section can
be defined experimentally as follows. Consider a thin targ,'t with an
incident beam of monoenergetic, monodirectional neutrons, normal to
the target. If the rate at which neutron-nuclear reactions occur in the
sample is measured, it is found to be proportional to all of the following:
1. The number of neutrons incident upon the target per unit time and
per unit area, l(cm- 2 s-l ).
2. The cross sectional area of the target, S(cm 2 ).
3. The target thickness, t.x(cm).
4. The aton.:,; density of the target, N(cm -3).
If a is ·t~~stant of pr-oportionality, then the rate at which reactions
occur (the interaction rate) can be expressed as

reaction rate

0:

aINSt.x.

(2·1 )
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Since the rate has the dimensions of s-1 , u must havp the dimensions of
an area. An t'quivalent dC'finition of v is
_. number of event" of a given kind/nucll'us/s

a 0'

.

.

(2-2)

number of incident nl'utroils/cm:.! Is
oS is tI)('n till' probability that a 11<.'utron in tlw bt'am will intC'ract with a

target nucleus and v is Known as the mlcruscuplc cruss sect/u/l.
The commonly uSl'd urit for 0 is the barn (b) (which equals
10 - 2·1 em 2. the approximate geometrie cross section of Ow nuc!pus).
lIol\"ev('r, v can be much laq;cr or sma.;Icr than the geometric cross
section. ranging from 0 to as much as lOG b. Nt'utron-nuclear rt'action
cross sections relevant to A!':DA arc usually betwt'cn 10 -27 and
10- 22 cm 2 tmillibarns to hundreds of barns\.
For each type of neutron·nuclear r('action and each type of nuclide, a
differpnt cross s('ction can 1)(' dl'fllH'd, dp!)(':1ding on tilt' probability of
that particlIlar r('action taking place. Commoll types of neut/LlII cross
sections include:
as

= elastic scattering

= inelastic scattC'ring
or () C = radiatin' capture
of = fission
at = total = (]$ + 0i + Vi far + () of other intC'ractions
a a = absorptiun = or + U r + a(/I,p) + a of other absorption
vi

a)

interactions
('IIC

= nonplastic = a ( -

Os

a (/1,2/1) and ot IIPr cross sl'ctions.

The total cross section, 0 (, is the noss section for any typ(' of interaction
to occur. Because cross sections are t'ssentially probabilities of independ·
ent events. they art' additive: that is, the total rate of two reactions, A
and B, is determined by tht' sum (0 •.\ + a B)'
2.3.2

:\tacroscopic

Cros..~

Sections

In th(' precl'ding section, we assumed a bt'am of ncutrons incident upon
a very thin target, a condition that assured exposure of each nUc!l'lls to
the same beam intensity. If the talget were thick"r, nuclei within til('
sample would be shielded from tlH' beam by the nuclei on the surfaee
because interactions H'mov(' neutrons from the inciG'!nt beam. To
account for thiekness e[[('cts, we must cOllsidl'r a neutron beam incident
upon the surface of a target of an arbitrary thickness.
To derive an equation for the "uncollided" beam intensity, l(x), at
any point x in th" target, considC'r a differential thicknl'ss of the target
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L)('twppn X and (x -I <lxi, Sinn' dx is VNy small, the interaction rate in tlll'
differential thicklH'sS elx GIl'. Ill' cakulalt'd f~om Eq. 2-1 as folllnvs:
intl'raction rall> in dx = "INSelx.
SineI' tlll' interaction rate/unit an'a is equat to the d"c[('ase
intensity ,-ell, WI' obtain
-dl = olNdx.
TIll' solution of this t'quation,
x=O, is

~iv(,11

(2-:J)
\11

Ilf'am
(2--1)

an incident beam intensity of I" at

I(x) = I"t' -Nax.

(2·5)

Eq. 2-5, t1ll'rdon\ defi:ws tlH' "uncollidl'd" bl'am intensity at any point

x in thl' targl't.
It is conv,'nil'nt to ddillt' the produet of the atomic dl'lIsity, N. and
the microscopic cross section, 0, as a separate quantity, the macroscopic
ere).';s sectioll,~. which had the dimensions of inverse !l'ngtll.
Since
(2-(i)
~ can l>p intl'rpreted as the probability/unit path length that thl' neutron
will reael with a nue!eus in a small thickness of sample between x and x
+ dx. Furthermore.

(' -~ x

= probability that a

neutron movl's a
distant'!' x without intl'radion

(2-7)

so that
~e -~xd.'(

= probability that tilt' n/'utron has

(2-R)

its first interaction in dx

= p(x) dx.
Then'fore, the mean distance a neutron travels befon' interacting with a
nucleus in the sample is (Ref. 2)

x == [00 xp(x)dx =
o

-::'1

xe

0

-~xdx == 1/~.

(2-9)

This distance, known as the mean free path, is generally denoted by A.
Since ~ -I is th(' mt>an distanc(' that the neutron travels belwet>n
collisions, th(' frl'queney of collision is giv('n by u~, where v is t.he
n('utron spl'ed, and l/l'-::' is the mean time between reactions.
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The macroscopic era:;;; section for a specific reaction is given by N
times the microscopic cross section for that reaciion, for example, for
reactions t, a, t, etc.,
~ f = No f' ~a = No a , ~ / = No /; and otlll'rs.
The macroscopic cross section, for a reaction of type j, of a
homogeneous mi..xture of materials X, Y, and Z (which may, for
example, constitute the matrix in the i:1terrogated sample), with atomic
densities, Xx' Ny, and X z , respectively, is given by
v_ j -- 1..
'7
X 0 jX

+"
1v }' a )'
j + N Z OJZ

(2·10)

where oj, a} , and oj are the microscopic cross sections for nuclides x, y,
and z, respectively.
The cross section for any neutron reaction varies from isotope to
isotope and depends on the neutron el1l'rgy. The magnitude and energy
dependence of the cross sections are important factors in designing
ANDA measurements be('ause they determine the rat(~ of the desirable
signal and the undesirable background interactions. Values for cross
sections are tabulated in a series of publications (Ref. 3,4) known as the
"barn books." Tables and graphs for some important materials for
ANDA are presented below (see Srction 1.8.1).
II15(!cction of cross seetion data revcals the following genual features
of cross section behavior:
In light nuclei (2 ~ 30), elastic scattering is usually thc dominant
interaction process at all neutron energJes up to - 20 MeV. At
neutron energies above -1 l\leV, inelastic scatlpring can also be
important.
2. In hea\'ier nuclei (2 > 30, except for a few "magic" nuc!pi),
absorption, esppcially radiative capture, becomes dominant at lower
neutron energ;es (below 10 kl'V) and inelastic scattering is important
at h;gher energies (above 100 k~V).
3. In the energy region bl'tween -1 eV and -10 keV, cross sections
frequently exl~ibit a resonance structure (Fi{.\ure 2.2). In the
.resonances, the cross section can become very large (wer a narrow
energy inter\'31. Absorption resonancps are palticularly strong in the
intermediate and heavy nuclei. In the light nuclei, the resonances are
mainly scattering re50nances.
4. Below a few eV, absorption cross sections frequentl~' show an energy
variation inversely proportional to the neutron speed:. au - llu or
£-1/2. Scatterinr, cross sections at these low energies are constal,t ancl
usually amount to a few barns.
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(Ref. 3).

For hydrogen, the absorption cross section is small at all energies
(although the ab~'rpticn can bc important). The scattering cross
section is large (arr,.,unting to 90 b at VI!r)' low ncutron, energies) and
decreases to 20 b at 1 eV. It is constant at this value up to about 10
keV and then slowly decreases at. higher energies to values of about
4 bat 1 ~leV and 0.9 b at 10 MeV. The scattering is always elastic,
and there arc no resonances.

Most of these featun·s can be explail1"d il~ terms of the formation of a
"compound nucleus" (Ref. 1). TIJI' interaction may be conceived in two
steps: the neutron is first absorbed, resulting in the compound nucleus of
mass (A + 1); tilat nucleus then decays either by re-emitting a neutron
(elastic or inelastic scatterir,g), by emitting a phvton or charg('d particle
(absorption), or by fission. In ebstic scattering of this type, the neutron
is rE·-emitted with its original kinetic energy (in tile center-of-mass
system).
Whereas compound clastic scattering is only significant in the
neighborhood of resonancl's. "potential scattering" is a type of elastic
scattering which occurs with m'utrons of any energy. It does not involve
formation of a compound nucleus but arises simply because of the
presence of the nucleus. Another nputron interaction, not involving a
compound nucleus process, is caJIed direct intt'raction which is important at higher neutron energies, wPil above the average fission neutron
energies (~2 l\leV).

2.4

ELASTIC SCATI'ElUNG

With few exceptions, elastic scattering is the most important ir.teraction between neutrons and light nuclei. In hydrogen, for example, the
elastic scatterinr, cross section ;s equal to the tntal cross section from 10
keV to 40 MeV.
Elastic scattering in a neutron-nuclear reaction results in a discrete loss
of neutron energy, varying from zero to the maximum allowable by the
laws of conservation of momentum and energy. The Joss depends on the
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scattering angle and the an~h, between the ncutron'~ initial and final
dircetions. The largpst posslbll' los~ occurs wllt'n tile IH'utron IS scat tered
backward re!ativl' to its ori~inal direction (scattering angle = 1H(
Solving the equations for conservation of momentum and kinetic l.'.H'rgy
for this case (Rf'f. 1) givcs th(' neutron energy after collision, Fl' in
terms of its (-nergy before collision, 1: 0 , and the atomic mass number of
the target. A :
0

).

.

i'l

(A .'1)2

= Eo \/\+1

(2-11)

This equation shows that in a collision of a neutron with a carhon
11Uclcus (A = 12), rnr instan~I', the lar~est. possib1<- ('nergy Il)~~ is 23
percent, while in (>iastic scat.ng with a 23hU nuclpus, t.he maximum
loss is about 1.7 percent. A collision with a hydrogl~n llucl(,us (11 = 1),
however, results in the loss of all the neutron energy.
In addition to thp ('lwrgy loss, the angular distributiun of till' scattf'red
neutrons is important. To describe tillS dis~ribution, it is convcnil'nt to
refer to a coordinate systf'm whuse origin is located on tlw center-of·
mass of the' neutron-nudeus system. Gl'11l'rally, tilt' lleutron scatft'ring on
light nuclei in till' center of mass systl'm is isotropic for ('!wrgips bdow
about 0.5 :'leV. Nl'utrons with hi~lll'r l'ller~y (for example, 1-1 J\leV)
show forward peaked angularci,;tribution; that is, the ncutrons are' most
frequently scattpf(-d .hrough a slm"j ilngll'. In Iwavy nuclidl'~, such as
uranium and lead, anistropy of thf> angular distributiou pn'vails wpJl
below 1 :\1cV; for example, at 0.25 !\1pV (ltd. 3). Neutron scattering by
hydrog"n is isotropic in th(' Cl'ntl'r of mass syswrn for all n(,utron Plwrgips
of intl'rest in A0:I);\, The angular distribution wlwn vipwed in tlw
lahuratory system is :lllitp diff.-rpnl for scaUerin~ on a light nuclide
targl't. The averagl' cosine oj tlw scattpring angle ill the laboratory
system, 'ii, is a fundion ,)f Ihl' atomic nurn!)('r, A, of til(' largPl nucleus
(2-12)

Ih-nee, for hydrogl'n (A = 1 ),i:i 2/:~, ard the scattering is mosll~ 111 Ute
forward direction. At Ull' otllf'r extn'n1e, for scaUl·ring by urani:lll (A =
23H), j] ,,-, O. This f('silit ,houid Ill' obvious IWCallSI! for a heavy seatterl'r,
the eentpr-of-mass and thr~ lallOrat,or: systprns an' almost tlw same (the
c(!nt(~r-of-mass br'ing pssentlaJly flxl'd a~ till' scattering nll.::!ells).
The effect of t he scattering ilnglilar distribution on tlw motioll of it
neutron, in a scattering mediulIl, may 1)(' taken into at'('Ol",t 'Jery roughly
by defining a "lranspurt cross sectioll," I)lr' In a nOllabs ;r~)ing ,nediurn,
this cross section is (ltd, 2)
0:

(2-1:.l)
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If absorption is also pr('sent
a tr

= 01

_.

asp

= 00

+

(Is

(l--tT),

(2-H)

The transport me'ln frt'" path is tlwn givt'n by

(2-15)
In the case of spheril'<Jlly syhlmetric scattering, jj = 0, EllS. 2-13 and
2-14 reduc(' to as and VI' rpspectively. The transport nwan free path can
be thought of as the m'eng" distance that a lwutron travels after a
collision before it "forg~'ts" its original dir"l,tion of llloti9n as a result of
sub,;equent collisions,
l3ecausp the elwrgy 10"''' eil'pends on til(' '>l'attering angle, an aVf!ragl'
energy loss per collision l'an be obtainl'(! by averaging over the angular
distributIOn. It is usually more convenient to use the logarithm of the
av('rage energy loss, ~. It can be shown (l{ef. 5) that for isotopic
scattering in the ('entl'r-uf-mass systcn~, tlll' averagl' e!H'rgy loss equals tlw
following:
(2·] GI

wlwrp Eo is the neutron el1l'rgy before a collision and F 1 the enel"!.(Y after
collision. For values of i\ > 2, this expn-ssi'ln may be approximated by
')

~~ ,/ \+~
~IV

\

within 3.3 lll'rCent of the curred v<lltle for A = 2. For larger values of :\
this approximation is eXl',-lIent.
The quantity ~ may bl' used to ca1l'ulate the aVl'rage number of
collisions required to slllw down a fast nl'utron from an l'nergy Eo to J~ \.
Th(' average numlll'r of collisions requinod is [In( .f:olf,'\ ) I!~. For
exampll', supposP tlw initial neutron elll'rgy IS 2 I\Il'Y, and tilt' pputron is
slowl'<.i down to 0.025 "v by plastic collisions with hydrogl'n (~=1). TIll'
average number of collisions for this case is 18. The numbc'r of collisions
required to thermalizl' u neutron for several eleme:lts is summarized in
Table 2·1 for Eo = 21\h'V and J~'l = 0.025 pV,
Ilowevpr, heavy l'lpllwnts can slow down fast neutrom by means of
inelastic scattering. This subject is discllsSl'<.l in more detail in till'
following section.

2.5

i

i

(2·17)

INELASTIC SCA1 v nm.lNG

When a compound nud~'us (sep Section 2.3.2) is raispd to an enl'rgy
statt' equal to, or in exL'l'SS of. tile first pxt'itl'd stute abovl' ground h'vel
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Table 2·1. Somt' S<.'attering and slowing down properties of nuclei.

Element

~lass

Number

Numbl'r of
Collisions to
TI1£>rrnalizl'

~

Hydrogcll

1000

IS

[klll~rillm

o. 7 ~5

~~

Bl'rylliuIII
OXYl!I'n
l;raniurn

l)

It>
~3S

St,

O.~Ol)

0.1 ~l)
O.OOS3S

I ~O
~17~

of till' target nudl'us, it may dl'c;~y to that ground state (or to otlwr It'\'d
if l'lwrgetically possibll') by emitting OIW or mon' 'Y·rays . .-\ IH'UtrOI\ with
It'55 l'nprgy than tilt' incidl'nt Ill'utron is also emitted, The elH'rgy 11f til\.'
fir~t k··..Pl in IH';wy nuclides is tilt' threshold '·I1l'r~.y for inl'lastit'
scattering. TIll' rl'btin' spacing 11f tlw I'IH'rgy le\'els dl'termilws tlll'
probability distributions of tlll' IHlmlwr and energy of tIlt' rmitkd ')'·rays,
"'here le\'el spal'ings art' wid." as III li~ht nuclei and tl1l' stabl.· "magic"
nuclei. the thn'sllllld is high and d.'cay is mort' likely to occur by
emission of a small numbf'r of hi~h·.'n.'rgy 'Y·rays. \\"lwn till' spacings gl't
doser to~etlll'r, as in heavipr isotol'l's or at high excitation enl·rgi.,s, tIll'
'Y·ray emission Spl,,'trUl1l forms a n.',lr ,'ontinuum,
The eneq::y distribution of .tlw ilwlastically scatten'd neutrons IS d."
termineli hy !lit' l'I\I'r/-;.' 1"\",15 of tl\t' tar,::,'t nuclt'us, \\'hl'n tilt' en.'r~'y of
the incidcnt 11.'lltron is only high .'nough to excitl? a fl'w Ipvels in tIll'
nucleus. the ilwbstically s,'att.'rl'd 11l'utrons app.'ar in distinct l'nl'rgy
groups, Each ~~roup l'orrl'sponds 10 tlll' l'xcit.ltion of a singll' kwl. if Ihl'
1'1wrf,.'Y of till' inl'id,'nt nputron is hi~h .. no ugh to l'xcill' many Il'wb. 1111'
n('utron f..,'rOlIPS t'orr..spondmg to t Ill' mOrt' c!osl'ly spacl'd I('\,('\s fllrm a
continuous s(ll't'lrum L!lat is obsl'rn'd in addition to tht' discrl'll'
sp('ctrum,
Tlw inl'!astil' t'ross sl'clions f.n !l'ad. n'pn'sl'nting Ill'avy ell'nwnts, and
for iron, rppn's.'nling int,'rml'diat., d,'nH'nts, bolh of which an' oflt'n
us('t! in spl'ctrum.tailoring assl'l1lblil'S, ~trC' shown in Figun' :!.3, Tlw
ability of thl'sl' 1'!l'I!Wnls 10 sill\\' down fast l1(-utrons by Ilw iIWIaStil'
procpss is iI'dil-a"'d by tlw noss SI'l'lil)J1S for pmission of s(ll'l'ific ')' ·ra~·s.
'1'11(' C'IH'rgy of th"St' 'Y·rays is l'qual tl' tl1<' "Iwrgy loss of tl1<' intl'r;\l"llll~
nC'utrons. Figllrl' :! L\ shows s.'H'ral l' -,'mission t'ross sl'cl ions for 1111'
20GI'b isolopl', which t'onslilutl's ~:U; pl'rl'l'nl of 11ll' '1atllr;llly ot'C\lrri~lg
t'lC'nll'ntal lead. Figllrt· 2.-1 B sllllwS similar cross sp,'1 illl1" for t 111' ;, I; Fe
isotopp, whidl t'onstit\ltl's ~)1.7 l1l'rl'l'tlt 11f tl1<' naturally occurring inln,
Th,'sl' and otlwr t'urn's llldit'al." fllr instant'l', that a a·:'o!t'\' l1l'utron has a
reasonably high probability of losing ,'ilh.'r O.~\), 0.5-1. O.tHI, 1.70. l.:;tl,
l.S:!, or 1.,15 :'ok\' (in ell'cr.'asm!! onkr of prol "hility) in Olll' ilwIasli,'
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Figur(' 2.3, Inl'laslic- cros.~ sec-lions of Fe and Pb.

collision with a I'b nud!'us. This shows Ilw l'ffectivcncss of indaslic
scattering in rt'ducin~ 11ll' 1'IH'r~y of fast nl'ulrons,
The "group Iransfl'T cross s,'clion" is requirl'd in some nl'utron
transport ca1l'ulalions of inll'n'st in :\l'\DA applicalions, Thl' group
transfer cross sPelion. (/(1-.'; ~ f.';l. is tlH' sum of the cross sl'e1ions for all
prOCI'SSI'S that n'sult in a lH'uiron whose initial enl'rgy is E; (lying in
enl'rgy region or "group" il and IS scattl'n'd 10 an energy Ej (in I'Ill'rgy
region or "group" jl. If ~roup j is the sanll' as or is just bl'iow group i.
both elastiC and illl'lastic sC;ltlerlllgs can \'!'sult in the neutron ('lll'rgy loss
E; ~ Ej , and till' group transfer l'ross seclion is the sum of thl' cross
sl'ctions of lh~' two PWCI'SSl'S. If ~1>tIP ] is sufficil'nlly far bl'!ow group i,
plastic scattl'ring cannl>t caUSl' lhis Iransfer (in anI' collision), uecausl' of
Eq. 2-11. HI'\'(' only ilH'lasl ic SC;ltll'ring is important. For hydrogl'n. of
course, tlll'l'l' is no illl'laslic sl'allt'ring I)('c;lusl' all its enl'rgy loss is by
elastic scattl'ring.
The impol't~lIln' of inl'!astic se,\IINing in ANDA bl'coml'S dear when
we rpmelll!>l'r that in ilH'lastie St"\I1Ning. a Ill'utron lllay lose a larger
amount of elH'rgy in a collision witli a Iwavy nudpus than 'would Lw
possibll' through ali plastic collisilln. For I'xampll'. a l-l\Il'V lwulron losl's
a maximum of 17 k,'V in;1ll I'lastil.' "c<lUNing '\Ith :!3tlU as compared 10
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Figure 2.4B. Cross sections for "I-ray emission in
inelastic scattering in 56 Fe (Ref. 3).
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44 and 146 keV (with equal probability) in inelastic scattering. The
slowing.(\mvn effectiveness of inelastic scattering in heavy nuclides
increase" greatly for higher energy neutrons. For example, a 14-MeV
neutron will lose on the average about 12 MeV in an inelastic collision
with uranium or lead nuclides. Since inelastic scattering cross section" are
the largest for intermediate and heavy elements, materials like Fe, Pb,
and Ware commonly used as a first stage in the moderation of fast
neutrons as well as a shield against 'Y-rays emitted by the neutron source.
The angular distributions of inelastically scattered neutrons is rather
simple: up to incident neutron energies of around 10 MeV, the neutron
is emitted isotropically in the center-of-mass system. Above 10 MeV, the
distribution tends to become peaked forward. For most practical
applications, however, it is usually adequate to assume that the inelastic
scattering is isotropic in the center-of-mass system. For heavy nuclei, this
means that the angular distribution is also isotropic in the laboratory
system.
lnelustic cross sections as functions of the incident neutron energy are
shown in Figure 2.5 for aluminum, titanium, zirconium, cadmium, gold,
uranium, iron, and lead. The cross sections vanish, in each case, below
the threshold energy.

4
\ifUlhv~ ..

~. J~[RGY.

&
""eV

8

Figure 2.5. Inelastic cross sections (at 1\) v('rsus incident
neutron energy of several elements.

2.6

ABSORPTION

For high-energy neutrons, a number of different absorption processes
exist, all of which proceed by compound nucleus formation. The
compound nucleus emits one or more particles or "Y-rays immediately

.
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fo~lowing its formation. For fast neutron absorption, the emitted
"particles" are usually either a proton, an a-p;,rtic1.c, two neutrons, or
one or more ')'-rays. These reactions can be written in the following ways
(the asterisk indicates a nucleus in an excited statel:

(n,a ):
(n,p):
(n,21l ):
(Il,')' ):

A
Z

A
Z

1
1\+1 *
X+ n- { 2 X'J
0

2a + Z-2 Y

1
{A+1:~n* _
X+ I l Z • J
0

1 - A T
v+
12-1

4·

A-3

1
..4+1 *
1
A-I
ZX + On- { Z.x} - 2 Oil + 2 X

A
A
Z

1
.'1+1 *
X + Il- { Z X. f 0

o

A+1

Or + Z

X

1

The new nuclei resulting from these processes, e.g., =~ Y or z ~\ T, will
g0 to the ground ,;tute from an excitM state, usually by rapid emission of
one or more ')'-rays. For the (n,')') reactions, these r-rays are known as
(prompt) capture -y-rays, whose energies are in the range 1--10 MeV. They
provide uni4ue signatures for most elements. A notable exception an' the
fissionable isotopes, whose capture )'-ray signatures are not very strong
and ale usually lost in the backb"'I"Ound (Ref. 6).
Although fa'>t neutrons may undergo a number of different absorption
processes, the probability that these processes will occur is usually wry
small because cross sections of scattering processes are much larger at
high energies Lan absorption cross sections and because the thre::;holds
of most absorption reactions are usually in the range from 1 to 10 t\leV
or higher. Only a fraction of the neutrons will cause absorption reaetions
because they are much morl' likely to be slowed down below the
threshold energies by scattering processes than to undergo fast neutron
capture.
Whereas absorption reactions where chargcd partieles are cmittl'd are
threshold reactions, the (Il;)') capture reactions arc not threshold
reactions. Their cross sections are small at high energies but large at
lower neutron energies, for example, at thermal neutron energies. It has
been mentioned that at thermal energies, t1w cross section for (II,')')
c.apture, 01" varies as 11v, where L' is the neutron speed. The magnitude
of 0 1" at low energy, depends upon whether or not there is a resonance
in this energy region. At energies above the resonance region, 0) drops
rapidly as lIE or faster, to very small values, as a function of energy. The
reason for the rapid decrease in 0) is that, with the increasing elwrgy of
the incident neutron, the compound nucleus is formed in more highly
excited states that can det:ay more readily by neutron emission (or

/
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fission, if this is energetically possible) than by 'Y·ray emission. At
el.ergies above 1 MeV, inelastk scatter:ng, thus, becomes the dominant
compound nucleus decay process, at the expense of both elastic
scattering and radiative capture. At still higher energies, the (n ,2n)
reaction can also become important.
Direct application of capture )'·signatures in ANDA measurement is
very limited. However, since the low-energy cross section for this process
is relatively high for high-Z (Z = atomic numberl materials, its effects on
the sensitivity and accuracy of ANDA measur..ments should Iw considered. 'Y·Radiation not only incre('.ses the background for the neutron
detection systt'm, but it can also be detected simultaneously by more
than one detector as a r('sult of Compton scattering events (Chapter 3),
therefore, increasing the ('rror due to random coincidences in fast
coincidpnce measurement techniques. (Sec, for example, Chapter 8.)
These detection problems are further complicat;''i by annihilation
radiation (sec Section 3.4) and the presence of materials which decay by
'Y-cascade, that is, when two or more )'-rays are emitted successivdy from
different excited levels. Radiative capture by hydrogpn during the
moderation and detection phas~s of the ANDA measurement technique
is also important because it produces a large amount of 2.2·MeV -y-rays,
which may be an undesirable background.
2.7

NEUTRON MULTIPLICATIVE PROCESS-FISSION AND (n,2n)
REACTIO:-';S
The twc main neutron multiplicative processi'S arc the nputrol1 fission
(n,{) and 1he (/1,2/1) reactions to be dis('ussed in this section.
2.7.1

Neutron Fission

Nuclear fission by neutron (ni) is by far the most important
multiplicative process 111 ANDA measurement;,. It provides the main
stimulated signature that distinguishes the fissionable materials from the
surrounding matrix material in the interrogated sample. Fission may be
induced by high-energy or thermal-energy neutrons. '" The fissile nuclei,
such as 2 3 3 U, 23 [) U, 239 Pu, and 241 Pu, undergo fission following the
absorption of a thermal·energy neutron. With most other heavy nuclei,
the binding energy of the incident neutron is not itself sufficient to
supply the compound nucleus with the required critical energy, and the

•

"'Many of the fissionable isotopes also undergo spontaneous fission that is the
basis of some PNDA techniques (Ref. 71. Spontaneous fission may constitute one of
the background components in ANDA techniques, where spontaneous fission rates
are very low as compared to induced fission rates.
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neutron must have kinetic energy above a threshold level (usually
betwpcn 0.5 aui. 1.5 ~leV) to induce fission. Neutrons with energies
below this threshold value are labeled wblllrcslwid or suiJ-.\Je v'lleufrOIlS.
A threshold level is always prp"t'nt when the nucleus contains 2.i' even
number of nucleons (for example, 232Th and 23liU), because the
binding energy of the incident neutron to an even-A nucleus (for
example, 238U) is always less than to an odd-A nucleus (for example,
235U). Nuclei with threshold energies below 10 MeV are called fertile.*'
Although 2'H'Pb may fission when struck by a neutron of energy greater
than 20 t\leV, it is not considered fertile. On the other hand, 23SU can
fission if the neutron energy is greater than 11\1eV, )wnce it is considered
fertile. Other fertile isotopes of interC'st are 232Th, 23Spu, 240pu, ane:
242Pu.
Observation shows that any phenomenon that excites a nucleus abovl>
the critical energy level can precipitate fi5sion. Besides excit.at.ion by
thermal- ')r high-energy neut.rons, high·energy -y-rays excite a nucleus and
cause a tYI,e of fission called photofission. This type of reaction is the
basis for ANDA systems employing electron accelerat.ors such as Iinacs
(see Section ;j.6).
FollOWIng neut.ron absorption in the fission process, the excit.ed
nucleus splits mostly into two large fragments, and emits almost
instantaneously, on the averag,·, two or thrpe prompt nl'utrons and
nunH'rous -y-rays. The sequence of events in a fission process is shown
schematically in Figure 2.6. It gives the time scale of a fission event and
the four types of radiations used as si~'natures in ANDA t.echniques:
prompt. neutrons, prompt -y-rays, delayed neutrons, and dl'layed -y-rays.
The fission eross section, of' is a function of the target nucleus and the
energy of the inddent neutron_ For the fissile nuclei, of is quite large at
low energy and drops roughly, as l/v, with increasing neutron velocity
(v) or elH'rgy up to the eV region wlwre resonances appear. Above
appr(,ximately 1 keV, resonances can no longer be resolved by present
measuring techniques, and the cross section becomes rather smooth, as
shown before in Figure 1.3 where 0 f is shown for 235 U. Although most.
of the ANDA techniques discussed in tht' subsl'quent chaptC'rs are based
on fission induced by thermal, epithermal (0.5 to 10 eV), and 5ub-!\h>V
neutrons, the resonance region in 0 { can possibly he used in ANDA
(Ref. 8).
The fission cross section is sO~!:lVhat different for fertile nuclei, such
as 238U, that require an energetic neutron to induce fission. The Of is
*The name comes from the fact that the f~rlile isotopes can capture a neutron
and, by radioactive decay, convert into a fi"sile isoto~. This process is called
breeding.
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Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of the fission process.

practically zero up to the thleshold energy for fission, where it risps
rapidly with increasing energy. Since the fission threshold occurs,
usually, at energies above the region of resolvable resonances, the fission
cross sections of these nuclei tend to be smooth everywhere. The
relatively hign threshold energy for fission of 238U nuclei provides an
efficient way to analyze the content of fissile materials in the sample.
The energy spectrum of the source neutroi1s is tailored so that fission is
inducpd only in the fissile isotopes (Chapters 6 and 9). Figure 2.7 shows
the fission cross sections for some fp-rtile and fissile nuclei.
From Figure 2.6, we see that the fission process results in a number of
products: energetic fission fragments, neutrons, -y-rays,' iJ-rays and
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Figure 2.7. Fission crossscction of 239pu, 235U, 238U, and 232Th.

neutrinos (the last two are not shown in Figure 2.6), emitted either at
the instant of fission or sometime later as the fission fragments undergo
radioactive dl'cay. !\lost ANDA techniques arc based on measurement of
the number of fission events, which occur in the sample, as a result of
bombarding it with neutrons of a known intensity and energy.
Measurement of the fission reaction requires that one or more
products of the reaction be determined. Fission fragments and (l·rays do
not travel large distances, from the point of fission in the sample,
because of their charge; therefore, they cannot be detected from outside
of the sample. 'Y·Rays and neutrons penetrate much more easily and can
be detected outside the sample. All the usable fission signatures are based
on these radiations. which are discllssed in more detail in Chapler 7.
2.7.2

The Reaction (n,2n)

The second multiplicative process of importance in ANDA is the
(n,2n) reaction, basically an absorption reaction, in which the compound nucleus decays by emitting two neutrons. It is important only at
high neutron energies (;;;> 7 MeV), although for some nuclei the threshold
energy is much lower (1.8 MeV in 9Be and 3.3 MeV in 2H). The

threshold energy for the (11.3/1) readien is usually so high that it is not
significant in most ANDA measurements.
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The (/1,2/1) process is important mainly in t1H' moderation and, to
some ~xtl'nt, in the multiplication of 14·\!eV nC'utrons cn'ated by the
(d--f) reactions. Different interrogating spectra can be producl'd by
surrounding the target of a l-1-.\!eV neutron generator with various
combinations of tungsten, lead, carbon, and polydhyIL'ne. Owillf~ to the
large (tl,2n) contribution from Pb and W near 14 MeV, the total neutron
leakage from these materials exccl,ds gt!n('rally the primary neutron
intensity from the target. Since the energy of the neutrons produced by
the (11,211) reaction is lower than that of the primary neutrons, it can also
br used to softpn the energy spectrum for specific applicalions. The
pnergy spectra of neutrons resulting from the (n,2/1) reactions in Pb and
Be arc shown in Figure 2.8. The primary neutron (mer..:y range is 2 to 15
MeV (with an effective average E = (i.45 ~leV). Note tlw high intensity
of (tl,211) nputrons in Be as compared with ;'b (indicated by the area
under the histogram) that is explained by the l1igh (tl,2n) cross spction in
B(' (0.31 b) relative to the total cro,;s section in this energy range (2.3G
b). In contrast, the (n,211) cross section of Pb in the eneq.:y group 2 to 15
!'.leV is 0.00G7 b, although its tot<llcwss S('c~i<>n is 6.97 b. The inelastic,
(11,2/1), and (Il,all) cross sections of 23eU are shown in Fi!-:lIre 2.9. 'I he
rapid increase of the (n,2/1) cross S{'ction above the reaction threshold
10 - , r-,.....,.--TT"TlT-~---:;=====::;---,.-,:,'-'1 r."
.

- - - - __'t

'C'

:

Figure 2.8. Proba:>ility of generating a neutron in the j·th energy group by
(n,2n) reaction in group 1 (2·] 5 MeV) for Be and I'b.
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(Ref. 4).

and the corresponding decrease of the inelastic scattering cross section
should be noted.
2.8

SU~gJARY

The interactions of neutrons with light and heavy nuclei important in
ANDA are summarized in Table 2-2. The distinction between low- and
high-energy neutrons is arbitrary because some processes occur in two or
more energy ranges. Fission can be produced in various nuclides under
different conditions. Slow neutrons came fission in fissile isotopes but
not in fertile om's. Fast neutrons with enprgies great!'r than 1 ;\leV cause
fission in both. Inelastic scattering and emission of charged particles
occur usually when the energy of the incident neutron is about 1 l\leV or
hi~~her. The cross sections for reactions in which charged particles are
emitted ar·~ usually much smaller than those for inelastic scattering and
radiative capture, especially when the valup of the atomic number (Z) of
the target nucleus is high.
Table 2-3 summarizes th~ reievance and significance of the various
neutron interactions. to the various basic components of generic ANDA
systems. For each component, neutron interactions, which significantly
contribute to performance, arc arranged in an approximately descending
order of importance. The paramount role rihycd by neutron moderation
and thermalizatioll is clearly rene~ted in the table that also indicates
various other important elements used or possibly present. A more
detailed discl:ssion of the role of thes(' elements will be found in lat('r
chapters, especially in Chapter 6.
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Table 2·2. Interactions of neutrons with light and heavy nuclei.
Nuclei
Light and Intermediate
(A < 80)

Energy

Heavy
(A;;. 80)

(n,ll)a

Low
(0-1 kloV)

(n,1 )

Inlennediate
(1-500 keY)

(n,n)
(II,) )

(n,n)
(n,1 )
(n/)

High
(0.5 ·10 MeV)

(11,11)
(11,11')
(11,) )

(n,n)
(n,n')
(n,p)
(n,) )
(n,2n)
(n,o)
(n,pn)

(n,1)
(n/)
(n,n)

(l1,p)

(11,211)

(n,n
aTIll' symbol (".") rcprl''''n's m'utron plastic scatt..rini(. The other symbols wl'r..
defined before.

1'able 2-3. Important neutron reactions and tlll'ir relevance
to various g('neral component,; of ANDA systems.

-------ANDA System
Component
Sourel'
sp('drul11-l;liloring

Interrogatl'd
sam!,ll'

Detector
assembly

Reaction

Materi;;:s

(11,11)

Low and nwdium A". (for I'xample. Ii, lie. D
as moejprator). Fl', Ni (as fast neutron reflector).

(".,,')

lligh and nidium A (for ('xampl(', Pb, W. Fl').

(n,2n)

Be, high A (for example, Pb, W, ll).

(n,n)

Low ,t, cspecially H.

(n,) )

AliA.

(nJ)

A> 232 (for exampll', 23llV,

(n,n)

1I. 4 He.

Capturl'

lOB, 3Hl', 6Li.

235\.j, 23!IPU).

(lI,p);
(II,"),

etc.
AliA.

"A = atomic mass.

..
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CHAPTER 3

INTERACTIONS OF y-RAYS
'fJITH MATTER
3.1

INTRODUCTlO:,\

The \arious intpractions of ),·rays with mntt<'r influencc, in St'vpral
wnys, thl' propl'r (ksign, analysis, and use of .\!\DA methods, First,
high-('nN~y t& to 10 :'.leV) )'-mys may be usrt! as an inlL'rrog;ltk)l1 sourCL'
to stimulate photofission or to produce l1l'lltrons by the l)' ,Ii) pnll't'SS,
They also m~\y bp uSf'd to measure density and composition by
transmission tl'I.'lmiqups. Second, prompt and delayed ')'-rays fl'suiting
from fissions art' n si~nific~nt p:ut of the signaturt's of the fission t',"·nt5.
Thl'.'e sip1aturl'f' may be affected by )'-ray inll'radions with till' s"mple
lind surr()ul1dir,~ matl'riuls. Third, ul'tection and analysis of 'I -rays
depmd on tb'ir interaction with the ddt'l'tor materials. )' -lxays
('onst ilull' also om ;'nportant port ion of the background mcasllrt"l.i by the
detl'clor.
AttpnllathY,l of a twam of )'-rays is similar to attenuation of n hl'am of
fust lH'lltrom (5("1.' Sl,etion 2.2). If a beam of )-rays penetrates a wry tl:in
slab of thid"'_Ill'sS ~x the change in its intensity is directly propl)rtional
to the thil'1uwss of tilt' slab and the intensity of the incident bt'am.
Attenuation of )-ra)"s l'onforms to the expOlwntial attenuation l,nv for
the intpnsity, T. of transmiltrd photons:

lIlo=e-"x.

./

/'

t3-1)

The conshmt p(cm -1 )-the attenuatior. coefficiellt-plays the &\ml" role
1\S the m:wros-.'Opic cross section. ~, in neutron attenuation.
Eq. 3-1 is va:id only in "good geometry," where the 1-rays are
mOnOl'I)(,I~l'tk, till' bl>am is collimated, and tht' absorber is ll'in. H is
often USl'<i., howt'wr. as a first order approximation in other ~l>onll'tries.
The vahH' of the attenuation codficient delwnds on the aaturl' pf tI,e
IIbsorbrr and the initial enerf:y of t.he )'-rays. From values of p. t~\bulated

Preceding page blank
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uy Hubbell (Ref. 1) and Davisson (Ref. 2), two gem'ralcharacteristic.s of
Jl can be dt'duced: (il) for a given element,Jl first decreases us the energy
of Ow 1··ra~ s incrpases, passes through a broad minim um,' and then

increases; and til: in gcneral,/l is greater for heavy elements than for light
ones.
TIll' attenuation coefficient can also be exprt'ssed in units of either
cm 2 !atom (oa) or cm 2 !eleetron (or)' Sometimes it is mon' convenient to
use til(' m..",; attenuation coefficient (/l!p 1, cm 2 !g. Till'sl' quantities nrc
n'l,lted:
(3·2)

whnl' p is allsorbE'r density; Z is the atomic numlwr; .-1 is the atomic
wt'ight; and !Ii' is Avogadro's number (6.02 x 102:l).
The lIlean free path, X, for a ,),·ray in a medium wit!1 attenuation
coeffici,'nt /l is:
X ",1 (em).
/l

(3-3)

For practical purpos('s, one often defines a half·value 1'1yt'r, till' thicknt·ss
(in cm) fl'quirt'd to attenuate a b~am by a factor of two. The half-valul'
iayer is thus ('qual to (In 2)/" = 0.693/". In Figures 3.1 und :l.2, the half·
value layer is plotted as a function of y·ray energy for mrious clements
(Ref.2 ).
From Eq. a-I it m;]y be deduced that J.lX = (/l!p) px is constant for a
given dl'f.,'Tt·l' 01 attenuation. The mass attenuation cot'fficit'nt, /l!p, is
Il('arly constant (for Compton scattering) for all t'll'nwnts (except
hydrogt'n, for which its v:t1ue is about twice the awrag,,). ThUS, for a
given ntl.t:'nuation in differt'nt materials, px is constnnt. The t.hickness
requin'd to attenuate tilt' y·rays by a given fruction is. therefore,
inversdy proportional to the density.
Thn'e prOCl'sses are chiefly responsible for the attpntlation of y·rays in
the CI1l'r~y li.lnge of usual inLen'st for ANDA menSlIfl.'nwnts (0.1 to 3
MeV): photoplt,ctric absorption, Compton scattering, and electron·
pusitron pair production. In other, higher energy ranges and in certain
elempnts, photonudcar I"cactions such as (r,n) and h J) should also be
considerpd. These and other interactions of photons with matter arc
shown in Figure 3.3. The total attenuation coefficipnt of II ~in'n material
is ObUlilWd by summing the partial coefficients:
Jl(E) = T(E) + o(E) + K(E)
whefl~ T ,0,

(3·4)

and 1\ denote the photoelectric, the Compton, and the pair
production cOl'fficients. rf'spectively. In Eq. 3·4, the small contribution
of the photonudt'ur reactions is fleglectcd.
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Figurl" 3.1. Half value layer versus photon energy (Ref.2).

Figure 3.2. Half value layer versus photon energy (Ref. 2).

Since 'Y·ray £'nergies of interest to ANDA are usually from 0.1 to 3
MeV, normally, the most important process is Comptoll sClItlt'rillg. In
this process, the phoLenl loses part of its enert-.')' as a result of n s~'attcring
interaction with an electron, which can be considered free, since the
phvton's energy is large as compared to tht~ ell'ctron 's bindin~ energy.
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Figure 3.3. Schematic representations of ,),·ray interactions.

Aftl'r scattering, the photon continues to move in a different direction
with !l lower energy. It may undergo more scattering, until either it
('$capes from the medium or its energy is reduced to a level where the
'photoelectric process becomes more probable, and the photon is
absoru('d. This multiple scattering affects Particularly the analysis of fast
t'Oincidence mpasurements because false coincidences may be caused by
a single photon scatt('red two or more times between the coincidence
detectors.
The next important process to ANDA is photoelectric absorption. It is
the dominant interaction at low photon energies (up to a few hundred
keV) and with materials of high atomic number (2). In this process, the
photon transfers all of its energy to a bound electron that is first ejected
from the atom and then reabsorbed near where the interaction occurred.
At energies above 1 or 2 MeV, photoelectric absorption is rare.
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Pair production is the third kind (If -y·my interaction. It is possible at
high energies (above 1.02 ~leV). In this interaction, the photon is
completely absorbed and is replaced by an electron-positron pair whose
total energy equals the initial photon energy. It is more important with
heavy elements than with light ones.
In the following sections, these interactions of photons with matter
are described in more detail. In addition, pholonuclear and photofission
processes arc discussed. For a more complete discussion, sec Davisson
lmd Evans (Ref. 3).

3.2

PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

Photoelectric absorption is important in several areas of ANDA. It
accounts for absorption of delayed -y-rays in fud rod ~l'anners and also
for ahsorptiull of -y·rays by heavy materials in a m3trix. Ir is also partially
n:spo~ oible for the effectiveness of -y·ray shielding. In lllany types of
-y-ray detectors, the photot'lectric process is the principal mechanism ;n
the determination of -y-ray energy.
The pilOtoelectric process may be visuali:~ed as an interaction of a
photon with the atomic electron doud in which the entire photon
energy, ltv, is absorbffi and an electron is <,!ectt.'<.i from th,~ atom with
kinetic energy, T:
T

'=

hi' -BE

(3-5)

where BE is the binding ('nergy of the l'jected electron. Usually, the
electron kinetic en('fgy, T, is 100 I.eV or less so that the l'lectron does
not travel far before it is reabsorbed.
Because a general formula for the probability thnt a photon of energy
hv will undergo the phutoPlectric process is not easy to obtain, several
different formulas must be used for photon t'nergies from 0.1 to 10
MeV. A crude, but useful, approximation for the photoelectric absorption \.-vdficient, r (cm::: /atom), IS as 101l0ws (KeL·!):

Z4
r - const . - -

(3-6)

(111')2

where Z is the atomic number. The t'xponent of Z changes from 4 to 4.6
for hv betwe.:-n 0.1 to 3 I\teV.
Eq. 3-6 shows th:\t for a given photon energy, photoelectric
absorption is stronger in heavier (high Z) materials, such as Pb or U,
than in lighter ones, such as Al and Fe. The effect is also much greater at
lower photon energies than at higher ones. Values of r, as a function of
photon energy and atomiC number, are given in (Ref. 1 and 2). Figure
3.4 shows the photoelectric cross section, (r /p), in lead as a function of

*'jf,~;*$'iin'};;;:J?ib'~?':~-b;~'f;(-,-<Y-r6';+f,?i;:'iie?)~'~'f6-;reri"
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Figure 3.4. Photoelectric mass attentuation coefficient as a
function of photon energy for lead.

the energy of the incident photon. (The discontinuities at low energies
occur when the photon energy becomes less than the K- and L-shdl
electron binding energies. These (·Iectrons cannot then participate in the
process, so the cross section decrem;cs.)
3.3

COMPTON SCATIERING

The Compton scattering process lends itself morc casily to exact
theoretical treatments than the photoelectric absorption process. The
~rocess alters the trajectory of the photon, leaving it as a lower energy.
This final energy, following a Compton scat'.,ering at an angle () relative
to the original direction of the photon, is (Ref. 4,5):
E

Eo

1

I + ~~2

(I-cost!)

(3·7)

ivrc 2 = 0.511 MeV
where the scattered (E 1 ) and initial (Eo) energies art: expressdl in MeV.
Figure 3.5 is a plot of this equation for various values of Eo and (). Note
that the Compton process is very effective for reducing high energies,
whereas photons with low enprgies «0.5 MeV) lose little energy,
regardless of the scattering angle.
The relative prouability of scattering through u given angle is given by
the Klein - Nishina formula for the differential scattering cross section
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(Ref. 4, 5). Figure 3.6 shows the differential cross section as a function
of energy anci angle. As the incident photon energy increases, the average
scattering angle decreases; that is, the scattel'N.I photon distribution
becomes more peaked forward. The total scattering eros,; section is
slowly decrea,;ing function of energy. The decrease j,; quite gradual at
low photon energies, it behaves like l-hv. For ('ner~ies above 1 MeV, it is
roughly proportional to (la') -1. Thus, Compton scattering decreases
100.00
(I,Ci'
~.

1(;.00 -

30·
~

;:,

£.0"

1.00

w

Figure 3.5. DEpende'lce of Compton-scaltert'd p:lOton en'!rgy
(E ) on initial energy (Eo) and scattering angle.
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Figure 3.6. Klein-Nishina differenHal cross section for the number
of photons scattered/unit solid al1l:le in the direction O.
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much more slowly with increasing energy than does photoelectric
absorption. With a light element it is the main photon interaction I;rocess
over the entire energy range of interest to ANDA. Even with heavy
elements, it is the dominant I)rocess in the energy range of 0.6 to 2.5
MeV.
The importance of multiple Compton scattering is demonstrated by a
typical pulse height distribution (measured with Nal detector) of
scattered photons shown in Figure 3.7 (Ref. 6). The scatterer is an
aluminum sphere, and the source is 60Co I.E '" 1.25 1\1eV). The spectrum
consists of two broad ma.xima: the high-energy, and the low-energy ones.
A "single scatter peak," the high-energy maximum, results from photons
that scatter once in the sample and escape from the scattcrer without a
!;econd interaction. The energy of these photons is determined by the
Compton scattering formula (Eq. 3-7).
The broader maximum at low-energy results from multiply scattered
photons that are sUbjected to two or more interacting phenomena. In the
first scattering, as indicated in Figure 3.5, the energy lost/collision by a
photon t'ndergoing successive collisions decreases, both relatively and
absolutely, as the photon's energy diminishes. For example, a 1.33-MeV
r-ray scattered through 180 loses 84 percent of its initial el)er~y, but a
50-keV r-ray scattered through the same <mgle 1051'S only 16 percent of
its initial energy, Thus, a photon loses the bulk of its energy in the first.
few collisions with the medium, after which it may scatter several more
0
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Figure 3.7. Pu!se-hl:ight spectrum of 60 Co ,·rays backscattered
from an aluminum sphere.
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times' without an appreciable further loss of energy before it is either
scattered away from the medium or is absorbed by the photoelectric
process. The second phenomenon is represented by the rapidty increasing
absorption to scattering rutio caused hy the fast increase in the
photoelectric cross section as the photon encrgy decreases (s(!e Section
3.2). This results in the abrupt truncation of the energy spectrum that
can be noted in Figure 3.7. As a consequence of these effects, the shape
and energy of the multiple scatter "peal,." are virtually independent of
the source energy..
Because the photoelectric cross section at low energies is relatively
large in heavy elements, high-energy photons that have been scattered
only once dominate in samples containing significant amount:; of high-Z
materials, like UO z . On the other hanel, tl1£' <!Cfect of multiple scattering
should be considered in low-Z moderators and detectors, such as
hydrogen-containing materials and plastic scintillators. Figure 3.8 shows
the ratio of single to total scattering as a function of the scattering angle,
target thickness, and atomic number (Ref. 7). Note that for heavy
materials and thin targets, most of the scattered flux consists of singly
scatter'd photons. In Figure 3.9, the contribution of the singly scattered
photons from a 137 Cs source at an angle of 120 is shown for various
scatterers of infinite thickness. For hydrogen-containing materials (for
example, plexiglass, plastic and liquid scintillators, etc.), the multiply
scattered photons contribute more than 80 percent of the scattered flu.x,
t: us requiring complex transport calculations to correct for deleterious
effects on the accurdcy in single and coincidence counting.
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Figure 3.8. Measured ratio of single to total scattering photon yield
for various S<'altercrs and detection angles.
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3.4

PAIR PRODUCTION

A third type of interaction, pair production, becomes possible when
the incident photon energies are above 1.02 MeV. In pair production, the
photon is completely absorbed in till' presence of the nucleus, and in its
place appears an electron-positron pair whose total energy is equal to the
initial phot0n energy. Pair production is important for heavy dements
and high-photon energic3.
A f{I'aph of pair-production ClOSS sections vers'ls photon energy for a
heavy element (uranium) and a light element (beryllium) is given in
Figure 3.10. For incident photons of a given energy, the pair.production
mass absorption coefficient for one dement can be estimated from that
of the other by:

K2

Z~/A2

(3-8)

As the photon energy increases beyond 1 r.leV. the photoelectric and
Compton effects cross sections decrpase, but the pair-production cross
section increases. As a result, the total attenuation coefficient has the
broad minimum (sec Section 3.1). This minimum c::curs in Pb at 3.3
MeV (Figure 3.11). The relativi! prelbabilities of occurrence of the three
processes by which photons interact with matter arc shown in Figure
3.12 (Ref. 4) along with the conditions under which each of these
processes is dominant. The two lines separating the regions of dominance
denote the conditions of equal partial attenuation copfficients (sec Eq.
3-4).
In the pair.production process, only that part of the photon energy in
excess of 1.02 r.leV appears as kinetic energy of the electron-positron
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pair. The remaining 1.02 MeV resides in the rest masses of the positron
and electron. This energy is given up after the positron has slowed d:>wn
by ioni7.ation and radiative collisions and has annihilated itself by
combining with another electron. As a result. two 0.511 rvleV photons
are emitted isotropically with resppct to the orig1l1al primary photon and
at 180' with respect to each other. These photons may further interact
with the sample by Compton scattering and may finally be absorbed in a
photoelectric process or escape the sample.
3.5

PHOTO~lJCLEARABSORPTION

Photonuclear absorption (Ref. 8, 9) comists of nuclear (rather than
atomic) interactions initiated by the absorption of a photon. The most
likely resuit of such interaetiuns is the emission of a single neutron ('y,Il)
reaction, but the emission of ch<U'gcd particles, ')'-rays, or more than one
neutron are also possible. Any of these processes can occur upon .the
absorption of a photon of greater energy than the separation energy of
the emitted particle (photon, neutron, or a-particle). Thus, photo nuclear
absorption is a threshold process. Except for deuterium and beryllium,
the threshold level lie's between 5 to 13 MeV. The cross section increases
rapidly above this threshold energy to form the "gilU1 t resonance." This
is the most characteristic feature of the cross section for the (')',11)
reaction. It is a broad peak, in the absorption cross section, whose center
decreases from 24 MeV lor lighter nuclei to 12 MeV for the h<!aviest
stable nuclei. The width of the resonance, that is, the energy difference
between the points at which the cross section drops to o'ne-half its
maximum value, varies from about 3 to 9 MeV, depending on the
detailed properties of the nucleus.
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The magnitude of the cross section, even at resonan(·t· peak energy, is
small in comparison with the sum of the compl'ting Compton scaU('ring
and pair-production cross sections (see Sl'ctions 3.:3 and ;)..1). Its size
rever wpresents more than 10 pPf(:ent of the total cross section.
1I0wevpr, photonuclear absorption can he of consid('rahle imporlance in
ANDA m('asurements, whe/lI!vel' interrogating photon l'nergies exceeding
specific reaction threshold energies an' present. Since neutrons arc
produced in a large fraction of tl~<, reactions (about -10 to 100 percent
probability dep('nding on photon energy and mass number oi the
nuelells), photonuclear absorption by matrix materials should be
considered in all ANDA ll'chniqlll'S involving high-cnprgy ,),-rays.
The low threshold energies of delltl'rium (2.23 1\!('.V) and beryllium
(1.69 l\leV) prpsent parti('ular difficliltips. Deut.erium is pn'sent in small
amounts in all hydrogen-containing matl'rials (0.015 I)(,rc('nt of hydrogen
content), and its (-Y,Il) reactIon can incrt'ase the /ll'utroll background
relative to the ml'asurpt! signals, nan1l'ly, prompt neutrons from
photo fissions. However, photonuclear reactions with deuterium and
beryllium can also producp strong intensities of 1\!eV and sub-1\leV
neutrons as int?rrogating sourct's for ANDA (see Sections 4.3 and 4.5).
At ')'-ray energies near 20 J\kV, h,21l) and (')',Il!» f('actions become
possible. The cross sections of tlll'se reactions increas!' with increasing
energy while the (-y ,Il) and (-y ,p) cross Sl'ct ions dC'creas(' in this energy
n'gion. l!ow('ver, because (jf tile high photon energies required for ~Ilt'se
reactions, they have lit.tle effed in most practical ANDA measurements.

3.6

PHOTO FISSION PROCESS

High-energy ')'-rays can induce fission. TIlt' amount of excitation
e/lergy required to make fission possiblt' can be estimated from the
height of the nue/ear-potential barrter~ and t.he dissociation energy for
the particular mode of fission. The dissociation energy can be calculated
from the mass difference between the fission fra~ll1ents and the original
nuclel's.
The photo fission pmcess (Ref. 10) is a barrier-penetration process,
similar to neutron-induced fission in isotopes with ('ven atomic weight,
such as 23:!Th and 2:Il;U (sec Section 2.8). Below the effective
photofission "thresholds" (about 6 MeV), the photofission cross secti~ns
drop extremely rapidly. Photofissioll cross sections of 239pu, 23HU, and
232Th in the region of interest to the a!lplications of p!lOton-induced
reactions in AND,'\ (4 to 10 J\leV) are shown in Fi h'1lre 3.1:::: (Ref. 11).
The cross sections well above the photo fission barrier are about the same
for all isotopes. Near and, especially, below the barrit'r the cross sections
are va.~tly different, a characteristic of prime import.ance for ANDA
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Figure 3.13. Approximate photofission cross St'clion for :l39pu. 23~:;.
and 232Th hetw"'tn 4 to 10 Ml'\' photon energies (Hef. 11).
(The cross St'ctions are based on an approximate unfoldIng
of tht· yield nH'3SUreJl'1ents. The neutron binding c:lergy
is irll~ic'lted on the cla'i g-y ah;;cissa.)

applications. The differing cross sect ions make it possible to distinguish
between the various fissionable isotopes.
To determine the amounU of individual isotopes in a sample, one has
to carry out several measurements at d,cferc'-.t )'-ray energies. At any
givpn energy one can, in principle, simultaneously produce tnr~l'
independ£'nt quantiti£'s: prompt neutrons, delayed neutrons, a ld .JelaY£'d
)'-rays. (Prompt )'-rays from phctofission are vcry Jifficuil cO meaSlL:e
because of the extremely high background of )'-rays from t:w sourc£'.)
These signatures are direct con<;"ql'clices of induced photofission.
Because the purpose of the photo-induc£'d ANDA tcchn;que is to
determine the presence of isotopes, tc distinb'Uish between them, a/1'l to
dptermine theit' amounts, the threshold and the subthrp:i!Jold regions are
obviously the most promising regions (see Figure 3.13 for examplps).
The various signaturcs resulting from photofission are discussed in
Chapter 7, and their applications are dcscribt·d in Section 9.7.
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SUMMARY

There af(' three principal modes of r-ray inh>ractions with matter:
photoelectric absorption (dominant at low enefj.,. 'ies and with heavy
materials); Compton scattering (dominant at intermediate energies, from
0.6 to 2.5 MeV, and to much higher energies with light materials); and
pair production (dominant at high energies). At photon energies above 5
MeV, photofission and ('}' ,II) reae! ions al'l' important, ('specially the
former, as a means of interrogation of fissionable material. These
interactions are shown schematically in Figure 3.3. The roles played by
the various interactions in ANDA arc sum;llUrized in Table 3-1. It shows
the principal effects of t1H'se meclHUlisms on different parts of A:-.iDA
systems. Within each portion the listing is roughly ill order of decreasing
import<lnce.
Table 3-1. Effccts of l'-ray intcractions on ANDA s\'stems.
SY~lerr.

Reaction

Component

Commcnts

Source

(-y ,11)

Neutrons arc produced.

Eamplr

Compton
PhotOl'lrctric
Pair production

Attl'nuation of l't'nitted l'-rays in prompt
coincidel1l:e and dl'1ayl'd l'-tech·liql\es..

bJ)

Pbotofission interrogation.

(-y ,II)
Pair production
Compton

Backllround in photoflssion.

Detector

Attenuation of incoming) ·rays in ()..t I
techniqul's.

Compton
Pllotor\cctrir
Pair produrtion

Provides dl'tl'ction I11l'chanism and
creatl's background ill some ca~('s.

(-y ,II)

Bac""~ound in n('ulron drtl'clors in
photo fission techniques.
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CHAt 'TER 4

NEUTRON PRODUCTION
A~JD SOURCES
4.1

INTRODUCTION

The interrogation source is an essential part of any ANDA system.
It provides the particles that, after some spectral modification, stimulate
fissions in sarr.ples. The fissions are detected, and the amount of the
fissionable materials present is then inferred. The only practical
interrogation particles are neutrons and -y-rays because only these
radiations can probe deep into the sample. l\lost ANDA systems are
based on neutron sources because of their variety and ease of usc.
lntensl high-energy )-rays have also proved effecti"e as interrogation
particles, but they can be obtained only from electron accelerators.
Althvugn they arc stable and reliable, the accelerators' complicated
operation and maint{'nance often m :kes them at present more difficult
in field use.
The variety of SOl:rccs usable in A:'-lDA systems is shown in Table
1-2 (see Section 1.4) that lists ANDA systems generically accordin~ to
the type of interrogating source. ANDA systems use 14-l\1eV neutron
generators, (a ,n) isotopic sources, (-Y,II) isotopic sources, 252Cf spontaneous fission sources, nuclear reactars, and accelerator photo-induced
neutron sources. Each source has its special merits that make it
particularly suitable for specific applications. Somt> applications, for
example, require high-intensity sources. The least cxp('nsive and most
iatense sources are 14-MeV neutron sources with intensities betwel'n 10 9
and 5xl0 11 n/s. High intensity zf,zCf and Sb-Be (-y,n) sources arc also
available. Some applications require moderate intensity sources of
sub-MeV neutrons which can stimulate fissions in the fissile isotopes
without fissioning the more a~undant fertile isotopes. Sources based on
the (a,n) reaction of Li and b,n) sources are the best examples of such
isotopic sources. Other sources emit neutrons at energies, generally,
above the fission threshold of the fertile isotopes; a tailoring assembly is
then required to reduce the neutron energy.
.
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In this chapter, some general properties of charged particle
interactions arc first discussed ,U1d illustrated with (a ,II) sources. Then,
isotopic photoneutron sources and spontaneous fission sources arc
presented. Next follows a discussion of accelerator-based sourcps:
neutron generators and accelerator photoneutron sources. The chapter
concludes with a comparison of the main sources, which should allow a
potential ANDA user or desiglwr to splect a proper interrogation source.

4.2

o:-EMITTERS AND CHARGED PARTICLE INTERACTIONS

Since Chadv;,ick discovered the neutron in 1932, nuclear reactions
have been utilized to produce IH'utrons. Probably, the' most common
type of source has been radium-beryllium, llsing the (O:,n) reaction. With
the advent of the atomic energy prcrj.,'Tam, other 11- and 'l'-emitters capable
of a-neutron and 'l'-neutron n'actions have become more readily
availabie. In general, a-neutron reactions produce more neutrons than
'l'-neutron reactions. so a-neutron sources are the more common ones. In
addition to intensity, howewr, the suitability for safeguards of an
a-neutron source also depends on its half-life, energy, accompanying
radiation, and availability.
a-Particles originate either in the natural a-emiSSIOn of radioactive
heavy dements or are produced and accelerated in charged particle
accelerators. In the former cas~', tht'l'e are 17 light elements that C,ill
sprve as target mat(~rials and over 40 a-emitting isotopes. which
theoretically, can be mixed to create neutrons. Among the light
elements, lithium, beryllium, horon, and fluorine give the highest
neutron yields. Simple, compact, and useful interrogation sources can be
made from combinations of a hl'avy clement a-emitter (for example,
plutonium, radium, polonium, or americium) and one of these light
elements. a-Neutron sourcps LJased on oOwr light elements, such as
oxygen, are of little 'alue ;01' practical ANDA purposes, although they
may be useful in studies of the properties of the c.-neutron reaction in
these elements. Such studies may be important in understandin~
background neutrons originating in the oxygen ill1d aluminum present in
plutonium oxide samples.
Ten a-emitters have half-lives from a few days to 5,000 yr illld five
of these have half-lives from a few months to 1,620 yr. In general, the
shorter the half-life, the high!'r the neutron yield for the same target
materials. The relationship between activity in units of curies· (Ci) and
half-life is:
Activity = 1.124 x 10 13 M/T l / 2 A Curies
·1 curie (C'i) = 3.7 x 10 10 rlisintl'l:ralions/s.

(4-1)
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where 1\1 is the mass (in grams), T 1 /2 i:; half-life (in seconds), and A is the
atomic mass. Thus, a-emitters with long half-lives require greater mass to
prodt:ce a given activity and, hence, a given neutron flux.' Alt'10Ugh
long-lived a-emitters have the advantage of nearly constant activity, their
a-particle energies are generally lower than for short-lived emitters. The
lower energies result in greater self-absorption and lower neutron yields.
In addition to (a,I:) reactions induced by heavy element a-sources
combined with light element targets, (a ,II) and other nuclear reactions
using accelerated charged particles are frequently used as a source of
neutrons. Some of these reactions are:
(a,n)

9Be + ·lHe _ 12C + II + 5.704 MeV
IlB+4He-· 14 N+I'.+0.158MeV
7Li + 4He - lOB + n - 2.790 l\leV

(4-2)

(p,n)

7Li+ III_ 7Be+II-1.646MeV
3H+ IH- 3He+n- 0.764 MeV

(4·3)

(d,n)
2H + 2H - 3Be + n + 3.265 MeV
3H + 2H -. 4He + n + 17.5881\1eV
7Li -t- 2H - 7Be + II + 15.0 l\leV
9Be + 2H --+ lOB + n + 3.790 I\leV.

(4-4 )

The energy value given for each of the nuclear reactions is called the
Q value of the reaction, or the nuclear disintegration enerf-rv (Ref. 1, 2).
The Q \'ulue expresses the (;hange in the total rest mass (or rest energy)
between the projectile (a) plus the target nucleus (for example, 9 Be) and
the emitted particle (for example, neutron) piUS the residual nucleus (for
example, 12C):

Q = (lilt +

IIl p )c 2 - (m n + 1Il,)c 2

(4-5)

where c is the velocity of light and lilt, m p ' Inn' and In, are the rese
masses of the target, projectile, neutron, and the resid:tal nude:,
respectively.
Positive Q values indicate exothermic reactions and negative values
indicate endothermic reactions. In exothermic reactions, the kinetic
energy of the products (for example, nputrons and residual nuclei)
exceeds that of the input particles (for example, target and projectile
nuclei), and the reaction can proceed even if the projectile has zero
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energy. An el~dotlwrmic rpaction, on the other hand, requires that the
projectile have kinetic energy.
The energy and direction of motion of the emerging particles can be
derived from the equations of conservation of energy and momentum
(Ref. 1). For exothermic reactions, for example, !lEe (a,n) 1 ~C, fhe
neutron energy for zero (i-energy is given by:
(4-6)

In general, neutron pnprgv is an increasing function of Q. Therpfore,
beryllium yields the highest neutron energies among (a ,11) sources. When
the projectile particle, for example, a, has a non-npgligible kinetic
energy, which is thp usual I;ase, the neutron energy also depends 011 the
angle of emission with respect to the direction of the projectile. For
example, the YRe (a,n; l:!C reaction with 7.G8-MeV (214po, that is,
RaC') (i-particles yields 13.1 l\leV neutrons in the forward direction and
7.7 MeV neutrollS in the backward direction. Energies in other directions
lie between thl'se two values.
The neutron spectrum resulting from an (a,n) reaction has a complex
structure. (See Figure 1l.1 for the case of Pu-Be.) The g('neral feature: of
the spectrum can be explained as follows:
1. Neutrons with varied energies are observed, since for each incident
a-particle energy the neutron energy is dependent on the angle of
emissiol1.
2. The u-particles are continuously slowed dowl1 in ber~'lIium; hence,
(a ,11) reactions occur at all energies between zero and the maximum
a-particle ~nergy.
3. Tllf' residual nucleus (l2C) can be left in an excited state. This results
in a large number of neutrons with a neutron energy smaller than
(En )min(5.3 MeV). This is the kinetic energy of the neutrons
produced by zero energy a-particles when the 12C nuclct!s is left in
its ground state.
4. Low energy neutrons can be produced by the photoeffect in Be.
Endothermic reactions have a thrpshold energy, (Ep)thres' below
which the projectile will not cause the reaction. This threshold is given
by (Ref. 1):

_
(Ep)thres -

Q

mp + mt

m

t

"" Q (for heavy targets).

The neutron energy at the threshold. (En)m in is rriven by

(4-7)
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of one calculated and two measured neutron spectra.
(a) 1 Ci i'u·lle source (Ref. 3). (b) lOCi Pu·lle svurce. [For detaBs on
the various experimental and calcul::ltional results see (Ref. 3 and 4.) )

(4·8)
Thus, endothermic (a,n) reactions and other charged particle interactions
can supply low·energy neutrons in the sub-MeV region. 7Li(u:,n)1 °B and
7Litp,(1)7 Be reactions are most useful for this purpose in ANDA.
4.3

ISOTOPIC a-NEUTRON SOURCES

A strong isotopic source that approximates a point source of nearly
constant intensity can be made by llsing the reaction 9Be(a,;;)12C and
the strong a-activity of natur:'l radium, plutonium-238 01 .:mcricium241. Radium-beryllium neutron sources are frequently used in laboratories as standard calibration sources. These sources consist of a mixture
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of radium bromide and beryllium powder (usually in a ratio of 1:5)
compressed under high pressure lmd carefully placed into a soldt'red sheli
of brass or nickel. This shell is usually enclosed in a secon'd shell to
prevent the {'mission of radon, a gaseous daughter product of radium.
Sources with as much as 5 g of radium (approximately 5 Ci) have been
manufactured. Great care is required in the manufacture of Ita-Be
sources, if the neutron intensity is to be constant over long periods.
There are tw:) main disadvantages of the Ra-Be source: (1) the strOllg
'Y.radiation that accompanies the neutrons, and (2) its complex, broad
neutron energy spectrum that vari(~s continuously up to a maximum
energy of 13.1 MeV, corresponding to the largest a-energy (RaC') of
7.68 MeV. The most probable energy is 41\1eV and the average energy is
about 5 MeV.
Another useful and easily available source is Po-Be. Polonium-210 has
an ",·energy of 5.305 ~leV and a half-1Ife of 138.5 days. It does not emit
~. or 'Y-mys, but its short lifetime is a drawback. About 2.5 x lOG n/s/Ci
of 210po can he obtained from a Po-Be scurce. The avero.ge neutron
energy of this source is about 4 i\1eV. The maximum energy is somewhat
less th,,'1 that of Ra·Be because of the lower a-particle energy.
Plu .onium·2J~, which became available in relatively large quantitie!' a
decade ago, hJ.S also bt'en used for the manufactur~ of (a ,n) sourc('s.
Plutonil'm-239 decays with a half-life of 24,360 yr. The a.particle
energie: are 5.15,5.13, and 5~10 MeV. A 239Pu_Be neutron souree emits
2 x 10 6 n/s/Ci of plutonium. Fj~urcs 4.1a and b show calculated and
measured neutron energy spectra for 1 and 10 Ci Pu-Be sources (Iter. 3,
4). It is apparent that the shape of the source and the amount of Be
affect the emerging neutron spectrum (Ref. 3),
There are several important advantages to 239Pu_Be sources:

1. They are highly reproducible bl~cause the plutonium and beryllium
are alloyed.
2. They emit no penetrating l'-radiation except for the 4.43 MeV line
resulting from de-excitation of 12C, emitted in about 80 percent of
the Be ((l ,n) reactions.
3. They have a very long lifetime.
However, the small specific neutron emission rate from 239Pu_Be sources
requires significant amounts of 239pu to make strong sources (16 g/Ci),
which is a distinct draWback, since 239pu is a fissiie isotope and large
quantities pose a safety hazard. This disadvantage can be ovelcome by
employing 238pu as the a-emitter, which has a half-life of 89 yr, and j<;
not truly fissile (it has much lower fission cross se-;tion than 2:39pu at
thermal energies). Its main a-particle energies are about 5.5 MpV with a
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very low "f-emission. Plutonium-2aS also decays by spontaneous fission,
although at a much slower rate than by a-decay. By spontaneO~15 fission,
1 g of Z38pu (17.2 Ci of a.activity) emits about 2500 n/s (about 1100
fissions/s/g), an important fact only when sub·MeV (0-11) sources are
used with fission multiplieity detectors. (S('c Chapter 9.)
If large specific activities are required, 2101'0, -227 Ac, 2·1 <l em, and
248Cm can be used. Curium·2H has a half-life of 18 yr and is sometimes
used instead of 252Cf to simulate the fission spectrum; however, its
currently high price seriously limits it.< use. This situation may change in
the future as the demand for strong, long-lived neutron sources increases.
The most common a-emitter in use today is 241 Am. Its avuilability,
convenient long half-life (432 yr), low-energy "forays, and low fission·
ability make it the basis for most (a-n) sources used i.l ANDA. The
neutron spectrum from a l·Ci Am-Be source is shown in Figure 4.2.
a·Neutron sources utilizing beryllium are characterized by average
neutron energies of a few MeV. If sub·MeV neutrons are used to
interrogate fissilp samples, spectrum tailoring (see Chapters 2 and 6)
must be employed. On the other hand, the combination of a target
material with a high negative Q value, such as lithium, with an a·SOurce
emitting a-particlt's, just over the threshold energy, will yield a much
softer spectrum (that is, lower neutron energy) than that produced by
targeL n:aterials having positive Q vulues.
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Figure 4.2. The neulron sp~ctrum of 1 Ci Am-Be source determined hy various
methods (Ref. 4). Error bars define the scatt.r of ,,:xl'erimental points.
t For details on the variou~ experimental and calculated re5ults .see
(Ref. 3 and 4).}
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Figure 4.3 compares the main featureg of the neutron spectra of four
important neutron sources: 2·11Am·Be, 252Cf, 241Am·Li, and
124 Sb.Be. The softer spectrum of the 241 Am-Li source stands out
clearly in comparison to the beryllium sources. It is eyen softer than the
252Cf spontaneous fission spectrum. The relatiyely low neutron energies
from the 241 Am·Li source make it very lIseful in ANDA instruments
assaying material of low enrichment fuel. No substantial moderation of
A

I~

!II

B

;
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o·...;.~,.-----_L.-----=, ~
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NEuTROPli E~.j[RGY. MtV

Figure 4.3. Neutron l'ncrgy spectra for: a. 241 Am-Be and 2a2Cf
sources. b. 241 Am.li source. c. 124 So-Be source. (Note the
different energy scales.)
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source neutrullS is required to reduce the fission contribution from the
abundant fertile isotope. In addition, the high penetrability of the
neutrons, which have energies betw('pn 100 to GOO KeV. is maintained.
In addition to 241Am-Li, commonly used sources· with the properties
described above include 210Po·Li and 238pu_Li.
The disadvantage of these sources is that the neutron yield i~ very low,
a result of the small (a,n) cross section just above the threshold enel",,'Y.
For example, the yield (n!S'Ci) from a 210Po_Be (n,n) source is about 60
times f,rreater than that of a 21 opo-Li source. Thus, the physical size and
cost of strong sources can become !Jrohibitive.
Tables 4-1 and 4-2 contain information on the (0',11) sources discussed
here, including the background radiation from the sources. In addition to
a-particles, most sources emit 'Y·rays. J:lfe 'Y-dose rate from the various
sources is also indicated in the tables. It is apparent that the wurce most
easily shielded is the 21 opo a-source. Other sources,like 22HTh, actually
consist of a number of relatively unstable daughter nuclei which decay
by 0'- and Il·particle emission, accompanied by a relatively large number
of 'Y-rays.
Another form of background radiation produced by isotopes like
23HPu, 240pu, and 242pu which undergo spontaneous fission as well as
Table 4-l. Data on Be(",Il) sources.-

yo
'0

",·cmillcr

T 112

(Me\')

210po

138d

5.3

226Ra

1620y

5.6

227 AI:

21.8y

mrad!h at
Im!IOG,,!s

'l'

0.02

Tb
(~leV)

r.NCi
(xIO G)

4.3

2.2

'n

60

-4.5

13

6.5

8

-4.7

15

30

-4.5

20

221lTh

UHy

6.4

231lpu

89y

5.5

2:l:>pU

0.08

-4.5

2.2

2·1360y

5.1

4.5

1.~

241Am

·158y

5.5

0.05

-4.5

2.2

242C;n

163d

6.1

0.06

-4.5

2.5

244Cm

18.1y

5.8

0.04

<1

2.5

a(Rer. 5).
b

Average ('nergy of a-particle or neutron .

• When('ver the oxide rather than the met.\llic form of the a'emill"r i. used, ~s is
the caS(' for 241 Am and 2 311pu, (a,lI) r('acl ions on oxyg('n contribute .i~l1ificantly to:>
the high-energy tail of the n('u tron spectrum.
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Table 4-2_ Comparison of characteristics of iwtopic (0,11) sources."

Source

Specific
Neutron
Yield,
10 6 n/(s Ci)

Maximum
Neutron
Energy,
MeV

Approximate
Neutron
Mean Enerl.Y,
MeV

., mrad/h
al

1m/lO G
/l/s

21°1'0 +He

2.2

11.3

5.3

10- 2

210po +B

0.8

5.2

3.0

10'2

210po+F

1.4

3.0

1.1

210po +Li

0.1

1.3

0.3

210pO +0

2.6xl0 3

210pO +018

1.1

22 6

Ra +Be

2xl0 :;
4.3
13

13

3x10· 4

2.3

lxlO,2

.L7

60

3

1:;

4.7

60

Rn+Be

14

13

4.7

60

227Ac+Be

15

13

4.7

16
6xlO 3

RaBef4

c

238pu +He

2.5

11.3

4.7

239pu +Bl'

2.3

11.0

4.5

GC

241Am +Be

2.7

11.5

4.5

242Cm +Bc

2.4

12

6c
c
6xJO-3

HIAm +Li

0.04

0.3

2.5 c

a( Rd. 6). DiffPrences
represent different d"si~ns.
b210ph; RaD.

1.2
bdw{'{'n

SL'\!rc{'s mad{' of same materi .• ls arc real and

cSoft ") ,radiation,

a-decay consists of prompt fission neutrons and 'Y-rays. The ratio of
S:Jontaneous fission neutrons to (u ,Il, neutrons can ran~e from a
negligible amount (7 x 10-b) for 239pu to ahout 2 x 10- 2 for 23Hpu.
Spontaneous fissions. in general, do I.)t significantly enhance neutron
production hy (a,ll) sources. Their presence, he Never, can constitute an
important part of ' the bacto,ground in systerr.3 ~ased on coiJ1cidc'nce
detection s.::hemes wch as Fission '\.Iultil'lieity net.·dors (see Chapter 9).
Further discussion of (a,ll) sourl:es in safeguara: a'Jplications is giver by
Beyster and Kul! (Ref. 7).
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4.4

ISOTOPIC PHOTONEUTltON SOURCES

Isotopic photonelltron sources ar£' attractive for ANDA ~vstem:;,
primarily, because t!wy provide ample intensities of sub-l\1l'V neutrons
with energies well above thermal ener~y. These neutrons penetrate well
into the samples but do not fission the abundant fertile isotopes.
Therefore, it is not ~urprising that systems with isotopic photoneutron
sources-in particular, Sb-Be'--were investigated rather early in ANDA
development (Ref. 8,9).
The minimum ,.-ray energy necessary for photoneutron interactions
with most nuclei is about 8 1\1eV; however, it is only 1.67 MeV \vith
beryllium and ~.23 l\leV with deuterium. Since the ,.-energy of
rddioactivc nuclides rarely exceeds a !'.leV, these are the only materials in
which photollcutron reactions can be considered.
Beryllium has often been used as a source of photoneutro;1s by means
of the following reaction:
9

4

Be + ,.

--+

-t

2 He +
2

II

(4-9)

with a Q value of 1.666 1\1cV. This reaction can produce fairly
monoenergl,tic net:trons with enHgy from around 2,1 keY to 1 MeV. The
emerging neutron energy (Ell) from this reaction is
( 4-10)
where A = mass uf the target nuclei = 9, E"[ = 1'-ray ene:-gy in 1\1..>V, Q =
threshold el1l""y in MeV = 1.<566, and t! = angle betwu:n the flight path
of the 'Y-ray .:1 t}->e emitted neutron (Ref. 1). Henel', for a l-ray with
2.0&3 :'>1eV of l'llergy,
En (keV) =375+6.6cos".

(4-11)

The int
,ic neutron enprgy spread in this te.,ction is 2 x 6.t) keV, or
13.2 ::,:
()f course, this intrinsic energy spread dops not include the
cfiects or n.!utron collisions within the source, which 'Come important
factors, if the soure'? is fairlY large.
A photon(:... ~ron source call be created by 3L' •. ounding an appropriatl:
,.-ray emitLlI1g mat:'rial \,,;.h ~. mantle of ber:v"llium ur h"avy water.
\'ari0'..ls '}"-('mitters, such as a.1timony (124Sb), yttrium (88y), anCl
rddium (226Ra), [,dVe been utilized. Thes_ he"tron sour~es car be
sw'·che<.l off by removing either the pho~on source or the bery' .um
wnverter (Ref. 10). Another advant .lge )f laerylli'lm photnp~utron
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sources is their compactness. They could he on the order of a few
centimeters.
However. phOtOI ~utron sources have two disadvantages: highintensity 'Y-radiatioll u ; small specific neutron yield. In addition, tlw
half-lives of some imp0r •..:nl i-emitters (for example. 124SlJ and filly).
are short- and long-lived emitters (for l'xample. 22(;Ra). and are
expensive.
In Figure 4.4, the strength of various sources with half-lives of at least
10 h or :nore and neutron intensities h'l'eater than 5 x 10" n!s/Ci have
been plotter! as a function of the half· life (Ref. 7). It is apparent from
Figure 4.4 that 124Sb and lilly are til(' l)pst photoneutron sources for
10000000
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ANDA upplications because of their relatively high source strength,
sufficit'ntly lonl{ half-Iivt's, and rehtively high specific activities.
Photoneutron energy and intensity are important parameters in
selecting photoneutron sources for safeguards applications. Most of the
sources emit neutrons with energies below the 238 U threshold for
neutron fission. For deutt>rium and beryllium photoneutron sources, the
neutron energy (En) i" given approl'-imately from Eq. 4-10 by:

~

I

En =

(E-y -2.226) for deuterium

(4·12)

~(E-y -1.666) for !)('rylhum

where E-y is the photon energy in MeV. ~'he one-h:;.lf factor, In the first
case, appears because the proton in the deuterium carries haIr of the
total available kinetic ener~. Actual photoneutron energy spectra are
complicated somewhat by kinematic effects, moderation of neutrons
within the source, the presence of more than one source of ,,·ray with an
energy above the ("I,n) threshold, and neutrons produced by Bremsstrahlung from high·energy ~-particles. The neutron energy spectrum from a
relatively "c:('3n" 12·: ShoBe source is shown in Figure 4.3C..
The neutron source strength is proportion:!l to the r-ray source'
strength multiplied by the (r,tl) cross section at the energy of the )'-ray.
The ("r ,11) cross sections for deuterium and beryllium are shown in Figure
4.5. ror a small t 2-lSb source surrounded by a thick spherical shell of
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Figure 4.5. (-y,n) Cross sections for deuterium and iN'ryllium
versus -y·ray ener~·.
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beryllium of thickness R, the neutron intensity S/I (lIfs)/Ci of 12'lSb is
(l.rJproximately:
(4-13)
S(n/s Ci) = 5.10 6 X R (em).
Thus, a 2-cm thick shell of Be surrounding a small, 1 Ci 12·1 Sb source
will yield rou~hly 10 7 11/5.
A typIcal 1 ~4Sb-B(' somce is shown in Figure 4.6. The neutron ene..gy
from this source is 24 .!: 2.2 keV. The source can be revived, after tile
initial decay (with its 60.9 day half-life), by additional irradiation in a
nuclear reactor.
",,<[ Tel Sur'~":;h!
~ .... _~QC(

Fir.urc 4.6. A typical Sb·Be wurce
(-5.10 6 n/s/Ci 124Sb).

The BllY_B\' photoneutron source has a longer half-life (107 days)
than the 12-tSb source, abuut the same neutron intensity, and a higher
source neutron energy (En = 200 keV). It, thus. offers a greatu
penetrability which makes it especially useful in ANDA applications.
However, production of sBy, which requires a high-energy, highintensity charged particle accelerator, is expensive.
Photoneutron sources have been designed in numerous configurations
to fit specific requirements. A wide pulse, or step function, of neutron
intensity can be obtained if the 1:: -t Sb source is ejected from the Be
mantle, as is shown in Figure 1.7 (Ref. 10). The source intensity, as a
function of time for this design, is shown in Figure 4.8. Within GO to 100
ms, the source intensity is virtually zero. <In important feature whenever
delayed neutrons are mf!asured as a signature in an ANDA system. The
source neutron energy can also be modified or tailored for a specific
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Fi\iure 4.8. Normalized source intensity versus time
for the source shown in Figure 4.7.

application by changing the Be thickness and by adding neutron
reflectors and absorbers (see Chapter 6).
Characteristics of photoneutron sources with half·lives longer than 1
hr that are generated by thermal neutron capture (for example, by
irradiation in reactors), a<; fission products, or that are naturally available
(for example, Ra) are given in Table 4-3. Calculated neutron spectra of
some of these sources are shown in Figure 4.9. The shorter-livL>d isotopes
(half-life less than 30 days) have limited applicability because frequent
access to a nearby reactor is required for their regeneration. Facilities
with their own reacter (or with easy access to one) might benefit by
using such sources in suitable ANDA systems. A full discussion of other
photoneutron sources is given by r>larion and Fowler (Ref. 11) and
Beyster and Kull (Ref. 7).
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Table 4·3. Characteristics of photoneutron sourees.
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4.5

SPONTA..,\,EOUS FISSION SOURCES

Because of tlwir small size and high-neutr:m intensity, spontaneous
fission sources utilizing calif,.ll'nium-252 (252Cfl have recently become
the most common Ar\DA interrogation sources. Spontaneous fission
occurs in most heavy nuclei, but usually <1t very slow rates. The process
takes place without the application of external energy to the nucleus and
is usually accompwlied by other modes of decay. At present, 2;J2Cf
(with a spontaneous fi;;sion half-life of 87.5 yr) proviJes the only usable
neutron source for this process.
There are some other isotopes that undergo spon taneous fission238pu, 240pu, and 242pu-hut they cannot be used as interrogating
sources because of their low neutron ('mission rates. (Their spontaneous
fission half·!i\·es are of the order of 10 10 to lO l l yr,) Their spontaneous
prompt neutrons and ),·rays may, however, constitute an important
backp'ound component for ANDA detection systems basetl on the
coincidence method.
The main advantages of 252Cf are its availability and its prolific
emission of neutrons from spontaneous fission, 2.3 X 10 12 n/s/g.
Indeed, the emission rate is so high that only rr-illigram or microgram
quantities of 252Cf are normally used in neutron sources. Hence,
extremely inten<:e, miniature neutron sources are possible with 252Cf.
Commercial californium neutron sources with intensities between lOr,
n/s to more than lOt 0 n/s are readily available.
Although 252Cf is usually considered as a neutron source, it in fact
emits other radiations in its deeay process, among them: neutrons,
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a-particles, and "Y-rays. As shown in Figure 4.10, 97 percent of the
californium atoms decay by (l'-(>mission, forming helium gas and the
isotope 248Cm. In a prae:tical neutron source, the helium is contained
within the capsule and does not present a problem of pressure buildup
even at total decay. The e((eclive l·alf-Iife of ~52Cf. 2.64 yr, is governed
by the a-decay rate of the isotop..:. Tllis relatively short half-life is one of
its main drawbacks, since it leads to rapid c1erk-tion of the source.
About 3 percent of californium nuclei undergo spontaneous fission,
that provides neutrol1$ having a spectrum of energies similar to
the fission sped rum of 235U (FIgure 4.11) but with a higher average
energy of about 2.35 MeV. In addition to fission fragments, approximately two photons, with the spectrums shown in Figure 4.12, are
r."duced on the average for each neutron released by spontaneous
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Figure 4.12. 1'·Ray energy spectrum of 2f,2Cr.

fission. In a sealed source, the fission fragments are contained and only
neutrons and -y-rays are C'mitted from the source. If a pure neutron
source is desired, the -y-rays (whosC' average energy is about 0.9 I\IC'V) can
be attenuatC'd by a suitable filter. Because of the relative ease with which
these softer -y-rays can be absorbed in most applications, these -y-rays <uc
less important than those produced by the interactions of californium
neutrons with nearby materials.
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Since its average neutron energy (2.35 MeV \ is above the threshold
energy for fbsion of 23tlU, it is possible' to use 2,>2Cf for
superthreshold-l\1eV or for sul.threshold irradiations. The amount of
moderation required for subthreshold irradiation is smaller than that
required for Be(o ,11) sourCI'S because of the relatively low neutron energy
from 252Cf. Califomium-252 cannot be used to stimulate fission inside
detection systems like the Fission Multiplicity Detector (FMD), however,
since the source neutrons would be indistinbruishable from fission
neutrons produced in the sample (see Chapter 9). In such cases, the
source is used olltside the system so that the detection probability for
more than one 252 Cf prompt neut.ron belonging to the same fission
chain is very low.
Figure 4.13 shows a cross section of a typieal industrial 252Cf neutron
source. The inner eapsule (5.a-mm diameter X 26-mm long) is con tamed
in a second stainless steel capsule (9-mm diameter X 37-mm long). The
source material is californium oxide with over 82 percent 252Cf.
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4.6

CHARGED PARTICLE
PRODUCTION

ACCELERATORS

FOR

NEUTRON

The isotopic sources discussed in earlier sedions offer the ANDA user
the highest level of reliability_The reactions that produce neutrons are
unaffected by the external world. The:;e souret$ require no maintenance,
and their intensity is either constant or very accurately known as a
function of time. However, these sources have several disadvantag<>s. The
cost of obtaining very high intensities from them, if at all possible, can
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be prohibitive. In addition. strong r-radiation often accompanies
neutrons generated by isotopic seurces. Finally, because most isotopic
sources cannot be switcht"d off. their rapid removal is n'quired in order
to measure time-dependent signatures. likf' delayed neutrons.
Accelerator-based neutron sources offer the ANDA experimenter the
.highest neutron intensitiEs available, which is probably the single most
important feature of this type of !>ource. In some C,JSCS, they also can
providp a certain energy !>dec~ivity, notably. intense sub·!\leV neutrons.
However, the disadvantage of using these accelerators. especially in the
industrial em-ironment, is their relative complexity and their often
uncertain reliability. Also, the cost of some typf'S (1f acceler~tors and
their associated equipment may be prohibitive. Nonetheless, charged
particle accelC'rators playf'd an important role in the development of
ANDA. and in somC' ca~es. their incorporation in the system is essential.
The generation of neutrons by char~ed particle ac:elerators-in particular. the Van de Graaff and the Cockcmft··\\'alton-are discussed in this
sectlon.
Van de Gruaff Accelerators; This accelerator uses either the proto:1
(p,lI) or dcutl'ron (d,il) reactions to produce neutrons. The choice of the
reaction dl'pends O!1 the availabk charged particle ~ner"ry and the
required neutron sp·;·ctrum and intensity. Both the Van de Graaff and
Cockcfoft -. \\'alton acceleratOr> endow charged particles with kinetic
energy by accelerating them in a vacuum using an electrostatic potential.
In the Van de Graaff machine. the high potential is produced by
c0ntinuous motion of one or more insulating belts.
A uniform proton beam is ohtained by introducing hydrogen into the
ion source of the machine and filtering any ionized Iwavy molecules by a
magnetic analyzer. Energy-analyzed proton beams up to 100 p.A in
strength with continuously variable (>nergy up to 4.5 ~leV are available.
The energy spread of the beam at 1.0 MeV at the analyzer output can be
reduced to as little as 200 eV. FigureA.U shows a schematic diagram of
a Van de Groaff generator designed to accelerate positive ions.
The most frequently used (P.ll) reaction for the production of
monoenergetic neutrons is the follOWing endothl'rmic reaction (see
Section 4.2);
7Li + P

-+

7Be +

II -

1.646 MeV

(4·14)

Data on the energy-dependent cross section for this and oth"r reactions
are given by ~larion and Fowler (Ref, 11). At the threshold energy for
this reaction. neutrons are emitted in tile fonvard direction with energy
of 30 keV. The neutron enerb'Y increases as the proton energy increases.
At proton energies above 2.0 ~leV. the 7 Be may remain in an excited
state and then decays by emitting a r-ray_ A low-t.'nergyneutron group
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Figun' 4.14. Scht'mati<, diagram of a Van de Graaff generator
operated to acct'lerlltc positive ions.

appears corresponding to this modI' of reaction. As the proton energy
increases to 5 ~Ie\'. the intensity of the low-enprgy neutron ~roup
incrt'ases to 10 percent of that of the main group of neutrons that
accompanies the formation of 7 Be in its f.,'l"ound state.
The 7 Li(p,lI, 7 Be reaction Ius been used to produce relatively intense
neutro~ls of 400 to 600 keY energy, which were used to measure small
amounts of fissile matefial (2:1"U) in the presencp of lar~er amounts of
fertilp matf'riaI (238 U). Since ddayed nputrons were usP<:! as the fission
signature, it wa~ necessary to puLe the interrogating neutron beam. With
the Van de GraaU, pulsing can be accomplished by a combination of
electrostatic denpction of the charged p:uticle heam and a mf'chanicaJ
beam shutter. The on-off ratio, which is the ratio of llf-'utron int('nsity
during ;h~ pulse to the neutron intensity between pulses, is the
parameter that dctemlines the neutron back",round in sueh a measurement. In this mann('r on-off ratios greater than 10 9 ean be obtained with
an accelerator (Ref. 12).
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There arC' oth'21" useful (p,n) reactions. Among them is the reaction
31i + p .... 3He +

II

-0.764 MeV

(4·15)

which makes Vossible the production of neutrons o\'C'r a wide energy
range (up to 4 1\le V). Occasionally, the reactions .1:; Sc(p ,Il ).1 "Ti and
51 V(P,1l )51 Cr are used for neutron production Iwcause they produce
relatively low-energy nellt'ons; however, their neutron yield is very
small. Figure 4.15 shows n~utron yields as functions of the accelerated
charg"'d particle energy for most of the reactions of interest to AN DA.
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Since Vnn de Graaff accelerators arc complex and expe,nsive machines,
their usefuhwss for ruutine analysis in either field or industrial
application1; of ANDA seems to be limited to large fixed installations.'
Low·Enelgy Cuc1n·roft - Walton (C -IV) Accelerators: ~ince their accelerating voltage is much 10wC'r (150-200 keV) than that of the Van de
Graaff, simple ,'oltage doubling rectifiers are used in C - \1/ ar:celerators.
For tbe same reason, these accelerators are much smaller-a few meters
long and about u meter wide. They can be installed in small-fixed or
mobile laboratories. A modern drift· tube type C- \\' accelerator is shown
in Figure 4.1G

Figure ·1.16. Drift tube type neutron generator accelerator assembly
(Cuurtl'sy Kaman Nuclear, Division of Kaman Sciences Corp., Colorado).

The C- W's low accelerating voltage makes only Lvo reactions useful
for neutron production. The first is 2H(d,Il)3He, or:n short d·d, yielding
a neutron ene~ of about 2.4 MeV; the second is 3H(d,Il)4He, or in
short d·t, yielding a neutron energy of about 1.4 MeV. At 150 kV
accelerating voltage, the d·t reaction furnisl:cs intensities two orders of
ma5nitude higher than the d·d reaction. A C- W accelerator can deliver
more than lOll Ilis per rnA current of charged deuterons on a fresh
tritium target. Like the Van de Graaff, the CoW can be pulsed with a high
on-off ratio, which is essential for delayed neutron measurements. It ('an

t·
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produce pulse widlhs down to about 1 J.lS at repetition ratl'S up to GO
kHz.
Besides the drift tube C- \\" mentioned abo','e, neutron sources can also
be based on a scall'(l-tube scheml" which pliminates the major components found in conventional differentially pumped accelerators, such as
the pump ,md power supply. In this sclH'me, nputrons arc gl'lll'rated by
the dot reaction: deuterium ions un' ac(:eleratcd from an ion source by an
extractor to a nearby target wilh a tritiated coating. An accelerating
potential of up to 150 kV (but usually 120 kV) is used in thesl' sealed
tubes.
During operation of the tube, thl' tritium in the target becomes
depletl'd, but this shortcoming can be overcome by 10:!Jing a "rep!pnisher" with a mixture of deuteIium and tritium. Tritons as well as
deutl'rons an' then uccl'lerated into the target so that the nel quantity of
tritium in the target remains more or less at the same Il'vel and the
neut:oll yield is basically constant throughout its lifetime. Typical
lifetimes arc a few hundred hours, depending on the level of operation.
Neutron yields of up to 10 12 Tlls can be achieved; average routi~le yields
are 10 9 to 10 10 IIfs. A schematic repn'sl'ntation of a seall'll-Iube neutron
generator is shown in Figure 4.17.
The energy of the neutrons from these gelH'rators is about 1·1 :'IleV,
which is too high for mosl Al\DA measuren1l'nts. Spectrum modt'ration
is almost always required befort' exposing Ow sample to the intl'rrogating
neutrons.
The main problems that beset C- \\" aecelt-rators stt>m from tlw short
life of the triliated target in the drift-tube machine opemtinl! at full
power and the relatively short life (a few 11l.tndred hours) of Ihe taq::ct in

Figure 4.17. Seall'd tube nl'utron genl'rator
(Courtesy Elliott Automation Radar
System Ltd., England).
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the s..-a!{·d·tube machine. But some improvcn1!'nts have been reported in
rec'!nt years. Fourteen-megaelectronvolt neutron generators will probably be used more often in A:'\D.\ and in neutron adivitation analysis
systl'ms, in gl'ner.ll, whem'wr \'l'ry strong intensities and lor the need for
pulsing are of prime importance.
4.7

ELECTRON ACCELERATOR

I'1I01U~EUTRONSOURCES

TIll' dl'termination of the amount of fissile material (for example,
235U, 2391'u, 233U) in a :;.'unp!e requires techniques that are almost
l:ompletely insensitive to the presellce of fertile materials (for example,
238U or 232Th), Possibly, the most intense pradical source of sub·!\teV
neutrons is provided by photoneutron production from small, lowenergy .electron accelerators (Ref. U) (St'(> Chapter 5). With a propl.'r
target, such accelerators can provide relat.ively high·intensity source of
neutrons with cnerglCs b(·low the fission thresholds of the fertile
materials. These Ileutrons an>, thus, highly penetrating and induce fif-sions
only in the fissile materials. In these machines, the accelerated electrons
impingt' on a target in which 13remsstrahlung radiation is produced whose
maximum ('nPfgy (end-point energy) is equal to the kinetic l'nergy of the
electrons. The Bremsstrahlung radiation then interacts with the target
material to producl' neutrons by till' () ,/I) reaction.
A simple and suffil'il'nt Iy inlt'ns-t' souret' of sub-threshold ne:.ttrons can
be ()I>t~lined from tilt' :! 11(-, ,II)! II read ion using a DzO targt·t, shown
schcmatically in Figure '1.1 H. The maximum nl'ut,0n elll'rgy is determined by the amount that the ('nd-point etwrgj' of the Bremsstrahlung
exceeds 2.22G MeV. the threshold for the photodisintegration of the
deuteron.
One ('(111 ob~lin interlse sub-:'>leV neutron sources by irradioting u
dl'uterium target with a Bremsstrahlung beam generated by electron"
with energies from ·t to 6 MtN (sec Chapter 5). Typical average
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intensities are 5 X 10 7 (at 4 ~leV) to 4 X 10 8 (at 10 MeV) neutrons per
second per microamp electron current per cm of D 2 0 thickness. The
neutron sppclra from such irradiations are shown in Figure 4.1H. Tlw
fission spectrum is also plotted for comparison. The sharp high-energy
cutoff and the overall soft spectrum are obvious. Figure 4.20 shows the
neutron intensity for various accelerator targets as a function of the
electron energy. The neutron intensity obtained from a 238U target with
electron energies above 7 ~leV is higher than that obtained from a thin
deuterium or beryllium target. Figure 4.21 is a plot of neutron yield
frorr a 238 U target as a function of t'lectron energy, and shows that the
intensity grows very quickly. The neutron yields from 23 H U are very
high, much higher than those from a Van de Graaff or C- \V neutron
generator. Howevt'r, in order to obtain these high yields, a 15 MeV or
higher energy t'1t'etron accelerator, usually a Linac (linear accelerator), is
required. The neutron spectrum from a 238 U target is very similar to the
fission spectrum; hence, spectrum moderation is fl'Cjuired for its use as a
source in ANDA systems. When such a machine is available, time·offlight techniques (see Table 1-2, Chapter 1) become applicable, greatly
enhancing ANDA capabilitit's for small samples. However, its high cost
and lack of portability make' the high-intensity, ml'<lium-energy LinaClU1
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Fi;:ure 4.19. Calculated neutron spectrum from the D('y ,n) reaction from low l'nergy
electron lille<lr accelerator (Ref. 14). (The energy width of the electrcn
er.ergy is assumed to be 4%, which is easily attainable without
analyzing magnets.)
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unattractive tool for ANDA unlE-ss it can be als0 used for other purposes.
Low-cnergy electron accelerators of the type used for industrial
radiography are common, reliable, and less expensive, however; with a
properly llf'signed deuterium target, they can provide ample neutron
intensities with soft, mainly sub-MeV, spectra.
4.8

OTHER POSSIBLE NEUTRON SOURCES FOlt ANDA

The previous subsections covered all the practical sources for ANDA
systems. Since each ANDA system or group of systems may have special
requirements which make one source "practical" and another one
"impractical," the definition uf practicality of sources is, of course, very
loose. Nonetheless, one can broadly define conditions of practicality for
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ANDA sources. Such conditions may include rcliabili~y, complexiiy,
size, cost, portability, adaptability to indu:;triall'nvironment, and others.
No attempt is made here to grade these criteria of practicality. The
discussion in the previous sections makes it obvious that isotopic ~ources
qualify very well as practical sources. In the category of acccll'rators, the
C-W and the low-energy electron accelerators can quJify, usually, with
some reservations. Other sources which have been used can hardly be
justified solely by ANDA requirements, but if available, t1H'y can be
beneficial for ANDA. Such sources are the proton Van de Graaff or any
other proton, deuteron, or (x-particle accelerator, medium energy Linacs,
and nuclear reacturs. High-flux research reactors (peak thermal flux in
the reactor is more than 5 X 10 12 n/cm 2 /s 2 ) can rrovide high·thermal
ar.d epithermal fluxes and fast fission fluxes in highly collimated beams
to interrogate samples. Small samples can be irradiated inside the reactor
core, and their delayed fission radiations (neutrons and ')'·rays) can be
mea'iured outside. Very high sensitivity and accuracy have been obtained
in such measurem(:nis. Finally, n'search reactors and zero-power reactors
can be used to accurately measure the fissile content of small samples by
means of reactivity methods. For further discussion of these methods, a
reactor analysis textbook should be consulted (Ref. 16).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The various neutron sources available to the AND";' designer and user
are reviewed in this chapter. 1'11('se sources include, among others,
isotopic (a,Il), especially l3c'(a,n) and Li(a,n); photoneutron sources, in
particular :i 2·\ Sbb ,II); 2:; 2Cf spontaneous fission; charged particle
acceleratt,rs; and Linac-based photoinduced neutron generators. Discussions cf the various sources can be summarized by listing the main
advantages and disadvantages of the most important ones.
Isotopic (0,11) sources
A ut'all tages:
long half-life; generation of nentrons in the sub-~1eV region by some
sources, notably, Li(a,n); usually have a low 'Y-ray background; reasonably compact; and reasonuble cost.

Disadt'alltages:
spectrum softening required for high-energy neutrons generated; ~vail
able intensity for reusonable size sources less than 5 X 10 7 Il/s; l'xpensiv:,
for largl' sources; and He(a,n) accompanied by highly penetrating,
4.43-l\hoV 'Y-rays.
Isotopic (-r,Il) sources
Adt'Cllltagcs:
generation of sub-l\1eV neutrons (can produce monoenergetic neutrons);
delivery of high neutron intensities, when more spectrum moderation is
allowed, by using thicker converters (or target matprial); a variety of
shapes and forms to suit ANDA requirerr.ents for some sources, notably,
Sb-Be; lH'utron production switched on and off; regeneration, by
irradiation in reactors, of ShoBe and other isotopic sourc('s obtained by
thermallwutron capture; and possibility of very strong sources

DisaduQlltQ::c",,:
relatively low specific neutron yield; VNy strong, high-energy 'Y-ray
background rpquiring heavy shielding; relatively short half-life for some
important 'Y-my sources (for example, 124Sb, 88y); the logistics of
source utilization are complicated by the need to regenerate short-lived
sources; and high cost for long-lived 'Y-ray sources (for example, 226Ra).
25 2Cf SOl/rees
Aduantages:
very intenst~ sources readily available; compact, reasonably low cost per
unit-intensity with strong sources; neutron spectrum softer than that
delive:-ed by Be(o,n) source; background of relatively soft 'Y-rays; and
rapid transfer in and out, allowing measurement of delayed radiation.

.-
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Disaduantagcs:
relatively short half-life, which affects the cost of operation; energies of
most source neutrons above the fission threshold of the fertile isotopes;
and considerablc r-ray background.
(d·t) 14-MeV Tlel/tron SOl/rees

AdL'antages:
very strong and easi!:; variable source intensities, easy on-off switching
,md pulsing, lowest cost per unit·intenslty among practical sources for
ANDA, and very low i'·ray background.
Disadmntages:
very high neutron energy (14 MeV~ requiring substantial slowing-down
of neutrons, limited target life wi1C'n accelerator is used at full power,
poorer stabiHy and reliability compared to isotopic sources, more
manpower reCjuired for operation compared with isotopic source, and
more space required than for isotopic sources.
Electron accelerator photoneutron sources
Advantages:
very strong and easily variable intensities, energies of most neutrons
below the fission threshold of the fertile isotopes, 110 tailoring of the
neutron spectrum required, easy to gate on and ;;ff and to pulse,
practically unlimited target life, and readily designed to accommodate
specific ANDA requirements.
Disaduantages:
very strong (though directional) r·radiation requiring heavy shielding,
relatively large capit:!1 investment, more manpowPr required to operate
compared with other systems, more complicated maintenance, poorer
stability and reliability when compared with isotopic sources (but better
as compared with commercial 1·1-l\leV neutron generator), ,mel more
space requin'd than for isotopic sources.
These advanta~es and drawbacks are :liso shown in Table 4-4. In this
table, the various qualitative features of the sources are listed and graded
qualitatively from the ANDA point of view. A plus sign is an obvious
advantage; a minus' sign is an obvious disad\'antage; and (+,-) and (-,+)
signs are less obvious positive or negative features, respectivriy. This
table may help in selecting proper sources for ANDA or in realizing the
limitations of a source already present in the systc-m.
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CHAPTER 5

GAMMA RAY PRODUCTION
ANDSOURCES
Active NDA system~ can USl-', as interrogation sources, either neutrons
or ." -rays in the energy rangl~ of 5 to 10 Me V. 1-Rays with energies less
than 1.5 "MeV can b~ emp~oyed for transmission measurements. The
different neutron sources WNe discussed in ele previous chapter. In this
chapter, we shall briefly discuss the general requirements of -y-rays used
for interrogation and describe the most important sources: namely,
linear electron accel~rators and microtrons. The chapter ends with a
sect!on on -y-ray sources, includin~ the dual energy -·-ray gauge
(DUEGG l, used for density and composition measurements.
5.1

.".RAY llRE:-'ISSTRAllLUNG SPECTRUM

The high-energy ')'-rays (in our context "high·el1l'rgy'· means between
5 to 10 MeV) form the basis of one class of Al\'DA sy~tems. This
irradiation can cause fission in all fissile and fertile 11l.c1ei. The cross
sections for this photofission pro,!',;s (see Chapter 3\ are all of the
threshold type: namely, helow a cl'rlain energy (typically 6 r-leV) the
cross section drops very rapidly with decreasing '}·ray eOlcrgy and above
it (in the range of 6 to 10 MeV) it is relatively nat. Most of t.he
differences between the various isotopes appear in the narrow energy
band of the "sub-threshold" region. The photo fission cross section in
this region is very small. Even above the threshold region they are very
small, changing from about 0.5 mb* at around 6 MeV to about 15 mb at
10 MeV (see Chapter 3). The basic features of the photo fission cross
section require that the ,),·ray source be very intense and have a
well-defined and very stable but variable energy. Monoenergetic or-rays in
the energy region of 5 to 10 M('V are available from proton interactions
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with fluorine, namely the 19Fip.ar) 16 0 reaction which yields three
)-ray energies: 6.13,6.9, and 7.1 MeV. Other monoenergetic r-rays are
available, over wider range of energies, from thermal neutron capture in
specific elements. This requires the availability of a nuclear reactor with
a sizable thermal flux (> 10 1 2 n l cm 2 Is).
The elfftron accelerators are the only practical source of inlense
'Y·rays in the energy range of interest. Generally, they can provide a
strong cUlTent, or beam, of electrons. The electron beam can be
converlpd into high-energy photons or x-rays by allowing it to strike a
converter target, usually, made of high Z elements, such as tungsten.
Photons are produced when electrons are decelerated in the Coulomb
(electrical) field of the target nuclei. This is the origin of the term
Bremsstrahlung, namely, braking radiation, which applies to these 'Y-rays.
The energy spectrum of Bremsstrahlung is continuous with a sharply
dpcreasing intensity as a function of increasing photon energy, Figure
5.1. The mn."(imum photon energy at the Bremsstrahlung end-point is
equal to the electron enelb'Y, E". l\lost of the Bremsstrahlung radiation
appears in the forward direction, that is, in the direction of the electron
motion. The higher the electron energy gets, the narrower the angular
divergence of the I-rays becomes.
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Figurl' 5.1. Relationship Betwl'l'n Brl'rnsstrnhlun!: Spectrum 9Jj(E..,),
from 6 MI'V Electrons. Photofission Cross Section (0..,,),
and Fission Yield (Y,) for 738 U.

When 'Y-rays, with a continuous energy spectrum, are used as
interrogation irradiation, the measured quantity is the yield, for
example, fission yield. The fission yield is equal to the integral over the
entire "Y·ray energy spectrum (for the specific electron energy used) of
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the product of the number of photons/unit energy by the photoflssion
'cross section. To get the prompt neutron or delayed neutron yiPid, the
fission yield is multiplied by I.he number of prompt and delayed
neutr~n/fission, respectively (sec Chapters 3 and 7).
The relationship between the Bremsstrahlung spectrum, the photofission cross section, a'f" and the fission yield for electron energy of 6
MeV is showl'. in Figure 5.1. The figurl' show:; that the contribution to
the yield, from the product of such a spectrum by the fast rising a'f"
comes mostly from the region just below 6 MeV. The fission yield, Y"
seems to almost overlap the cross sectit\n, at lower energies, and to
deviate from it as the threshold value is approached. The curves in Figure
5.1 show why the eh~ctron energy, which defines the high-energy tip of
the Bremsstrahlung spectrum, has to be vcry stable. Evpn small
instabilities will introduce errors into the mrasured yif'ld. Tlw requirement for stability is less stringent once the threshold tneq,ry region is
passed.

5.2

LOW·ENERGY ELECTRON LINEAR ACCELERATOR (LlNAC)

In this section, we will describe the principle of op~ration of a
low-energy electron Linac (Ref. 1, 2) as a r·ray's source in the energy
range of 5 to 10 MeV. Linacs arc the most prolific sources of
Bremsstrahlung 'Y·r:tys because large electron beam currents are attainable from them. So far, only Linacs have been used for safeguards
applications i see Chapter ~). The principle of operation of Linacs is as
follows:
When .~ puIs.. of radio frpqul'ncy (rf) power is frd into a proppr!y tunrd ",al'"
guide, an eledroma;;nl'tic wavl' will travrl down the guide with a IPlocity
dewrmLJed by the guide dinll'l1\ions. Electrons injected into the guide at the
proppr phase are carried along by the WdH', much as the surfN is carried
shoreward by an incoming Ot,ean wavp.
A Linac consisL~ of a sen"s of spctions. High·frequ('ncy l'lectroma;;netic fil'lds
are applied betwN'n adjac nt sectiOI1S in phas(' (in such a way !lIst. ,-ach time
the electron crosses from one section to the next, it is accelpratpd by the fil'ld).
'DIe elpctrons then drift down the section to thp next section, ",h£'l'l' tilt' fipld is
again in phasp and this gives the plectron more aceeleration. The ('lpctromagnetic fi('ld is gpnerally supplied by large, vacuum tube, rf oscillators
(klystrons and magn('trons). The wave can either be of the trdveling wav<' or
standing wave typt'. Th.. b"am is gen('rally puls('d. Linacs uS('d for assay
purposes have puls~ widths on thp ordN of a few microseconds at a rep,-tition
fate of approximately 100 pulses pt'r sec (pps).
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The hi\:h ...>nN'.:)" electrons, thus l:enerated finally impinge on a target rnatt'rial
(for eXllm!,l",. tantalUI1l or tungsll'n) lind are slowed down. As they slow down.
Bremsstrahlullg radiation is ..'mitted with a eontinuous energy distribution
whoSt' Illllximum energy is equal to the electron energy. If generation of
neutrons is dE'sirable. a proper converter (for example. beryllium or hea\)'
watN, D:lQ) is pldced around the :~rget (see Chapters 4 and 6).

Almost all the work using AND:\. methods, based on photo fission and
photonllckar rf.'actions, was done during Hl67 -1971 at Gulf Radiation
Technolo~' using the 17-:'I('\', 5;ll1;le section Linac and a specially built
10-:VleV Linuc. The bttl'r m~l(:hine with all the associated ANDA
equipment was installed in a trailer as a mobile laboratory named
General Atomic Mobll~ Assay System (GAl\lAS) (see Chapter 9). Each
Linac uSl'd :Ul analyzing magnet to define the electron energy and to
assure its st<\oility. The general specification of the GAMAS Linac are
listed in Tul,le 5-1 (Ref. 3).
Tabll' 5·1. GAl\tAS - S:1feguards accelerator characterisHrs.
PHYSICAL:
Wawj:uide Irngth: 120 I'm.
Dinll'nsiolls: 90 I'm wide, 180 eIll high. 270 I'm long.
Weight (l'xduding ~ljjelding): 900 kg.
Shielding w..' ight: 3, JO kg.
ELECTI{ICAI.:
Electrol\ gun: ARCO Model 5.5. cridded.
Single cllvity pl":'buncher: StanfOld Linear Accelerator C{'nter (SLAC).
Traveling Wlive $tructUTt': SLAC, 2856 MHz.
Radio frequE'nl'y source: EEV M502B 4·MW magnE'tron.
MagnE'tlc c>ptical system: -I soh'noids, 1 energy analysis magnet, 1 dump magnet.
Input pOWl'£ Tt'quirement: 35 kW.
RADIATION OUTPUT:
Electron merg:" 5·10 ME'V.
Direct beam Tt'solution: 7('O(\,
Analyzed llt'lllll resolution: 2.5~o.
Peak cumnl: 0.3 A.
Pulse width: 1.5I's.
Repetition T:lle: 60 or 180 Hz.
Ma.ximum IWf>rage beam power: 800 W.

The ovu,u! mechanical configuration of the GAMAS safeguard Linac
is shown in Fil,"'Ure 5.2. The spl'dal features of this Linac, at the time of
its construction (1969-1970), were compactness, transportahility, the
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slanted angle of the nonanalyzed beam, and the integrated analyzing
magnet and beam shielding.
ELECTRO"1 GUN
M .. 8 PULSE
T~:'P~SFQ~~E R

T~"K

Figure 5.2. Mechanical Configuration of PrototylX' Assay LlNAC.

A commercially manufactured Linac, suit<lble for safc);Uards applications, is the Varian Linatron-1500. This machine, which is manufactured
routinely for industrial radiography, has the necessary attributes for field
operation. The enerb'Y stability and reproducibility of the elcctron
energy spectrum were studied and found satisfactory (Hef. 4). Other
important features are its simplicity, safety of operation. and compactness. Since it is a side-coupled standing wave Linae and uses the entire
electron beam, an analyzing magnet is not required. The ~eneral
characteristics of the Linatron-1500 Linae are listed in Table 5-2.
5.3

MICROTRO~·CIRCULARELECTRON

ACCELERATOR

(REF. 5)
The two main drawbacks of electron Linacs as ANDA interrogation
sources are the instability of the electron energy and the small duty
cycle, that is, pulse width times the repetition rate (which rarely exceeds
0.1 percent). Another type of electron accelerator, Loe Microtron,
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alleviates the first drawback and potentially alleviates the second one.
The l\licrotrons have not received the same amount of attention in
commercial- and industrial applications as haw' the Linacs. However,
because oi their excelh'nt energy resolution and stability, their good
electron cum.'nt capubilities in the energy rull~es of interest, and their
compactness, !\Iicrotrons should be considered as u viable future
interrogation source of ANDA.
Table 5-2. General 5pedficalion~ for the Varian Linatron·1500
;;tanding wave, side-eoupled electron lincar accelerator.
Energy range:

4-10 MeV

Current l\vail3bllity:

Up to 100 mA (peak)

Pulse width:

3-41'5

Pulse repetition rate:

Continuously variable between
80 and 320 pps

Maximum an'flIl:e

~am

power:

950W

Cooling water requirements:

15 L/min (machine on)

Eleclrical power requireml'nls:

15 kW

Componl'nls:
x-ray head:

74

em (29 in.) hE'ight

(2000 Ib5_), wl'i~ht
il em (28 in.) width
168 COl (66 in.) depth

900 kg

Modullllvr cabinl't:

211 cm
680 kg
122 em
76 em

Control console:

25 em
2i kg
50 cm
38 crn

(83 in.) height
(1500 Ibs.l, wl'lght
(48 in.) width
(30 in.) dl'pth
(10 in.) heil:ht,
(60 Ihs.), weight
(20 in.) width
(15 in.) depth

The principles of the Microtron are as follows (Ref. 6):
In the Mil'rotron, electrons are accelerated, in a homOl:eneous, constant
magnelic field, by the E'1t'clric field in a mil'rowl\n' resonator. The electron
orbits form a family of circles which have a <'Omrnon tangent with the
-Only on.. <'Ompany, Scandilronix in Swrden, is
trons for ANDA applications.

manl'fl\c~urini:

~uitable

Micro·
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resonator gap (Figul'{' 5.3). The source of electrons is an electron gun close to
the resonator gap. When the gun is pulsed, a beam ot electrons comes through
the entrance holl' of the resonator and is accelerated by thl' resonator gap
voltage (on the order of 600 kV). Electrons leaving the I'{'sonator exit will
perform a ci!cular orbit in the magnetic field and arrive again at the resonator
entrance. If the magnetic field and the microwave frequency are correctly
related to each other, the electrons will pass the resonator in phase with the
microwave voltage so that they gain another 600 keV. This process is repeated
several timl'S to obtain the desired final electron energy. For examp!t·, in a
typical Microtron, 11 orbits are required to obtain a kinetic energy of about
6.5 MeV. The beam in the last orbit is extracted from the machine through an
iron pipe, which screens the magnl'lic field, so that the electrons leave the field
tangent to the direction of the orbiL The characteristics of a Microtron arc
given in Table 5·3.

RfSO"ATOR
ACCELERATING
GAP

--r-

-t--

EXTRACTING

rURE

Figure 5.3. Principle of the Microtron Electron Accelerator.

A short study (Ref. 7) was made with a low·power, experimental
Microtron to determine its applicability to safeguard problems. The
conclusion of this study was that, with proper specifications similar to
those listed in Table 5-3, the Microtron could prove very useful for
ANDA of nuclear materials.
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Table 5·3. Characteristics of a Microtron.·
Electron energy:

b.5 MeV (kinetic enel1.'Y) for the fixed'nergy-option machine 5 to 10 MeV for the
variable-energy-option machine.

Average beam current:

0.2 A for a fixed·energy machine;

Pulse length:

Continuously variable, 0.5 to 51's.

0.05 to 0.1 A for a variable·energy machine.
Pulse rise and decay time:

Typically 0.2

Pulse repetition rate:

Up to 200 pps.

Energy spread:

i

Maximum average beam power:

1400 W for the fixl'd'l'I1l'rgy machine
500 W for the variable-energy machine.

aMicrotron model

M·7,

I'S.

50 keV, that is, t!.FIF: is lefs than 1%.

manufacturE'd by Instrument Seanditronix AB, Stock-

holm, Sweden.

5.4

OTHER HIGH-ENERGY 'Y·RAY SOURCES

We have mentioned that some charged particle interactions can give
off a few monoenergetic 'Y-rays. Sources employing charged particle
accelerators are very ineffic:ent, expensive, emu are impractical for
ANDA applications. Van de Graaff accelerators (see Chapter 4) can also
produce currents of up to a few milliamperes of electrons. Their energy
re50lution and stability are excellent. Thus, in principle, they can be used
for ANDA applications. However, using a Van de Graaff accelerator to
produce electrons with energies between 5 to 10 ~leV is impractically
expensive for A~DA applications when compared to using either a Linac
or a l\licrotron.

5.5

'Y·RAY ISOTOPIC SOURCES FOR TRANSMISSION MEASURE·
MENTS

'Y·Ray sources are routinely used for measuring bulk density and are
occasionally used for analysis of multir Jmponent systems. A large
number of radioisotopes are available as sources of 'Y·radiation for
transmission measurement. The selection of a source for a specific
application depends mainly on the availability, half-life, and energy of
the emitted 'Y-radiation. A list of the common 'Y·ray sources with some of
thpir pertinent properties is given in Table 5-4.
Cesium-I3? is the most commonly used source for density measurement. Its 'Y·rays have relatively good penetrability, and it is easy to shield
personnel from them. Short-lived sources, such as 75Se and 169Yb, are
used typically in systems involving the assay of 239pu or 235U.
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Selenium-75, for example, radiates 401-keV 'Y-rays, which are close in
en,'rgy to the 414-keV 'Y-m)'s of 239pu. Th(' transmission of 'Y-n'ys [rom
75Sc through a sample that contains 239pu can, therefore, be llsed to
derive a correction factor to account for the attenuations of tilt' 'Y·rays
from 239pu in the matri-x materials of the sample (Ref. 8). Similarly,
transmission of 'Y-rays from l37Cs, 5.IMn, and 203H~ through the
sample is used to determine the self-attenuation (If the most importa~t
'Y·radiation from 238pu, 238U, and 237Np, n'spedively. In any ease, the
energy of the 'Y-rays used in tran5mission m(,:L~urements is usually chosen
to be slightly lower than the 'Y-cnergy emitted by the assayed isotope.
Possible variations of tiansmission correction procedures are described in
Section 6.12 and (Ref. 8).
Tab!e 5·4. 'Y·Ray sources useful for transmi>sion measureml'nts.·

Nuc1idl'

T"
432 yr

88y

0.06 (36)

270 days

0.014 (8)
0.122 (85)
0.136 (11)

242 days

0.070 (8)
0.097 (100)
0.103 (71)

120 days

0.136 (9Gl
0.401 (201

32 days

0.177(58)
0.198 (100)

47

22Na

Important
Energy (MeV)
a.~~ Yi"ld (%)

day~

0.07 (13)
0.28 (81)

10yr

0.081 (34)
0.356 (69)

2.6yr

0.511 (181)
1.28 (100)

30 yr

0.030 (7)
0.662 (86)

314 days

0.84 (100)

5.26 yr

1.17 (100)
1.33 (100)

106.5 days

0.90 (91.5)
1.84 (99.5)
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The source inten~ity is generally selected to pro-ride a usable intensity
for the measurement period. If a short·lived isotope is used, position
adjustment and judicious lead filtering are used to adjust the count rate
to a desired level. The transmission source is typically encased in a
collimator-shield to minimize personnel exposure.
Two types of nwasuremei1ts are commonly applied. The first is a
continuous scan in which the sample moves with a constant speed pa,;t
the collimator. The second method is based on segmented scans in which
the sample is vertically fixed in each position and then counted.
Typically, the scan of a container 25-em high takes about 5 min. For a
constant sQurce strength, the measuring time is determined by the
required precision and the sensitivity of the method used.
Density measurements by transmission of r-ray arc also used in rod
scanners (see Section 9.6) :111d for mat.erials accounting in general. The
response of a transmission system is given by
(5-1 )
where R o is the count rat;: obtained with an empty container (or
cladding), IJ is the atti'nuation coefficient of the bulk material assayed, P
is the bulk density, ,md x is the thickness of the sample (see Chapter 3).
The measurement error is detemlined by the counting-statistics errors
(,JR) and by external effects, such as sample vibrations, nonuniformity
of the container, l.I11d others. The statisti~al error in the measured density
a(p) can be readily d.etermined from Eq. 5-1 as
I'PX

o(p) =

-,,___
1. c IJX

fRo

(5-2)

Eq. 5-2 shows the basic relationship between the design parameters x, IJ
(-y.ray source energy), and R o and the required accuracy of the system.
Analysis of a two-component mixture is possible if two r-ray
transmL~sions of different energies from two sources are used. Consider,
for example, a sample that contains two elements in which one has a
low-Z number (carbon, silicon, etc.) and the other has a high-Z number
(fissile or fertile materials). The transmission of a particular radiation
energy by this sample is given by the exponential relation
R i = Rio exp(-wLPIJL,tX - wHP J1H,tX); i = 1,2

where

Rj
Rio

IJ L,I.. IJH ,I.

(5·3)

counting rate of source with energy E j
counting rate of source with 110 sample
attenuation coefficients (cr.,:! /g) of the light and
heavy components, respectively, at energy E j

/
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= weight fractions of the light and heavy compo-

nen ts, respectively.
By solving Eq. 5-3 for the two oy-ray sources, it is possible to
determine the weight fraction of the two components in the sample as
follows:
(5-4)
where
D 1 = 1nl 1ll/,2 - In2J1H,l

D

; D 2 = In2J1L,1 - InlJ1L.2

(5·5)

= IlL,I IlH,2 - IlL,2 Ill/,l

(5-6)

and

In; = In[Rj/R;o J.

(5-7)

The condition necessary for the existence of such a solution is that
D",O, namely,
JlH.2 '" Jlr.• 2.
Jll/,1
JlL,I

(5·8)

It basically states that the Z dependence of the attenuation coefficients

for the two selected oy-ray energies must behave differently, that is, they
should be linearly independent. The sensitivity and accuracy of the
measurement depends to a large extent on the choice of the two oy·ray
energies and on the composition of the sample.
Error analysis of Eq. 5-4 leads to the following expressions fo: the
total errors in the measured material composition:
OWL

W

L

{ 2
=1..
D . J.1.H,2
1

2

2?

(0Inl)2 + JlH,I (0In2)2 + flU,2 Wi (oJlL,I)

fJ.h,2 Wl/2(oJlh,d 2

2

+

+ Jllf,l WL 2 (oJlL,2)2

+Jl.~,1 WH 2 (OJlH,2)2 Jlh

(5-9)

oWH
1 {
2
2
2
--=fJ.L2(oln 1 )2+fJ.Ll(oln 2 ) +JlL-2WL~(oJlL,I) +
W
D
,.
,
,
?

H

"?

2

fJ.1,2 Wll(OfJ.H,I)2

+ 11 2 W 2(OJl
L,I

Jl

H.2

+ fJ.L~1 WL (OfJ.L,2)2
2

)2

t Ih.
f

(5·10)

Generally the high-Z component is determined with greater ease ana
accuracy, because it dominates the absorption of the low energy oy-rays.

I
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Because II L.1 is usually larger but reasonably close to II L. 2' all
components in Eq. 5-10 may contribute equally to the total error of the
high-Z component.~. Tne error in the 10w-2 componf'nt is inherently
higher. Since JlIl.l'J>PH,Z?PL.2 the dominant errors are associated with
quantities which are reiated to the higher I-energy: 01n2' 0/11-2' and
f>PH 2' This is a gratifying situation since there are practically no
limitations on the intensity of "point" i -sources, such as 137 Cs or ti DC.),
and hence one can perform very accurate calibration measurement,
which determines the various J.(-cocfficients and their uncertainties, if
good calibration standards are available.
A prototype, dual·enerb,)', ,-gauge (DUEGG) for high· temperature gru;
reactor (HTGR) fuel pellets (238U, 232Th, and C) with different ratios
of low-Z to high./- materials is discussed in (Hd. 9). In that reference, a
system is described in which the abs01ute amount of the heavy elements
was measured in 2 min to an accuracy 01 1.5 percent by using a set of
attenuation coefficients which were knovm to an accuracy of about 2
percent. Typical pairs of sources for DUEGG to probe low· and high.Z
materials are 241Am and 137Cs, or 57Co and 60Co. In a recent
experiment (Ref. 10) the former source-pair was used to determine the
density of B-1 C powder encapsulated in stainless-steel tubes to an
accuracy better than 2.5 percent.

5.6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The basic features of the Bremsstrahlung "Y·my spectrum are reviewed
in this chapter. The high-energy tip of the spectrum is the important part
in ANDA applications. Because of the fast rising photo fission cross
section, the: stability requirement is very stringent on the high·energy tip
of the spectrum and the electron energy that generates it.
Electron Linacs are widely used in the industry, espedally for
radiography. Versions of radiographic Linacs are suitable for AN DA
applications when special care is taken to maintain the stability of the
electron energy spectrum. The electron beam intensity and energy
variability of Linacs are usually adequate for ANDA applications.
Microtrons are very compact and inherently have a very well·defined,
stable electron energy. They could be de"cloped for ANDA applications,
once there is sufficient demand.
Often, transmission measurements prcvide invaluable information for
the proper utilization of ANDA systems and the interpretation of assay
results. General considerations for selections of isotopic "Y-ray sources for
transmission measlJfements are briefly reviewed. A list of the most
common (and available) sources for such measurements is also given.
Applications of the DUEGG concept for low Z/high Z composition
determination are discussed.
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EFFECTS OF NEUTRON Af\JD
y-RAY TRANSPORT IN
BULK MEDIA
6.1

INTRODUCTION

In ANDA, neutrons and "f·rays of various energies propagate through
light, intermediate, or heavy materials. As they interact with the
materials, th/ere are continual changes in the energies of these radiations
and, hence, in their interaction cross sections. These changes profoundly
affect the design and performance of the assay system and its ability to
detect, in an optimal way, fissionable material in the sample. Although
the physical laws that characterize the specific transport process involved
are well known (see Chapters 2 and 3), analysis of the overall process of
radiation propagation through materials is not simple. Modeling the
;>rocess requires a very large number of data ePotries. By processing these
data and simulating the physical laws on a computer, it is often possible
to reduce the complexity of radiation transport calculations to a
man[.geable level. Often, such a computerized simulation helps in the
determination of the necessary paranleters to be measured, the required
accuracy, and consequently, the types of sources and detectors to be
used in ANDA.
Both neutron and "f·ray transport arc described by the Boltzmann
equation (Ref. 1), Wilich is general and exact. This equation, however,
cannot be solved rigorously except in certain special cases; therefore.
computer calculations are based on a variety of approximations of this
equation. These include, in increasing order of complexity: Fermi age
approximations, multigToup diffusion approximations, and discrete
ordinates approximations. Monte Carlo transport simulations can also be
employed. Because these methods are beyond the scope of this work,
they will not be discussed. Instead, various results based on both
transport calculations and experiments will be presented.

Preceding page blank
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The macroscopic interactions that are dhcussed include the following:
1. Those between primary source neutroLS and moderating materials of
the types that may comprise the sO:..lrce "tailoring" system (see
Sections 6.2 through 6.6).
2. Those between source neutrons, inclu:ling those moderated by the
tailoring system, and the materials in the sample (see Sections 6.7
through 6.10).
3. Those between 'Y·rays and the materials in the sample (see Sections
6.11 and 6.12).
4. Tho3e between neutrons and 'Y·rays. ~nd the detednrs (see Section
6.13).

6.2

II'TER~AL

AND EXTERNAL MODERATOR CONFIGURA·

TiONS
In ANDA meaFurements, the prirr.ary (source) neutron ener~. y is
usually mryj,ified before irradiating the sample in order to take full
advr..ntage uf the isotopic discrimination afforded by subthreshold and
supertlu .-shold irradiation. The threshold level is the fission threshold for
rerW,~ materials. Three categories of output neutron flux are commonly
required:

1. Uniform thermal neutron flux over a small area for activation of
small samples. A "good" thermal moderator ma.ximizes the fractions
of thermal (-0.025 eV) nl'utrons that irradiate the sample.
2. Uniform thermal and epithermal neutwn flux '..... 11:. spectrum) 01,'('1' a
large area, in fuel rod scanning devices, for example. A "good" 1 IE
moderator simultane':msly ma.ximizes both the fraction of neutrons
with energies less than the 238U fission thresholds (-1 MeV) and the
fraction of neutrons with energies less than 0.1 MeV. Such a
spectrum provides optimum discrimination against the fertile isotopes, for example, 238U, while greatly enhancing the response of
the fissile isotopes of major interest, notably 235lJ and 239pu.
3. Hi~hcr energy, "hard," subthreshold neutron flux. A criterion for a
"good" fast moderatnr which provides these "hard" neutrons is the
maximization of the number of neutrons with energy <238U
threshold eneqty, while minimizing the number with energy <0.1
l\teV. Such a spectrum preserves neutron penetrability, alth..,ugh
maintaining discrimination against 238U.
Moderators that provide the different neutron spectra t\l'e called
spectrum "tailoring" systems.

/
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In the first and second l:ategories lis 'd above, irradiation is usually
1 is, the sample is embedded
achieved in "internal" configurations;
inside th,~ moderating materials. The tl:
type of irradiation is usually
achieved in "external" configurations; !lat is, a sample out~ide the
moderatmg assembly is irradiated by the neutrons leaking out of the
tailoring assembly (leakage flux). There are, however, some cases in
which relatively hard neutron spectra are obtained in internal irradiation
configurations. In a few other cases, low-energy epithermal and thermal
leakage fluxes are used for external irradiation. In addition, in most
cases, a high-intensity neutron flux is required, therefore, the source
must be as close to the sample as rf'usonable.
It should be realized, howev~~r, that sinc'e the signature of the nuclear
materials originates in the fission events, it is mor~ important for design
purposes to calculate the fission rate distribution rather than the flux
its<>!f. This is especially tnle for the design of moderators for internal
irradiation, such as the fuel rod scanner (see Chapter 9). In terms of
fissiCJn rate, the design criteria for the latter ~ystem are:

1. Uniform fission rate, F.R. = f Ea r(E) (E,r)dE.
2. Maximum fissilejiertile fission rate ratio.
3. !\laximum fission rate.

6,3

EXTERNAL CONFIGURATIONS: SINGLE MODERATORS

In external configurations, a single moderator may be used, such as
hydrogen-containing matErial (like plastic), beryllium, graphite, or a
heavy element. Use of a hydrogen-containing moderator results in a
sharp decre~ in the intensity of the high-(-ner~' flux near the source
because of the large energy loss pt~r elastic scattering collision.
Simultaneously, the relatively large thermal m'utron absorption cross
section of hydrogen reduces the int,-nsity of the thermal neutron flux
away from the source. Use of a heavy clement, such as lead, tungsten, or
uranium, results in a more uniform spatial flux with substantial en('fg}"
reduction, from inelastic scattering, but little or no thermal neutron flux.
Figures G.1 to 6.4 illustrate in more detail some of the foregoing
~nsiderations for a single hydrogen-containing moderator (Ref. 2).
Figure 6.1 shows the calculated thermal neutron flux inside polyethylene
spheres of different radii surrounding a point source of 14-l\teV
neutrons. Figure 6.2 shows a similar plot for a 252Cf fission source. The
thermal flux peak at the source location and its rapid decline with
increasing distance from the source are obvious. The peak value of the
thermal flux (which includes all neutrons below 0.4 cV), namely, 3.1 X
10 - 2/\lnit source (Figure 6.2), is the upper limit for the thermal flux

,
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l":,UTP 6.1. Thermal neutron flux inside polyeLl,ylene (CH 2 ) spheres of
varim.s sizes I'l'sultinl( from 14·MeV neutron source a~ the center. A unit
source inlensity is defined as In/s.

available from a fission source by moderation. The peak tllermal nux
from a 14-~leV wurce is lower by almost an order of magnitude blit th~
spatial :listribution is natter.
The spectra of the neutrons leaking out of the moderator (and thus
l'vailable for interrogation of external samples) are shown in Figures n.3
and 6.4. The neutron spectra are plotted as E~~(E), wheri' ¢(£) is the
wtal neutron lea"kage flux at energy E per source neutron l,,-'r second.
The function E¢(E) is called the lethargy spectrum. A plot of £¢(E)
clearly shows the IjE region of the energy spectrum since E¢(E) is
constant over that region. This portion of the spectrum, which normally
extends from about] eV to about 100 keY, is an important one, since
the neutron absorption and fission cross sections in this energy range are
often low enough to provide adequate penetrability of neutrons into the
sample.
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6.2. Thermal n('utron nux in~ic1" pO!yl'lh)'I('ne (CH z \ spheres oC
various sizes resulting from ::~2Cf neutron source at the center.

Because the basic characteristics of a hydrogl'l1-containing moderator
include (1) the highest thermal flux m'ar the source, (2) large flux
gradients, and (3) relatively low fast neutron leakage, it is clear that a
lailoring syst~m made of a pure hydrogl'n-conlaining moderator is not
optimal.
A single heavy moderator might be considered instead of a single light
one. Some results for lead an' ¢ven in Figure 6.5, where calculated
neutron lethargy spectra are shown for a lend sphere (50-em radius) at
two locations: close to the source (r=3.1 em), and far from the source
(r=32 em). Also shown arc thl' spedra for two types of sources: a
high-energy source (En = 14 MeV) ami a fission source. The combination
of inelastic scattering in the high-energy region (> 0.5 MeV) and low
absvrption cross section leads to the net effects of scattering the
neutrons almost uniformly over a large volume, lUld of a slow and
continuous redut'tion of energy Witil an increasing moderator thickness.
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fiJ:Ure 6.5. Neutron Ictharr.Y spectrum (in unils of n/cm'l s/u41it source)
in a lead sphere of 50·em radius for difft'rent radial positions
(source at the center).

The "hardness" of the neutron spectrum is clearly a function of the
position in the sphE're; therefore. samples may bE> positionro inside it
according to the desired energy of the interro~ating neutrons. However,
significantly thermal or -.!ery low-t'nE'rgy neutrons are not produced in
such a moderator.
Intermroiatc nuclei. such as Ni or Fe. are used to reflect rather than
moderate fast neutrons and thus, to increase the 10k.1 intensity without
softt>ninl! the spectrum. This effect is caused by their high macroscopic
scattering cross section. low absorption at hi,,11 energies. and relatively
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low energy loss/collision. Table 6-1 summarizes the interaction eros:;
sections for neutrons between 110 and 608 keY. The "out-scattering"
cross section, given in Table G-1, is a measure of the probability of
reducing the neutron enNgy below the lower energy bound:U-y of the
group (110 keY) and thus it depends on the neutron energy loss/
collision.
In heavy and intermediate elements, multiplicative (/1,2/1) reactions
also provide a mechanism for reducing the source neutron energy and
increasing intensity_ These reactions are especially important for 14-l\leV
neutrons, but they also have some effect OT. fission sources.
A tailoring system consisting of a singlt> moderator is rarely optimal.
Composite moderators consisting of sections of various materials can
often provide better tailoring systems fo:: ANDA.
6.4

CO~fPOSITE

MODERATOR ASSEMBLIES FOR 14-MeV NEU-

TRONS
There are some assays for ·which the use of 14-MeV neutrons is
attractive. These neutrons can be produced with high intensity from a
(d-t) rea::tion (see Chapter <1). The main disadvantage of these neutrons is
their high energy, which must be moderated. Although single moderators
can sometimes be used, it is frequently desirable to have composite
moderators to obtain the required spect!"um.
The l/E spectrum and the "fast moderated" spectrum are often
desired. Thpse spectra can be produced by surrounding the target oi a
14-MeV (d-t) neutron generator with various combinations of tungsten,
kad. carbon, beryllium, and polyethylene, which act 11.5 neutron
moderators. Such confil,'Urations (measuring some 5 to 20 em in annular
thickness) can reduce a large fraction (up to -80 percent) of the 14-MeV
primar)' source neu trons to enE'fgies below the threshold value for 23 S U
fission (Ref. 3). Calculated spectral characteristics of different moderator
TablE' 6-1. [{('neclion characteristics for neutrons
in the ent't"C' range 110-608 keV.
Macroscopic Cross Sections (cm -\)
Element

Absorption

Scattering

OUl-Scaltering

2.71 x 10- 1

H2 O

3.65 x

10. 6

Fl'

4.74

X

10- 4

0.625

3.67 x 10- 3

Ni

8.79 x

10. 4

0.686

7.45 x 10-:1

V

6.33 x 10. 3

0.403

7.53 x 10- 3

0.557
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assemblies for a l4-MeV primary neutron source are summarized in
Table 6-2. The median neutron energy given in Table 6-2 is the
flux·weighted average. For maliY applications, however, a more appropriate average energy is estimated by taking into account the increase in
fission rate at low energies. This is accomplished by weighting the
neutron energy with the product of the flux and the fission cross section.
. The notation for the configuration, in Table 6-2, can I-Je best explained
by an example: Pb/C/CH.,-1::';lO/2.5 means a l2-cm radius core of lead
around the source surrou~ded by a 10-cm thick spherical shell of carbon
surrounded by a 2.5·cm thick shell of polyethylene. The thin shell of
polyethylene surrounding all of the l/E moderators i~ necessary to
erlhance the l/E tail at low energies.
For several of the moderators listed in this table, the indicated total
leakage is greater than 100 percent. This a;:>parent neutron multiplication
is the result of the large (tI,2!I) cross section in lead and tungsten for
l4-MeV neutrons.
It is interesting to compare the characteristics of two different l/E
moderators for the H·MeV source, nuxnbers 11 and 15 in Table 6-2, for
example. Number 15 consists of reaaHy available lead, carbon,
:l
polyethylene. Moderator number 11 consists of tungster., beryllium, ,o,d
polyethylene. The tungsten inelastic cross section neue 14 MeV is about
the same as that for lead, but it docs not fall off as rapidly in the region
of a few r-1eV. Furthermore, the nuclear density of tungsten is roughly
twice that of lead, and the nuclear density of beryllium is considerably
higher than that for carbon. Therefore, the radius of the W/Be/CH 2
moderator is only 13 em, as compared to a radius of 24.5 em for the
Pb/C/CH., combination. This impressive reduction in moderator size and
weight is~ obt-tined without significantly changing the resulting neutron
spectrum. In addition, the spectrum from the W/Be/CH 2 moderator
(Figure 6.6) exhibits a very desirable minimum just above the 238U
threshold value (due to inelastic scattering in tungsten). The spectrum
from the Pb/C/CH., composite moderator has a maximum in this energy
region. These prop~rties make the W/Be/CH 2 combination an attractive
one for use with a l4-l\leV source.
The calculated .spectra (Ref. 4) for va.';ous l/E and fast moderator
configurations are given in Figures 6.6 and G.7. An E¢(E) type plot was
chosen for the l/E moderators in Figure 6.6 sinc~ this shows best the
relative numbers of neutrons in the low-r .•ergy region. Figure 6.7 gives
the leakage spectra, ¢(E) (not E¢(E», from a tungsten fast moderator
assembly for both l4-MeV and fission-spectlUm primary sources. It
strikingly shows the desired spe<:trum peaking effect just below the 238 U
threshold value.
When 14-MeV neutrons induce fission in samples containing oxygen,
the contribution of delayed neutrons from the 17 O(n,p) 17 N reaction
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142

Pb/C/CH z ·12/10/2.5

62

-

69

62

83

66

55

81

80

3.14

-

-

312

-

20.0

-

2.6

2.8

3.3

3.7

788

50.1

2.4
3.7

8Th.. moderators and detectors were covNed with 0.76 rom thick Cd where noted.
bFission ratios are for equal weiRhts of each fissionable isotope. Np has a fission threshold at about 0.6 MeV, substantially
lower than that of 238U.
<Fission neutron source was used instead of 14·MeV 5Qurce.

OA7

140

Pb/C/CH z ·7.5/7.5/2.5

15

1.14

78

-

80

-

0.002

109
115

69

-

0.056

83
79

-

13.3

73
87

3.5
6.5

45

3.2
3.1

I

Fis.<;ion Ratio b
23:1U
237Np
Z38U
Z3RU

39

16.2

15.2

17

11

73

0.19

-'

110

14

13

12

W/C/CB z ·7.5/2.5(Cd)
W/C;Cll z·7.5 /2.5
W/Bl'/Cll z ·8/2.5/2.5
W/Be/CH z ·5/5/2.5c
Pb/C/CH z ·7.5/1.5/2.5 (Cd)

11

10

'9

W/C·7.5(Cd}

8
122

86

1.76
0.l7

135
139

W·7.5(Cd)

5

1.76

15·l

145

W·IO

Pb·10(Cd)

4

-

W·l0 e

Pb·7.5(Cd)

3

10

-

-

Fraction of Neutrons
With
With
En <Z3RU
En <O.1 MeV
Threshold (%)
(%)

85

Median
Energy
(MeV)

90

7

Ch 2·10(Cd)

(%)

Total
Leakage

6

CBz·IO

1

Thickness
(em)"

2

Number

Moderator C·.>nfiguration

Table 6·2. Spl'Ctral characteristics of various moderator configurations for 14·l\fCV sources.
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should be considrrrd,·'" An important fUDrtion of the spectrum·tailoring
assembly is to reduce the ratio of 170;::!35U delayed neutrons and,
however, keep the energy spectrum hard enough to ensure large
penetration and uniform response in the sample. Neutron transpurt
calculations have been conducted (Ref. 5) to determine the degree of
reduction in background radiation that might be expected from the use
of a lead moderator around the neutron source. It appears from these
calculations that 20 cm of lead should reduce the 17 0 delayed neutron
background by more than an order of magnitude. Another way to reduce
this background is to use a lower-energy source since the threshold value
of 170(n,p)17N reaction is about 8 MeV.

·Note that leakai:e (or total I('akall(') from the Mod('rdtor assembly can be
calculated by integrating the leakage nux over the surfac(' of th(' assembly .
•• Another w('ak source of d,-Iayed nl'utrons with a half-life of 0,176 sis 9Li. This
isotope is produnod by tilt' (nJ) reaction of high-t'nerllY nl'utrons (1"">15 MeV) on
98e.
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6.5

MODERATOR ASSEMBLIES FOR 252CF NEUTRONS

Both single and composite moderators have been investigated with
252Cf sources, and extensive theoretical and experimental data have
been obtained. Neutron transport and :-010nte Ca-Io results are shown in
Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 (Ref. 6) for a 25 2Cf SOL'rce in a 10-cm sphere
of W, Be, and D"O. Results for CH., spheres of different radii were
already shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. -In Figures 6.8 through 6.10, the
initial fission source spectrum is also plotted (dashed line) for compari·
son. Tungsten, an excellent moderator for 14-MeV neutrons (Table 6-2),
does not appear to be as useful with a 252 Cf source because the fission
neutrons are rapidly rpduced in energy and captured in the resonance
region of the tungsten, resulting in only a small increase in the
235U/238U fission ratio.
The results for W, Be, and D 2 0 moderators are summarized in Table
6-3 (Ref. 3). Both bel1"llium and deuterium have (n,2n) cross sections
that multiply neutrons at the high energy. Because beryllium has a high
nuclear number density (0.12:34 X 10 24 /cm 3 ) and a relatively large
fractional energy loss associated with each neutron scattering event (due
·to its relatively low atomic weight), even a small mass of Be moderates
neutrons very effectivcly. without excess thermalization.
Figure 6.11 shows the thermal neutron fluK as a function of radial
distance from a 252Cf source (Ref. 7) to demonstrate the capability of
tailoring the neutron flux for a particuiar application in which a thermal
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Figure 6.8, Neutron leaka~e spectrum (in units of nls/unit sourr.e) from a
tungsten alloy (containing 89 percent W, 7 percent Ni-Cu) spherical
moderator (lO-cm radius) surrounding a fission-spectrum neutron
!>ource. Dashed line indicates the input fission spectrum
(ordinate normalized to one source neutron).
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Figure 6.9. Nl.'utron leakage spectrum (nlslunit :>ource) from a beryllium
moderator (lo-cm radius) ~urTounding a flssion·spectrum neutron
sourel.'. Dashed line indicates the input rlSl>iOll spectrum
(ordinate normalized to one source neutron).

Fig-01re 6.10. Nl.'Utron leakage spl'Cuum (nlslunit ,,(lurce) from a heavy water
moderator (lO-Cm radiUS) surTounding a fission·spectrum neutron source.
Dashed line indicates the input fission ~pectrum
(ordinate normalized to one source nl.'utron).
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Table 6-3. Spectral characteristics of

Moderator

Total
Leakage

None

100.0%

W·

2~2Cf moderators.

23~U/238U

23~U/23gU

Fission Ratio
(induding thermal)

Fis.sion Ratio
( epithermal)

-4.3

-4.3

30.1

30.1

81.27<-

9Be

105.6%

D2 0

101.2%

137

313.

"Alloy containing 89 percent W, 7 percent Ni, and

98.2
~

87.2

57.5

percent Cu.

spectrum is desired. The source is located at the center of the composite
moderator materials (CH 2 , D 2 0, Be, and C) which are chosen to give
high thermal flux and a ma.ximum 235U/23/jU fission ratio near the
outer region of the spherical moderators. Figure 6.12 plots the
235U/238U fission ratio as a function of radius for the same moderator
configurations. The large 235U/238U fission ratios (~105) indicate the
possibility of preferentially interrogating the fissile component (235 U) in
low-enrichment or natural uranium by using a relatively high-energy
neutron source (252Cf). Similarly, this high 235U/238U fission ratio
allows the use of fast neutron detectors biased near the 238 U fis~ion
threshold value (see Chapter 8). Tp,? signal to background ratic. is
proportional to the 235U/238U ratio, but the signal itself is proportional
to the fission rate induced in the 235U sample. Such a comp:);;jte
assembly may therefore offer a significant improvement over a single
moderator.
Table 6-4 shows the :esult of a series of calculations (Ref. 2) on
another set of composite moderators. These eonfig'Jrations are typical of
fuel rod scanners, which require sample irradiation close to the source to
obtain a high neutron flux, but with low flux ~adients to be achieved
without undue reduction in that flux. The 252Cf source is indicated as Q
in the table. The source is 0.3 em in radius. For each L0nfil;,-~ration, the
table lists t.he 235U fission rate per 235U atom ner source neutron; the
238U fission rate with the same units; the 235U/238U fission 1:.ltio; and
the total neutron leakage per source neutron. The fission ratt:s are
calculated at a position 5.6 cm from the center of the source, a practical
distance between the sou~ce and any long sample, such as a fuel pin. The
radial dependence of the 235U fission rate is shown in Figure 6.13 for
four of the configurations (Numbers 2, 3, 5, and 9). The effect of CH?
near the source in quickly reducing the 235U fission rate, is clearly
shown in cases 2 and 3, but cases 5 and 9 indicate that either Be or Pb
near the source flatten the radial dependence of the fission rate because

,1/
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Figure 6.11. Calculated therm;t1 neutron nuxcs (n!cm 2 s!unit source)
vcrsus radial position produced by a :':::':lC{ sOlJrcc in a composite
moderator a'i..<embly with \'aricus moderators in the middle rel:ion.

of the low neutron absorption in both of these materials. Cases 2 and 3
give higher fission rates than cases 5 and 9 ncar the source; however, the
steep gradients may render the former configurations less useful than the
latter, ('specially for rod scanning. It is worthwhile mentioning that the
lead shell surrounding the source in cases 6 through 10 reduces very
effectively the l'·ray background from the 25 2Cf source. The ll!ad has
thus a triple function: moderating fa'it neutrons, scattering thermal
neutrons without absorption, and absorbing l'·rays. The lead that appears
in all configumtions {ollowing the CB z or H·CB z (borated polyl'thyl·
ene) shells docs not affect neutron behavior. Its function is to provide
shielding against the 2.2-l\leV 'l'-rays resulting from neutron capture by
hydrogen and OAS-MeV 'Y-rays accompanying the (n,Q) reaction in lOB.
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'<

Figure 6.12. Calculated 235U/238U fission ratios
(t'qu~J 'l'\a5St'S or both isotopes)
versus radial position for II 252Cf wurt'e in a
('ompositt> moderator l\SSI.,mbly with various
moderators in the mindl!! region.

The last column in Table 6·-1 describes neutron leakage from the
system. Because fast neutrons predominate, the leakage is mainly of
concern because of radiation hazards. Increasing the thickness of the
neutron shielding (for example. case No.9) cuts the leakage by almost
two orders of magnitude.
A comparison of .Figures 6.11 and 6.12 to 6.13 shows remarkable
results. Two distinct optimized configurations can be observed. The first
one (Fil,rures 6.11 and n.12), consistmg of a centra! region of D.,O. Be, or
C. yields reasonably Oat thermal Oux over a large moderator ';olume far
away from the source with a very hi~h 235U/2~HU fission rutio. The
second one (Figure 6.13), consisting of configurations [) or 9 of Table
6-4, yields a reasonably Oat and high nux over a useful volume of the
moderator near the source with acceptable 235U/238U fission ratio.
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3.4
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6

6.9

QiB!'!CII 2!I'blB·CH 2 IPb·0.3!5: 7.5/2.513.5:2.125

5

3.5

Q;C1I2fBe/CII2iB·CH2·0.3/3i12i7/10;7 .625

4

5.2
6.8

3.5

Q/C1I 2 /Bc/C1I 2 /&- /B.CII 2 ·0.11 5 f I Oir,/10,'7 .625

3

4.2

4.2

FR(238)a
X 10 28

3.3

5.3

Q/CH 2 IPB:B·CII 2 /Pb·0.3/10i/ .5/11 /2.7 5

4.0

Q,C1I 2 /Pb: n-CH 2 IPb·0.3/75(; .5!13.5:2.125

2

Composite Moderator Conri.:uration

1

NumlX'r

FR(235)a
x 10 H

2.0

1.3

5.2

5.3

2.2

0.0·1

2.2

2.3
4.B

2.-\

5.?

1.7

1.5

1.3

2.2

2.3

Neutron
Leakage
x 10 2

4.7

5.1

4.9

6.5

13.0

9.4

FR(235)
FH(238)
X 10 3

Tahle 6·4. Calculated characteristics or some internal :noderator configurations for 2~2cr source.
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Figure 6.13. Spatial distribution of :l3~lJ fission rate in composite
moderator wit~ 2~::Cf SQurce
(st't' 'Tabl,' 6·4 for confil:uration number).

The usc of various hl!lt"'rials to reflE'd nt;>utrvns in a fast neutron assay
systelT. based on ~~~C~ h:\s been investi~atL'd (Ref. 8). In this system, the
neutron spectrum is ndjusted to optimi;w neutron \.',-,netrability and tilt'
fissile/fertile fission m'tio at the same time. The basic design consists of a
modcratin~ L'on' surrounded by fast neutron reflectors and a biological
shie1,l. Some of til\) n'sults obtained by neutron transport calCUlations
for this confi~tlmtion arc listed in Table 6-5. As expE'cted. the
hydrogcn-cont~\ining mat....rinls lower the neutron energies too much for
adequate ilcnetn\tion. T!lble G-5 "hows also beryllium as an intermediate
moderating mat.'rial uud nickel as the fast neutron reflector both giving a
very useful combin:ltio\). The calculated neutron spectra for a. combination of this tYilt' with ~U1d without the nickel reflector nre shown in
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Figu~' 6.14. The nickel increases the total signal rate by about 70
pcrcl'l\t.
t't>utron tailoring as::emblies for 21) 2Cf are ~omctimt's designl'd to
produCt' "anOllS f~t neutron spectra for the interro~:ltion of small
sampks, as well as fuel pt.·llpts ami rods. For some nwusuH'ments, two or
more lLffNent neutron f'lwrgies are requi:ed to assay the fissile and
ferlil" rontl'nt of unknown samples. The moder:lting ilSsembly can abo
be employt.>U in th.,St.· CUSt'S to change the neutron enNg)' spectrum. itS
required, by vl\rying th., construction material.> and configuration.
Bpryllium is used in spectrum·tailoring assemblies because it can reduce
the ,'Iwn;y of fission neutrons below 1 MeV without thermalizinR the
ml:jority of them. Cadmium IS often used to absorb thermcl neutrons

i

\

l.i

Fil:U

Te

6.14. Cakul3t~ Mutron spectra from a 2!>2cr source (8) with and
(b) without th", cylindriCAL nickel reOector.
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around the s.ample. whiie iron and nickel me applied to rt'fll'ct fast
n('utrom;. which reduc,'S It'ak~~ge losses. An example of U spt'drumtailorin~ as"l'mbly that can be used to obtain more than UIll' ('nergy
spt'Ctrum is shown in Figure 6.15 (R,'f. ~l). Owing to the II..... Ymmetric
dt'si~n of the ~")·stcm. the- em·rg;.· spectnsm depends on t1w ~m~le. This
3Swmbly is then capable' of both slIbthr('shold and slIpNthri'shold
irradiation. TI1l' neutron sp('ctrum is changl'{.! by rotating, n'btiw to the
sump\('. tile califomium source with its modt'rator. The sPt'ctra for (1 == 0'
(hardest spl·drum). 0 == 9U o • and 0 = 180" (softest spectrum, ure shown
in Figure 6.1G.

Figure (US. Schematic dia~l'lun of ill cr~ S('('Uon of the cylindrical m(){\eutir.~
and &hM:·lrlinr. assembly for the mulli-t'nergy californium a'iSay syslt·m.
The bt'ryllium cylinder containinlll he sourt'l' lUId nickel St'l:r1l<'nt
lire desigTll'd to rotate through 0' .; 0 <: 180'.
In this ~iew, 0 • 180' .
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Figure 6.16. Calculated average neutron spectra in the centralS cm of the
irradiation channel as a function of (J (se'.! Figure 6.15).

6.6

MODERATOR ASSEMBLIES FOR PHOTOXE, :'fRO~ SOURCES

When sub-MeV neutron sources based on electron lim'ar accelerators
(Linacsl or isotopic (-y,n) reactions are utilized (see Chapter 4), the targf:t
matt-rial can be used efficiently for Spl'ctrum tailoring. Since the n~utron
yipld is a function of target thickness, various optimization techniqul's
can hI.' uSl'd to design a system which provides both ma.ximum intensity
and tht' desired sub-r.leV energy spectrum. For example, by irradiation
of u drutNium targt't with a Bremsstrahlung beam of 4 to 6 MeV
mlLximum energy, one cm obtain an intense sub-MeV neutron source.
Thl'sl' neutrons are characterized by a relatively narrow enrrgy spectrum
with u sharp hi~h-energy cut-off. However, if a relatively thick D 2 0
target is used to increase the neutron intensit.y, the moderating effect of
the ht'avy water softens the neutron spectrum even more and substantially reduces the number of neutrons with energies abuve 1 MeV. This
effect is shown in Figure 6.17 (Rd. 10). In a representative case with the
Gulf Radiation Technology Safeguards Linac, a 15-cm thick D?O tar{;,-'t
yielded, at an electron energy of 10 MeV, about 3 X1011 n/s. This typi!
of source and target thickness results in a discrimination ratio· betwet>n
23 [, U and 2 3 ~ U of about 50 when prompt neutrons arp used as
signatures, and a rdtio of 22 when delayed neutrons are used. It ontrust,
the discrimination ratio for a thin D 20 target at this electron energy is
-The' discrimination ratio is defin..d ll!> the ratio of the "'SpOllS"S from equal
of isotopes stimulat..d by the sam.. irradIation.
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Figure 6.17. Neutron lethargy spectrum (E¢(I-;}) frOIll a (xl',n)"
reaction in thin and thiek D2 0 targets
(maximum ),·ray ent'rgy: 10 MeV).
A: Thin D 2 0 Target, 1 in. (2.5 ern).
B: Thick D 2 0 Target, 15 in. (37.5 ern).

only 8 for prompt neutrons and 3.3 for delayed neutrons. At an electron
energy of 4 MeV, the 235U/238U discrimination ratio is 1644 for thick
targets, 172 for thin targets of D 2 0 when prompt neutron ~ignals are
used, and 679 and 41, respectively, when delayed neutron signals are
used.
The same considerations apply to isotopic Be(/' ,11) sourC('S, such a.~
Sb-Be. Because of the low (1',n) cross section (10'3 barn), it is desirable
to have a relatively thick m<illtle of Be around tlw Sb source. However,
too thick a mantle slows down the neutrons considerably and increases
the self-shielding in samples loaded with fissile materials. In addition,
since most fast neutron detectors are sensitive to various tle~reE's of
'Y.radiation, it is imperative to shield the source wit.h a high·Z matNial,
such as lead, which has a very low absorption cross section and slows
"'The notation (x)',n) is a h,n) reaction with

Brem.,strahlun~ OY'ray

spectrum.
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down neutrons only slightly. Thus, Be and Ph can serve as targetshielding and spectrum-tailoring materials. Calculational results of the
'Y·ray flux and the relative fast neutron signal (the relative prompt
neutron production rate in 235U sn.mples) for a typical Sb-Be configura·
tion arc shown in Figure 6.18 (Ref. 11). Within the first 4 cm from the
source center, prorr.,)t neutron production rate is strongly affected by
beryllium. Near the outer boundary (beyond about 20 em) the
production rate declines strongly due to the strong neutron leakage from
the lead. In the main volume of the lead, the fission rate is attenuated
approximately exponentially as a function of position with an attenua·
tion constant of about 0.1:3 em- l (curve A in Figure G.1S). The
atter.uation constant for the 12·1Sb 'Y-rays in lead is much higher, about
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0.55 I'm -1. Thus, reasonably high neutron fluxes with a low -y-ray
background are attainable with such configurations (see Section 4.3).

6.7 NEUTRON INTERACTIONS IN TIlE SA.\IPLE-INTRODUCTION
TO MATRIX EFFECTS
Whenever Al':DA techniques arc applied to scrap materials and large
samplps, it is necessary to determine the influence of the sample matrix
materials· and sample inhomoheneities on measurement. This information should make it possible to minimize the sensitivity of the assay
technique to the physical form and chemical composition of the sample
and to reduce the effed of the spatial distribution of materials in the
sample. Gl"nerally, the matrix effects are analyzed in two steps; first,
their effects on the primary radiation, and second, their effects on the
stimulated prompt and delayed radiations moving toward the detector.
The basic interaction processes in the sample are the same. as those which
take place in the nearby moderating assemblies (see Sections 6.2 through
6.5). However, while the materials and cOllfi~uration of the moderating
a~semblies are well defilH'd and even subject to desip>1l modifications,
matrix composition and inhomogpneities may lw poorly known and are
oftf'n uncontwllpd. Thus, it is not surprisinp> that the interaction of the
matrix materials with the incident and stimulated radiations is probably
the largest source of error in ,\:'-: Eh\ t{'chniques.
In general, neutron AND,\ techniques are mostly affected by the
hydrogen content of the matrix, while 'Y-ray ml'aSl!rpmt'nts are eSfwcially
~nsitive to the presence of heavy (high Z) matrix materials. The main
effect of introducing hydrogen-containing materials into tlH' sample is to
shift the energy spectrum of the interrogating neutrons downward,
which, in tum, increases the rate of induced fissions. At highel hydrogen
density and with large sampies, the competing effect of thermal neutron
absorption by hydrogen also takes place. Matrix effects are more
pronounced for low-energy neutrons (for example, delayed neutrons)
because of their larger hydrogen scattering cross sections (-8 b for
delayed neutrons and -4 b for prompt neutrons). Computer simulations
and sophisticated calibration techniques are usually required to obtain
qualitative and semiquantitative results for these effects in practical
geometries and compcsitions.
The problem of neutron multiplication in the sample poses additional
analytical IUld experimental difficulties. The sarA'Ple containing fissionable materials surrounded by moderating and reflecting materials
*Matrix rl'rerS to all nor-fissionable malNials in the !'ample. rr Ihl'st' arl' light
th .. y ;nOu('nce neutron interactions (chiefly scattering); if they are heavy,
they drect l'·ray transmission.
mater;31~.
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constitutes a miniature multiplying a,sembly or (subcritical) nuclear
reactor; the neutrons from fissiun may induce more fissions_ The more
fissionable material in the sample, the ~reatl'r the probability of induced
fissions and, therefore, the greater the enhancement of the counting rate.
Various analytical and experimental techniques have been proposed
(Ref. l'l) to correct for this effect in hi~hly enriched fissile samples.

6.8

MATl~iX EFFECTS
MEASUREMENTS

RESULTS OF

CALCULATlO~S

AND

The delayro neutron response resulting from active interrogation of
small amounts of fissile material interspersed with large amounts of
vari0us scrap materials has been simulated by using computers. These
par-ametric computations, summarized in Fi~re 6.19 and later in Figure
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G.22. indicate that samp!l~s cont.aillin~ almost any common scrap
material othl'r than hydrogen-colltaining compounds are effcctivPly
transparent to fast ne'ulrons. whether these lUe intl'frogating neutrons or
delayed neutrons resulting from fission. If no hydro~f"ll is pr('sent. :l~say
of fissile matt'lials is essentially inth'pendl'nt of matrix composition in
which the fissile material is intersperst>d.
The case of a hydrof.:en-containinJ; matnx is. howl'vpr, much more
difficult. Qu..1.ntitative rl'sults for the effects of hydruiiel1 density ilnd
other matrix materials on the response of dplayl'd nPlltrons weft'
obtainro expprimcntally (Ref. 13, 1·1) and analytically (Ref. H) for
sarnplesin I-gal. cans. The effect of tl1£' various matrix m:\tt'rials Oil the
piutonium fission rate in the can was measufl~d using two typ('s of fission
probe'S. A small plutonium fission chambt·r W:L~ placrd in the m(xh'rator
c<tvity beside the pilon can at 90 to the accelf>rntor !lpam axis. In
addition. n 0.0025-cm thick 235 U foil was wrapped around tilt' exterior
of the can to act as an in situ probe. The fissiun dl'lector response
indicat('{1 the change in neutron fiux C:.lllsed by the matrix material in the
can, but the delayed Ill'utron reSpOL"l;' from the in situ uranium reflected
both the ("han~e in the interrogating Iwutrun flux and delayed neutron
absorption by the matrix material.
Thl' diffl,ft'nt materials invpstigat('d :ue listed in the first column of
Tablt, G-G. The second and third columns list the delayed neutron
responsl~ from thl' fuil probe and the plutonium fiSSIOn detl'Ctor
respons,'. rcsp<!'cti\·pIy. Both of these responst's havp Iwen 110rmaJized to
unity for the ca~ of any ~'mpty can. Thus. the deviation from unity
reprb('IHs the net effect of the added matrix material. Table 6-(j Shows
that errors in the oata, normalizpd to the foil response. m'e roughly less
by a factor of two than the prrors in the data normaJiz"d to the fission
chamlJf'r rl'SpOnSl'. This is due to the moderation uncI absorption by the
matrix material of the delayl'd neutrons from the foil. Since the largpr
matrix effects arl' causi'd by the hydrol-Wn content in the samples. the
first column of Taok (j-G \!ives also the effective hydrogl'n density (p II)
in grams uf hydrogen/unit volum(' for some of the sampl,'s.
To observe the delaYI,(! neutron [('sponse a~ a function of the
material's position in the can. irradiations Wl're pPrfor.;wd in which u
thin. metallic plutonium disc (O.Ol-in. (0.025-em) x 2-in. (f)-em)
dianwter) was moved throllgho\ll the vol limp of the (~an that was. in
tum. slowly rotat<'d about its axis of symm!'try. Fii;Ufl' (;.20 shows a plot
of til<' delaYl,d neutron respome, as a function of the r.Jdml position of
the foil. for the ulfferent matrix materials. Very Ii ttl I' radial variation
occurred in the response for cans which did not contain hydrogen. The
delay('d nl'utron response incrcast'd for increasing amounts of hydro~en.
ten<lin~ to saturate in the full density cas!' (p II = 0.11 glee).
0
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Table 6·6. Matrix m..teria l e[fl.'ets on delaYl.'d neutron reSpOllSl.'
of fissill.' material in I·Cal. rl'co\"ery cans.
l'ormali7.l'd ltesponse

Matrix Mat.erial
Emptyean

1.00

1.00

Pb shot

1.00

1.12

Metal parts

1.0-\

1.11

Carbon rellels

1.15

1.32

Sand-slag-crucibles

1.23

1.41

Coneret£

1.30

1.69

String·Oo·fiiters

1.96

3.13

Poly-chips

0.0093 giee)

1.89

2.80

Poly-chips ("II - 0.027 glee)

4.08

7.75

·Plastic·Benelux.leadglass

5.00

10.0

Waler ("II

5.12

13.6

(PII

M

M

0.11 g'ee)

If the matrix materials do not include hydrogen, a calihrated fission
chamber placed next to the sample would indicate which response curve
in Fi~ure G.20 should bl' used to detPrmine the amount of fissionable
material in the can. H(·nee. nonhydrol!l'n-coll taining matrix ('Trors can be
reducffi to around + 10 percent; if j:ood standanls are available, assay
accuracy, within a ft'w percent, can be attained. More sophisticatl'd
calibration tcchniqul's should be used for a hydrogen·containing matrix
in which response is a function of position. The response shown in
Figure 6.20 can be changed slightly, if the primary neutron energy or the
spPCtrum·tailoring assembly is modified (s('(' Section 6.10).
The experimental r('Sults of the effed of non fissionable matrix
materials on ddayed neutron assay W('fl' supplemented by a series of
calculations (Itef. 15). Figure 6.21 shows the dt'layed neutron response/g
of plutonium, as a function of the radial position insidl' the can, for thl'
full range uf dl'nsities of the polyethylene matrix. All results nrc
normalized to the delayl'd neutron ri':;pon~e of 1 g of plutonium placed
in the void 0.5 em from the edj:(e of a can containing no matrix material.
The calculations a..c;sumed a "flat·response" detector. The drop in the
response curve for full-density (p '"' 0.92 ~/cm 3) polyethylene near the
cent~r of the can. Figure 6.21, is partially compensated for in the
measurements shown in r'igurc 6.20, because the response of the neutron
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6.20. M'.,asured dda)'cd ne'Jtwn rl-sponse \crsus radius for I·gal. cans
ure
wilh Pu dislribuled in various malrix malcfl31... Th~se calis an' rl'pr"sentaliv<,
of those rO<1nd in some indU.lriai nuclear pro~inl: "nd recovery facililics.

countH is not really Oat: the count~r is mere crfici(·nt for thp lower
enerh"')' ncutrons coming from the ccnu.'r of the can. TI·c degree of
compensation depends on sample size and bydrogen dl'nsity.
The
3
response curves for CH <lensitie;; great,'r than p = OA r,/cm arc dearly
z
comprl.'ssed. This effect do('s not spriou51y afrpct the assay of dilute
systems, but it can cause difficulties in thp assay of high plutonium
concl'ntr.ltion samples. It is important to note that 3the hi~her ell"
densities (for example, bt'tween p = 0.2 and 0.92 g/cm ) arc not usually
found in nonnal assay applications.
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Fij!urE' 6.21. Calculated relativE' dl'layed neutron fl-sponse/l: \USUS radius in
t·gal cans for ru distributed uniformly in polyelhylene matrices of
various densltil'S.

Substantial improvptnent in the dplayro neutron rl'sponsp of thl'
55·gal. scrap bar!"pl (see Figure G.19) c:m he outa'incd by the
nonnalization tt'Chniquf' dl'scribl'd. Such a nonnaliz.ation can also be
obtained by a dlTl'd determination of tht> dl'1aYl-d neutron rpsponse of a
small amount (for example, 1 g in situ probe) of ('ach fis:-.ile spl'cies. of
inwrest, meaSUTl'O dirl'ctly in the m'utTon pnprgy sp('ctral environment uf
the actual system under interrogation. To achicv(' this. 1 g of matl'rial
may be irradiated in the dos('~t posslole proximity (internally or
peripl1l'rally) to the unknown samph~ that is !;urrounded, during
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irradiation, by a hydrogen-eor-taining refh·ctor. The delayc'<! IIPutron
response is then normalized to the responv' of the 1 g standard. The
application of this normalization to the rpsults shown in Fib'llre 6.19 are
shown in Fi!,'llft> 6.22. This pncedurl' furttll'f supprpssps matrix effects.
incltldin~ those of the hyclrogc'n-containing materi:ds. but it docs not by
any me,illS Pliminate the hydro~f'n c'fred.

6.9

SELF·SIllELDI:\G 1:\ mE FISSIO:\ABLE

~IATEmAL

Analysis of matrix cffpcts should also ,nclude study of the sdfshielding efft'ct of tb,' fission~bjl' material. The r('sul,s shown in FiglJre
(;.20. .. 6.21 an' bast'll on the a.~sumption that th.: fissile conh'nt of the
sample is so low that it does not significantly alter the Ill'utron flllX in
the matrix material w:if'n plutonium is lIot pn'sent (that IS. inflnitc'ly
dilute plutonium). Fi;"'Uf(' G.2:l shows tll(' results of cakul:ttions for cans
containing 20 and 200 g of plutonium in a pnlyt'tbylcne matrix of
density p = 0.2 g!em 3 . Clt'arly, sueh mass('s of plutonium can no longl"
be considt'rt'd dilute.
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Neutron absorption by plutonium causes almost no changl" in the
shapeof the response- curve, but it does produce a signifit'dnt chang," in
the magnitude of the response relative to the infinitely dilute cast'. If,
however, ~he delayed neutron response is normalized to the response of a
plutonium fission chamber locawd outside; but close to, the can, the
effects of the amount of phttonium on the magnitude of deiay('(j
neutron response are significantly reduced. This normalized response/g
of plutonium for the center, middle, edge, and volume-average of {'ans
containin~ no matrix material, and polyethylene with a density of
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0.2 g/cm 3 are giv£'n in Tab!£' 6-7, For comparison, the rl'sponse
nonnalized to the response of tlw "l'mpty" can is also shown. If fission
chamber normalization is used. the delayl'd nl'utron rl'sponse/~ in the
active intE'rrogation assembly is .,'asonably inaependl'nt of a plutonium
loading of up to at least 200 g.
It should be noted that the modding and calculation discussl>d abov£'
take detailed account of all major neutron interactions (fission.
moderation. capture. leakage) amI. thus can pwvictl' wry effl'elive
guidance to the development of optimized JSsay systl'ms for a wide' range'
of samplE' size'S (from a fe'w cubic centimeters to gallons), of matrix
m:ltl>rials. and of physical and dwmical forms in whieh assay sampll's
occur in the nuclE'ar industry.

p =

6.10

~lATRIX EFFECTS AND TilE INTERROGATING
KEUTRON SPECTIW~l

All thl' results presl'nted in Sl'ction 6.8 renee! the combined effects of
the matrix on both the inh'rrogating l1l'utrons from a l·t·~leV source and
till' emittE'd tl<.':ayed Iwutrons. In this sl'ction. some data arE' pr£'sl'ntt.>d
which show the effccts produced by sl'Vl'ral, specific matrix conflgur-.l·
lions when different interrogating spe'ctra are usl'd. Figure 6.2·1 shows
the effE'ct on the l'l'sponse of tailoring the source spl'ctrum (Ret". 1·1)
",11('n the sample matrix L~ CH". TIll' untailorpu 14-~leV curve is idcntieal
to til\;' CH" curvl' of Fignr!' 6.19. 'fhp CUrvl'S for tl1l' I/E-tailor?d and
fast·!.,ilorf.'d sppctra indicate tlj(> incrr:l.Si.'d st'nsitivity obtainabll' for
dilutf.' CH., m:.ltrk.'s. For dl'nSI' CII,} matriep", the fl'SpOnSl' j" ~~o\'('f1wd
by til(' m;trix rather rl1:1n thi.' sour~'l,.tailoring sysll'Il1, and diffl'ft'I1l'\'s
bet wern thi.' curves arr small.
Table (j-8 shows .similar results for a 14-~It'V source and two tailon'd
spf.'Ctra with average lwutron l'nprgit's of 1.8 and 0,1 ~1t>V. n'spE'ctl\'l'ly.
for a variety of sample matrices (Ref. 16). The fission rate in 235U is
strongly enhanced by t.,ilorin~ the source spt'ctrum when the sample
matrix is a strrmg modprator. but it is essentially unchanged whpn the
sample matrix is non moderating. For the 238 U fission rate, a moderating
matrix reduces rl'spollSe.
Figure 6.25 shows thp measurt'd ('ffeet of surrounding a small sample
of 235U (5g) with various thicknE'sses of polyethyll'ne (Ref. 17). A
partially moderated :2 5 :2Cf interrogation source was ust'd in thl'se
m'?asurt'ments. The fission rntl' was measuf('d, in this cJSe, by the f:lSt
coincidence method based on prompt 'Y·rays (see Chapters 8 and 9).
Since the sample WJS small, it was practically transparent to all nt'utrons.
The dpgradation of the inL'rrogating nE'ub'on spectrum. which incfl'asps
as a function of thl' polyf.'thylE'ne thicknE'ss (up to a cf.'rtain limit, which
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("empty" can)

None

(p·0.2)

C1I 2

Matrix ..

200

O.SS

0.98

0.39

200
20

D.Hi'!

0.89

0.98

0.39

0.87

0.91

0.98

0.10

O.nG

Rl"lati\'c Delayl"d !l:t'utron !t('sponse
Q'nlt'f
Middle
Edge

20

Loading (g)

Pu

0.99
0.97

0,96

1.13

LOG

0.99

1.11

1.07

1.00

0.98

1.00

1.15

l.lG
1.00

LOt,

1.0;)

Fission Counter !l:ormalizalion
Q'nler
Middle
Edge
VolAv

Table 6-7. Dl"layed nl"utron rl"sponse/g of plutonium (relative to rlosponsl' of dilute distribution).
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Figure 6.24. Comparison of dC'!ayl-d nputron T(-"PQIlS<' from) r. or z:t:>v
plllC'€'d at r· 15 em in a S1mula:ed scrap barn-I containing CII.
for thre!'·nl'utron saurc!' slll'<:tra (14 MI'V. "Fast," and "Iff").

was not rp;\che<\ in thps.' ex (leriments I, fl'sulU'd i~ a lar!:_' inCrl'ilS(, in
fission rate. The increase W~ sli!:htly t('mpl'red by n'(\udion in the
cffici('ncy of dptecting fust rl('utrons as a result of t1wir slo\\ing-down in
the polydhylpne surrounding thl' uranium.
As u final ihustration of response incn'ase due to dt'gradation of the
neutron spectrum, Figure ti.26 shows the delayed n('utroll r,,-,ponse of
U3 0 g sampl~ as a function of tht> 235U enrichment fur various
inU'rrogating spectra (Ref. 18). Curve (II) corr('sponds to 14-~.leV
neutrons and ellt~'e (b) is the hard spedrum obtaim'(\ with a Pb-\\'
moderator. The linear beha\ior of curve (b) indieatl's that tlH're is litt Ie
neutron self·absorption. {'ven in the highly enriched sampll's. For curve
(c), the tailoring moderator consists of concentric layers of tun~sten and
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Figure 6.25. Enhancement of fission response of a small :!~5U smnple
by moderation of high:.energy neutrons in polyl'thylene.
{';~rbon.

At high pnrichmcnts. this fl'sponse curve is slightly nonlinear
t>i""uuse there is some neutron allsorption in the fl'sonance rq;ion. Curvc
(el) was ootained by addi'l;': a CIL, reflector to the \\'--C configuration of
{'un'{' (cl, which n'sultt>d in many low.enl'rgy Iwutrons, strongly
M'lf·absoro('d at hi~h {'nrichments. Note that the ('[fect of decrpasing the
averagl' ('ncrgy of the interrogating spectrum in this configuration is to
incH'use the response, but at some sacrific{' in linearity.

6.11

r·RAY TRANSPORT IN THE

SA~IPLE

Thf' sample matrix can also affect r·ray interrogations, such as those
using l'lectron accelerators. At higl1l'r mergies \>5l\1eV) of interrogating
radiation, the only important int{'raction proC{,SSf"S are pair production
and Compton scattering (see Chapter 3). Pair production simply removes
')'·rays and produces two s{'condary, 0.511 MeV, ,),·rays. Compton
scattering lowprs the energy and changes the direction of r·rays. Since
Uw interrogating photans* are in a beam and the photo fission cross
section drops sharply at the threshold value, pair production and
Compton scattering effectively remove photons from the interrogating
·Photons and I!amma rays are the sam". and the terms are used interchangeably in
this t..xl.
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Figure 6.26. Delayed neutron response from cylindrical samples of VaOs
for different enrichments of 23:>U (total mas., of U held constant).
Curvr (a) corresJ'>onds to a H·~feV lH'utron irradiation, and curves
(b), (e), and (d) correspond (0 irradiations using moderated
sp£'Ctra ~ith successively decreasing average energies.
(The broken lines indicate linear response curves.)

beam. 'fht> effl'Ct on the matrix is simply to reduce the intensity of the
interrogating beam without changing its spectrum. This is the main
advantage of using 'Y·ray., over neutron·active interrogation, where the
spectrum is changed and along with it the system response.
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Figure 6.27 (Ref. 17) shows a ,;omparison of assays of f.amples
consisting of I-gal. Jars weighing about 4 kg and fillpd with highly
enrichPd 235U, wet SiO.) , and chemical residue. The samples were
assayed bulh by detecting-the ISS-keV 'l'-rays from 235 U and by activl'
interrogation using moderak'<i 252Cf neutrons and Linac photons.
Photon interrogation led to a linear response (Figure 6.27, curve 1) since
the sample and its matrix were essentially transparent to photons. Both
the passivf' )'-ray response (185 keY from 235U) and the active neutron
l"t'sponse were strongly nonlinear. In the first case, because of selfabsorption of the IS5-keV ),·rays by uranium and the matrix material
(sand), and in the second case, becausl' of the strong moderation of the
source neutrons by the water prest·nt. The low.energy neutrons were
strongly s{'lf-absorbt'<i in samples containing larger amounts of uranium.
The h ,11) r{'actions in some isotopes with low neutron-binding
energies, such as 9 Be, 13 C, and especially 20, constitute an impurtant
perturbation to techniques based on photonudear interactions. This is
particularly true when the matrix contains large amounts of hydrogen·
containinl~ materials because of the prpsence of 0.015% of deuterium.
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interactions. (3): Passive detl'ction of IS5·keV )·rays.
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However, since tlH" threshold value for this reaction in deutl'rium (2.2:1
MeV) ;s well below the photofission thn'shold lewIs. olle can identify
and isolate this background and subtr.1Ct it.
6.12

TRANS~llSSI0:\'OF

/,·RAYS I:\' nULK

~IEDIA

In the previous section, the pf[Pet of the sample matrix on the
int{'rrogating r-radiation WflS dis:'uSSt>d. Correcting for self-attenuation of
the signature r·rays as tlwy leave the S<lmr1e is ,mother cl'ntral probll'm
in r-ray analysis of bulk S<lmples. This at h'nuation probll'lll is most
imporumt in the analysis of fissionable malcrials; becauSl' of their high
atomic numbers. th,'y sev{'[('ly attenuat{' r-rays (see Chaph'r 3). In fact,
r-ray assay for high dpnsity plutonium and uranium i~ OftI'll impossible
because the requirpd corrections cannot be made accurdte,y. Nevertheless, there are m<iny cases and classes of matenals for which a careful
r·ray assay is 01(' most prpcise, most accuratp. and cheapest mpthod for
determining til£' amount of uranium ,Uld plutonium.
The most l'ffective way to account for self-attl'nuation in the sample is
to calculate or measure the proper correction factor. The corrpction
factor may be dpfined in several ·,'1ay~. The most u~cful form is the
correction factor with respect to a nonattcnuating Sdmpll'. Symbolically,
the definition may bp expresst'd as
C(O)

'=

(6·1)

CF;, C(J,l)

where C(O) is till' count that would have bt'cn ',btained from the So.mple
with no attenuation and C(J,l) is thl' COUllt obt<liJwd in an actual
measurement. The corrpction factor /eF) is computed frum lhl' sample's
J.l and the gl'olTINry of tlw assay. \\'ith this definition, till' corn'ctl.'d
counl r,ltp!g of matpri::J assaypd is constant; that is. the caltbration curve
is linpar in terms of rr.:1SS and ('l.rree'ed counl ratl'.
Anoth<>r w;.:ful qu<mtity iE the corr('ction fador with respect tD a
nonattenuated p<..ir.t source, (CFp)' Symbolically, this is expn'ssl'<.\ as
Cp(O) = CFp X C;/J)

(6-2)

whl'!'e C,,(O) is the count that would havp bl'f'n obtailwd if the samplt.'
had bel'l1 condensed to a nonattenuated point at thl' centpr or the
cylinder and C(Jl) is the actual count from the cylindril'al sample,
precisely as in the previous case. This form of thl' corrl'ction factor is
particularly useful in the assay of a large sample (such as n 55·gal. drum)
with rpsp('ct to a small standard sample pl:\Cl'<.\ in the center of the drum.
If the S<1mple atlcnuation coefficient and the appropriate dimensions and
distancl's are known, the two forms of tht' correction factor arl' about
equally difficult to comput{'. The problem is even mon' complicated, if

I
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the sample is nonhomogeneous and, if the {'[fpct of matrix mat(·rials on
the primary radiation {for example, by (n.,!) rractions) is takl'n into
account, that is, if the') -ray sOUrct'5 are not uniformly disiributro in the
sample. Price (Rd. 18) and Fitzgrrald (Ed. HI) summarize rpsults for
CF for many geometries of practical int('r('~t. Parker and Rl'illy( Ref. 20)
review the nH'thods used to determine correction factors in uniform
cylindrical samples. Although their discu!iSlon is directed toward pa<;sive
NDA methods, it can be applil'd to active melhods as well. They also
present numerical results for cylindrical samples far from the ddector.
RE'causc of the lack of simple and exact analytical forms for the
correction factor, much use has been made of approximatl' forms,
perhaps thl' most usl.'iul of which is

CF "-Il In(T)/(Tk - 1)

(6-3)

where T is the sample transmission, namely e-jlX and /; is a consl:int
l'qualing - 0.8.
In the nC'ur field (that is. when the sampieis close to the detector), the
correction factors becom!' functions not only of sample transmission but
also of the sample radiUS, height. and distance from the detector. A
simple two-dimensional modd tha~ d('monstra1.es these delll'ndencies is
sufficiently ac('urJ.te for somi- practical work. The modl'! a~S\lmes a
t'ircular sample of radius Rand Zl'ro height whose center is at a distance
1) from a r,;Jint cktector that is in the plane of the sample. In this model.
the CF is a function of r and the ratlO D/R only, which means, for
('xamplc, that ~<iVt'n till' saloW v:llue of T, a sa:nple of l-cm radius 10 cm
from the d,.tector has the same CF as a lO-cm radius samplp 1 m from
the dpteclor. Figme 6.2R givps the C1" as a function of DIU for various
values of T. Thpse and all other near·fit'ld results were obt'lined by
computerized numerical integrations. Figurc 6.28 shows that, essentially,
the CF decreases a<; DIR decreascs and the more drastic chang!'s occur
for small values of T. This behavior is qualitatively con~istl'nt with the
inverse square law.
Wlwn possible, a far-fit'ld assay geometry is preferable b('Clillse of the
less stringent requirements for positionin~ of the sample and the smaller
dependency of the CF on the exact height. and diameter of the sample.
Unfortur.ately _ count rate consideratioas usually force the use of a
ncar-field situation. In any case, but ('specially in near-fil'1d situations
(DIR < 10), it is bt.>st to use the CF values comput('d for that
combination of DIR and T rather than usmg Eq. 6-3. How('v('r, obtaining
these values is often diffieult bt.>cause of the lal:k of a simple analytic
f,)rm for CFIT). For dt>ns(' samplt'S of heavy elements, the' transmission
factors may be so small that r-ray assay is not practical.
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Figure 6.28. Near·field correction factors for a cylinder as ,a
function of DIU for \'ariouli transmission valul's. J) is
the distance of the detector to tlw center of the sample.
R is the radius of the sample.

6.13

INTERACTiO:"< OF HADIATlO;\1 WITH TIlE DETF:CTION
SYSTE~1

Neutrons and 1'·rays can only be dd('cted indin'cLy; neutrons by
usil1f:( nuclear r('c.~tions and 1'·rays by atomic fl.·actions that produce
char~ed second"ry particles. In the following section, some overall
macroscopic considerations, mainly relevant to neutron·based ANDA
systems, are presented.
ANDA teel.niquf.'S involve detection of prompt and delayed neutroll'l
that could be moderated to epithHmal or thermal enagies. Two
different kinds of measurements are commonly applied: the first kind
involves measurement of neutron int('nsity'" and (roughly) n('utron
energy by using threshold detectors (for example, fast scintillators, oj He
or H proportional counters, or thn>shold fission chambt'rs); in the second
*Strictly speakinJ:. neutron detectors lil'nt'rally do not ml'asure nt!ulron intensity
(that is, energy and space intcgrat..d flux uver the deteclor volume) hut a ~imilar
intetn'al of the product of th .. det.'ctor response by the neulron flux. Thi.\ is lhe
meaning of neutron inttmsity measurements as used in the text.
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method, only the intensity is mt'asured. Prompt fast neutron measurement is possible if the background due to the t..ulored source neutrons
and 'Y·my field is below the energy bill'> of th!C' detedio:1 sY3tcm.
However, the measurement is sensitive to the rate of those lwutron
interactions in the sample that might reduce tlte neutron energy below
the detection ent'rgy bias. Since nl'utrons emiltl'd from the sample outer
surface are more likely to reach the delRctor without furtlwr interaction
with the sample, fast neutron measurements give higher weight to the
sample peripheral region than to its core. The effeel is more pronounct'd
for large samples having a hydrogen·cont<1ining malrix material and for
low-energy delayed neutrons.
Neutron intensity mcasureml'nls can be carried out using 13 1"3 or 31lt'
prcportional counters, which have vt'ry high efficiency for detection of
iow-energy and thermalized neutrons. However, the efficiency of
ordinary ill<':; detectors drops by a factor of 20 when the Ilt'utron el1t'r~
is changed from 0.0253 eV (Hwrmal neutron) to 10 e\'. Because the
neutrons emitted from the center of hydrogen·containing samples arc
slowed down on their way to the dptector, they have a higl1er probability
of detection. Using an unmoderated BF 3 or 3He proportional counter,
therefore, overestimatcs thE.: importance of the sample's core as compared to the periplwry, unless some modcrating materials arc intt'rposed
between sample and detectors and around the detectors. If thc density of
the hydrogen-containing matl'rial is high und the sample size is large
enough, the neutrons gcneratcd deep inside the sumpl,' may be absorbed
by hydrogen. Thus. the sensitivity of the e:dNnal detcctor, to fissile
material in the carl' of the samplt', is again reduced.
To detc·ct fast nt'utrons with a BF 3 or :lll(' counter, the nf'utrons must
first be moderated, as is done with a "long counter" (sec Chapter 8).
This detector is a standard arrangement of a BFa or :1 He counter in a
paraffin modE'rator. Because this counter detects fast neutrons with an
efficiency nearly independent of lwutron energy over a wide range of
energies, it reduces, to some extcnt, the sparial dept'ndencc of the
measurenl"nt. However, dis~;n~ishing between sourct' and fission
neutrons is impossible after moderation of the source neutrons. The
method is very powerful for delayed neutron m('asnremcnts whereby
stimulated delayed neutrons are measured after the souret' is iurncd off.
The delayed neutrons can thereby be distinguished from the interrogating neutrons. The design of the counter moderation a,;sembly is
similar to that of the spectrum.tailorir.{ system (sce Scction 6.2). Design
considerations and discussions of \'arious detector systems for ANDA are
presented in Chapter 8.
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SUMMARY A:\U CONCLUSION

Neutron and )'-ray intcmctions with materials constituting or surrounding the source, the sample, and the det(!ctor affect the ability of an
ANDA system to detcrminp the iissilp and fertile components of the
sample. For neutron-bu:;pd syst(.'ms. desirable spectral ('haract{'ristic~ of
the interrogating neutrons can be achievro by surrounding the source
with single or composite spectrclm-tailoring media. Hydrogen-<.'ont.'lining
materials moderate :apidly fast neutro:1S. and !:Iso absorb thermal
neutrons lelatively strongly; therefore, t1wy arc most useful wlH'n high
thermal neutron fluxes are desinxi close to the source. Nonhydro~en
containing, low absoTbin~ matpria!s, such as DsO, Be, C, W, and Pb.
moderate much more slowly, but result in a flatt('r spatial dcpcndcnce.
They arc often useful fur large volume samples where good penetrabili~y
is desired. The h£'a\'y mOlkrators. for ('xample, lead and tungsten, are
especially usdul in that tllcy al30 provide a compact "l'-ray shipld for the
source.
The pI0sence of m~trix matl'rbl;; iii the sam,llc affects penrtrability of
the interrogating radiation, the fission n'$ponsp, and the transmission of
the signature radiation. Light matprials, pspC'cially hydro~C'n, affect fast
neutrons by modpration. Heavy materials affect mainly ')'·rays through
absorption proeL'sses. Often, these effects can be corrected for empirically by applying calculatC'd correction factors or by carrying out
measurements on similar ~mples of known cumposition.
The response of neutron dt'tcctors i:; also affectl'(\ by nearby materiats.
especially modprators. For efiicipnt, ('lwrgy-inscnsitive fast neutron
detection, "lung cnunters," or other configuratiJ'1s of thermal neutron
detectors l'mbrolled in mod('raior bloeks cJ.n be L1sect.
Tnbks G-\.! and 6·10 summarize qUillitati\'t~ly characteristics of moderating and matrix matl,rials and th('ir rbpccti\'c dreds on ANDA. SonH'
idea of the quantitativ(' effects can be gained from Fi~res 6.19 or 13.24.
Delayro nrutron responsc can vary by two orders of mag')itude
depending on the (perhaps unknown) matrix composition and density.
These uncerl<linti('s can he considerably reduced in some cases, however,
by normalizing to the respunse of a small sample, as is shown in Figure

6.22.
In any AN DA application, all of these effC'cts should bC' considl'rl'd
the design and use of thl' system.
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CHAPTER 7

SIGNATURES OF NEUTRONAND PHOTON-INDUCED
FISSIONS
7.1

INTRODUCTION

In ANDA, discrimination betw£>en the various fissile and fertile
isotopes, which may be present in the sample, is made possible by the
fact that each isotope emits a characteristic set of radiations after
fissioning. These pel"etrating radiations, which consist of prompt
neutrons, prompt "Y-rays, delayed neutrons, and delayed 'Y-rays, consti·
tute the "signature" of the isotope. Figure 2.6 shows the time scale on
which these prolilpt and delayed radiations are emitted: prompt
neutrons within the 10 -15 s after fi"i:m, prompt 'Y-• .ys within 10 -15
s,· delayed neutrens within approximately 1 min, and delayed )"-rays,
most of which are also emitted within the first minute or so. In addition,
x-mys may be givt'n off (both prompt and delayed), and /l-ray emission
will result from fission products decay. These latter radiations are not
usually used as signatures because Uwy are easily absorbed by the
sample.
The different properties of the signature radiations vary not only from
fissionable isotope to isotope. but alS<' depend on the energy of the
radiation inducing the fissions and 011 the mechanism cau~ing the fissions
(that is, neutron-induced, photon-induced, or spontaneous). In this
chapter, we review the signatures l'ncountered in ANDA systems and
their use in distinguishing among the various fissionable isotopes.

"In most ANDA systems all ~-rays emitted within about 10 -8 s can be considNed
as prompt radiations.
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PRO:-.tPT

~EUTRm,S

Prompt nt'utrons can play an important role in ANDA whrn it is
relatively rusy to distinguish theill from scurce neutl0ns. This distinction
can bp made by the energy differl'ntial between source and induced
neutrons and is ap,>licable in th", following cases:
~ource neutrons arc created at low t'nergies such as with
the ()'.Il) sources (Sb-Be) or with low-elwrgy (O'.n) sources
(241Am-Li) (5o.'e Chapter 4).
2. When m<xll~ration of nedtrons from high-energy neutron sources can
provide the required ener~ differential (see Chapt"r 6). .
3. When photon-induced fission is used and therl' arr. of course, no
source nt'utrons l except those from the background (')'.11) reactions J•

1. When the

Distinction between source and prompt fission neutrons can also be
made on tht, bu.sh; of the high mulliiJ!icity of fission neutrons. Prompt
neutrons from spontaneous fission. which nave properties somewhat
similar to those from induced fission, often constitute an important part
of the background in ANDA systems. In this section. the number of
prompt neutrons emitted and the energy spectra of these prompt
neutrons are discussed for neutron-induced, photon-indul.:ed. and sponta·
neoUs fission.
7.2.1

Prompt N.'utron

Yield~ and MuItii>liciti~s

Most fissions arc accomp:micd by emission of pwmpt neutrons. In any
giwn fission. the number of prompt neutrons emitted is between 0 and
about 8 or ~l. The average numbf'r of prompt neutrons per fission. iip , has
u characteristic value which is uetermined by the fissioning isotope and
the type and enp!"',!)' of the fi.ssion-inducing radiatio~.
In geneml. v lit's between 2 and 3 for thermal neutron-inducpd fission
and between' lUld 5 for 14-.MeV neutron·induced fission. For a given
isotope, v increases almost linearly with the ene~y of the incident
neutron. (or fissile isotopes, vp • as a function of the incident neutron
energy (En)' cun be well represented by the formula:

f

vp

(En)

= vp

(thennal) + aE n

(7·1)

where a is a constant whose value is approximately 0.14 MeV-l and En
is the incident neutron energy in MeV.
Table 7-1A gives values of vp (thermal), a. and vp (14 MeV) for the
fissile isotopes (Ref. 1).
For fertile isotopes. lUl equation of the same form as Eq. 7-1 can be
used to obtain i'p{E n ) from the threshold energy (-1 MeV) to 14 MeV.
These relations are shown in Table 7-1B.
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Table 7·1. Prompt neutrons from various fission reactions.
A. Average numb<>r of prompt neutron/fission for fissile isotope.

"p (thermal)

Isotope
233U

2..t80:
2..;07:
2.874 "
2.924 j:

2:>5U
Z3\lU
2~lPu

a(~h'V-l)

0.007
0.007
0.009
0.012

I' p

(14 MeV)

4.208:
4.387 j:
-1.942 j:
·1.92 :

0.123
0.141
0.148
0.143

0.020
0.008
0.012
0.15

B. Average number of prompt neutron/fission for iertile isotopes.
232Th:
238

u:

24°Pu:

C. Average numbt'r of prompt neutrons/fission and

fis.~ion

SF/g'S

Isotope
238U

238Pu
2~OpU

241pu
2,,2Cf

rate in spontaneous fission.

5.64 X 10. 3
1.1 x 10:1
4.71 X 10 2
8.0 X 10 2
6.16 X 10 1 !

1.95
2.26
2.17
2..16
3.8

·SF .lands for spontaneous fission.

To get the average value of iJp for a sp\,ctrum of interrogating
neutrons, for example. if the interrogation source is a "fast moderated"
252Cf source, one must calcubte:

vp

(sourc(' spectrum) =

[v (En)~

En )9(E,1 )dE n

~ f{E n )9(£/1 )dE n

(7·2)

In other words, one must weigh the fission rate at each incident energy
\;p at that E/I' This requires that the
neutron spectrum and macro:;co"pic fission _cross sections be known.
Usually, it is sufficient to use v" (En)' where En is a characteristic average
int."rrogutin,; neutron energy.
The average lip from spontaneous fission (SF), which may constitute a
background in Ai'\DA systems, is ~iven in Table 7·1C, along with the
spontaneous fission rate. The prompt neutron Emission rate is the
product of these two, if there are no other n~utron emitting processes
present, such as (a,n) reactions.
En' 2:f(l~n)9{En)' by the value of

I
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. Because of the small differences between the iip of different isotopes
and the uncertainty introduced by the interrogating neutron spectrum,
the vp by itself is, usually, /lot used as a signaturt>. The Iact that PI' is
larger than 2, however, makes it possible to usp the coincidence
techniques described in Chapters 8 and 9.
Note that vSF is lower than that from neutron-induced fission by
about 20 to 30 percent for all but one isotope. On the other hand, the
vSF of 252Cf is substantially higher than vI' from neutron-induced
fission, typically by about GO percent. Hence C:ll'e should be taken when
a 252Cf source is used for calibration of ANDA systems which are uased
on prompt neutron multiplicities.
The differc'nce l'etween vSF of 2-lOpu (liSF = 2.17) and vI' from
induced fission of 2:39pu [for example, iiI' (thermal) = 2.87] can l'nable
one to detennine the contribution of neutron multiplication to the tot.al
signal in the sample of neutrons originating from the spontaneous fission
of 240pu. This is important in passive coincidence measurements of
samples with a high concentration of fissile plutonium.
The distribution function ['tlJ1'), known as the multiplicity distribution, is shown in Figure 7.1 and is closely approximated by a normal
(Gaussian) curve (Ref. 2, 3). The function P(v p ) ft.'presents the fraction
of fissions (in a given isotope under a given interrogation condition) in
which exactly vI' prompt neutrons are emitted. From ['(/)1'), we can
obtain certain averages, for example,
(7.3)

9

vp(vp-l) =

L

v p (t' p -1)P(v p )

(7·4)

vp=O

and others. These averages, or moments, are useful in the interpretation
of ANDA coincidence measurements (see Chapter 8). The curve P(v p )
shown in Figure 7.1 is a "universal" curve since it is given in terms of
v-vI" If vI' for any isotope is known, say from Eq. 7·1. then P(vp ) can
be obtainE:d from Figure 7.1.

7.2.2

Prompt Neutron Energy Spectra

The energy spectra of the prompt neutrons nre similar for all
fissionable materials and can be expressed by the formula:
N(E)

= Ae -oE

sinh ..,fiJI'

(7-5)
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Figure 7.1. Prompt neutron multiplicity distribution. Neutron emission
probability P v versus (V-I') for 23r>V(ll tlarm •• J).
The curve is a plot of Tl'rrell's universal
Gaussian, with width a = 1.08.

where E is the neutron energy in !\~eV, and A, a, and B are fitted
constants and N(E}dE is the number of prompt neutrons per fission
emItted with energies between E and E+dE. The constant a is
approximately 1 MeV -1 and b is approximately 2 ~leV -1. The valucs of
a and b differ from isotope to isotope and depend "lightly on the
incident neutron energy. The constant A is chosen so that the integral of
N(E)dE is equal to lip' For the thermal neutron fission of 235U, A =
,0.484. Eq. 7-5 is known as the Watt spectrum. Other representations of
the fission spectrum are also used. Figure 7.2 (Ref. 4) shows a
comparison of the measured and calculated prompt neutron spectrum
for 0.53 MeV neutron-induced fission of 235U. The spectra are plotted
as N(E)/..jE.
From the Watt spectrum, it is possible to obtain the average energy of
the prompt neutron. The value is approximately 2 MeV, but the exact
value depends on parameters a and b. This high en('rgy makes it possible
to distinguish these neutrons from moderated source neutrons by
employing a fast neutron detector biased at sufficiently high energy. This
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Figure 7.2. Fission neutron spectrum (rom 23r.U obtained at r..53·McV
incident energy. The line and the dashed curve are least squares
fits to the expprimental points assuming energy distributions
according to Maxwell lind Watt, respectively. The (ormer
is given by N(f.')/J E .. Exp(-E/1.44)
and the lalter by Eq. 7·5.
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can .be done in -1 He gas counter or proton recoil counter. The small
differences bet.ween the prompt neutron spectm do not, however, make
them useful as signatures to distinguish between different isotopes.

7.2.3

Prompt Neutrons from PhotoflSSion

The yields and energy spectra of the prompt fission neutrons resulting
from photon-induced fission are not nearly 'is well known u:; those from
neutron-induced or spontaneous fission (as in the case of 252Cf). For
Bremsstrahlung irradiation from Linacs, the prompt neutron yield is a
combination of fission neutrons plus photoneutrons from (f,II) reactions
in the fissi011able isotopes. It is di~i1cult to separate these, unletis the
Bremsstrahlung energy is below the (1.11) threshold value or sophisticat.ed
"(-compensated coincidence circuits are employed. Figure 7.3 shows the
overall neut.ron yield (prompt and delayed )!unit 'Y -ray dose in several
isotopes as a function of the er.d-point energy of the incidf'nt "(-radiation
(which is equal to the electroI' energy) (Ref. 5). Figure 7.4 \-.'ives the
variation of the prompt neutron yield per fission as a function of the
end-point energy (Ref. 6). In both figures. photoneutrons llre induded
whenever the electron energies exet>ro the ("( ,II) threshold levels (G.34
Mt,v for 232T:I, 6.0-1 MeV for 23S u , and 5.24 MeV for 230U).
The prompt lwutron energy spectrum is a combination of the fission
neutron (Watt) spectrum plus the spectrum of the ("( ,n) nelltrons, and
therefore, it depends on the end'point energy. Not much is know •. about
the overall prompt neutron spectrum. However, for all praL'tical purposes
it cun be assuml'<.l that th\! spectrum is very ,imilar to the neutron fission
spectrum.
As in neutron-inducl'd fission, the prompt fission neutrons in
photofission can be used to detect fiSSIOn ev.ents by employing a
Bremsstrahlung energy below the ("( ,11) thr~shold value. Since t11f're are
no source neutrons (except those arising from () ,n) reactions in nearby
materials), the prompt fi5sion neutrons can be detected rather easily.
Th~ absolute yields and their variations with the Bremsstrahlung
eloo:!rgy below the ("(,n) thr('sholds (Fib'Ure 7.3) can be useJ as signatures.
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show some discrimination ratios (ratios of prompt
neutron yields) as functions of Bremsstrahlung end-point energy (Ref. 5,
6). At low energies, large discrimination ratios arc obtained between
235U and 232Th, 23'5U and 238U, and even between the fissile isotopes
235U and 239U. However, because of low energies, absolute yields are
low, and unless high power low-enerv,'j electron accelerators are
employed, the method may be diW~ult to use in practical ANDA
situations (see Chapter 5).
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Figure 7.3. Prompt and ddaYtd nculron yield5 in fi&Sile and (rrtill.' material
produced by BremSlitrahlunl': from electrons of energy I:~.

7.3

DELAYED NEUTRONS

Delayed neutrons from fbion are the ba~is of several ANDA methods.
Their chief advantage over prompt neutrons is that their detection can be
accomplished at some time after fission has occurred. Hence, time
discrimination between source neutrons and delayed neutrons can be
used when a pulsed source is employed. In addition, their absolute yields
and their yields as functions of time vary ::;i~niticantly from fissionable
isotope to isotope, and thus they constitute attractive signatures. The
delayed neutron yields are very small, however. \Ve will now examine
their properties in more detail.
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Figure 7.4. Ratio of prompt neutron to fission yiclds for photon·induced
reactions in fissionabll' materials (Ref. 6).

7.3.1

Delayed Neutron Yields and Their Time-Dept:ndence

Delayed neutrons are emitted from radio~ctive decay processes in
many fission products. When a fission product is in a certain unstable
state, it may pre feren tiall>' de-excite by emitting a neutron rather than a
l-ray. Neutron emission takes place immediately after the unstable
r.<lcleus is created, as P result of il-decay of its precurso-. in the fission
product chain. Therefor.., the "half-life" of delayed neutrons from that
particular decay product appears to be the same as the precursor p-deczy
half·life.
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,.JI

Z39pu

.An (,l'::.i.:ple of :l delayrd neutron transition is shown in FigJre 7.7.
87Br ~i-d.)cay~ with a half-iife of 54.4 s. Some of the transition.. -~.! to
~xcit{'d states of 8 -: Kr, which th~'n de-t~xcites by neutror, emission, r:Jther
Ih~Ul 1-r:lY emission, and forms 8t;Kr. The delayed neutron half-life rrom
this transition appears to'be 54.4 s.
The overall t(;~al yield of dclaJ'ed nt 'ltron~ is small, ran¢ng from
approximately O.007!fission in 239pu to :lbouIO.05jfast fission in 238U
or 232Th, Altholll{h there are more than 50 known precuuors, the
half-lives of many of these are close to one another. Ther('lore, it is
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conventional to lump the ddayed neutrons to~ether ir,;:> six gwups. The
yields and half-lives of these six groups art' shown in Table> 7-21\ and B
for various fis~ioning isotopes d~ef. 7). The absolute f!I'oup yields are
obtained by multiplying the total yields by the group fractional yields.
As can be seen from the tables, th..., rc are substantial variations in
group yields from isotope to isotopl', and, ther~forl', both the total
yields and the oVNall time depend!.'nee of delayed n ., ,on emission vary
considerably. Thus, eithl'r of these pammeters or a combination of both
can be used directly as si~atures for individual fissile isotopes.
Furthermore, since there are very f!.'w non fission reactions which
produce delayed neutrons, their p~sence is an almost certain indicator
that fission has taken place. The only reactions that can seriously
interfere, with the u~ of delayed neutrons as signatures, are the (r,n)
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Figure 7.7 Dt.>eay scheme of a c~layed neutron emitter.

reactions in beryllium tmd druwrium that are preSl"nt in or nt'ar the
sample, and whkh can he induced by high-energy delayed )'-rays. Any
.:'lction that results in 17N [for example, liO(I1,p)li:--;l may cause
inl-erfer!.'nc(', since 17 N :lisa dl'cays by emission of iJ-particles with a 4·s
half·l:fe, followl'd by instantaneous delayed neutron emi"Sion.
Figure i.8 shows the delayed IlPutron yield in 233U, 235U, 23Sll, and
239pu as functions of the energy of the inc.dent neutron (Ref. i). At
high incident nputron energies, the yield is seen to fall dramatically. The
yield at 14-~teV incident elwrgy is about half its value at lower eneq;lrs.
This Iwhavior is tru!.' of other fissionable isotopt.'s as well.
DdaYt'<.i lH'utron ~if:nalUrt·s allow discrimination hctw('Cn different
isotopes by the delayt'll neutron yiL'ld and the diffNcnce amonl-1 various
groups. The latter affects the shape of the decay curve of delayed
neutron. Thus, u "shape di;;crimination ratio," Sdsh, between two
isotoprs, 1 and 2, can be drfined (Ref. 8) as:
S
L

(1 <'))= D,{t,to)/D,IO.t o )
dsh,D 2{t,l )ID 21 0 ,to)
o

(7 ·6)

where Dj(l,to } is the delayed neutron yipl'l from isotope i at time t
foHowing an irmdiation of kngth to' Table
shows some values of this
parameter for an incident fission neutro eneq,'y spectrum for the
isotopes 235U, 238li, and 2:l9Pll.
To be useful in ANDA, Sdsh must be as diffrrenl from unity as
possible. Table 7·3 indicates that delayed neutron sip;natures of this type
c-:nnot be used efficiently to distinguish between 23fJU and 239pu, but
they are useful for the pairs 238lJ- 239Pll and 238U- 235U. Thrse
differences supplement th(' relatively largr differenct's between the
delayed neutron yields (,3) of 1111' various isotopes (Table i ·2A), for
example, 1'1239pu)!~(235U)= 0.:386, and 13( 238 U)/13(235U) = 2.656.

+.•__ ~ . _ __•. _ ••

._,

=-,'

0.0545
! 0.0011
± 2.1':0
0.00698
.0.00013
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B. Recommended group parameters for delayed neutrons'

Table 7·2. Delayed neutron patameters (continued).
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Delayed NeutrOliTime.Dcpendence and Yields from Photoflssion

The delayed neutron yidd from photo fission shows a wry steep
increase for a slight increase in the electron energy (E,. I, similar to the
prompt neutron yield (see Figure 7.3l. This yield varies greatly among
the "anoll'; fissionable isotopl"S revel1ling the same trend as with neutron
fission, namely, delayed neutron yields decrease in the o:d\?r
232Th> :: 38 U > 235U > 239pu. The absolute magnituoe of the de·
layed neutron yields for low E(' is very low, however. Unless powerful,
low-energy electron accelerators are employed, the delayed neutrons are,
usually, used as signature for E c > 7 MeV, especially for 23f>U and
239pu.
Some ratios of delayed neutron yields Versus E.. are shown in Figure
7.9 (Ref. 5). These curves indicate the degree ( discrimination between
individual isotopes allowed by the delayed neutr0n yields.
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Table 7··3. Shape discrimination ratios.
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A very powerful signature by fissionable isotopes is shown in Figure
7.10 (Ref. 5) which gives ratios of the prompt to delayed neutron yields
as functions of E c . These constitute large, usable discrimination ratios
for various isotopes. Experimentally, this signature has some special
merits. The same neutron detector measures both the prompt and
delayed neutron under very similar conditions. Hence, problems with
instrumental instabilities are alleviated. Also, matrix pffects are partially
canceled, as well as other possible effects which influence both prompt
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Wld delayed neutrons (for example, multiplication and photon energy
fluctuations) .
The time dependencies of Jelayed neutrons followin~ photofission in
235U and 238U for lO-MeV Bremsstrahlung irradiat.ion are shown in
Figure 7.11 (Ref. 9). The time dependence of delayed neutrons resulting
from photofission is very similar to that resulting from neutron-induced
fission, except for slight differences at early times following short
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irradiations. Table 7·4 shows the relative (fractional) delayed neutron
group yields in 23 [) U and 238 U at incident photon energies of 8 and 10
MeV (Ref. 9).
Because of the similarity of the decay curves resulting from
photofission to those resulting from neutron-induced fission, the shape
discrimination ratios will be similar to those listed in Table 7·3.
7.3.3

Delayed Neutron Energy Spectra

In contrast to prompt neutrons, which ha\'e an average ener~' of 2
MeV and a smooth characteristic Watt spectrum, delayed neutrons have a
lower average energy (on the order of 0.4 to 0.5 MeV), and highly
structured spectra (especially at lower energies). Figures 7.12 and 7.13
show delayed neutron spectra evaluated from the thermal fission of
235U and the fast fission of 238U (Ref. 10). Spectra fur other isotopes

'+
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Table 7·4. Relative abundance of delayed neutrons from photofission
at E. of 8 and 10 MeV.
Relative Al;undance %

Approximate
Half·Life
(sec)
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have the same general appearance. Table 7-5
delayed neutrO:1 spectra.
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the mean energies of

Table 7.5. Mean energies of delayed neutron spectra Ik!'V).·
l~otope

Eccleston

Keepin

23!lru

350
369

23~U

385

232Th

35;;
347

390
400
430
490
490

233U

238U

Fil!g

Sloan

Saphier

Batchelor

Evans

339

471

430

509
457

425
4:.'1;'

44,
542

aFar relerences on the various evaluaLions and experimenLs, sec (Ref. 10).

The energy spectra of delayed neutrons do not serve usefully as
signatures. However, they are important in the design of the system,
especially with regard to the detector characteristics and possible matrix
effects.
7.4

PROMPT 'Y·RAYS

'Y-Rays associated with fission are emitted continually after fission.
Roughly speaking, truly "prompt" 'Y-rays arc emitted within 10- 15 sec
as a result of cr.ergy rrdistribution accompanying fission. As the highly
excited flssbJ'l fragments de-excite, 'Y-rays are emitted u;. to a few
microseconds after fission, as a rrsult of isomeric transitior.s. * At longer
times, the j3-decay of the fragments continues to result in associatt'd
'Y·ray t'mission. Since these processes merge into each other, there is no
clear separation betwt'cn prompt and delayed 'Y·rays. We arbitrarily
define "prompt" to include 'Y·rays emitted up to -10 ns after fission
since experimental devices, which detect thes'! 'Y··..ays, have time
resolutions of this order.
The total prompt 'Y-ray ~nergy released per fission is on the order of
6.5 to 7.0 MeV. Neglecting 'Y-rays and x-rays below 0.14 MeV, the
average 'Y·ray energy is about 0.97 and 0.94 MeV for thennal neutron
flSsion of 235U and 239pu, respectively, and 0.88 MeV for spontaneous
fission of 252Cf. Therefore, about 6 to 8 prompt 'Y·rays are released!
fission. The prompt 'Y-ray energy spectra for thesc fissioning nuclides,
obtained with Nal detedors, are shown in Figure 7.14 (Ref. 11). Table
"::iOrneric transitions represent de·excitation of 8 nu('\cus from an eAcilcd sLaLe to
its grounu sLate by the cmission of a 'Y-ray. These transiLions usually have "cry short
ha:C-livPI; « 1 6), though occasionally thc halC·livcs arf' considerably longer (mctasLable Lransition!;).
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7-6 gives the number of prompt 1-rays/fission and the prornpt')'·ray
energy/fission for several ')'-ray energies (Hef. 11 I. The differences
between isotopes nre probably too smal: to make thes(' spectra or
multiplicities directly useful as signatures; but, witl--, neutron-induced
fission, the high multiplicities can be advantageous:y l',ed in coincidence
methods. When photo fission is e:nployed, thp inten ..e )'-ray burst from
the source completely "swamps" the prompt fission i ·r;tys, thus making
the coincidence circuit inoperable,
Little is known about the multiplicity distribution funC'tion of prompt
')'·rnys, P( ')'p.), The available evidencE' indicates that it is probably
Gaussian, like the corresponding plOrr.pt neutron fUI1ction, P(IJ p )' A
slight correlation between the prompt ,),·ray multiplicities and their
energy spectra has been obst'rved (Ref. 12). This correlation does not
affect ANDA measurement techniques based on the fission multiplicity
concept, unless absuluce calibration based on computation, rather than
comparison to known st'Uldards, is attempted.
In addition to prompt fission ')'-rays, prompt capture ')'-rays will abo
be emitted as a result of neutron capture (n,')') reactions when a neutron
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source is used. These capture ")'-rays have a total ene'r~y equal to the
neutron binding energy (approximately 6 to 8 MeV j. The spectra of
prompt capture "l'-rays vary considerably from one e'lement to another.
Sometimes one and sometimes a few high-en~rgy 'Y-rays are emitted
whose total energy is equal to the bindin~ ener~'. In other C;.ISe'S, a
cascade of several low-energy "l'-rays is emitted whose total energy is then
equal to the bir:ding energy. The capture "l'-rays can be both advantageous and deleterious to ANDA. If they result from capture by
fi~ionable isotopes of inten'st, they enhance the prompt fission 'Y-rays as
part of their signature. On the other hand, if they result from capture by
other muterials in the sample matrix or nearby materials, they form an
undesirable source of back~ound, especially for coincidence methods.
Even if a single hif(h-energy capture -r-ray is emitted, it can undergo
successive Compton scatte'rings in the detectors of a coincide'nce system
and, t.hus cause spurious coincidence' counts (see Chaptt'r 8). Hence, one
should be aware of highly absorptive cll'ments contnim'd in the sample'
matrix, such as chlorine, and select other meas:.lrement tl'chniques, or
take some measures to reduce the back~ound due to the (n,")') captures.
7.5

DELAYED ")' ·ItAYS

Delayed 'Y-rays which are emitted within seconds and minutes after
fission are very important signatures in AND.-\. systems. Tlwse are used,
in rod scanners, for example, to determine total fissile content and pel~et
to pellet variations in fissile content (see Chapte'r 9). The delay times
bctwt'cn irradiation and emission of dt'layed 'Y-rays art' on the order of
several seconds. The total drlayed ")' -ray ent'r~' /fission is roughly the
samt' as the total prompt ,,),·ray elH'rgy, about 6 to 8 ~kV (within 25
percent for all fissioning isotopes of inte'rcst). The average deiayed 'Y-ray
energy is also about the same as for the prompt l-rays, about 1 ~1€'\'.
Thus, approximately six to eight delayed 'Y-rays are emitte'd/iission, most
\\ithin the' first minute. This is in contrast to i.lw small number of
delayed neutrons (-0.007-0.05/fission; emitted mostly within the much
shorte'r time of 10 to 20 s.
As has been pointed out in previous sections, 'Y-rays are emitted
continuously after fissivn. 'Y-Rays that are emitted within a short time,
up to about 1 j.lS, arise mainly from isomeric transition!. in the fission
products. The spectra of these delayed "l'-rays arc complicated and
different from the ot!ler "slow" delayed 'Y-rays. These "l'-rays arc of some
interest because they can interfere with prompt neutron detection or
contribute to prompt 'Y·ray -::oincidence techniques.
7.5.1

Delayed "l'·Ray Energy Spectra

The spectra of delayed "l'-rays arl' complex since many fission products
can contribute to them. Although it is almost impossible to resolve
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individual lines with Nal detectors, this can be accomplished with hi~h
resolution Ge(Li) detectors. About 200 r-ray peaks in the energy ran~e
up to 1.1 i\leV have been found in this manner. Figure 7.15 shows the
delayed r·ray spectrum resulting from a 30-s irradiation by a highly
moderated ::l5 2Cf neutron source and measured for a 30-s period with a
Nal detector (Ref. 13).
Figure 7.16 shows high resolution, delayed ')'-ray spectra from 23" U
and 239pu (R~f. 14). Samples of fissile mutcrials were irradiated for 2
min in a thermal neutron nux of 106 njcm 2 /s and the ')'-spectra for
different waiting times were measured with a Ge(Li) detector. The
results spown in Fi~re 7.16 are for a waiting time of 30 min. In general,
the ::l39pu and :235U sp('ctra are quite similar, except for a few ppuks
where SUbstantial differences were observed. The peak at 1248 keY is six
times hir,her in 235U than in ::l39pu, and the peak at 767 keY is about
twice as high in 239pu as in nf>U. Furthermore, the l05Ru peak at 724
keY appears in the 239pu spectrum, but not in the 235U spectrum.
Figure 7.17 shows a portion of the delayed ,),·ray spectra from the
fissile isotopes 233U, 235U, 23!lpu, and 241pu w.ken with a Ge(Li)
detector 90 min after a 5-min thermal neutron irradiation (Ref. 15). The
spectra are quite similar, although a few individual peaks such as the
724-keV line from 1o"Ru and some of the 134 1 peaks have different
relative amplitudes.
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Similar results were observed following high intensity Bremsstrahlung
irradiation (Ref. 16). In those measurements, discrimination ratios on
the order of factor of 3 were obs('rved between 235U, 239pu, and 238U.
The main drawback to th!.' use of these signatures, whether induced by
neutron or photo fission, is the requirement for high intensity sources of
interrogating radiation.
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The average pulse height of a Nul-delayed 'Y·ray spectrum corresponds
to a 'Y·ray energy of approximately 0.6 to 0.8 MeV.· This energy is less
than the -1 MeV average energy of 'Y·rays because the detector is more
efficient for lower energy 'Y·rays. The 0.6 to 0.8·MeV value is, however,
higher than the passive 'Y·ray energies in ~35U (0.185 MeV) and 239pu

'"It depends on detector size, measuring configuration, and length of irradiation
and del.3y times.
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(-0.400 MeV). Therefore, these r-rnys have a better chance of escaping
from the sample than do the passive radiations. The penC'trability of the
detected r-rays can be significantly increa3cd by biasin~ out all energies
below 1 MeV, for example. This method is often used, however, it incurs
a substantial loss in signal intensity.

7.5.2

Delayed r·Ray Time-Dependence

Two basic characteristics of delayed )'-rays from fission distinguL<;h
them from delayed neutrons: much higher intensities and much slower
decay, which is referred to as time dl'pendence.
Thl' time-dependence of del3yed )'-rays varies sOllwwhat from fissile to
fertile isotopes, but does not vary si~1ificantly from oroe fissile isotope to
anotl. 't', a situation analogous to the delayed neutron time-<lpper.dence.
For times up to 2 X 10 3 s after fission, the delayl'd 'Y-ray activities
from 235U and 238U have been cOllvepiently* fitted into five woups
(Ref. 17) similar to the six dl'layed neutron group~. The group half-lives
and group yields are shown in Table 7-7. T:1C delayed r-ray intensity/
fission for nsU as calculated from these group consta:1ts for different
irradiation times (t i) is given in Table 7-8. This table shows the loss of
long-lived delayed r-rays when short irradiatioll times "are used. Calculations indicate thrtt an irradiation time of about 60 s excites about 50
percent of the delayed ')'-rays. Delayed r-ray decay for 235U fission,
"'...,ith an irradiation time of 1 S, ill shown in Table 7-9. Since only fast
r-ray groups are excited within such a short irradiation time, the decay is
quite mpid. ~ote that even at 30 s after ..n irradiation of 1 s, the number
of delayed "(-rays/fission exceed;:; the total number of delayed neutrons/
fission for most fissionable isotopt's.
The total relative intensities of delayed T·rays vrrsus time for 235U
and 239pu are shown in Fi~ure 7.18 (Ref. 18). These curves were
obtained with a low resolution plastic scintillator. By comparing the
intensity at early times with that at later times, a uiscrimination ratio of
about 1.30 was obtained fo1' the:;e isotopes, which is slightly higher than
that obtained from delayed neutron kinetics (~ee Table 7-3). However,
the initial and integrdLed intensity of delayed r-rays/fission in 235U is
higher by about 1.7 than that in :!39pu. This discrimination ratio is fully
usable since the absolute intensities are high as compared to those of the
delayed neutrons. More data on the delayed 'Y-ray spectrum and its time
dependence can be found (Ref. 19).
·There is very little physical meaning to these groups, since delayed 'Y-rays arc
being emitted by many isotopes with many different half·lives. However, the
grouping. done by a least-squares fit method. does facilitate calculations which are
useful for the design and understanding of ANDA techniques that are based on this
signature.
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Table 7·7. Delayed l·ray groups
Abundances (yield/fission)
Group (I)

1
2

3
4

5

0.29
1.7
13
100
940

0.067
1.05
1.92
1.73
1.55

0.5·t
1.76
2.81
2.02
1.55

Table 7·8. Delayed l·ray intensity ld(l) (pholons/fission)
lit tht' end of irradiation time Ii of 23:1U.
Ij(s)

')'d(l)

0.87
1.13
1.49
1.84
2.02
2.62
4.00
5.58
6.32

2
3
5
8
10

20
100
1000
10000

Table 7·9. Dl'cay of delayed ,),·rays following 1 s irradiation.
Time After End of
Irradiation

Yield

I(s)

0.00
1.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
25.00
30.00

1.32 x
5.26 X
1.61 X
8.27 X
6.03 X
4.79x
3.90 x
3.22 X
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7.6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Prompt and delayed neutrons and 'Y-rays are emitted after fission. The
yields, multiplicities, and energy spectra of the prompt neutrons dppend
on the fissioning isotope and the type and energy of the I'f>.diation
inducing fission. Prompt neutron multiplicities arc advantageously used in
ANDA coincidence detectors. The high average energy of prompt
neutrons also makes it possible to distingui~h them from the source
neutrons in techniques using low-energy or thermalized neutron sources.
Prompt neutrons from photon·induced reactions, in fissionable isotopes,
are easily discernible from the interrogating 'Y-radiation.
Delayed neutron time dependencies and yields vary among fissionable
isotopes. They can be used as signatures and to obtain unambiguous
evidence that fission has occurred. When applicable (that is, in
photon-induced fission), the ratio of prompt to delayed neutron yield
provides a very useful signature which is, to a large extent, free of eff:.-cts
that can beset the individual components of the measurement.
Prompt 'Y·rays provide high multiplicities for use alone or in
conjunction \\;th neutrons in coincidence detectors in ANDA systt>ms
that employ neutron interrogation. Delayed 'Y·rays can be used, in
devices such as rod scanners, as measures of the t.otal fissile content or

!;
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variations in fissile content. Delayed 'Y-rays are abundant as compared to
delayed neutrons. Their penetrability through thp. sample is much higher
than that of the passive 'Y-rays emitted naturally by the fissile isotopes.
Thus, delayed 'Y-rays constitute one of the most usable signatures in
ANDA systems.
Table 7-10 summarizes the main features of these radiations in ANDA
systems.
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CHAPTER 8

NEUTRON AND PHOTON
DETECTION SYSTEMS
AND ELECTROf\JICS
8.1

INTRODUCTION

All ANDA systems rely on the detection of neutrons and/or photons
which are emitted by the sample. In some techniques, fast neutrons are
detected; in others, neutrons may be slowed down before detection,
possibly to thermal energies. l\1any ANDA methods are based on
coincidence counting-the simultaneous detection of two or more
neutrons and/or pr.otons emittRd by the same nuclear decay (usually
fission). Some coincidence techniques require very fast timing in order to
respond to prompt fast neutrons and/or photons. Other coincidence
techniques have relatively 5low timing and require high efficiency rather
than fast response. Energy resolution of the detected radiation may also
be of some importance, for example, one may want to detect 'Y·my;; of a
certain energy or in a specified energy region.
All of these considerations enter into the choice and proper design of
the detectors and the associated electronics. In this chapter, the principal
types and features of the commonly used slow neutron, fast neutron,
and 'Y·ray detectors are described. Pulse formation and shaping by the
associated electronics and some aspects of coincidence methods important in ANDA are also discussed.
8.2

NEUTRO~ DETECTORS

Detection of neutrons is accomplished by detection secondary
particles which result from interactions of neutrons with nuclei (see
Chapter 2). Some of these reactions are:

1. The absorption of the neutron by a nucleus with the prompt
emission of a charged particle, for example, (n,p) or (11,0:). The

Preceding page blank
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charged particle and recoil product nucleus then cause ionization in
the detector.
2. Neutron-induced fission, (n.f). T:le detector re~sters ionization
caused by fission fragments or counts the prompt or delayed
neutrons and -y-r:lyS.
3. Neutron scattering. The recoil nucleus produces ionization in the
detector.
4. The formation of a radioactive nuclide after absorption of a neutron.
The nuclide's subsequent activity can then be measured, but this
method is not employed in AND,'.
The first reaction is used for slow neutron detection. Because the
6Li(n,n), lOB(n,a), and 3He(n,p) reactions have high cross sections for
thermal neutrom, they are commonly used. The neutron threshold
energies of other reactions of this type are usually above 1 MeV and have
small cross sections, hence, they are seldom used in ANDA. The fission
reaction (reaction 2) can be used for both slow and fast neutron
detection. Neutron scattering, reaction 3, is the most common mechanism used for fast neutron detection, although the absorption reaction,
reaction 1, can also l used.
8,2.1

Thermal Neutron

Detector~

The boron delectcr is a simple and common device used for detection
of thermal neutrons. It eonsists of a cylindrical metallic tube filled with
boron trifluoride (BF 3) gas, which in most safeguard applications has
been highly enriched (up to 96 percent) with lOB. The tube's casing acts
as a cathode, and the anode is a central wire. A high voltage is applied
between the anode and cathode. Boron-coated counters*-their walls
coatro with a compound containing boron and filled with an ordinary
countin,& gas-also exist, but are less commonly used, except in high
r-ray fields, such as those near spent fuel elements (see below).
Neutron capture in lOB leads to an exothermic (n,O') reaction, which
can proceed in two ways:t

1.

10B+n-+ 7Li+0'

2. lOB

-to

2.79~1eV

n - 7Li* + C .... 2.31 MeV
7Li + r + 0.478 MeV

(8-1)

-In ANDA, detet'tors which detect reactions are altached to counters that count
the reactions. The whole unit can be considered a counter, sint'e reactions must be
detected before they can bp counted. The terms "detector" and "counter" are orten
used interchangeabl~in this text.
t 7 Li- indicates Li nucleus in lin excited state.
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The split between these two reactions (branching ratio) depends on
the energy of the incident neutron. For thermal neutrons (0.0253 eV),
6.1 percent of the reactions are branch 1 reactions and 93.9 percent arc
branch 2 reactions. The cross section for this reaction at 0.0253 eV is
3840 b. The reaction products, the 7 Li recoil nucleus and the a-particle,
lose their kinetic energy by ionizing the ~as. The primary ions in turn
pruduce many more secondary ions (gas multiplication); the ~UJ)
multiplication factor is typically 103 to 10 4 • All the ion-clectron pairs
are swept to the electrodes because of the elect(ic :H;'ld: the electrons
drift to the anode, inducing a charge on it. Convertin~ the charge to
voltage produces an output pulse whose amplitude is prop0rtional to the
initial ionization, and hence, to the total kinetic energy of the reaction
products (but /lut to the ener~ of the incident n<'utron).
Figure 8.1 shows the pulse spectrum of a BF;{ detector irradiated by
thermal neutrons. The small peak near channel 150 corresponds to the
2.79 MeV branch of the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction; the large peak at channel
100 is the other branch. Some of the a·particles 0:' 7 Li nuclei produced
ncar the wall or at the ends of the counter can leave the sensitive counter
volume or strike the walL.. before they give up to the gas all of their
4r---~---r---,..--..,--...,
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Figure 8.1. Typical pulse height spectrum of BF 3 (1 atm) gas
proportional detector.
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energy as ionization energy. Because of these ('nd upd wall effects, there
is a tail below the main peaks corresponding to smaller pulses. There may
be a further increase in the spectrum corresponding to very small pulses
that are due to 1'-rays producing cl~ctrons in the cham!ler's wall. Neutron
pulsl's can be distinguished ea<;ily from r-rays by use of a suitably biased
discrimination (see Section 8.4).
TIH' detection' efficiency of a boron counter varies with its sensitive
length, the pressure of the gas it t:on tains, and the 10 B(n ,n) cross section
(which varies with neutron energy as l/VE). At a pressure of 1 atm, the
efficiency of a 20-{;m long BF 3 counter is about 0.9 for axially incident
thermal neutrons. but it drops to about 0.03 for axially incident
100-eV neutrons. The required OperaLll1g voltage increases with pressure.
A pressure of 140 cm of mercury (2 atm) is gmerally considered a
practical maximum for constructing standard BF 3 counters.
BF 3 detectors are widely used when low to medium r-radiation fields
are encountered (less than about 10 rad/hr) because of their excellent
discrimination between the large neutron puL5es and the much smaller
g-amma r-ray pulses. They can be made in a variety of sizes, ranging from
approximately 0.6 cm in diameter and 2.5 em in length to tubes that are
5 em by 60 em. Figure 8.2 shows how the count rate varies will' voltage.
'fhe count-rate plateau typical of these devices is about 300 V WIde, and
its slope is less than 1 percent/l 00 V, which explains the great stability
of these detectors.
Counters coated with lOB and filled with ordinary counting gas have
poorer pulse height resolutions than BF 3 gas-fillpd counters because the
reaction products lose energy in escaping from the coating into the
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~s-filled volume of the tube. Thin coatings minimize the energy loss but
result in low efficiency. Figure 8.3 shows a pulse height spectrum for u
lOB-coated counter, the pOfJrer resolution is evident. The poorly defitwd
peaks near channels 50 and 90 correspond to detection of the 7 Li and
4He particles, respectively, because either 7 Li or 4 Ht' will be directed
into the active volume of the detector. The count·rate plateau is also
much worse than that of the BF3 counter; its slopl' is -10 percent/
100 V. indicating poorer stability relative to BF3 counters.
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Figure 8.3. Typical pulse height spectrum of
proportional detector.

10 B-coatcd

The effect of 'Y-ray fields on the pulse height distribution of a
10 B-eoated detector is shown in Figure 8.4 (Ref. 1). This detector is

useful even for average 'Y·ray fields of 10 3 to 10 4 rad{s {'ncountered near
spent m.:c1ear fuel assemblies. lOB-coated detectors are also used when
low operating voltage .(less than 1000 V), high signal (rl'quiring only
small amplification), and fast charge collection time (typically less than
50 ns) are desired.
Improved detection efficiency can be obtained by using a proportional
detector filled with 3 He instead of BF3' 3He undergoes the following
reaction:
3He + n ... 3H + P + 0.764 MeV.

(8-2)
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The cross section of this reaction is about 5300 b at 0.0253 eV and
varies as l/VEr over a wide energy range. The pulse height distribution
from a 3He counter for thermal neutrons is shown in Figure 8.5. Its
single peak results from the complete absorption of reaction products
into the counter gas. At low energies, the pulse height distribution due to
or-radiation is similar to that shown in Figure 8.1 for the BF: counter.
The 3He gas is usually combined with gas additives chosen to optimize
such parameters as operating voltage, pulse rise time, gas multiplication,
spectral resolution, neutron sensit;;rity, and r-ray sensitivity. A 3He
detector can almost be 100 percent efficient for thermal neutrons at 4
atm pressure. For higher energy (epithermal) neutrons, the efficiency can
be improved by increasing the pressure. The count-rate plateau is quite
good, its slope is about 1 percent/100 V.
3He counters have better pulse height resolution and higher efficiency
than BF3 counters. These improved characteristics result from the cross
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proportional counter.

section of aHe(Il,p) which is larger than that of lOB(II,o:), and from the
ability of the 3Be detectors to operate at higher fill pressures (up to 40
atm, as compared to the 2 atm limit for BFa detectors). On the other
hand, the ad\'antages of BFa counters are that they are cheal er and
reql!ire a lower operating voitage* (u:iually less than 2500 V).
Fission counters can be used both for thermal neutron detection and
for gross fast neutron spectroscopy. Because the total energy of fission
fragments is about 160 l\le V, it is possible to mak!" fission chambers for
neutron detection that are insensitive to .,.·rays. Fission chambers are
generally filled with argon and operate at low voltage-a few hundred
volts (this is the ionization region, ',vith no gas multiplication). To
minimize self·absorption. the electrodes are thinly coated (~ 1 :ng/cm 2 )
with fissionable material. As a result, the efficiency of these d..-!t('clors is
generally low. However, because of their very high discrimination against
""rays, they may be the best detector when spent fuel elements are being
assayed in ANDA. Fission chambers can be used in 'Y·ray fields as high as
107 rad/hr.
Thermal neutrons can also be detected with relatively high efficiency
by certain types of scintillation counters. Various substances emit
*However, for the same pressure or the same detection efficiency BF3 counters
require higher opt'rating voltages.
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sc=n~illations

of light when irradiated by charged particles or photons.
For thermal neutron detection, secondary charged particles or photons
(resulting from neutron reactIOns in the dett-ctor) produce the scintillation: two such reacticns arc IOB(n,a) and ULi(n,a). The light scintillation causes photoelectric emission of l'lectrons from the cathode of a
photomultiplier tube (P~fT) which is optically couplC'd to the scintillator. The emitted electrons are further multiplied at successive tube
electrodes (dynodes). The output current pulse at the tube anode is then
amplified and me:lSmed.
Scintillation counting, thus, involves five consecutive stages:
1. Absorption of ~." nuclear radiation by the scintillator.
2. Conversion of the energy dissipated in the scintillator to light
(photons).
3. Collection of photons on the photosl'nsitive cathode of the photomultiplier tube.
4. Emission of photoelectrons.
5. Multiplication of electrons.
Good scintillators require four characteristics: (1) high efficiency in
converting the energy of nuclear particles into the energy of fluorescent
radiation, (2) transparency to their own fluorescent radiation, (3) short
decay time for the fluorescent radiation, and (4) a spectral distribution
of the scintillation that matches the !('sponses of available photocathodes. Other properties, such as demity, form, state of matter, and
versatility in sizes and shapes, should also b{' considered in designing a
good scintillator. The requir.'ment for [:ood time resolution is particularly important in coincidence experimpnts. The shorter the resolution
time, the smaller wiII be the ratio of chance coincidences to true
coincidenr.es (see Section 8.6.1).
Some operating characteristics of the counters discussed in this section
are outlined in Table 8-1. As can be secn from the table, the main
disadvantage of scintillation counters for ANDA applications is that they
cannot retain both high efficiency and good discrimination against
'Y·rays. They also have poorer sbbility than BF 3 or 3 He detectors.
One type of scintillation detector \.sed for thermal neutrons consists
of ZnS(Agl mixed with the (n,a) "converter" such a::. boron or lithium
compounds and a plastic bonding medium. Neutron pulses are larger
than 'Y·ray pulses, in this type of detector, and also take longer to decay
in the scintillator. Both of these properties can be used to distinguish
neutron pulses from 'Y-ray pulses and to reject the latter. Figure 8.30
(Section 8.4.4) illustrates the principle of a "pulse-shape discriminating
circuit" that rejects the shorter )-ray pulses while passing the neutron
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Fission counter

Li/(Eu), 6Li glass
scintillation

95';' G U in ZnS(Ag)

Lithiated scintillator,

ZnS(Ag) + B 2 0 3

rndJiH

Used for slow and fast
neutrons

Insensitive to ,),·rays;
functional in ,),·ray
field in excess of 10 6

Fission

U.,efu! for fast ne.utron
spectroscopy

Spnsitiye to ')'.radiation

High efficiency for
sluw Ill'utrons

Erfl'ctil'e only for
tlll'rrunl neutrons

GU(n,o) :III

In:;ensitive to ,),·rays
InsensiLil'P to back·
grounl1 ')' ·rays

B(ll ,u ) 7 U

107;, Efficiency for
neutrons up to 10 keV

Effl'ctil'e for thNmal
neutrons; used for
neutron spectroscopy
in the range 0,2·2 ~leV

Barl' detectors are efCec·
til'(' only for thermal
Ill'utrons

Neutron Detection
Efficiency

GU(n,o) :Ill

10

from 10B(n.o) 71,j

Sensitil'e to background
')' ·radiation

478 keV ,),·ray

Boron+ scintillator
(e.g., NaI(TI))

counter

,),·ray discrimination is
po,;siblp; functional in
,),.ray fi('lds or <2
rad ,'lIr

3He(n,p) 311

311~.filled proportional

Fundional in ,),·ray
field of < 10" T:ld/hr

101l(n,0) 7Li

10 B-coated propor.
tional eounll'r

Some ,),·ray discrir,1ina·
tion is possibll'; fU,lC'
tional in -r·ray field of
< 10 radfhr

,),·Ray Sensitivity

10B(n,0) 7Li

Nuclear Reaclion5
Applied

Dple~tors.

BF 3 -filled proportional
cOnnter

Detector, Type

Table 8·1. Thermal Neutron

P~IT

Requires low anode
voltage. Very stable.
Very fast response.
Very low rfficirncy.

PMT instabilities

Only small detectors

Small detector

Suffers from
instability

Very good pulse·lll'ight
sppc~rum. VC'ry good
stability.

Re4tlirt·s modl'rately
loll' voltagl'. Vcry fast
response. Poor puisC'·
height spectrum.

Good pulse.height spec·
trum. Very good stabil·
itl'.
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pulses. Figure 8.6 shows bias curves (count rate versus pulse a'mplitude)
with and without pulse shape discrimination and indicates the improve·
ment in th£> neutron to 'Y·ray ratio resulting from the pulse shape
discrimination (Ref. 2).
Finally, it should be mentiolwd that one can use semiconductor
detectors (see Section 8.3.2), which respond to charged particles, to
detect thermal neutrons. To do so, one places a converter foil next to the
detector. Charged particles from (fl,p), (n,a), or (nJ) reactions in the
converter arc then detected. These detectors have not been used in
ANDA systems so far, although they have some attractive characteristics
such as very fast response. Their main disadvantages are small size and
high susceptibility to radiation damage.
Comprehensive discussion of all kinds of neut':on detectors is pre·
sented (Ref. 2-5).
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Figure 8.6. Bias CUrvl'S ror boron·ZnS(Ag) scintillator
(a) with pulse shape discriminator,
(b) without pulse shape discriminator.
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l\Joderated Fast Neutron Detectors

One way to detect fast neutrons is to f;?~1 slow them down and then
use any of the thermal neutron detectors discussed above. This is a
common approach employed in ANDA of nuclear materials. Two
examples of detectors of this type are the "long counter" and the "slab
detector. "
The long counter (Ref. 6) cO:lsists of one or more BF., or 3He tubes in
a relatively long shielded cylindrical moderator, as sho.'vn in Figure 8.7.
The counter is sensitive to fast neutrons entering the right-hand side.
Neutrons entering from other directions are moderated and then
captured in the borated paraffin. The arrangement of counters and
moderator is such that the efficiency for detection of fast neutrons
entering from the front is independent of the neutron energy (Figure
8.8). The intrinsic cfficiency* of the arrangement in Figure 8.7 is about
11.5 percent as compared to a standard long counter (one BF3 tube)
efficiency of about 2.3 percent.
The slab detector (Ref. 7) contains a nUr.lber of 3He tubes in a
(polyethylene) moderator, in parallel slab geometry as shown in Figure
8.9. This arrangement is useful for detection over large areas or large
solid angles.
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are given by the left·hand ordinate. On the right·hand ordinate, the
intrinsic efficiency for detection of neutrons striking the front
face of the detector is presented as a function of ncutron energy.
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Figure 8.9. Cross-sectional view of a 3Be·slab detector. This
configuration is used to obtain coarse neutron-energy spectrum
information. In the fiat·response mode of operation, all
materials between the front and back counter banks
are removed.
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The dptector shown in Fif-,fllre 8.9 has 13 6-atm 3He tubes arranged in
two banks embedded in polyethylene_ The sensitive area is about
50 X 60 em, and the intrinsic efficiency is about 10 percent. Coarse
indication of the neutron spectrum can be obtained if a slab of
polyethylene is placed between the front ~U1d rear banks. Fi~re 8.10
shows the c(,unt-rate ratio of the front to back banks as a function of the
energy of the incident neutrons. For a flat response, the polyethylene
slab is removed. The resulting efficiency curves for each bank separately
and for the entire unit are shown in Figure 8.1l.
Table 8-2 gives intrinsic efficiencies for \1lrious moderated detectors
and fast neutron sources (Ref. 8).
8.2.3

Nonmoderated Neutron Detectors

In many ANDA applications, especially those which use fast coincidence techniques, fast neutron detectors that depend on first moderating
the neutrons are much too slow to be useful. The slowing-down time for
the neutrons is typically 10 to 100 JlS, but fast systems must detect the
neutrons within 10 to 100 ns. Gas-filled proportional counters and
scintillators are used to directly detect the fast neutrons by scattering
rather than absorption r£'actions. For th£'se detectors, neutrons must not
be slowed down.
102'
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figure 8.11. Efficiency of 3Ue slab detector (absolute efficiency
under thl' same condition as in Figure 8.3).
Table 8·2. Intrinsic eCCicicncy of Cast neutron detectors.
Intrinsic Efficiency (%)

Avera!:e
Rl'ferl'ncl'
Source
241

Am.Li

23llpu·Li
238pu·llt·
aFd~t

~eutron

Energy (Me V)

Lonl1 Counter
(l tUbe)

(13 tubes)

Larl(l' Slab

Small Slab
(5 tUbes)

fl·cm
Pilot 3

0.5
0.65
4.2

2.3 < 0.1
2.3' 0.1
1.9 < 0.1

18.5! 0.7
15.3! 0.7

15.0 < 0.7
14.3, 0.6
9.6 • 0.4

34, [)
41 • 3
54 , 4

scintillator.

Helium-4 and hydrogen or light hydrogen-containing compounds, like
methane, arc commonly used in such counters. The scattering cross
sections of II and 4 He arc shown in Figure 8.12 along with the fission
neutron spectrum. The <I IIe cross section matches the fission spectrum
quite well, it is highest in the energy region where the fission spectnllTI
peaks.
Typically, a <I He-recoil proportional counter operates at about 10 to
20 atm pressure at an efficiency up to about 1.5 percent (see Figure
8.13). Hydrogen recoil counten. operate at a few atmospheres at
efficiencies of about 1 percent. The pulse height distribution in recoil
counters is quite broad because the energy of the recoil particle
or
proton) nepends on the scattering angle. For hydrogen recoils, the pulse
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Figure 8.12. Neutron scattering cross section for 1 Hand 4 He.

height distribution is essentially flat from the energy of the incidcnt
neutron to zero. However, a number of effects can perturb the response
curve: wall and end effects, multiple scattering of the neutron, and
scattering from nonhydrogen-containing material in the gas (for example,
carbon, if methane is used). Figure 8.14 shows a calculated pulse height
distribution for a hydrogen counter. A pulse height spectrum for 4 He is
shown in Figure 8.15.
To understand the pulse height spectra of Figures '8.14 and 8.15, recall
that for a monoenHgetic fast neutron of energy En. the energy loss per
scattering can have any \'alue from zero up to (l-a)E n with equal
probabiIity* (see Chapter 2). For H, a equals O. For 4 He, a equals 9/25 =
0.36. The ideal pulse height spectrum in an H·filled detector for a
monoenergetic fast neutron is fiat from pulse amplitude zero to a maximum corresponding to the neutron energy (En)' For the He detector,
the maximum pulse height corresponds to 0.64 En. The response
·This is strictly correct if the scattering is isotopic in the center of mass system.
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function to monoenergetic neutrons is not fiat but peaked. * For a fission
spectrum distribution of fast neutrons, such as from 2:; 2Cf, the pulse
height distribution is the convolution of the distributions from monoenergetic neutrons, weighted by that of the fission spectrum. This
·This is becaus(' of th(' anisotropy of the neutron scattNing frolll the nuclei in the
center of mass system.
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convolution (Figure 8.15) results in the broad peak (a) in the figure.
However, because sume neutrons are scattered more than once, there is
an augmentation of low.amplitude pulses corresponding to the puiS('
height distributions for low('r energy, scattl'red neutrons. This augmenta·
tion accounts for the lise (b) in low·amplitude pulses. At low pulse
amplitudes, amplifier noise (e) or small amplitude ),·ray pulses (d) may
cause a further sharp increase in the pulse heignt distribution. Similar
considerations apply to hydrogen·re,:oi! counters. Beca4. ~ of the broad
pulse height spectra, characteristic of recoil counters requiring unfolding
of the spectra to obtain the original neutron spectra, they are not easy to
use as fast neutron spectre.-meters. Nevertheless, proton (li) recoil
detectors have been used if' certain applications, such as measurement of
nuclear reactor spectra and determination of dclaycd neutron speC'tra.
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The time n'solutions of -IIII' and CH 4 -filled tubes range from 0.1 JiS to
over 100 ps, dl'l1l'ndinJ:: on the size of the tube and the type, prc'ssure,
and multiplicatwn faclor of lhe ps (Ref. 9). Judicious choice of these
parameters cun rl'ndl'r these detectors useful for f~irly fast (1-10 Jis)
"oincidence det l'I.,tinn of prompt, fast-fission neutrons, however, this
c'plication i~ pmetical only in passive NDA.
:l He detectors can also be used to detect fast neutrons as well as
therm:>.: neutrons. Tlwy can ~vc resolution in the (ll,p) peak as ~ood as
50 keY fo" GOO·kl'V neutrcns; however, the pulse height sppctra (Figures
8.16 A and 13) show a uroad distribution of pulses due to scattering
recoils and n '·tlwr01:1I" pl'uk due to moderation of neutrons in nearby
materials. Silll\.' then' is always some moderating material prpsent in
AND.-\. applications, ;llie counters cannot normally be used for fast
neutron detection bl'CUUSC of this relatively poor pulse height distri·
bution.
8.2.4

Scintillators for Countil:g Fast Neutrons

Scintillation rletevtors can be used for detection of fast as w<'ll as for
thermal neutrons, For fast neutr0ns, the charged particles needed to
produce scintillations l'ome from neutron scattering reactions, usually
/' TH[ R"~:"l....
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Figure 8.16.\. Theo",tical energy ~pe<:trom o( charged particles generated
by fast neutrons incident on a 3He detector.
"'Thermal neutrons are removed by suitable
ftlter; (or example, cadmium.
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the (/l,p) reaction on hydro~('n prC'sC'nt in the scintillator. For this
application. various solid (plastic) or liquid scintillators and l!ol1lyak
counters uw useful. Th" Hornyak counter is a mi"ture of n hydrogC'ncontainin~ material (wax or ludte 1 with ZnS(.\f!) phosphor, similar to
the scintillator dl'scritwd previously for thermal neutron dl'll'l'lion.
Although these counters h:J.vc low efficiency. they <lIe virtually insensitive to )'-ray backi-'TOUIHl. Finally. liquid scintillators can ,0\':0 Ill' used.
these fast scintillators can bt' made very large and in a variety of shapes.
Since all of these scintillator:; respond to n.'coils. their pulse height
distributions nrc broad.
Table 8·3 shows some of the properties of important plastic
scintill41tors. and Table 8 ..1 pvcs similar data for liqUid scintillators. T41bl('
8-5 summarizC's general plOpcrtil.'s of differC'nt fast ncutron dctl'L'tors.
Pulse hC'ight distributions and efficiencies for a liquid scintillator
detector (NE-213. see Table 8-4) havC' b('en obtailll'<.l for l1early
monoenergetic llL'utrons from 0.2 to 22 r-.leV (Ref. 10). Tlwsp n~sults.
which also apply to the NE-211 and to plastic seintillators. aTl' shown in
Figure 8.17. The gC'neral features of these spectTa-fl41t distribution up to
a maximum pulse height corresponding to the energy of till' incident
neutrons-are explained in Section 8.2.3.
For use in ANDA applications. fnst neutron scintillanl<; must have fast
response. All of the scintillators listC'd in Tables 8·3 and 8·4 haY<' short
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1.87

2.2

1.36
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410

420

430

391

408

375

1.7

1.8

·W5

425

Wavel~ngth of
Max. Embsion c
(nm)

1.8

2.4

65

bLight output relative to that of anthracene.
cnm = nanom,'ter = 10'7 ern.
Note: For all the scintillators shown:
D,'ns;t y • 1. 0;; - 1.01; l:/cm J
Refractive index· 1.58 to 1.59
Softcninl/ temp.-.raturc = 7;; to 85'C

• Sl'e Table 8··1.

Pilot B

NE 111

(1)

Pilot U

NE 101

(1)

(1)

NE 102 A

(1)

(1)

Identification

Manulacturer"

Decay
Constant
(ns)

Light
Output b
(7<.)

Ultrafast timing cannot be used
in large siu's bccausl~ of light
self·absorption

1.093

0.992

0.992

1.0

1.100

lTllrarast timing

Gl'I1l'ral applications

G,'ncral applications

Ultrafast timing

Gl'nl'ral applications

Fast Cn,ing

1.100

Gl'neral applications

1.099

Comments

1.104

Atomic
Ratio

Hie

Table 8·3. Properties of repreSl:'ntati\'e plastic scintillators of interest as fast neutron detectors.
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3.7

2.6
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Con~tant
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1.213

1.2·18
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Properties of liquitl scintillators.
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·Manufacturer code;
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(2) Amp,·u·x Electronic C(lrp. (NY)
(3) Koch-Light Laboratories, Ltd. (GB)
bLillht output relative to that of anlhracl'lle.
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4He (n,n) 4He

Very high

Extremely
low

(n,p) scattering

(n,flon 238U,
2 32 Th,237Np,
234 U, etc.

Liquid
scintillator

Fission
chambers

Can be usrd in very high l·ray fidd; fast responsr;
relatively expl'llsive

·Other fast nputron detectors, like the long counter discussed in Section 8_2.1, first moderate neutrons to thermal en..rgies
and then detect them as thermal neutrons.

Very low
to Jow

As abovc,low cost for largc volumr dct('ctor~; some
scintillants can distingUish brtw('rn 'I' ·ray and neutrons;
this is applicable to low )·ray fiplds and relatively small
drtcctcrs

Highest efficiency detector for fast neutron~ (En> 0.5
r.le V). Insensitive to sub·Me V neutrons. Very fast
response; good for coincidl'nce techniques; rl'latively
low cost; main dl'liciency-high 'l'·ray sensitivity

Medium

Very high

(n,p) scattering

Plastic
scintillator

Ml'dium

Good for high )·ray fi('lds

Low

Very low

(n,p) scattering

In large banks to

Hornyak

u~ed

The only practical direct detector for sub-MeV neutrons
down to 50-keV; can be used in large banks

Good for fission neutrons; can be
increase l'fficiency

Can be used as a spectrometer

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Commt'nts

(n,p) scattl'fing

Medium

Low to
medium

Sensitivity
)·Hay
Nelltron

H·filled (H or
methane)
proportio!lal
counter

proportional
coullter

4 He.filled

(1I.p) 31{

3He

Nuclear
Reaction

3 He.filled
proportional
counter

Df!tector
Type

Table 8·5. Unmodl'rated" fast neutron detectors.
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Figure 8.17. Absolute intrinsic differentiall'fficiency of a 4.€O-cm by
4.65-cm·diameter NE·213 (and NE·211) scintillator, normalized to
1 neutron incident on cross-sectional area. The neutron bl'arn is
perpendicular to the scintillator ax\.:,. (Note the challl(e of
scale for 8.03 MeV and 14.01 MeV incident neutron energies.)

decay constants and sufficiently high light output. NE·I02. for example,
is commonly used in fast AND.:\. coincidence circuits (for example,
.fission multiplicity getectors-FMD), which are di:;C'ussed in further
detail here and in Chapter 9.
In general, plastic and liquid scintillators are C'haracterized by high
efficiency for both neutrons and 'Y·ray:i. Therefore, they can be small,
which may be important, in ANDA applications where space is limited.
The pulse height distributior.s are also broad for neutrons because of the
recoil proton energy distribution, and are broad for 'Y·rays because of the
small amount of full energy absorption. The broad pulse h£'ight
distributions make energy determination difficult; however, this deter·
mination is often not too important in ANDA. The short decay times
(see Tables 8-3 and 8·4) allow scintillation detectors to be used for fast
counting or fast coincidence methods.
8.2.5

Neutron Spectrometers

Fast neutron spectrometry is seldom used in ANDA applications,
mainly because of its low efficiency. Also, very few fission signatures
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require spectrometry, one of them is the spectrum of delayed neutrons
from different fissile isotopes (see Chapter 7). The princiIJal methods
used in fast neutron spectrometry are briefly described in this section.
Fast neutron detectors. which respond to recoils, have broad pulse
height distributions for monoenergetic neutrons. The pulse height
spectra can be unfolded, with some effort, to obtain the ori!tinal neutron
spectra. Since this typ<.> of spectrometer has rebtively high efficiency
(compared with alternate methods to be descrilx'<!). it is preferred in
certain circumstances. As a result, computt'r programs are available hr
determining the response functIOn and for unfolding the neutron
spectrum.
However. several more dirt'ct techniques can sometimps be used for
fast neutron spectrometry: 6 Li and ::; He semiconductor sandwiches,
proton recoil "telescopes," and time·of-night techniques, among others.
In the lithium sandwich detector, a thin layer of material containing
lithium (LiF) is placed betwel'n two semiconductor dett=ctors. For low
neutron energies, the reaction products from the G Li(Il,c<)3 ife reaction
are detected in the two semiconductors. "True" en'nts are detJ..!cted by a
coincidence between the two detectors. The total energy d('posited on
the two detectors is equal to the Q-value of the H'action (~leV) plus the
incident neutron energy. One drawback of this method is that, as the
incident neutron energy becomes larger, the reaction products are not,
sometimes, emitted in opposite directions, and both can end up in the
same detector. In this case, the event wiii not !w recorded since there is
no coincidence. :3 He can be used instead of C I.i because it results in
somewhat better resolution. The chargt....1 particles do not lose as much
energy in the 3 He gas as thC'y cio in the 6 Li coating. Corr.pared to 6 Li.
the ;1 He systl'm has also a high£'r cross section and a higher efficiency
because the range of the char~ed particlE'S limits the amount I)f Ii Li that
can be used.
The proton recoil telescope responds only to recoil protons emitted at
a giv£'n angle with respect to th" incident nelltron direction. If the angle
is fixed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between th£' proton energy
(which can be easily determined) and the neutron energy. The drawback
of the telescope is its very low efficiency due to the small angular region
in which events are measured.
Time-of·flight techniques measure the time between th€' emission of
the n€'utron in a fission event, for instance, and its later pickup by a fast
response det~ctor, such as a plastic scintillator, after the neutron has
traveled an accurately known distance (?om source to detector. This
measurement gives directly the velocity :-:: :i, hence, the neutron energy,
but, like pre-ton recoil telescopes, it ha<; extremely low efficiency.
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DETECTORS

ANDA often involves )·rays mt.'asure!l1cnL These may originate either
in the interrogation source or in the sample as a result of fission or other
r('actions. Two types of detectors, scintilla tors and solid·state germanium
detectors, are described in the following st'ctions. Both types have wide
application in the assay of fissionable materials. These and other types of
'Y·rays detel:tors used for specialized d(·t~'dion problpms are discussed
extensively (Ref. 3, 11, and 12).
8.3.1

Scintillation Detectors

When "y' and x·rays pass through matter, stich as the detector, they
transfer part of or all of tht'ir energy to electrons by the processes
described in Chapter 3: photoelectrit: absorption, Compton scattering,
and pair production. In scintillation detl'ctors, thest' s('condary electrons
dissipate their energy in turn by ionization or excitation of molecules,
which emit light scintillations, during their return to normal states. The
light scintillation is then converted by a photomultiplier tube into a
pulse of current or voltage. Under proppr conditions, the height of the
pulse is proportional to the energy lost by the ionizing particle in the
crystals. Thus, this system can be used to measure energy distributions as
well as the number of 'Y·rays. The process is quite similar to that
previously described for neutron dcteltion.
A wide vari~'ty of scintilla tors are us('d for detection of 'Y·rays. Several
of thp more important ones along with l>omp of their characteristics are
listed in Table 8-6. The first two m:lterials in the t.'\ble are single organic
Tabl... 8·6. Properties of ~ .ray scintillators.

Scintillator
Anthract'nt'
Stilb('ne
NE102
NE213
NE901
Nal(l1i
Csl(Na)
CsI(TI)
CsF
CdW0 4
Bi4 Ge 3 012
·Org.

=

TypeR
Org. crystal
Org. crystal
Plastic
Org.liquid
Glass

lnorg. crystal
Inorg. crystal
Inorg. crystai
Inorg. crystal
Inorg. crystal
!norg. crystal

Density
(i!/cm 3 )

Index of
Rt'Crnction

Light Output
(% of
Anthracl'lll')

Decay Time
(ns)

1.25
1.16
1.032
0.874
2.64
3.67
4.51
4.51

1.G2
1.63
1.58
1.51
1.58
1.85
1.84
1.80
l.48
2.2
2.15

100
50
65
78
28
230
219
104
12
39
18

30
4.5
2.1
3.7
75
230
630
1000
5
500,20000
300

4.11
7.90
7.13

Organic; Inorg.• lnorl:nnic.
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material crystals. The next two materials art' organic materials dissolved
in organic solids or liquids, and the others are inorganic crystals or glass.
In avJition to these materials, xenon and other inert substances in
gaseous, liquid, and solid phases and various glasses can be used as
scintillators.
The most commonly used scintillator for 'Y·rays detection is sodium
iodide doped with a small amount of thallium impurity, NaI(Tl). NaI is
transparent to its own fluorescent light. The fluorescent spectrum is
well matched to photocathodes used in some photomultiplier tuues. This
scintillator has high efficiency and fairly good resolution and can be
made in all sizes up to 30 em by 30 em. The most common sizes are 7.5
em by 7.5 em and 12.5 em ,)y 12.5 em. Figure 8.18 shows aNal
crystal-photomultiplier combination. To prevent moisture rptention and
light loss, the crystal is encapsulated in an air- and light·tight reflecting
material such as aluminum coated with magnesium oxide. Photoelectrons
emitted from the photocathode are multiplied at each of the dynode
stages in the photomultiplier tube.
A typical pulse height spectrum for incident 'Y·rays of a particular
energy (13iCs, 662 keY) is shown in Figure 8.19. A peak results, if the
'Y-ray is totally absorbed by the crystal and its energy converted to
fluorescent radiation that is then detected without loss in the photomultiplier. Ideally, this peak would be represented by a line, but losses and
statistical fluctuations in the photomultiplication process broaden the
PHOTOCATHODE \
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Figure 8.18. Schematic of a scintillation detector showin2 the scintillation
crystal (NaI) and photomultiplier tube (PMT).
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Figure 3.19. Pulse height distribution of 131Cs ),·ray source
measured by a 3·in. (7.5·em) x 3·in. (7.5-em) NaI(TI) Dt'!eetor.

line. Some of the 'Y·rays undergo Compton scattering rather than
photoelectric absorption and give up only part of their energy to the
crystal before escaping from it. This results in the broad, relatively flat
pulse height distribution shown below the peak, known as the Compton
shelf. If the crystal is large enough, many of the photons scattered by the
Compton process wi!! eventually Ix> absorbed after several collisions, ami
their total energy will be converted, placing them in thp peak and giving
a high peak·to·Compton shelf ratio.
The detector efficiency depends on its size and the 'Y'ray pnergy,
Figure 8.20 shows this dependence. The figure includes a geometry (solid
ar.gie) factor, which makes the maximum efficiency 50 percent rather
than 100 percent when the source is placed next to the detector (zero
source to crystal distance).
The resolution of a Nal-detector is defined as toE/E, where toE is the
full ~idth at half the maximum (FWHM) of the photopcak of the
662-keV 'Y-my from 137 Cs, and E = 662 kcV. A good, medium sized (7.5
cm X 7.5 cm) detector with a high-quality photomultiplier should have a
resolution of better than 7.5 percent. In fact, superior detectors with
resolution smaller than 6.5 percent are now available. Larger cylindrical
detectors should have a resolution better than 8.0 percent. Detectors
whose resolutions are 10 percent or worse have limited use for 'Y·ray
energy spectrum determinations, but they can serve for gross 'Y-ray
detection. Sodium iodide detectors are used in most ANDA instruments,
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Figure 8.20. Calculated efficiencies of r\al 13.in. (7.5-em) x 3-in.
(7.5-em») crystal.

based on the detection of delayed 'Y·rays from fission, because of their
high efficiency and their ability to select spe<.:ific energy regions.
In coincidence systems. plastic scintillators (for example, NE-I02,\)
are often used for both neutron <md ')'-ray de-wction. Th::> ')'-ray energy
resolution for plastic scintilbtors is quite poor lIS compared with Nal
detectors since tho:re is very little total encLg)! absorptic;' Typical pube
height spectra for various -y-ray enerJies from a detector 12.7 ('m X 10
em are shown in Figure 8.21 (Ref. 13). the Compton edge (see Chapter
3) for each is indicated by an arrow. The solid lines are pulse height
spectra, calculated by Monte Carlo methods. Hecause of the broad pulse
height distribution in hydrogen-eontaining scintillators, the detection
efflciency depends strongly on the pulse height bias. or dL~criminator
setting. Using Figure 8.22 (Ref. 14), one can l'stimate the intrinsic
detection efficiency* of a plastic scintillator, for a certain incident
photon energy, by selecting the curve that corresponds to the discriminator bias setting employed in the system to read the value of j.l. The
efficiency is then estimated by calculating l-exp(-j.ld), where d is the
effective thickness of the scintillator. For example, the efficil'ncy of a
12.5-cm thick scintillator is about 45 percent for 1 MeV 'Y·rays when the
equivalent bias is set at an energy of 0.25 MeV.
·The intrinsic detection efficiency is the probability that a ..,.·ray incid,mt on the
detector face will induce lln electronic p:Jlse higher lhan the discriminator selling,
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Figure 8.23 shows the detection efficiency, as a function of "Y·ray
energy, including source-detector geometrical effects, of a large plastic
scintillator in a typical ANDA application. Here, the sample is a uniform
fissile sample in which fissions are induced by neutrons from a source 20
in. (50 em) away. This arrangement, which is typical of a group of
ANDA instruments based on fission multiplicity detection (see Chapter
9), shows a zero bias efficiency of over 30 percent for low-energy "Y·rays.
The efficiency at 1 MeV is greater than 20 percent.
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8.3.2

Semiconductor Detectors

Semiconductor detectors are characterized by very hi~h energy
resolution. They are, however, among the most delicate photon detectors
and have low efficiency. Semiconductor detectors are often used in
passive NDA applications, but they are not commonly used in active
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systems, except in some deve'lopmental work relatin~ to Ot'layed 'Y-rays
following ne'utron-induced fis"ion and phC'tofission (s('(' Chapters 7 and
9) and in neut.ron capture studies of fissionable bOtOpl'S (Ref. 15).
Properties of the important semiconductor dete'ctors are 1.>ridly reviewed
in this s~ction.
Semiconductor detectors uSl'd for 'Y-ray work include' lithiu:n-drifted
germanium (CelLi)] and high purity, "'ntrinsic" germanium. Lithiumdrifted silicon (Si(Lil] is also used for x-ray or low-energy 'Y-ray work. In
the lithium-drifted detectors, Li ions are diffused irt.o the crystal and
combine with impurity sites to form a charge-free (uepJetedl region. A
high purity crystal does not require Li-drifting. In either case, seconriary
electrons, resultin~ from 'Y-ray interactions in the d('tector, cause
electron-hole (that is, positive ion) pairs to be formed in the depleted
region, and these are collected 1.>y f'lectrode~ (as in a gas ;>r<:>portional
counter) when a suitable bias voltage is applied.
These detectors are generally smaller than Nal detectors. ranging up to
depleted volumes in excess of 100 cm:;. Tlwi, low efficiencies are quoted
as the ratio to the efficiency of a 7.5-cm by 7.5-cm (3-in. X 3-in.) Nal
det.ector for the 1.33·~leV 'Y-rays of coCo. A 1('O-('c CelLi) df'tector has
an efficiency of about 20 percent. l{pcently, singlp detectors wit.h
efficiencies in excess of -tv percent have become available. However. the
resolution of CelLi) or hypcrpure GI' detectors is vastiy supprior to that
of Nal detectors. A good large detector has a. cesolution of less than 2
keV (F\\'H~I) at the l3tlCo peaks. and a snJ:J1l dl?tector Cllll have even
better resolution-several hundred eV foc incident energies of less than
100 keY.
One serious drawback to Ge(Li) detpctors is the need to cool them, at
all times, to liquid nitrogen temperature. At room temperature, the
depleted region is removed by diffusion processes and the crystal is then
no longer useful as a detector. They an" therefore. mounted on a
heat-eonducLing rod that is inserted into a Dpwar vessel containi:lg liqUid
nitrogl'n. Hypc-rpure G~ detectors and Si(Li) detectors nped be cooled
only when in Use.
rigure 8.24 shows a typical Ge(Li) slwctrum for) 37 Cs. A comparison
with Figure 8.19 shows the dramat;-:: improvement in resolution.
DETECTIO~ ELECTRONICS

8.4

The signal that emerges from any detector caused by a nputron or
photon is a small charfre or voltage pulse. For simpl" detpction purposes
it may be sufficient to distinguish this pulse from noise pulses and record
it. Usually, however, much more processing is required. ln'detecting
'}'-rnys. the energy spectrum IS almost always needed. This requires
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measuring the pulse height distribution from tl~~ detector. In general, a
detection and pulse height analysis system requires preamplification,
pulse shapin~, further amplification, pulse height discrimination or pube
height analysis, and pulse recording or stomge. In addition, many ANDA
systems involvt.' coincidence techniqul's. All of these functions are
accomplished by the detector's electronics system.
8A.1

Basic Electronic Circuits

A typical, simple system of nucleonic instrumentatiun is shown in
Figure 8.25. The components of the system will be described emphasizing important factors that are under the control of the operator.
There are, as discussed before, three categories of detectors: semiconductors, scintillators, and gas-filled counters (ion chambers or proportional counters). In all these, the electrical output signal i.> an impulse of
charge (current X time). The area of the impulse (the total charge
generatt'd by each ray or particle absorbt.'d by the detector) is directly
proportional to the absorbed energy. This energy, as has been pointed
out previously, may not be the same as the energy of the incident
radiation.
The duration of the output current depends on the type of detector
and the nature and energy of the radiation. The currents of !'hortest
duration (0.1 to 10 ns) occur in plastic scintillators and thin-depletiondepth semiconductor detectors; the longest (0.1 to 5 jJs) occur in
i
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Figure 8.25. Block diagram of basic i:1Strumen!.;ltion system.

gas-filled detectors. * The current duration in scintillators, such as sodium
iodidt' and cesium iodide. is 0.25 to 1.5 "'~.
In semic:mductor dt>kctors, the en<'rgy conversion factors (W, the
energy required to form an electron-holt' pair) are 2.8 and 3.5 eV for
germanium and silicon. respectively. Charge multinlication does not
OCClU in semico!lduC'tor detectors. In scintillation counters. the effective
If is 3 to 30 keV/electron. multiplied hy as much as 10 5 to 108 by the
photomultiplier_ In gas-filled detectors, the conversion factor is 25 to 36
eV lion pair. No multiplication OCCUI'S in ionization chambers, but
multiplication factors of as much as 10~ are common for proportional
counter detectors. Thus, depending or. the detector and the radiation
energy. signal heights may vary from small values comparable to the
noise If'vel of the amplifier'to high amplitudes at which amplifier noise is
negligible.
·Ionization chambers and ~ome spec:al gas proportional count,l'rs have !hort
electron charge collection times (10 to 100 ns).
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Figure 8.26 shows various input couplings between the detector and
the preamplifier. Because there is capadtance in the signal line to the
preamplifier, these couplings are called AC. When high count rates are
anticipated, direct coupling (DC) is usually preferred (see Section 8.5.1).
S~miconductordetectors and some gas proportional counters require low
to very low noi:>e preamplifiers. Scintillation detectors do not require
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preamplifiers; their output can be fed directly into amplifiers that accept
narrow (impuls£» pulses.
Low noise pr£>amplifiers distort the pulse shape, which is then
retrieved in the main amplifier by differentiation. Simple differentiation
results in undershoot-a distortion of the ampiitude of a pulse preceded
by another that has not been completely intl'i,'Tated by the preamplifier.
Most amplifiers provide a compensating network (pole zero compensation = P.Z.C.) (Ref. 16) which, if correctly adjusted, completely
eliminates th£> undershoot. Because P.Z.C. is necessary at high counting
rates, the P.Z.C. network in the main amplifier should be carefully
adjusted for the contemplated count ratl' range. Figure 8.27 shows
typical pulse shal,es from detectors, preamplifiers, and amplifiers.
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Figure 8.27. Detector, prt'amplifler, and amplifier pulse shapes.
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8.4.2
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Pulse Shaping and Pile-up

The output obtained from a scintillation detector, or the diffen'n·
tiat:?d '.)utput from a preamplifier, is amplified and finally feu to a
shaping network. This network assures that the pulse amplitude, at its
uutput, is proportional to the an'a of the pulse at its input. Hence, the
pulse amplitude at the output of tlw main amplifin will be proportional
to the charge delivered by the detector, which in turn is proportional to
the rnergy deposited in the detector.
ldpally, the output pulse of voltage preamplifiers will be a step
function whose height is proportional to the chari-:e collected at the
detector. It decays with a long time constant (of the order of 50 I1S), as is
indicated in Figure 8.27. The rise time of the step is determined by the
charge collection time of the detector. For very fast detccl.ors (with ri<;e
times less than 50 ns), the inherent rise time (typically 30 to 100 ns) of
the preamplifier, which is also affl'cted by the detector's capacitance, is
dominant.
At high count rates, the "piling-up" of the pulses on the long tail may
cause the !'rsponse to be nonlinear. To obtain the undistorted amplitude
of the pulse, no other pulse should be present at the precise instant the
amplitude is to he measured. Piling-up is a particularly serious problem in
high resolution systems, such as Gc(Li).
To reduce pile.up, the output of the preamplifier is first differentiated
in the an: ~lifie•. This effectiveiy removes the slow tail and produces a
pulse whose amplitude is proportional to the initial rise of the
preamplifier's pulse, and hence, to the detector's signal. The pulse can be
shaped in various ways: uy CoR, C-R-L or delay-line differentiation and
R-C, R-L-C or delay-line integrating networks. Figure 8.28 shows some
simple pulse-shaping circuits.
In general pile·up may be reduced by five means:

1. By choosing a pulse shape device which ensures that the output pulse
returns to zero as fast as possible after having reached its peak.
Several commercially available amplifiers use a particular filter which
provides practically equal rise and fall time ("semi·Gaussian"
shaping) to assure the closest to optimum performance obtainable
\vith a linear time,invariant shaping network.
2. By making the shaped pulses as narrow as possible so that the
probability of overlapping pulses is reduced. At very high counting
rates, an improvement in resolution may be achieved by reducing the
shaping time-<:onstant to a value shorter than the one required for
optimum signal·to·noise (SIN) ratio at low counting rates. Henc(',
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there is a tradeoff between an optimal SIN ratio and the ability to
count at high rates. As a rough guide, the following time-constants
are recommended for semiconductor detectors: at low counting
rates, 6.4 or 3.2 /lS for high-capacitance detectors, and 1.6 /lS for
low-capacitance detectors. With cooled FET* preamplifiers the
• Field-effect transistor.
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optimum time-constant is shorter than 1.6 JlS and at medium and
high counting rates, these values should be reducrd by a factor of 2
to 4.
3. By using a pile-up rejection (PUR) circuit, the effe~t of residual
pile-up may be further reduced. This circuit prevents those pulses
whose ampI.tudes have been distorted by pile-up from rraching the
spectrum analyzer. Ob\'iously, if the level of pi!P-up is high, for
example, v.'ith a very high count rate at low energies, the PUR will be
busy most of the time in rejecting pulses and very little useful
information on the desired low-intensity, high·energy lines will be
accumulated. This is the basic deficiency of the conventional PUR.
4. By DC coupling the entire system or using baseline restoration. The
latter is essentially a nonlinear filter that heavily attenuates lowfrequency components of the sib'llal delivered by the main amplifier,
thus partially e:iminating the slow tail which may be left by
incomplete P.Z.C.
5. By using a time-variant filter which responds to both the shape and
the v.'idth of the pulses instead of the one parameter measured by the
Gaussian (time-invariant) filter. The time variant method can
probably give the best resolution for high count rate cases (Ref. 17),
but it is more complicated. Although of limited usefulness in ANDA,
it could be useful in passive -y-ray NDA.

\

It must be stressed that none of the above pile-up reducing techniques
alone \\'ill suffice; only a judiciously chosen combination of the available
methods will achieve optimum results.

8.4.3

Systems for Counting and Energy Spectrometry

Fib'Ure 8.25 shows a block diagram of a simple counting system. All
pulses exceeding thE' energy level chosen by the integral di$criminator
will be counted. Such a system is useful for counting a single energy line
when no other lines are present (for example, in gas counters). The
discriminator simply <;ul1presses the counts originating from noise.
A more advanced system is shown in Figure 8.29A. Here the integral
discriminator of Fi~re 8.25 is replaced by a single channel analyzer that
counts all pulses whose hei~ht falls within a certain range. This system
can count the intensity of a single energy line in the presence of others.
By selecting the proper channel width and by gradually advancing the
value of the baseline, one can obtain a complete spectrum. This
procedure is time-consuming, but often suffices, especially in the field,
where multichannel analysis is not available.
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Figurt? 8.29. Block diagrams of counting systems.

Figure 8,29B shows a system that employs n multichannel r\l1:-!lyzer
(MeA). The MCA consists of an analog.to-digital converter (ADC) that
converts the peak amplitude of incoming pulses into a digital number
that is stored by a digital memory in a "channel." The data can be
retrieved later in a suitable form for display of the recorded spectrum on
a cathode ray tube and/or for storage for further analysis on a permanent
medium such as punched tape, magnetic tape, disc, and others. MCA
spectra have been shown in Figures 8.19, 8.21, and 8.24. Figure 8.29C
demonstrates the additional use of a window amplifier, which focuses on
only a certain region of the energy spectrum, thereby greatly reducing
the waste of memory space on channels that would otherwise record
only insignificant information, if any.
8.4.4

Pulse Shape Discrimination

In addition to pulse height discrimination in scintillators used for
detecting neutrons, it is often desirable to discriminate against 1'·ray
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pulses by other means. "Y·Ray pulses have often shorter decay times than
neutron pulses because their secondary particles are electrons rather than
heavy, charged particles. The difference in decay times can he uSl'd to
reject pulses caused by ,),·rnys. This method is known as pulse shape
,Qiscrimination (1'SO).
Fi~ure 8.30 shows the principle of one type of :'30 Cltrcuit (Rd. 5).
The pulse is delayed about 50 115, which is shor~er than the decay time of
a neutron pulse and longer than the decay time of a "Y·ray Jlulse. The
delayed pulse is counted in cuincidence with the original pulse. As a
result, there will be a coincident pulse, if the event is caused by a
neutron. These kinds of circuits can reduce the "Y·ray background in
neutron scintillation detectors by a factor of 10 or more. l'80s have also
been used in ANDA systems that count fast neutrons .from fissions
stimulated by low-energy (sub-MeV) neutrons, for example, from Sb·Be
sources (see Section 9.3.1).
8.4.5

Detector and Electronic Stability

Stability of the detection system is essential. The most important
cause of instability, temperature variation of the detector, can be
mitigated by keeping the detector at ronstant temperature. Temperature
instability is particu1:lrly Sf'rious for Nal detectors and fast scintillators.
Cc(Li) detectors are kept at cryogenic temperature, and in some cases,
their preamplifiers arc also cooled.
Although gas proportional counters, especially BF 3 and 3 Be, are
tem~wrature·insensitive, thpy often perform poorly in high humidities
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Figure 8.30. Principll'S of a pulse shape discriminator circuit.
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because of high-voltage leakage !U1d breakdown across insulators. In
addition, gas proportional counters undergo long-term detC'rioration due
to radiation damage and depletion of the neutron-absorbing {sotope. For
instance, 3111' tubes ':,t 4 atm ~ressure"h:J.ve been found to deteriorate in a
neutron nux of 10 I to 10 n{cm-{s after a few hundred hours of
operation (Ref. 18). This phenomenon may result from the buildup of
electronegative gaseous products that capture the drifting electrons thUS,
reducing the pube amplitude. To prevent the buildup, a layer of
activated charcoal that absorbs these ga:>es is placed on the tube cathode.
After 1000 hr, the gas multiplication factor of charcoal-coated tubes
drops about 10 percent, but there is no deterioration of the shape of the
pulse height spectrum. These tubes also have better resolution than
uncoated tube.~ (Ref. 18).
Count rate is still another cause of instability: some photomultipliers
show gain characteristics that depend on the count rate. Several methods
exist for stabilizing such systems. If the count rates are not too high (for
example, less th!U1 100,000 cps) and good resolution detecto,rs are used
(Nal), stabilization may be accomplished by circuits that sense the
amplitude drift of a prominent )'-ray peak !U1d change either the
amplifier's gain or the high voltage of the photomultiplier. These
spectrum stabilizers, commercially available, have proven reliable in the
field. Sometimes the peak that the stabilizer responds to is an artificial
one, provided either by an a-particle Emitter "seeded" in the crystal or
by a constant intensity light·~mitting ~iode (LED). In either case, the
pulse height of the artificial peak should be well above the ener~ region
of the detected 'Y·rays to prevent undesirable interferences. For
applications with count rates at about 100,000 cps, resolution of
instability problerils is discussed in Sl'ction 8.5.
8.4.6

Deadtime Corrections

All detectors and their associated electronics are subject to errors due
to "deadtime," the interval following the detection of a pulse during
which a succeeding pulse cannot be detected or recorded. Both detectors
and electronics have dead times. For example, in a ga.~-proportional
counter, a second event may not be detected while the ionization p:oocess
of a first event is taking place. Here, the detector is said to be fully or
partially "paralyzed_" Deadtimes in electronics occur because of the
width of the pulse or because it takes time for a circuit to recover from a
previous pulse. The deadtime of the system (detector plus all electronics)
is equal to the longest deadtime of any of its components. Deadtimes
range from less than 1 ns in fast scintillator detectors to -100 JlS in some
gated electronic circuits.
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It is always necessary to correct observed count rates for the counts
presumed to have been missed during the system dead time. A simple
correction formula can be derived as follows: let the deadtime following
each detected ('\'ent be T(£) and the average observed count rate (cps) be
No. The expected total deadtime per second is NoT, and during this time
No(NoT) events are presumably mllised. Therefore, the true (corrected)
count rate, Nt. is given by
Nt=No+N02T=No(1+Nor}.

(8·3)

A more rigorous derivation yields
(8·4)

which agrees with Eq. 8·3 if N T .~ 1 (lo\',' count rates). Eq. 8·3 and 8-4
assume total paralysis of the sy~tem during deatlLime. Different formulas
replace Eq. 8·4, if partial paralysis is assumtod, but these also reduce to
Eq. 8·3 at low count rates. For some ga~d cih:uits (see Section 8.G), the
correction formulas can be much more complicated and the corrections
much largl'r.
As a numerical illustration:. if T is 0.1 f.l.~, (he dead time correctbn No T
will be 1 percent, if I'.' is 10:> cps, and 10 percent, if I'.' is 106 cps. For
"
0
T at 100 ps, 1 percent correction is required at an No of 100 cps and 10
percent at an No of 1000 cps.
8.5

HIGH·COUNTING RATE PROBLE!I.!S IN ANDA

In many ANDA applications, it IS essential to be able to count at very
high rates. IIigh counting rates c.m stem from large ),·ray bad.grounds in
measurf'm('nts wl1l're neutrons are uSE;d as a signatl're (for cxamplf', in
spent fuel rod m"asurements), or in measurements of photofissions. High
counting ratcs also arise from the high transient source neutron intensity
of 14·MeV or photoneutron sourc('s in delayed neutron or ),·ray
measurements. Finally, when high accuracy is desired in a very short
measuring time, very high counting rates are required to yield statisti·
cally significant results. This is the situation in high-speed fuel rod
scanners (see Section 9.6).
Fast detectors •. such as scintillators, ionization chambers, and coated·
cathode (for example, lOB) proportional counters, can pro. ide the
capahility to accurately mt.>asure high count rates. The following
discussion will be limited to scintillation detectors. A special high
counting rate ANDA application of BF 3 and lOB·coated detectors in
which thE' -y-ray flash from a Linac is canceled by subtracting detector
signals is discussed in the literature (Ref. 19).
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Pulse Counting with Fa"t Organic Scintillators

The fastest possible counting can be obtained by plastic scintillators
with fast photomultipliers. Count rates in excess of 10 7 pulses per
second can be achieved without major difficulties. The basic circuit,
shown in Figure 8.26B, is usually followed by a fast, nonshaping
amplifier and a fast discriminator. The purpose of the amplifier is to
allow the photomultiplier tube (PMT) to operate at lower gain (that is,
lower high voltage) and hence, lower average anode current, which
improves thp stability of the photomultiplier. The stability of the
voltages b~wep.n the dynodes is also important. To assure that these
voltages r!!main constant, regardless of the count rate and the pulse
amplitudes, one can ·eplace the voltage distribution resistors of some of
the stages by Zener diodes, which give a fixed voltage drop regardless of
current. A simpler approach is to connect the last dynodes to ground by
relatively large capacitors (typically 0.01 /-IF), as is shown in FiJ:(Urc
. 8.26B. The capacitors limit the variations of the vo~tage across the
resistors when large, individual pulses occur.
Usually, stable operation of photomultipliers requires that the current
flowing across the high voltage divider-string is at least a factor of 100
higher than the average anode current. The approximate anode current
can be computed from the measure total count rate, ap.d the shape of an
average pulse, which can be obtained by observing the signal on a fast
oscilloscope. Two such pUlse shapes are sho ...m in Figure 8.31. The first
was obtained from a 22~a (511- and l275-keV) "(·ray source and a
l5.2-em x 15.2-cm cylindrical plastic scintillator (NE·l02i"'). The second
was obtained from an Am- Li neutron source and a long (15.2·em ,;
6l-em) NE-l02A scintillator. A fast photomultiplier tU'Je (XP-l040)
with a rise time of 2 ns was used in the first case; the second used a
"slow" nn, EMI-9530K, Vvith a rise time of a little less than 40 ns.

-125 v

Figure 8.31. Anode pulse shapt'!i for two sources, two si:r.t'S of a plastic
scintiUator, and two types of PMT's.

\
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The area of each of the triangles shown in Fil{Ure 8.31 multiplied by
rate gives a rough approximation to the average anode
current. For 10 5 pps, the current from the 15.2 cm x 15.2 cm
scintillator was 26 !lAo For the same count rate, the current in the larger
scintillator exposed to the neutron source was about 260 !l A. Obviously,
the reason for the much hi~her current in the second case is the larger
.....idth of the pulse, probably caused by the multiple scattering the
neutron undergoes as it is slowed dO\\11 in the large hydrogcn-containinr,
scintillator. For stable operation, the average PMT current should not
significantly exel'ed 1 /lA. He-nee, for the long scintillator, amplifying the
signal gain by a factor of 10 to 50 and reducing the high voltage, lowers
the average current to the desireri level without loss of sensit.ivity.
The fast integral discriminator (Fl,nJre 8.25) that follows the amplifier
serves to staJldardize the pulses, to eliminate noise pulses, and,' if desired,
to provide some rough discrimination among energies. The energy
discrimination is coarse because of the poor pulse height distribution
obtained by plastic scintillators (see Figures 8.17 and 8.21).
the~ve!'age count

8.5.2

Fast Pulse Counting with Sodium Iodide (!'aI) Detectors

Inorganic scintillators, of which Na1(T1) is the most common, have
relatively long decay time constants. between 250 and 1000 ns. One
exception is the CsF l1etl'ctor. Although it has a short dl'cay time (-5
ns), it has ve:ry low light-emitting efficiency. Hence, it exhibits very poor
energy resolution. althouJ:(h it is sompwhat better than organic scintillators. The long deeay time of the light pulse in inorganic scintillators is a
drawback for high countinf; rate applications. However, their high
sensitivity. efficiency, and good energy resolution make these detectors,
especially NaI(T1), very attractive even for applications with high count
rates. There are two ways in 'which NaI(Tl) detectors are used: discrete
pulse counting and current measurements. In pulse counting, thp long
decay time, 250 ns for Nal, causes superposition of pulses on the t.railing
edges of the previous pulses. In order to reduce this pile-up, one can
differentiate the signal, thereby reducing the effective pulse width.
Without differentiation, the signal takes about 1 /lS to fall to about 2
percent of its peak value. \....ith proper differentiation, one can reduce
this time to between 0.5 and 0.2 /-IS. A moder..te or substantial loss in
energy resolution results because part of the scintillation light is rejected.
However, even ....;th strong differentiation, which allows count rates in
excess of 500,000 cps, the €:nergy resolution is quite often sufficient to
afford good separation between background and &ignal.
An example of delay line differe:ltiated ("clipped") signals from a
5.1-cm x 5.1·cm NaI(T1) detector measuring 13iCs (662 keV) and
241 Am (60 keV) ")'-ray lines is sho....11 in Figure 8.32. The figure shows
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Figure 8.32. Delay line (50 ns) differentiated signals from Nal(Tl) detector
[2 in. (5 em) x 2 in. (5 em) crystal with RCA 8850 I'MT
and fast amplifier) counlinl: :WO,OOO cps.

that in spite of the high count rate (300,000 cps) one can easily separate
the low and high energy lines by placing the discriminator level at the
gap between the lines, that is, around 100 mV. Here, gain shift.s of less
than 25 percent will llot greatly change the observed count rate bt>cause
of the gap width. Thei~sence of oscillations on the t ailing edge of the
pulse in Figure 8.32, rIue to poor imped<U1ce matching, underlines the
importance of proper term;:lation and impedance malc1ling in fast
counting systems.
8.5.3

Current

~teasurements

Discrete pulse measureml'nts with NaI(T1) are limited, in pr'lctict:, to
count rates of less than 500,000 cps. Thus, if higher counting rates are
desired, the detection of individual pulses must be foregone and
measurement of the average current must be substitulR.d. The main
advantage of the current measurement technique is its virtual independence of counting rate. It applies to low counting rates, if the average
CU"Tent is above the background currt>nt ("dark-current") as wl'll as to
counttates of many million pulses/second, regardless of the decay time
characteristics of the scintillation. In the examples mentioned in Section
8.5.1, the average p~tT was 26 and 260 jJ.A for the short and long
scintillators, respectively. These currents may be reduced by a factor of
10 to 50 with proper prpamplification. Currents of these magnitudes or
even 1000 times smaller can easily be measured by DC coupling the I'MT
anode ';0 a current integrator (for example, Ortec Model 439 Digital
Current Integrator), which replaces the currel"t-sensitive preamplifier in
Figure 8.26B. Figure 8.33 shows this arrangement.
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SC'NTILLA,OR

PMT

- - ..-- @].
Figure 8.33. Ph~,t,.,mulliplil'r ~·~h·m with ground (DC~oupled) anode.
(I) Current s~nsiliVl' pn'llmplifier or fast impulse
amplifier for counli"l: discrete pulses, or furrent
inlegrl'.tor for current measurements.
(II) Charge sensili\'l' pn'amplifier or fast impulse
amplifier.

In Figure 8.33 the anode o:'('mtes at ground potential, and the
cathode operates at thE' reql·.ec lwgntive high voltage. The absence of a
capacitor in thE' anode line also lU:l.kes this coupling the best one for
discrete high pulse rate apt'",·~\tions. The great sensitivity of the
integrator makes the P~lT mort' stable by reducing the PMT gain (by
lowering the high voltage).
One source of long term inst;lbility in inorpnic scintillators is the
phosphorescence creat&.! in thl' ~1~\$S envelope of the Pl\lT by the strong
light generated in the scintil1atl~r. The intensity of this light is high
enough to cause phosphorl'Sct'lll"l' only when a highly efficient crystal
like NaI(T1) is expoSt."<i to str\mg ra iiation fields, for example, in
high·speed fuel rod scanners (set' Section 9.6). Phosphorescence is also a
function of the type of glass USt"\. Because it appears as a low constant
cur.L"~nt, it does not affect discIl'tt' pulse measurements, however, ~t does
affect current measurements. By keeping the average radiation field
constant, one can account for the effect of phosphorescence.
It should be recalled that the quantity that is measured uy current
init'gration is different from tilt.' quantity of discrete pulses. In pulse
counting, one measures the number of pulses above a certain energy or
pulse height level or within an t'nergy band per unit time. In current
measurement, the int~gra1 of the product of the number of pulses times
their pulse height (or intensity of the emitted light) is measured. Figure
8.34 compares these two quantities :\nd shows the pulse height
distribution owing to ddayed 'Y·rnys (Figure 7.15), ~(E), and the
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detector (30 s irradiation and measurinl: time).

spectrum of energy deposited by thl'se p:uticlcs in the detector, E9(E).·
The discrete pulse rate, C, at the output of the discriminator with a bias
,d. is

(8·5)
The measured current, I, is proportional to
I c:-

E max

lo

E¢(E}dE.

(8·6)

°Note that we use the ;ymbol of enertn·, but actually what we hav.. is pulse heil(ht
distribution, which has been calibrated in terms of the energy of monoenergetic
calibration -y·ray sources.
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One can define the average enl'~',
follows:

E,

E(cUITl'llt I ""

for current measurement as

/Ie.

(8·7)

The average spectrum energy, as ml:'~\"\lr('d by current from the delayed
')'·rays, is about 740 keV, substantdly higher than the mean energy of
the discrete pulses (about 500 k t' \ ' in the present case). Current
measurement does not provide uny means of controlling background or
spectral response, except by l' -ray flltt'rs that attenuate the low·energy
part of the spectrum.
The statistical uncertainties assol"i~\t(xl with discrete pulse and current
measurements are considerably difft'l'\'nt. For the former, the variance is
given by
(8·8)

and for the current measurements thl.' nrrilmce is given by
(01)2 ex

fl;2.~'lI::)dE

=I- 1.

(8·9)

Hence, one cannot estimate statistil.'al uncertainty from a current
measurement alone by taking the SqUllfe root of the total count. This
quantity can, however, be detNmaH-d empirically hy repeating the
measurement several times and coml'~lting the standard deviatior..
In summary, the direct current m"<lsurement of a scintillator detector
offers a counting system totaHy indep,-'lld",nt of count rate and deudtime.
As long as the spectrum of the mt'~~~ur,'d radiation does not significantly
change du.ring the measurement, thl' lIw3.sured current is proportional to
the count rate of the incident radiati;)l\.
8.6

COIN'CIDE~CE COID;TING

METHODS

Several ANDA methods are bnstxi ;.'n ('oincidence counting techniques,
that is, the nearly simultaneous dt'tt""tion, in two or more detectors, of
radiation emitted from un event. 1'1:1.'1"1.' are, on the average, about 2.5 to
3 prompt fast neutrons and 7 to S prompt')' ·rays with an average ene~
of -1 MeV emitted in each fission, This large multiplicity of emitted
radiation makes coincidence countin~ un attractive method for detecting
fission events. Coincidence systems d,'signed for this purpose are called
fission ~ultiplicity Qetectors l F:\ID,,). Such coincidence countin!'t
schemes commonly employ two to four detectors, which may respond
either to neutrons or t.o 'Y·rays, or to both. The longest interval, within
which twa or more such detected {'\'t'nt~ result in an output coincidence,

t;S:til;1,,~;C:W;jji·di~:2:;:jiji~;.s;,~.i:b}4*ii&'4~i;~;;q.ii":':·iS·:'s;
s";:k,*\4.;;;'isf@~;;":t"'af·~~tiii·~';i,;e;=ciww,~4M,,<,'"_1...
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is called the resolving time of the syst.em. If the resolving time is les~ than
about 100 ns, the system is referre':l to as fast, if the resolving t:nw is
much greater (up to - 100 J.1.S in some applications), the system ;s slow.
The resolving time, or coincidence time, should not be confused ",'jth the
deadtime (see Section 8.4.6).
In order to count prompt fission radiations in ANDA applications, fast
coincidence systems are usually used. These give a high signal·tobackground ratio. The background consists of accid(·ntal, or random,
coincidences that result from detection w:f.hin the fE'solving time of two
or more radiations which do not originate ir0m a common event. The
rate of accidental coincidences is proportional to the resolving time, T,
for twofold coincidences (or to T n - l for ll-fold cuincidences) so that
short resolving times are necl'ssary for low accideiltal coinci1tm-~
backgrounds. Fast coincidence systems are described in the following
sections.
Coincidence s)'stems that detect prompt neutrons, after they have
been slowed down to thermal or near thermal energies, use slu","
coincidence circuits, since the slowing-down and diffusion times in the
detectors are -100 J.1.S, This technique (see Section 8.6.2), is much more
common in passive ND.-\ methods that dete<:t spontaneous fissions in
2-10pu, however, one active system based on the same principle has been
designed (see Section 9.5.6).

8.6.1

Fast Coincidence Countinl!

A typical ANDA fast coincidrnce system has up to four detectors, dnd
an output pulse will be reco;:ded if any two, thrl'e, or all four detectors
(at the choice of the operator) sense' an incoming neutron or photon
within the resolving time of the system. The detectors used arc often
plastic scintillators (NaI is also possible), which have rapid respomes to
both fast neutrC'/lS and ')'-rays (see Tables 8-3 and 8·6). The choice of the
coincidence level is dictated by the background level. Generally, the
fission signal·to-background ratio improves considerably when higher
levels of coincidence are used, but at the same time the signal level
declines substantially. Often the best compromise is to use 3-out·of·4
coincidences. Since a typical fission will emit about from 2.5 to 3
neutrons and 7 or 8 photons.. t.he chances of detecting two or more of
these are good, if the detectors' efficiencies are high enot·gh.
There are two types of circuits thai accept coincidence pulses from
det.ectors and reject those that are not in coincidence: "gates" and
"summers." Gates are opened by the first of the coincident pulses to be
received and then pass the other coincident pulses. They are open for a
preset interval, usually about 50 ns for fast coincidence circuits or 10 to

6M.~g;f~~l;;;:i;th~1t';;::~,.i;;*;id;;"1'~.;( ':~~~:*.l.14h~t':;;';'iW#eI"&~;'rtj;;iMtf,ji'Hhj;.¥4~.ji4.$;,;ri~$d,t'AA#5j.;;.-s":-·4W=,;r,,~,;;
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100 lIS for slow circuits. Summers add the pulses: ;.f the puises overlap
within their respective pulse widths, they generate an output pulse of
amplitude equal to the sum of the individual amplitudes and width equal
to the overlap time. A suitably biased discriminator will pass the overlap
(summed) Dube but reject the sma lIer nonoverlapping pulses. The
principles of both types of systems are shoWn in Figures 8.35 and 8.36.
Figure 8.37 shows a schematic diar;ram of the fast coincidence system
used in hotopic Source Assay System (ISA8) (see Section 9.5). The
circuit shmm contains basically most attributes of fast coincident NDA
electronics. After pulse height discrimination and shape standardization,
the signals from the four detectors are fed to the logic* mixer (Figure
8.38) wllOse outputs correspond to the desireri multiplicity (2-out-of'4,
3-out-of·4, or 4-0ut-of-4). The logic mixer plus the second quad
discriminator provide for the majority coincidence uSing the principle
demonstrated in Figure 8.36. The photomultiplier's signals are also fed
to tn~ linear mixer and delay (Figure 8.39). The output of the logic
mixer opens a gate that passes the output from the linear mixer. The
signal from the linear mixer is delayed to arrive at the linear gate
concurrently with the signal of the majority coincidence. The linear
mixer actually sums the pulses from the four scintillators.

A~
I

I

B~
I
I

I
I

c~
Fig\lre

8.3~.

An AND gate as a coincidence circuit.

• Linear pulses are analog pulsus that maillUlin the original shap<l of the detector
pulSl's. Logic pulse~ are pulses with constant standard shapE'. The linear and logic
mixers are electronic circuits that mix linearly the linear and logic pulsE'S,
resp<lctivE'iy.
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TI"'E

Figure 8.36. Principles of "Summer"
coincidence circuits.

The linear sum that gets through the linear gate, which is opened only
if the desired coincidence (or majority) le.el is obtained, is related to the

total energy deposited by the nuclear signature in the detectors. Since
the total prompt photon energy from the fission event is usually higher
than the total energy released by other nuclear processes [including (n;y)
neutron capture], the measurement of the total energy deposited in the
detectors affords another degree of discrimination against nonfission
background. This fact is dE:monstrated in Figure 8.40 Ulat shows the
normalized total pulse height distribution of a four-detector ISAS for
3-out-of-4 coincidences for a small fission source (252Cf) and for the
background induced by a neutron source placed in the ISAS sourcecollimator. The pulse height distribution from 2~Na (1.275 and 0.511
MeV) r-my source provides for energy calibration. Figure 8.40 shows
that improved discrimination against background can be obtained by
biasing the linear system (the amplifier in Figure 8.37) at around 1 MeV

~
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Figure 8.37. Basic ISAS FMD c>ctronics.

(about channel 90). Obviously, such a high bias \\1n cause substantial loss .
in signal. Thus, the use of the linear channel is recommended when the
presence of elements with high-neutron capture cross sections und
associated high prompt -y-ray emissions (for example, chlorine) is
expected.
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Figure 8.38. Block diagram of a logic mLxer (ISAS).

8.6.2

Slow Coincidence Counting

Slow coincirlence counting is not usually utilized in ANDA systems. It
is used mainly in passive NDA systems which respond to prompt
neutrons from spontaneous fission of 2-10pu. In these applications hip:h
efficiency is necessary, and an array of moder.lted BF 3 or 3 He cO'Jntl'rs
is used. Because of thermal neutron absorption and diffusion in the
moderator, coincidences from the same fission event can be separated by
long times (10 to 100 ps). The "active well coincidence counter" (see
Chapter 9) is the only ANDA system that Uses this type of coincidence
circuit.
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Figure 8.39. Schematic of a linear passive mixer (ISAS).
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Several different slow coincidence circuits have been designed and
built. One is simply a gate which is open for a duration of the order of
the diffusion time in the thermal neutron detector. A detected nE'utron
opens this pte, which then passes any succ('pding neutron detected while
the gate is open. An iclentical gate. delayed by several hundred /.Is from
the first, passes signals from neutrons that do not originate in the fission
event and can, therefore, be used to determine the accidental coinci·
dence rate. This method requires significant corrections for deadtiml'
(Ref. 20). In another circuit, shift rE'gistt>r logic (Ref. 21) is used. lIerp,
each neutron pulse is stored in a shift reg:ster and is shifted at a fixed
rate (for example, l/J..Ls) for a time corresponding to the length of time
the gate is open (r). If a subsequent pulse(s) arrives while the first is in
the register, coincidences are recorded. These coincidencl's are registPrt'd
on a scaler, at a rate R In effect, each incoming pulse causes the scaler to
monitor t he pulses stored in the shift register. All pulses are al~o
reccrded in a second ordinary scaler, this count rate is G. It can be
shown that the fission rate is proportional to (rGLR). If, only
accidental (uncorrelated) coincidences are present, R = rG2. The smaller
corrections, for dE'adtime necessary for the shift register circuit relative
to thp simple gate circuit, permit much higher count rates in the shift
register.
A !:imple slow-coincidpnce circuit consists of two scalers, one of which
registers all counts, except for those missed during it.s short dead time.
The other is constructed with an artificially long deadtnne, approxi·
mately equal to the neutron diffusion time in the detector. It will,
therefore, not detect the subseqUent pulse:; (after a given pulse) due to
the correlated neutrons. The differences between these two scalers,
corrected for their respective short and long deadtimes, is to first ord('r
proportional to the fission rate (Ref. 22). The circuit, known as t!l('
variable dead time circuit (VDC) has been found vulnerable to changes in
the rate of accident.'1l coincidences during the measurement, since it
measures only the average accidental rate during the run.
Table 8·7 shows a comparison of the circuits discussed above for nn
assay of a 483-g Pu sample under conditions of high, low, and vllriable
backl70und (accidental) rates (Ref. 23). The poorer performance of the
VDC, ('Specially in run No.3, where the background rate was changed, is
evident. The "updating" circuit listed in Table 8-7 is basichlly the first
circuit described above, with two successive gates for "real" and
"accidental" counts.
8.7

COINCIDENCE EFFICIENCY

One of the most important attributes of fast coincidt'ncc techniques
for ANDA is their ability to detect fission events with high efficiency. It
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Table 8·7. Intercomparison oC thermal neutron coincidence
circuit., Cor variablE' background rates. a

Run

Average
Total
Rate
10 3 cps

1.6
12.0
6.6

VDC
Assay (g)

Shift
Register
Assay (g)

Updating
Circuit
Real·Time
Assay (g)

Updalinll
Circuit
Livetime
·Assay (g)

456, 1
4461 5
30981 3

483, 3
482 , ] 0
4831 -1

472,2
477 1 15
481 1 7

471 1 3
48014
4791 4

8The standard deviation was obtained by repeating each run thre" times.
bFor run 3, til(> random backi:TOUnd rate was changed by more thnn a factor of 10
during the measurement.

is probably this feature that made them the most usable techniques for
ANDA. The efficiency of a coincidence system is the' product of the
efficiencies of the individual detectors. Hence, any change in detector
size, the distance between source and detector, or the detector shielding
will l:I'eatly affect the efficiency of coincidence detection. For example,
assume the geometrical efficiency, f I!( that is, the solid angle subtended
by the fissile or fertile material at the detector) of each det~ctor in a
four·detector FMD is changed by increasin~ the distanct' of the four
identical detectors from the sample. Then the efficiency of detecting a
4·fold coincidence, which is proportional to [f! -1, will chang-to at:cordingly.
Thus, a reduction of 10 p('rcent in th£' efficiency of each individual
detector will reduce the efficiency of a typical 'I-fold coincidence system
by 34 percent. The calculation of the individual det~ctor dficiency and,
for that matter the coincidence efficiency. is generally quite difficult.
Among other variables, it should take into account the distribution of
fissions in the sample, the presence of matrix materials, the density of
the materials, the geometric configuration. the size and shape of the
detector, and the energy biac;. Such calculations are possible for simple
situat.ons, for example, a point or line fission source and spherical or
cylindrical detectors with zero bias.
Because of the complexity of the configuration, the Monte Carlo
technique is the most.appropriate for detennining detector efficiency.
This technique is used to calculate the efficiency of 1m ISAS like
FMD, as shown in Figure 8.23. However, it is much more prdctical to
measure the detection efficiency of individual detectors and the cntiw
coincidence system in actual applications. In the following section,
coincidence detection efficiency will be derived on the assumption that
the detection efficiencies of individual detectors comprising the coincidence instrument are known and equal. TIH' analytical expre~sions for
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the efficiency of the FMD, allow qualitative determination of the
following effects or. detection efficiency:

1. Variation of the effective fission multiplicity (for example, by
absorption of a portion of the prompt 'Y-ray spectrum) and the
efficiency of individual detectors.
2. Change in the number of detectors.
8.7.1

FMD Efficiencyand MUltiplicity-Dependence

A general analytical expression for the efficiency of an FMD is ~ven
in Appendix A. For an F:'\lD with four identical detectors and n fission
event of average multiplicity, 1', the coincidencE' efficiencies, c~Il_' ar~
given by the following equations:
E1/4 =

1- (1- <te)"

(8·10)

f2/4 = 1- 4(1- 3c)" + 3(1 - 4e)"

(8·11)

e3/4 = 1- 6(1- 2e)" + 8(1- 3e)" - 3(1- 4d"

(8·12)

e4/4 = 1- 4(1- el"~ + 6(1 - 2c)" - 4(1 - 3e)" + (1- 4e)". (8-13)

If the efficiency of a single detector is small, that is, e .,;; l' percent, the
expressions above reduce to a simple:- form:
(R·H)

where £ is the dcgree (or "fold") Of the coincidence and Lis t.ht' number
of detectors. f (/l. signifies the probability of detecting any coineidl'nccs
between ~ detectors (C-fold coincidence) out of all L detectors of the
system.
For the case of a two.oetector F;\lD. the efficiency is equal to
e2/2 == v(v-1)e 2 .

(8-15)

e2/3"" 3v(v-1)e 2

(8·16)

For a three-detector FMD,

f

3/3

2'!

1'(1'-1 )(v-2)e 3 .

(8·17)

For a four·detector FMD,
e2/4 "" 6~'(~'-1)e2
£:3/.1

= 4v(v-1)(1'-2)f3

E4/4 "" v(v-1)(1'-2)(v-3)e 4 .

(8·18)
(8·19)
(8·20)
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The dependence of efficiencies for ( = 0.2 as ~iv('n in Eq. 8-10 through
8·13 are listed in Table 8-8. The dramatic decline in the hiv.h·fold
coincidence efficiency as a result of multiplicity reduction (,', 1') is quite
obvious. When the efficiency of the single detector is low, that is,
e ~ 0.01, Eq. 8·14 through 8-20 can be used. Thl'se results are shown in
Table 8·9. The relative (normalized) coincidence efficiency becomes
indepEndent of €. The relative ef'iciency increase from the minimum
value (which is quite small for ( '0.01 as indicatl'd in the table) as a
function of the ircreasing multiplicity is even more dramatic in this case.
The FMD efficiency bas,'d on Eq. 8-10 and 8·11, as a function of
single detector efficiency in the realistic range of less than 15 pen:ent
(typical of FMDs accommodating samples la.rger than 1 gal. canisters) for
different mUltiplicities, is shown in Figures 8,41 and 8.42. The relatively
higher sensitivity of 2-out-of-4 versus 3-out-of-4 for different multirlicitil'S and sing:e detector efficiencies is shown clearly in Figure RA:\ (ltd.
2·\). As the single detector efficiency increases, the efficiency advantage
of 2-out·of-4 over 3-out-of-4 declines.
Table 8·8. FMD efficiency ror single detector wi
l.lu lti p Ii ci ty

,.

8
6
4
3
2

Erriciency

Multiplicity Change

2{4

"-Ill'

0.997
0.993
0.902
0.768
0.480

0
2
4
5
6

0.2 erricicncy.
3{4

4{<t

0.90·1
0.753
0..122
0.192
0

0.-127
0.215
0.038
0
0

Table 8·9. Relati\'e FMD efriciency ror a single detector
with a low cHiciency (c < 1%).

Multiplicity
~

8
7
6
5
4
3

Multiplicity Change
-6"

0
1
2
3

2

4
5
6

1
0

7
8

Erriciency Normalil.ed to tlJ('
Lowest Possible Multiplicity

2{4

3{4

"/4

28

56
35
20
10

70
35
15

21
15
10
6
3
10
0

4
1"
0
0
0

5
10
0
0
0

-Thto aD.'olute dficiency (for c = 0.01) is G·IO- 4 , 2.4·1 0- ~, 2.4.10- 7 for 2/·\, 3/01,
and 4/4, respectively.
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Fil!ure SA 1. 2·out-of·-t coincidence efficlCncy vs. single
detector efficiency for different multiplicities.

The tables nnd figures in this section illustrate amply the sl.:ong
dependence of FMD efficiency on the cbservc,d fission multiplicity and
the efficiency of the single detector. It is, thr :~fore, very importar.t for
the designer and user of an FMD-.-\NDA syste!1: to carefully wnsider any
measures he takes that may reduce them. The effective muitit:-.icity is
reduced by placing a 'Y-ray filter between sample and det~ctors to
suppress the low.em'rgy prompt 'Y.--ay" that are more susceptible tQ
self-absorption (spc Chapter 9)_ rlecause this technique rcsults in a
substantial efficiency reduction, it should be used only if signifj, ant
'Y-ray self-absorption is antic;pated (for ell.:unple, if a large sample of high
density UO" is measurpd). Thp rnt"dplic,+.y may also be decreased if
poorly desig;wd electronics are USC1J, which :equire high discrimination
levels against noise, thus eliminating low-energy pulses from 'neutrons or

/
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Figure ti.42. 3-out-of-4 coincid~nce ('fficiency Y5. sinj;le
dctl'Clor efficiency for different multiplicilil·s.

photons. The sin~le detector effidt'n~y is reduced in ;m FMD, if the
sample cavity is enlarged to accommodate lar~er containers. Thus.
selection of cont8.in<?lS for ANDA samples should he carefully considen,d
if detection sensitivity and measurement time are important..
8.7.2

Effect of the Num':>er of Detectors

Eq. 8-14 de!>cribes the effect on efLc-iency of the number of detectors,
L, in an FMD. To demonstrate the gam in dficiency, if the number of
detectors in the FMD is increased, let liS assllme that we split each of the
existing detectors into k detectors. Thus, the overnll Fl\lD efficiem.'y for
singk events is unchanged:

••
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(hL)!

€Q/kL

== ~! (kL - ~)!

liS

a

(€)~

v!

k

(v - I:)!

It ('an be shown that for h;:;. 1, €UhL ?> €VL. therefore, the FMD
efficiency increases by splitting the indi,-idual detectors into smlllll'r
detectors. The reason for this behavior is apparent: two partirles that
enter one detector in the original configuration and, therefore, do not
re~,rister as a coinci~ence, however, can now enter two d~tectors and
re~ster as a coincidence.
The maximum theoretical improvement in detection efficiem'y is
given when h ~ 1;

lim
['~/KL/<QIL J== h-k--

lim

(hL)! (L - ~)! _1 __ f. qI
q!
.
(kL - ~)!
L!
1>£
L!
J

-

(8.22)
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Table 8-10 shows the ~ain in F~ID efficiency obta;'led bv "splitting"
the detectors. The main gl,i~-. are in measurement of hihh-fold
coincidences. where improvem. It is generally needed, since the efficiencies are indeed low.
The improvement of detection efficiency by splitting detectors, or
better, by adding more of them. rests, of course, on the assumption that
the multiplicity is large. If fission multiplicity is substantiall) reduced, as
discussed previously, the gains in efficiency \'oil! be much smaller th8n
those shown in Table 8-10. Furthermore, splitting the det~ctors into
many small detectors (each with its own Pl\IT and fast discriminator)
obviously creates practical difficultips. Ne\'ertheless, one can get ::n idea
of the degree of improvement to be expected; for example, a three- or
four-detector system is generally bl'tter than a two-detector system.

Table 8·10. Ratio of FMD {'fficiency between split and unsplit FMD.
Detccton>,
Originlll No.

Coincidence
Level

Unsplit

(L)

(Q)

f 2/2

2
2
2

2
2
2

3
3

2
2

2
3

1.25
1.33

3

2

CoO

1.5

3
3

3
3

2
3

2.5
3.11

3

3

00

4.5

4
4
4

2
2
2

2
3

1.17
1.22
1.33

4

3
3
3

FMD
Split
f 2/4
f 2/6
f 2/f 2/6

f 2/9

f 2/3

f 2/f 3/6
f 3/9

f 3/3

f 3/f 2/8
f 2/12

f 2/4

f 2/-

f 3/8
f 3/12

f 3/4

4

f 3/f 4/8
f 4/12
f 4/-

4

f 4/4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Split
Factor

2
3
00

co

2
3
00

Efficiency
Ratit;

1.5
1.67
2

1.75
2.04
2.67

2
3

4.38
6.11

00

10.67
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SELF·SHIELDING AND FISSION MULTIPLICITY

In the previous section we dealt \~ith detector effieit'IH:Y that is
described by a single paramNRr, f (see Section 8.7). Actually. the
detector efficiency is <l. very complex function of the sample'g geometry,
lsize, shape, and position relative to the detector) and the detector's
geometry. It is also a function of the energy of the emitted particles, the
sample's self·shielding, and the detector's material. Accurate calculation
of the single detector efficiency or the FMD's efficiency is, in ~eneral,
very difficult. However, analysis of a general expression for detect0r
efficiency and taking into account properties of its components shed
light on some very useful prorwrties of the coincidence cfficit'ncy. The
most notable is the reduction of self·shielding in the sample (Ref. 25).
General expressions for coincidence efficiencies, incorporating the
previous factors, are discllssed in Appendix B. It is shown that to a first
order, for a pomt fission source (for example, small fissile sample) the
ratio of the product of the count rate of each individual dl'tector (N 1
and N 2, in a two-detector Fl\ID) to the coincldence count ratt' (tv 12) is
independent of the efficiency of the single detectors: *
(8-23)
The r:>.1io is equal to the fission source strength, Nt, multiplipd by a
physical constant, hence it is independent of geometrical or self-shielding
effects. This result, which is an extension of the well-known nuclear
physics method for the absolute determination of source intensity by I.l-'Y
rays coinciuences, is important for ANDA since it allows. in principle,
the determination of the fission rate independently of the dfccts of
self-shielding. This formulation is rigorously true for small samples, but is
also approximately valid, under some conditions, for the more general
case.
Expressions similar to Eq. 8·23 can be der.ved for a tllrt't'·detector
FMD:
1. Using single and twoiold coincidences,
NrNj _
-N -

(v)2

ij

;(11:"1)

~T
Ht ;=10-1'= I, 2, 3.

(8-24 )

"Definition< of the various averal!es of the multiplicity v are given in Eq. 7-3 and
7·4 and Appt'nclix B.

..
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2. Using two- and threefold

coincidi'nc~s,

N I2 N I3 N 23
N

3. Using

on~fold

I23

(v(v -

(~(~-_

2

i»)3

1) (v - 2)) 2 N f ·

(8-25)

and threcbld coincidences,
(8-26)

The signal from an F~ID is usually a mJjority-coincidence (for example,
any 1-out-of-3, that is, N I/3 or N 2/3 or N 3 / 3 ) rather than particular
two- or threefold coincidences. One can relate the majority-coincidence
signals, which are more numcrous and statistically more significant, if the
detector efficiencies and the various coincidence rates are equal. that is,
if N j = N s and f',~ij = N d independently of i or j (for example.
N d =N 12 =N 13 =N 23 ):
112

N j = N s = aN1/3 + aN2/S + ?3NS/S (i

1

= 1. 2, 3)

1

Nij=Nd=aN2/S+?3.v3/S (i*j~1.2,3)

(8-27)

(8-28)
(8-29)

The left-hand side of Eq. 8-24. 8-25.

~nd

8-26 can be replaced with

Ns2/Nd;Nd'J/N23/3 and N,3/N 3 / 3 • respectivC'ly.
Expressions similar to E\.{. 8-24 through 8·26 can be derived for a
four-detedor FMD. The expressions :nvolving onefold, twofold, and

threefold coincidences are actually identical to those given for a
three-detector Fr-ID with, of course, more possible combinations.
Combinations involving fourfold coincidences are as follows:

~(v - 1) (v - 2)-(~' =- 3) Nl
. v(v-1)

2

v(v - 1) (v - 2) (v -

N. i*j=l. 2 ,3,4
3)
t k*~=1,2,3,4

(8·30)

(8·31)

N 123 N I24 N I34 N 234

(N123 ,J3

/

-'.
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If all the detectors are identical and the various coincidence rates are
equal-namely N i = N s ' N ij =Nd , Ni)l: =- N , for i"* j"* h = 1,2,3,4 then
one can express Eq. 8·30 through 8-32 aJld those equations pertaining to
lower level coincidences in terms of the ll1ajority-coincidence signals.
This is done through the following relationships.

(8·33)
(8·34)
(8·35)
With these expressions, the left·hand side of Eq. 8-30 through 8·32 can
be written respectively as follows: N s ·I/N4 / 4 , N d 2/N 4 / 4 , and
N , 4 /N.1 /4 3.
Eq. 8·23 to 8-26 and 8-30 to 8-32 involve ratios of coincidences
(including onefold coincidence, which is equivalent to single detector
count rate). The ratios tend to reduce the self·attenuation and spatial
variation of prompt fission signatures. The degree of reduction depends
on the instrument, the interrogated samples, and the selected ratio. The
best ratios for a given set of samples should be detl'rmined by the user
during instrument calibration. In the selection of the proper ratio, the
user should recall that the signal·to-background ratio is considerably
improved by using higher.fold coincidences over lower O\1('S. Conversely,
the absolute signal is substantially lower if higher-fold coincidences are
used. The optimum, dependt'nt on all the factors mentioned above, will
oftpn be obtained within intermediate level coincidences, namely, two·
and threefold coincidences.
A few experiments found in the litcrllture demonstrate that the
coincidl'nce ratio suppresses signature self·shielding and spatial variations. l:1 the first case (Ref. 25), a small 252Cf spontaneous fission
source was placed at the center of ISAS. The onefold (N i ) and twofold
(N jj ) coincidence rates were measured as a function of the lead thickness
(providing the attenuation) around the source. Whereas, the onefold and
twofoid count rate decreased by 30 and 50 percent, respectively, the
ratios of the kind given by Eq. 8-23 did not change. These results arc
shown in Table 8-11.
Another confirmation of the merits of coincidence ratio was provided
during trials of the Isotopic Source Assay Fissometer (lSAF) (Sl'e Section
9.5.2). The normal majority-coincidepce signal, N 3 / 3 • was measured as
well as the ratio Rs,l = (N1N2N3/N3/3] 1/2, which is to the first order,
equal to the fission rate. Figure 8.44 shows N 3/3 for a 100-g sample of
235U a;; a fur.ction of its axial position within the counting volume. The
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Table 8·11, Effect of shielding on single and twofold coinciden.:e t;.lunt rate
(252Cf print source).
Pb
N1
Thickness
N~
(in.)

0
1/4
1.2
1.25a

0.0
0.825
0.757
0.828

N2
N°2

N3
N°3

N4

N I4

N~

NO
14

1.0
0.872
0.785
0.652

1.0
0.843
0.757
0.778

1.0
0.832
0.752
0.654

1.0
0.673
0.551
0.523

N 23

N~3

1.0
O:,'<1J
0.599
0,496

(N 1 ·N.\)N I4 (N 2 • N 3 1IN 23
(N°·N°IIN°
1 "
14 (N~.N~)/N~3

1.0
1.01
1.02
1.025

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.02

aNonwmmetrical source shielding-less shielding in direction of detectors Nos. 1
anI'! 3.
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zero axial distance correspond" to the location of the point furthest into
the counting volume, that is, the table on which the sample is placed.
The ratio R s. t, drawn on the same figure, shows a much Oatter response,
indicating successful suppression of spatial effects on the efficiency.
Othcr measurements, using 300 to 2500 g of highly enriclH'd·uranium
(93 percent) in U0 2 , indicate that the scatter of the mea~ured points
around the curve is sig:lificantly lower for R s • t than for the N 3 !3 signal.
The instrument response to low·quality samples made of calcined ash
containing highly enriched·uranium is shown in Fib'1lre 8..15. The curves
given in Figure 8.45 show the saturation effect due to t;;e self-shielding
of the interrogating neutrons. Here again the R s. t ratio demonstrates a
much smoother locus for the points as cOrP pared to the normal N 3{3
signal. This effect indicates that the proper coincidence ratio can indeed
suppress variations, which affect fission signatures, and that are very
difficult to avoid or control.
8.9 DISTRIBUTION OF PROMPT FISSION SIGNATURES OVER
TIME
One ~an distinguish between prompt fission "ignatures (namely,
promp. neutrol1sand 'Y-rays) and background radiation because the
signatures are cmWed simultaneously with the fission event or very
shortly t'1ereafter (10- 15 s) (see Chapter 7). Fast deu'ctors like plastic
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Figure 8.45. Response of three·detector FMD (ISAF) to calcined ash containing
23l>U. (Note the smoother locus o( the points (or R•. t in
comparison to the normal N 3t3 signaL)
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scintillators can detect these emissions within several tens of nanoseconds «100 ns). Most plastic and liquid scintillators have very short
response times-less than 5 ns (see 'fables 8-:3 and 8-4).
The PMTs that amplify scintillation pulses are usually also very fast.
Their ability to amplify fast pllL~es without distortion is measured by the
variation in the electron transit time in tlw Pro-IT or by the mal-(nitude of
the anode pulse's rise time. The rise time of fast tubes are less than 5 ns,
but the rise times of slow PMTs are between 30 to ·10 ns.
Despite the high speed of the scintlilators and PMTs, fast coincidences
in ANDA sY5.tcms are detected with time resolutions of 30 to 100 ns.
These relatively long times result from neutron flight time within the
sample and detectors and the large number of reflections thescintillation
light may have to undergo to reach the photocathode of t.he Pi\lT. This
multiple reflection effect is especially strong in large scintillators, that
are often required in ANDA t.o assure high efficiency. In addi~ion, as
ment.ioned above, one has to take into account t.he time-of-flight of a
neutron in th(' scintillator before it interads (by proton recoil) to yield a
flash of light. For example, a 1 MeV neutron takes 7 ns to travel 10 em.
Thus, the mean time for a fast neutron interaction in the scintillator can
easily be of the order of 10 to 20 ns. For a 'Y-ray, the mean interaction
time is less than 1 ns. Thus, the time distribution of coincident pulses,
characterized by T, will be the convolution of the time distribution of
the interaction of radiation in the scintillator (characterized by T i), the
scintillation decay time (characterized by T d), and t.he 1':,11' rise time
distribution (characterized by T p )' Since these are mean times, 3veraged
over statistical distributions, T is given by
(8·36)

The coincidence-resc,ving time is actually 21" (see Section 8.10). For
-r-rays in typical fast scintillators and PMTs, 21" = 6 ns. For neutrons it
can be as much as 40 to 80 ns since Ti can be of the order of 20 to 40 ns.
The time distribution in a simple coincidence measurement setup is
shown in Figure 8.46. The figure shows (1) the time distributi,J11 of
coincident pulses from a bare 252Cf fission source (curve a), (2) the
same distribu,;ion with the prompt neutrons suppressed by shielding the
source ,,;th 3.5 in. (8.8 em) of polyethylene (curve b), and (3) the
distribution with the prompt 'Y·rays scppressed by shielding the source
with 0.25 in. (0.63 em) of Pb (curve c). All distributions are normalized
to the same centroid height. The time characteristics of the distribution"
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shown in Figure 8.46 are summarized in terms of their FWHM* and
FWTM * in Table 8-12. Figure 8.46 indicates that the prompt neutrons,
although few('r, are mostl:-· responsibl(' for the "slow" tail of the time
distribution. Conversely, J.ny narrowing of thl! resolvin~ time of a
coincidence circuit below 30 to 40 ns will mostly reduce neutron
detection. If one desires to reduce the contribution of 'Y·ray:;, one has to
exclude the time region of :: 5 ns by a delayed coincidence circuit. This is
done in one version of the Random Driver (sl'e schematic in FihTUre H.9)
with a substantial loss in intensity and sensitivity (sec also Section 8.7.1).
8.10

CORRECTION FOR ACCIDENTAL COIt\ClDENCES

The large efficiencies for fission detection offered hy FMD were
discussed in Section 8.7. Another important atlvantage of FMDs is that
they use scintillators with fast time response, as discussed in Section 8.9.
The fast time response means short resolving time, hence, allowing very
high counting rates. The short resolution time (a few ns) in fast
coincidence systems is required because accidental or random coincidences must be minimized. These are radiations detected in coincidence
ZO
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Figure 8.46. Time distribution of coincident pulses.

a:
h:
c:

Unshielded 2l12Cf source.
2l12Cf shielced with 3.5 in. (8.8 em) of polyethylene.
2l'>2Cf shielded with 0.25 in. (0.63 em\ of lead.

~idth of distribution at lialf of its Maximum amplitude. FWTM:
at Ienth of its Maximum amplitude.

*FWIIM: full
£ull.~idth
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Table 8·12. Characu,ristics of time distribution
of coincidences in FMUs.
Radiation
Suppressed

Source

Shieldtng

252Cf
252Cf
252Cf

None
Pb, 0.25 in. (0.63 em)
pol)'l'thyll'ne, 3 in. (7.5 em)
None

22Na

FWHM (ns)

4.3
4.7
4.5
3.5

None
/'

Nl'utron
None

FWTM (ns)

21.1
23.5
9.1
6.7

that do not arise from a common nuclear event. Genl'ral expressions for
correcting accidental coincidences are given, followed by a discussion of
their application to a four-detector system.

8.10.1

General Expressions

For a two-fold coincidence system, it is easy to show that the
accidental coin~idence rate (accidelltal coincidence counts/second), A 12'
is given by
(8-37)

where 7 is the mean time within which coincidences will be registered.
Therefore, the resolving time of the system is 27. For examp'e, as is
shown in Figure 8.35, the sum of pulse width, 71 + 72' is equal to the
resolving time. Hence, 7 is actually equal to the aVf~rage pulse width. N 1
and N 2 are the single count rates in the two detectors. If N 1 and N 2 arl'
each proportional to the fission source stren6'th,
there follows:

N"

N j = VEiN,
Then, A is proportional to the product

(i = 1,2).

(8·38)

.Nl, as is shown:

A/ 2 = 2'TCIE2(iJ)2N,2.

The true· coincidence rate, N 12' is inde}:endent of
8-24 to be:

(8-39)
7,

was shown in Eq.

(8·40)
Therefore,

A

12

IN

12

=

(V)2
;r;-_
1)

2 N

( 7) f'

(8·41 )
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A 12/N 12 is '1roportional to rN t, which should be made as small as
possible uy reducing the resolving time. Ilowever,rN( <.: 1 provides only
an absolute maximum limit to the magnitude of the accidental
coincidences bl'cause the single detector count rates, N 1 or N 2' arc not
usually governed by the fission signatures, but by background radiation
(that is, N j is not dependent only on 1\ (). Background can result from
the sample radioactivity, from the interrogating source, and others.
Hence, the accidental to true coincidence ratio should he determined in
actual situations.
Generalization of Eq. 8·37 to a system with more than two detectors
is not trivial. The pmper g('neralization (Ref. 26, 27) of the formula for
two~fold accidental coinciu('nce to n-fold accidental coincidence is given
as follows:

An =I1N 1 N Z " .N/lr/l· 1 +termsinr n •

(8-42)

Hence, for a three·detector system,
A3

3N i N 2 N 3 ,2

{8-43)

4.V} N 2 ."1 3 N 4 r 3 .

(8·44)

:!

and for a four·detector system,
A4

?

The accidental rate me~tioned so far describes the ~hance overlap of n
pulses, each ip me detector. There are, however, other types o i.' ':>\·erlaps.
Especially important in ANLJA applications is the overlap of d. single
pulse ...·ith a genuine (11-1 )-fold ('o;;lcidence. This rate ;5 giv~r. by the
usual twofold accidental cci'1ddence.
A n·,
1 1 =

-?, N·(rt·l
r

)N·I

(8-45)

where N,-ln'l) is the rate of g~nuinc (II·I)·fold coinc:idenres that arc not
accompanied by <: pulse in the i-tb detector. Accidental coincictenres also
occur from the overlap of genuine (rJ-2\·fold coinddences with two
pulses, and so on. These terms are of the order of r 2 , and so CPo They
should generaBy be added only if the higher terms in Eq. 8-42 are taken
into account. Howev!'!, in ANDA applic..tiolls, the genuine coinciGence
late, for example, N/ n'j) rate, can b,' so high t.:lat its ri term can be
comparabl~ or even higher thdl1 the r i · 1 term cI the p'.lrely arciJental
overlap of j-pulses.

8.10.2

Applications to Four-Detector FMD

The nemina! quan'ities in the FMD are thl: majority coincidences
£·out-of·L: l-out·of-4. 2-out-of-4, •.rout-of-4, and 4·out-of-4. Of course.
(me ':'an also rcrord thl' following:
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1. The four single·det<'ctor count rates.
2. The six combinations of twofold coincidences.
3. The four combinations of thredold coincidences.
There is much to ue gained from this additional information, as shown in
previous sections, but the systems needed to acquire it become more
complex. At the minimum, the FMD user should be able l.G. use readily
all the majority·coincidences. These quantities consist of true, N l / L' and
arcidental, A~/l•• coincid~nces. Thus, the gross coinf;idence rate RlTLis
R~/L

:=

N~/L + A~IL

(8-46)

or more specifically,

R 1 / 4 = 4Ns

-

RZ/4

-

R Z / 4 =N Z / 4 +.4 2 / 4

-

2R 3 / 4

-

3R 4 / 4

(8·47)

R3/4

-

2R 4 / 4

(8-48)

R 3 /-l = N 3 / 4 + A 3/4

--

R4/4

(8-·19)

(8·50)

R 4 /4 = N 4 / 4 + A 4 /4

where, ussuming all detectors and efficiencies are equal,
/\2/4

.4 3 / 4
11 4 / 4

:=

(8-51)

12.1Vs 2 r
3r2

4N Z / 4 Nsr + 12Ns
Nsr + 3N Z / 4 N s Z r 2 + 4Ns 4 r 3.

:=

2.1V 3 / 4

:=

(8-52)
(8·53)

Tre terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 8·51, 8-52. and 8-53 are listed
according to des':ending importance in ANDA.
To illustrate the significance of the correction for accidental eoinci·
dences and the rt>latiol'"hip of t',!, data output ~rorr the FMD, Wf> take
thl' C' lplp. of an ISAS measl'fement (Ref. ·~8) of high·t.emperature gas
reacto, .UTGR) fuel rods that contain Z J 2Th, with its ra<:i0active
daughter prodllct~ in addition tv Z35U. The presencl' of thorium results
in high om'fold and twofold coincidence back:··mnds.
The measaemcnt results for two samples, •. and n, ;\\'1' given in Tallie:
8-13:\. In Table :,-13B trw t.alcd;-ted paramuters. r •.;ed kJrir.cip;Jly un
Eq. 8·51,8-52, and 8-53 are also \!iven. The c'll::ulaLions arc based on 2r
= 38 ns. Tahle 8-13 demonstrates the impvctar ~e of the "OT!Cct; '11 fo...:cidental coincidences of the (''}sc studiptj. It shows that the f telolcl
count rate has a large background con ;>onent. 'fhe backgo-f"Jnd also
contributes significantly to the accidental coincidence: . Ta.•ll 3-1., also
shows that the ~.ccidental coincidences ':ontribution can reliabl" be
calculated Jurillg ~he calibrations of thp. ' lste:n. Innecd, FJI'O '; .tt·ms
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Passil'e
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Passive

Ml'aS\tr,l'ml'nt
Sample Condition

A

g

J.i4

4.72

547·15
23314

53691
21192

N.

B. Calculated Quantities

B

A

Sampll'

23:1U

719
130

108

6~1

l\"l14

232Th

l\ 214

N~t

Nl't

4106
883
:1223

2992
718
2274

22·1050
9i278

218:>80
R5\302

R1 / 4

17.08
1.56

12.21
1.16

4N 2f4 !\;.r

(cR J.1 . )\214)

2
._-

Active
Pas.si\·l' .
(Background)

Actin>
Pa,-<iw
(Bad'i!mund)

Condition

Ml·a.~Url'ment

N.3 r 2

0.71
0.011

0.67
0.0·12

12

l
17.79
1.58

,12.88
l.20

AJ4

4825
:013

3681
826

R 214

35.63
3.15

2G.7ll
2.18

' 214

17.79
1.58
Nl't

Net

101.8·1
3.79
101.05

46.22
2A8
43.74

:\314
"214) (zr{3,'4- A 3i4)

12.27
1.16

(from

A3 !4

122.63
5.37

3.68

~9.10

R J !4

Table 8·13. ~Ieasured and cakulated accidental C'oincidence ratrs in a Cour·detrctor FMD.
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are often provided with a small microprocessor that nakes the necessary
correction.
The accidental coincidences can be measured directly Ly randomizing
coincident pulses, that is, by dC'laying them several times tht, system
resolving time. Typically, 200 ns delay times arc used. Any coincidence
that occurs after the delay must be accidental by definition. Simple
signal delay is entirely proper for a two-dl,tedor Fl\ID. For other
detectors, the accidental coincidences of genuine (n-1)-fold coincidence,
-,dth a random pulse have to be measure0..
A simple circuit has been devi~c'd for that purpose (Ref. 28). The R 1/4
sil<J1al is delayed and routed to "veto" a 2-out-of-4 majority-coincidence
unit. ';.'he other four inputs are the signals from the four .detf'ctors of the
Fl\ID. (In a three-detector F1\ID, a 2-out-of-3 maJority-eoincidence veto
unit is required.) Any coincidence not vetoed in the unit is an accidental
coincidence between a genuine 2/4 coincidence and a third randomized
pulse or between 3 random uncorrelated pulses. Using a delayed R 1/4
signal, rather than an external random pulser, saves the cost of an
additional source or electronic pulser and gives a higher st.3.tistical
accuracy to the measurement.
The relation~lllp betw("Cn this 2-out-of-:l coincidence, \'2 f.t (veto
rate), and the accidenl.1l coincicl'!1ce rate can lJe shown to be:
(8-54)

Based on Eq. 8-47 through 8-52, one can rewrite the expression for V 2/4
a~

2

4

'j

l+cr

1+0:

s'

t!

"

• "/4 = - - . 4 3 / 4 +--12N.· ••

-

(8·55)

where
(8-56)

For a three-dctcctor Fl\1D",

36.

V 2 / 3 = -1--.11 3 / 3 +'--3Ns 3 r 2
+{3
1+1J

(8-57 )

where
f8-58)

The adequacy of the \'2/4 measurements is demonstrated in Table 8-13
by the good agrt'ement between the calculated .11 3 / 4 and the measured

, -
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one (by V 2/4 ) .• Another measuring scheme for accidental coincidences
for a three-detector system has been recently su~gestRd (Ref. 29).

8.11

SUMMARY

ANDA systems depend on the detection of neutrons and/er photons.
Neutrons are detected either by slow neutron detectors (common
detectors arc BF 3 or 3 He gas tubes, or scintillators), after havinb: been
slowed down or by fast neutron detectors via recoils from scattering
reactions. Fast neutron detectors include 4 He or hydrogen-fil1ed tubes
and hydrogen-containing scintillators.
Photons are detected by scintil1ators, especially sodium iodide (Nul)
or by semiconductOr<; (Ge(Li)}.
To process and reco:-d detected events, associa~ed electronics are
req uired, consisting generally of a preamplifier, anlpllficr plus pulse
shaping network, discriminator, and scalers or a mu\ticbann~l pulse
height analyzer. These electronics should have good linearity, fast
response, and low noise characteristics.
Fission multiplicity detectors utili:le fast or slow coincidence circuits.
Generally, fOUf detectors are used, and 2-out-of-4 or 3-out-of-4 coincidences are detectt'd. When prompt fast neutrons and photons are
detected, fast coincidence circuits witI'. resolving times between 40 to
100 ns are used. F0r slow neutron "well" coincidence detectors,
high-cfficiency therma. neutron detectors are utilized with slow coincidence circuits having coincidence gates of 20 to 100 ps.
Various formubs to correct for deadtime, accidental (chance) coincidence rates, self-shielding reduction by multiplicity ratios, and the
effects of multiplicity and detector splitting on efficiency are given.
These effects strongly influence the optimal design of a coincidence
system for a given ANDA application. Methods to empirically determine
accidental corrections concurrently with the basic dau> are shown to
yield reliable results. Methods llsing the wealth of information furnished
by the coincidt'nce systems arc described in detail in this chapter. The
ability to reduce the self-attenuation of the prompt fission signatures
(neutrons and ')'-rays) and the effects of variation in fissile material
distribution within the sample are presented both theoretically and
experimentally .

• A better IIgrel'ment could be llchie\ed. if the resolving time used in the
calculation was 36 05.

,
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CHAPTER 9

REPRESENTl~\ TIVE

ANDA SYSTEMS
9.1

INTRODUCTION

In the foregoing chapters we have reviewed the basic nuclear
interactions of radiations and their transport through media. The various
alla:lable sources of radiations and the special features of radiations
resulting from fission events have been discu~sed. The fundamentals of
the desipl of the four building blocks of ANDA systems have been
analyzed, namely:
•
•
•
•

radiation sources,
source spectrum tailoring and shielding devices,
sample chambers. and
detectors And electronics.

Now, the material of the previous chapters can be synthesized to
describe representative ANDA systems. In Table 1·2 (see Chapter 1), 23
ANDA techniques have been listed. These are characterized by the
source type (isotopic neutron sources of high or low energy, charged
particle accelerators, reactors, x-ray or 'Y-ray sources), the incident
radiation (determined by the source and its spectrum-tailoring system),
and the observed signature radiation (prompt and delayed neutrons and
'Y·rays, or combinations of these). Within these categories, further
classification by detection method (see Chapter 8) is also possible.
Signature radiation is the primary classification in this chapter.
Most of the ANDA systems described in this chapter are actually used
continuously or periodically in the nuclear industry or in major
laboratories around the world. But a few systems are only in the d"sign
stage or have been only suggested for some special applications. The list
of the ANDA systems discussed in this chapter, long as it is, should not
285
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be construed as being complete. The systems described here are,
nevertheless, representative of what has been or could be achieved in
applications of ANDA techniques to nuclear materials control and
nl"asurement in the nuclea;.· industry.
The descriptions of the various representative systems include state·
ments on "precision" and "accuracy." The term "precision" describes
the reproducibility of measurements by a giv(;rl method or system and it
can be determined by assaying the same sar.lpie scvl'ral times. Accuracy
describes the systematic errors encountered in a gben method or system.
These errors are .:aused, for example, by calibration errors, nonrepresen·
tative standards, or improper operating procedures. Systematic error is
normally determined by assay of a known standard, or in absence of the
latter. the error can be described by the differences between assay results
for the same sample at different plants and laboratories. The precision
and accuracy values are given normally at the one relative standard
deviation (one sigma level).

9.2

DELAYED NEUTRON SYSTEMS

Delayed neutrons form a convenient and useful signature because they
can be easily distin~uished, by time discrimination, from source neutrons
and prompt fission p.eutrons (see Chapter 7). Of course, the source must
be pulsed or intermittent so that the delayed neutrons can be detected
during the absence of source or prompt fission radiation. Pulsed
accelerators, movable sources, movable samples, and shutters are used in
delayed neutron systems.
9.2.1

Pulsed 14-MeV Sources

Sources of 14 MeV, such as Cockcroft·Walton accelerators (see
Chapter 4), are a natural choice when delayed neutrons are detected
since these sources can be easily pulsed to give high on·off ratios." The
source intensity is also high-in excess of 1011 nls during the pulse. In
addition, the high neutron energy results in good penetration of the
sample. Pulsed 14·MeV systems have been used for samples of all sizes:
small samples. l-gal. containers, and 55-gal. drums. They have been
proposed for the assay of spent fuel rod assemblies and lear-hed hulls of
spe,~t fuel rods.
The principle of the delayed neutron technique is demonstrated in
Figures 9.1 and 9.2, which show the delayed neutron response curves of
"The on-off ratio is the ratio of source neutron intensity, during the pu'
to
source neutron intensity between pulses. This ratio should be high so that the " .;fce
neutrons appearing betwef'n pulses are not confust!d with delayed neutrons.
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and compositt! sample of 54% 2 8U and 46% Pu.

several samples du.';ng and after a one second irradiation (Ref. 1). The
curves are normalized to equal counts during the la<;t second of counting
to bring out the differences in sloj,e dunng the first seconds of counting.
These curves lead to isotopic discrimination ratios of about 1.25 between
238U and 235U and between 238U and 239pu.
The Los Alamos MONAL (~ohile ~ondestructive ~ssay !!aboratory)
contains a typical 14-MeV neutron source and delayed neutron detection
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syst£'m (Ref. 2). The sourc£' strenf.,'th in l\10NAL is about 2.5 X lOll nls
and the en-off ratio is about ~ 10 8 . Spt'ctrum·tailoring assemblies of Ph
and Pb-C (set' Chapter G) are used to produce interrogating neutrons of
-3·r.lcV and -0.5-:\leV energy, respectively. A large sample cavity
permits samples of \·3.rious sizes (I-gal. cans, 55·gal. drums) to be
assayed. Figure 9.3 shows a schematic of the spectrum·tailoring assembly
a.nd sample ~avity when assaying 1 gal. cans. The tailoring assembly for
55-gal. cans is shown in Figure 9.4. In both cases, delayed neutrons were
detected with a slab detector of 311e counters (see Chapter 8). The
fission counter shown in Figure 9.3 is employed for normalization to
reduce the effects of neutron moderation in the matrix materials (sec
Sections 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10).
Table 9-1 shows re.mlts of a MONAL assay of I-gal. cans. Hesults
indicate good agreement and linearity of response for the two standards
to within 5 percent. The differt'nces between the assay results for the
other samples and their "by difference" weights were attributed to
inaccuracy of the "by differec,ce" content (Rei. 2). The ANDA results.
shown in Table 9-1. agree also with passive NDA results (not shown in
the table) within their respective errors (± 3 percent for the active assay
and ± 10-15 percmt for the passive assay).

Figure 9.3_ Active interrol:ation system for I-gal. cans_
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Figure 9.4. Schematic of experimental arrangement for the assay of
55-gal. barrels. (238U counter serves to normaliz'.l to source
intensity. 23:>U counter serves to monitor matrix effects.)

Figure 9.5 shows results (Ref. 3) of an assay (jf a set of 55-gal.
stamlarus that were designed to !>imulate as closely as possible some
plutonium-bearing solid process mat~rials and residues encountered in
the plant. Thl: best statistical accuracy is demonstrated by the passive
'Y-ray assay ("Passive 2" in Figure 9.5); but it also shows a bias, probably
because of the self·attenuation of the 'Y-rays. The wide statistical
scattering of the results obtainrd with the 14-1\leV interrogation arises
from the low yield of delayed neutrons from plutonium and because
large neutron background from the (0:,11) and spontaneous fission has to
be subtracted. Taule 9·2 shows· the composition of the samples involved
Table 9-1. Active Pu assay of recovery cans containing
sand, slag, and crucible matrix materials.

Can No.
G·1 a
G·2
XBL-40·1
XBL-t0-2
XBL-42
XBL--13
XBL-4-1
XBL-45

"By Difference"
Weil!ht (I( Pu)

17.6-1
176.40
13
13
11

23
18

24

E - 3 MeV
(g Pu)

Active Assay!>
Pb·C Moderator
(g Pu)

Standard
178.0,.5.0
22.5,0.7
16.6! 0.5
14.4 • 0.5
24.0! 0.7
15.8. 0.5
16.5 • 0.5

-G-l and G-2 are standard cans with known Pu content, as listed.
bThe unt"ertainties Quoted are standard (one sigma) statistical errors.

Standard
168.0! 5.0
20.6! 0.6
15.0! 0.8
14.7 t 0.6
21.0. 0.8
15.~ ! 0.5
15.0! 0.5
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in the measurements just discussed. Some knowledge of compogition is
important for the understanding of the nature and magnitude of the
matrix's inlluence on assay results.
Other results obtained with a 14-MeV generator and delayed neutron
detectors have also been reported. At Hannover University (Ref. 4), the
?3 5U content of spherical fuel elements of high temperature reactors
(HTR)* has been assayed. The irradiation and counting were performed
inside a 15- X 15- X 15-cm graphite block surrounded by a lead cube,
and the delayed neu trons were detected by a 3He slab detect'Jr on top of
the cube. Table 9-3 shows some results obtained for highly enriched
~iTR** fuel elemc:lls and 235U_232Th IITGR fuel spheres. Similar work
*Hil(h Temperature "Pebble Bed" Rractor.
**MTl: stllnds for Materials Testing Reactor.
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Table 9·3. Assay of highly enriehed-ur.millnl with a 14·MeV
I(enerator with delayed neutron 1'{'lt'eliot;.·
Sample Description

SNM

MTR·fuPI elements, 235U, 89.9%
enrichment, 180 g uranium
(measurrment without graphite
pile).
HTR·spherical furl el"mrnts,
1 g 235U (93',,) .. 5 g 2J2Th
nll'asured in graphite pill'.

(F) Precision
(A) ,\ccuracy
(1')

!

2.7~~

Assay Time
Per Sample
3 min

(10)
(t\).

4""
(10)

(1') : 4.37<

30 s

(10) .

"(Hef. -1).

was done at Julich (Ref. 5). Both the total fissile content ( 235 U + 233U)
and the 233U/:!35U ratio were determined in HTR fuel elements, with
s~istical errors between 2 and 8 percent.
Since 14-l\leV neutron generators 31t' not forbiddingly large (some are
l'ven portable), this ANDA method is well suitC'd for use in the field.
MONAL, for example, is hou~ed in a trailer that can be moved to the
installation where the assays arc to be performrd. Other considerations
relating to field USl' of 14-;"leV neutrons are discussed in Chapter 4.
9.2.2

Pulsed Van de Graaff Sources

The pul~'~d, 3.75-l\leV Van de Graaff accelerator at the 'Los Alamos
Small Sample Station yit>lds about 10 12 nls and its on-of[ ratio is 10 9 . It
is operated with . cycle of 100 ms: 35-ms irradiation, 25-ms delay, and
40-l11s counting period. Neutrons with 400- to 600-keV energies are
produced by the 'i Li (p,lI) reaction. They provide good penetration and
interrogati' fissile isotopes only. The delayed neutrons are counted with a
high-efficiency slab arrangement of 3He counters. This system is
particularly useful for sample sizes from 0.1 to 10 J: of fissile material.
However recently, medium and large size assay systl>ms based on the Van
de GraaIf source, usin!: both thermalized and 0.1- 0,.1 !\leV neutrons have
been designed (see Ref. 6). The expected range of fissile content with
these systems is 1 to 1000 g.
l\loderating the source n0atrons to thermal energies improves considerably sensitivity;- since as little as 1 mg of natural uranium may be
detected. In large (-B·L) samples, sensitivities of tile order of 4 parts per
million (ppm) of natural uranium or 0.03 ppm of enriched uranium are
obulined.
-Sl'nsitivity denotl's the smallest amount of matcrial concentration that can be
dt,tected unambiguously.
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Because Van de Graaff sources are t~(' and compll'x. they are ilOt
particularly well ~'Jited for field work. Th" Van de Graaff at the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) (Rd. G) facility is the only one in
use. Van de Graaff accelerators mll~t be more or less permancntly
installed at a field facility, and they rl'quire highly trained personnel for
0peration and maintenance.

9.2.3

lrradi:ttion Step Techniques

Because they are smaller and less complex, isotopic accelerators may
be combined well with dday<,d neutron detection. HowcVt'r, since the
source is not pulsed, some other means must be used to obtain
intermittent irradiations.

1. The source carl be brought up to and removed from thp sample.
2. The sample can be brought up to :md removed from the source,
3. A neutron shutter between source and sample can be used.
All of these techniqui's are dcnotl'<i by the term "irradiation step
function technique." In these methods, the sample is irradiated for a
prescribl'<l time, then irradiatior. is stoppl'd to allow the induced dt!layed
radiatior. to be measurt'Q. The pulsed, l-l-~Ie\' neutron generator and the
Vun de Graaff accelerator are examples of obtaining an irradiation step
function by shutting off the ion b('am that generates neutrons. This can
be done wry rapidly. typically within microseconds. TIll' methods
describt'd in this section are slower, but :u-e Ill'vprtheless fast ('nouJ"h to
be usdul. It is only necessary, that the time fer shutting off the beam be
short as compared to the delayed neutron half-lives und that it 1)('
accurately reproducible. We will dcscrilw systems based on the first two
of the above techniques since .>hutters urI"' not widely used, eXl'ept when
a nuclear reactor served as a n('utron sourcp.
An example of a system in which tlw source is moved to and from the
sample is the Shuffler (Hef. 7). The Shuffler utilizes a 252Cf source that
is "shuffled" from a shit'1ded area (the "D\\'('II tank" in Figure 9.6) to Illl
irradiation position in less than 0.5 s. To obtain both precision aJld
flexibility, the somcl' speed, source position, sample position, and the
irradiation and count times are controlled by stepping motors. The
source size is about 1 mg (2.4 X 10 9 n/s). The irradiation IlllJ coun" times
are {'uch a few seconds. Figurt> 9.6 shows a schematic of thl' Shuffler,
A soft neutron sourc(' spectrum makes the Shuffler quite sensitiv(':
less than 1 mg of 235U can be detectl'i.i. Its sensitivity is somewhat
poorer for plutonium, owing to the smaller delayed neutron yield and
the additional emission of spontaneous fission and (a,ll) neutrons from
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Figurl' 9.6. Modulated ~~~CC assay sysh'nI. "Shu filer." showing the shil'ldmg tanks
and Cast nE'utron irradiation c!lambE-r. Thl' lOp drawing is a cross-S('ctioOlal vi!''''
oC thE' system shown m the lower ur:lwin:: (HE'f.7).

the sample. Obviously, the sensitivity of the system to the hard neutron
spectrum is mlll:h lower. Samples with hir:h r'ray activity (such as waste
barrels contaminated with fission products) can be surrounded with a
lead shield, which also slightly increases the sourcc flux (because of
scattering in the lead), without incrl'a.sing the hackground (Rd. 8). This
ha.s been incorporated in another application of the source shuftling
technique that has beE'n. recently proposed (Ref. 9). The proposed
scanner measures small amOUII($ of fissile material present in 55- and
SO-gal. drums. of possibly highly radioactive waste. from reprocessing
plant.~. Figure 9.7 shows a schenlatk of the barrel scanner. The heavy
lead (not shown) and iron shielding is one feature of the syslem that also
modera,es and reflects the source neutrons. Another feature is the
sequen tial pos:tioning of the source, in the threE' positions indicated in
the figure, to achieve uniform, axial itnldialion.
.
The delayed neutron pellet assay h:lUgC (Ref. 10) is an example of a
systf'm in which the sample is transported to and from the source. Figure
9.8 is a schematic of this system. Two 252Cf sources (5 mg each) are
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/

Figure 9.7. 2:'>:! Cf-bilS('{! barrel scanrll'r. (V nderground conc<'pt.
suitable to assay higr.ly radioactive 55· ltnd SO-gal. drums.)

Figure 9.8 Sketch

or light water breeder reactor (LWBR) p{'llet assay ::auge.
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used. The delayed neutron detector consists of six 3He detectors. The
irradiation and counting times an' each 100 s, and the sample transport
time is a few seconds. During the transport time, the delayed neutron
intensity decays by about a factor of four. This loss in signal and the
requirement of very high precision are reasons for the high strength of
the sources. This machine i:; l'mployed for the assay of 233U0 2 -1'h0 2
pellets. The delayed neutron contribution, frum fast fission in the
thorium labout 2.5 Plltcent of the total), is determined by running
through the machine a ThO::!·pcllel of the ~ame dimensions as the mi..xed
U0 2 -Th0 2 pellt'ts. The calihration curve is shown in Figurp. 9.9. '1'he
excellent agreement between the chemically determin~d 233U content
and the ANDA measurements for unirradiated fuel rods made up of this
type of pellet is ,;hown in Table 9·,1 (Ref. 11). A similar system with
heavier )'·ray shielding around the delayed neutron detectors (lOB.
coated proportional counters) will be used to measure the total residual
fissile content in the irradiated fuel pins of the light ~ater breeder
reactor (LWBR).

10,000 r------r----.......,.---,~__,

.-~

V'\

o

u

~OJ
N

I

2

W(IGHT P[RCfNl 2:nU02·1~('2

Figure 9.9. I'cllet assay I(auge calibration curve for the determination
of fissile cont.ent in 233U0 2 ·Th0 2 fuel pellet fissile (5.mg 252 Cf
source, 100.s irradiation and counting times, 4-s delay time).

t·
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Table 9-4. LWBR pellet delayed·neutron assay gauge results
for un irradiated fuel rod assay."
System Type
Thermal in tNrogation
Epithermal interrogation

"Known"

233U

Loading b

Assay Rc-;ult

(g 233U)

(g 233 0)

6.036 .. 0.027
6.036 , 0.027

5.950 .. 0.059
6.03 .. 0.15

"Correction for self·adsorption was applied to the therm:li in~errogation.
Epithermal interrogation was achieved by absorbing the thermal n.. utrons with an
appropriatt' ahsorbN (for example, Cd).
bThis "known" loading is based on the Westinghouse Bettis Laboratory
destructive chemical and mass spectroscopic analysis of the peilet lots used in this rod.

9.3

PROMPT NEUTRON SYSTEMS

Prompt neutrons are easier to detect than delayed ones because of
their much higher intensity. On the other hand, one must then
distinguish the prompt neutrons from the source neutrons, which are
many times more abundant. The task of distinguishing the prompt
fI..c;sion neutrons from source neutrons can he accomplished either by
detecting their difference in energy or by detecting the coincidence
properties of the fission neutrons and ,),·rays. Various neut.ron sources
can be used with each of these methods.
If low-energy neutron sources are used (intrinsically low-energy
sources, fast-moderated sources, or them1a1ized sources), the prompt
'fission neutror.s can be distinguished from the source nE'utrons by
energy-biased detectors, (such as -l He gas proportional counL'rs), proton
recoil detectors (either gas or scintillator), or other scintillation
detectors. The properties of these detectors arc described in Chapter 8.

9.3.1

Low-Energy Isotopic Sources

Low-energy isotopic sources, especially (')' ,11) sources such as Sb-Be
and Ra-Be, are particularly effective in the determination of fissile
content in the presence of large amounts of fertile material, as in low
enrichment fuel. These sources are flexible: they may be made in
various shapes and configurations as reqUired by the needs of the
specific system. The must common low-energy source is ShoBe, which
yields neutrons with energies below 30 keY (see also Chapters 4 and 6).
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An early study (Ref. 12) discussed various possible measuring techniques
employi:1g Sh-Be sources, including:

•
•
•

direct, prompt, fast neutron detection with biased detectors,
age (or slowing-down distance) difference technique, and
delayed neutron technique.

A system based on the first method h:.ts been built (Rd. 12) and is
shown schematically in Fi~re 9.10. Its liquid scintillation detector,
highly efficient for fission neutrons, is also sensitive to 1'-ray radiation.
The 1'-ray background wa;; reducl'd both by the n,a,.sive lead shield
shown in the fi~re and by a pulse-shape discrimination circuit in the
detector's electronics. This circuit distin~isiles 1'-ray pulses from
neutron pulses by their difference in dt:(;ay time in the liquid scintillator
and then rejects the "y -ray nulses (see Chapter 8).
'I)'pica! results ob~inl'd with this system are shown in Table 9-5. The
samples were short HTGR fuel rod consisting of 23"U and Til in a
graphite matrix, with a Th/:! 3" U ratio of about 17. Sample No.2 was
used as a reference sample for nonna!ization purposes. Good agreement
between the manufacturer's values and those by Sb-Be ANDA (and, also

Figure 9.10. Detailed cross section of the ;,ub-MeV assembly
based on Sb-Be neutron !'Ource.

(g)
0.94
0.84
0.74

1
2
3

235U

Sample
No.

From
Manufacturer

1.12
1
0.88

Normalized

10 5
10 5
10 5
1.10! 0.01
1
0.88! 0.02

5.06
4.60
4.0l

1.42 x
1.26 x
1.10 x

Net Signal

Normalized

1.12! 0.005
1
0.88, 0.005

Normalized

Passive Scanning
(Ge(Li))

Net Signal
(Counts/s)

Low Sub·MeV Results

Table 9·5. Nondestructive as.~ay of IITGR fuel elements
(using Sb·Be source and a liquid scintillator).
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in this case the PNDA using a Ge(Li) detector) are shown. The use of
liquid scintillators limits the method to samples, which do not contain
fission products, like fresh fuel rods or clean scrap.
Two other instruments that combine Sb- Be sources and prompt last
neutron detection are described. The first apparatlls, schematicully
shown in Figure 9.11, is int('nded for intermediale-sized samples of fissile
material (Ref. 13). It demonstrates an efficient use of the keY-neutrons
from the Sb- Be for ma."imum ppnetrability without undue moderation.
The resulting linearity of the system to 235U mass is shown in Fi~ure
9.12, W>:L:-' indicates that neutron self-absorption begins only above 50 ~
of 235U. The attempt to design the system to obtain also flat spatial
re;;ponses was reasonably successful, as indicated by Fi~ure 9.13.
A second instrument that also requires the high penetrability of the
Sb-Bf: neutrons is described (Ref. 14). The main purpose of this is to
assay FFTF· fuel rods, which contain about 25 percent PuOz. The
source surrounds the sample fuel rod, as is shown in Fi~ure 9.14. The Ni
ring surrounding the Sb-Be source acts as a source neutron reflector, a
2.2-cm thick Ni reflector, nearly doubles the signal. Similarly, the
presence of a fast neutron reflector outside of the detector ring enhances
the signal: about 7 em of iron results in a 50 percent increase in count
rate. Greater thicknesses do not further increase the si~nal.
Another example of an elaborate system based on Sb-Be ;l..!'ld fast
neutron detection is the Euratom photoneutron source assay system

Figure 9.11. Experimental photoneutron assay system
(top view).
• Fast Flux Test Facility.

/
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Figure 9.13. Spatial dependence (df>viation from the response at the
center posHioll, of the photoneutron ~y sy5tem response.
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('';c:;:; ~ctL. ; ..

used in the

~y

vf ~ ~Y~~:ldri;:~l ~:;.r-nltly
(If fast reactor fUl'llOds.

(Ref. 15). This system can ml';lSUre lart:er samples: the inner dinwnsions
of the irradiation chambi'r art' -10 em wide, 60 em high, and CO em lon~.
The system allows rotation ,rna Vl'rtical sc.·aI1l1in~ of the sampll' container
in order to obtain a more t'.niform response. The berylliulll m~mtlc of I.he
Sb·Be can be relI\ovHl pJ;eumatically in order to "shut off"' the sourCl',
so that the sample can be placed in thp system. This capability allow~, in
principle, ior measurements of dclaYl'd neutrons, but such ml'asureml'nts
have not yet been al.tcmptcd. Th!' fast ftssion neutrolls arc detected by
b,mks of 4 HI; recoil detectors. Response curv!.'s for bulk ,>umples of
urJ.nium are shown in Figure 9.15.
An experimental arm!lgemenl, I'wp,,:;cd in 19t,9 IRef. 161. has \)l'en
set up (Ref. 1i) to distinguish the fission-induel'<i neutrons from the
intense. lo..... -ener~ Sb-Be source neutrons hy thl' "F,rmi-i1l!c" or
"selective transport propcrli..s:' A more recent setup (Ref. 18) is shown
in Figure \1.16. In this arrang~ment, the s.:lmple is surrounded by a Sb- Be
ring source. The detector is separated from the sample tand
source) by approximately 12 cm of borated .....ater that s10..... 5 down and
absorbs. preferentially. the lo..... ~nl'rgy source neutrons (see Chapter 6).
Spherical HTR fuel clements containing graphite. thorium, and uranium
oxide!> with different amounts of 235U and various burn-ups were
counted at 12 em, usil1~ a 100-Ci 12.ISb source. The neutron count rates
for different types of fuel elpments ar.:; gi....en in Table 9-6. This table
indict'tes that the measured neutron count rate/gram of fissile uranium is
92.5 ± 5 counts/s, indepenoent of fuel composition and burn-up. A lar~:e
portion of this prror is believed to reflect the inaccuracips of the
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standards. The,e tests demonstrate the potential use of the techniquc for
highly radioactivc samples.
Systems based on isotopic photoneutron sources other th:m Sh - Be
have been investigated, including Ra-Be (Ref. 19). Rccc'ntly, a hHY-Hl'
system has been considered (Ref. 20) for measurements of spent light
water reactor (LWR) fuel elements.
Another early system baspd on detection of fast prompt neutrons wos
built by National Nuclear Co. It tL"Cd two prolon recoil, ZnS(A~) (mixed
with hydrogen.containing substance) scintillation detectors (lIomy[1k
detectors) to sense fast neutrons emitted by a sample (up to 5 gal.)
located on a turn-table surrounded by a hydrogen·containing moden,tor.
A 2~8pu·Li source was positione<i midway between the two detectors.
Although the neutron detection efficiency of this kind of d"t£:ctor is
quite low because of its limited thickness (sec Chapter 8), it is extremely
insensitive to "Y·rays. A system based on ZnS(Ag) detectors can,
therefore, he used for irradiated material cOlltaining significant amounts
of fissile materials.

9.3.2

Moderated Neutron Source Systems

The aclvantilf!e of moderated (lailor('d) m'utron source systems is tht'ir
higher intensity, eithel lll'celerators or relatively intense 2;)~Cf sourc('s
can be uSt'd. On the other hl~lld, an often ma.,sivc source tailoring system
is requiru:!. Furthermore, an acc('\erator source, in particular, is
expensive anti comph'x. The tailoring system may not completely
r~move high·energy sourct' neutrons that interfere with prOIO,pt fission
neutrons. If carefully designed, however, tht· avemge interrog.:ting
neutron enerl!Y can be higher than the characteristic ~~O kt:'V of :::;b - 13('
sources. This results in bcttH sample penetration and a much lowt'r "Y·ray
background. The design of spectrum·tailoring systems has been disl;usst-d
in Chapter 6.
A reactor fuel rocl scanner, which nH'asures the total fissile content, is
a commonly used system based on such a moderated neutron sourc\.' and
fast neutron detection. An example of such a scanner is the LWH tuel
rod assay system with a D?O·moderated 25 2Cf source and biased ollie
detectors. It was designed m;d built at Los Alamos (Ref. 21). Fi~rl' 9.17
shows the moderator-detector as.<;embly witb a fuel rod in one ..·f the six
fuel·rod channels. A programmahle calculator handles data ,H:quisition
from the eight drtectors, data reduction, and printout. The net count
rate for a typical boiling water reactor (B.vR) fuP! rod (2.34 percent
('nrichmf"nt) i~ about 1200 counts!s for a 252Cf source of 100 ~g. For a
ru02 fllel rod with a loading of 0.15 g of Pu!in., the count rate is about
1400 counts/so

i

"

:J06
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Figure 9.17. Moderator and shield assembly for a 6-channel :U~Cf·bascd
total fissile assay system for LWRful'l rods.

The ralibr:ilio.· of these fuel rod semmPl'S is basl'd on fuel rod
standards :;llpplied by the rod manufacturl'r. For low·enriehments, the
response is (ldequately described by the fUlwtion
(9·1 )

where R i,.; till.' net count rate, .4 and B are constants, and U is the 235U
I'ontent of the rod. The exponential term arises from tlw flux depression
in the rod. The response is linear for small .Ullollnts of :l;;[,U. A typical
calibra~ion curve is shown in Figure 9.18.
Similar systems, measuring total fissile content of fresh fUI'1 rods, are
incorporatl'c! in some pellet-to-pellet fuel rod scanners basl'\i on delayed
'Y·ray ddl'chon (sec Section 9.6). The dl'tertion of thl' prompt fast
fission nl'lltrons, which introduces a certain complexity into the system,
alleviates, however, some of the problems l'ncountered in dl,termining
t.he total fissile content from the delayed )·ray si~ature (for l?xal11ple,
scan speed variation :inc! its effects on the time--dl'pendC'nL';:' of the
delayed 'Y·my signal, and photomultiplier phosphorescence effl'l'ts).
An important example of a modemted neutron source und fast
neutron detector is a proposed 252Cf system for the meaStlreml'nt of the
residual fis::ile content in spent fuel assemblies ~rom LWHs ;Rcf. 22). In
this system. moderation of the fast source neutrallS (252 CO is provided
by the water in the spent-fuel storage pool. The fast neutrons resulting
from induced fissions are detect~d, either inside or dose to the fuel
ass"mbly, by a threshold fission detector, for example, II 23SU fission
chamber, which can stand the extremely hi~h fields of 'Y·ruy rays typical
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Fil:ure 9.18. Calibration curve for a ::~2Cf.baS(?d fuel rod lI."-":ly system
(ordinatt' gi\'l!s the netl'ounling rate due to the fu~1 rod).

of slwnt nuclear fuel. It is estimatN! that reasonable scnsitivities to
residual fissile content (235U, :!3Upu) and accur:lcies of better than fl
perll'l1t !ll'r assembly CoUl be obt:lll1ed.

9.4

ACCELERATOR
TECHNiqUES

PIIOTOFISSIO;-';

AND

l'HOTO~EUTn.O:":

Electron linear accelerators (Linacs) can he used as interrogJtion
sources in two ways: either the 1'-rays (Bremsstr;\hlung) can din'dly
cause photoflssion in the sample, or the 1'-ruys can produce photoncutrons III II con\'('rter like D"O, which then interrogate the sample (sec
Chapter 4). In Chapter 7, w-C plotted CUI"WS of the yield of both prompt
lmd dt'layl'd neutrons afler several isotopes underwent photofission by
Bremsstrahlung at various energies. The manner in which botl! prompt
and delayed neutrons are measured following rl'petitive pulses of
Bremsstrahlung radiation is indiCated ir. Figure 9.19 (H,('f. 23). This
figure shows the prompt and delayed neutron time-dependence for a

(.
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Figure 9.19. Time-dependence of neutron count rate in a moderated neutron
detector following BremSlitrahlung·induct:d pholofission.

Z35U sample at an electron enerl-:Y of 7.6 MeV. The appnrmt decay
constant (71 ps) of the prompt neutrons is actually a characteristic of
the moderated neutron detector system (llF 3 counters in a polyt'thylene
block).* Prompt neutrons can be detected for a rt'lati\'ely long time (-30
'The prompt nt'utrons are ~lowed down in polyrthyl"nr and thf!n dirru~e in it.
The "decay" is 11 result of their capture by polyethylene and the BF3 counters and
their leak..ge from thE' sysu-m.
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to 700 J.ls) because of the moderator':; "die·away" time, hence, ('nablin~
the experimenter to conveniently separate neutruns from the 'Y·ray nash.
Delayed neutrons dominate the count rate after about 100 J.ls. Since
there are no source neutrons, it i:; possible to l'ount both prompt and
delayed neutrons.
9.4.1

Delayed Neutron Techniques

The assay of some sam pips of low·enriehml'nt uranium oxide .(ltd. 24)
can illustrate how the Linae works a.> an interrogating source for
det€cting only delayed neutron signature:;. The total uranium content of
the sample was determined to within ± 2 Iwr('('nt by comparing the
delayed neutron yields from photofis:;ion at 1 0 ~leV with the yields
from standards. A correction of about 7 percent had to be made for
self-absorption of the Bremsstrahlung radiation in the !'amples. Delayed
neutron r"sponse was more reliahle than prompt neutron response
because delayed neutrons can only come from the fission products.
whereas some prompt neutrons can arise from ().n) re:lctions in various
materials near the sample und d,>tector.
For measuring the amount of 23::>U, sub·MeV neutrons \\'Ne used to
interrogate the sampll> (see Section 4.71. 1'lw$e were gencralt.'d by the
('Y,n) reaction in a D"O·target irradiatl'd by 9.5·~IC'V Bremsstrahlung
radiation. The cakulatl'd neutron spt'ctrum for this Brt'msstr:\hlunt:
energy (SL'C Figu!"('s ,1.21 and 6.17) showed that most of the nC'utrons
were below tb,' 2:lbU threshold value. One standard .mel onc unknown
sample were irradiated for about 10 min each. and the' relatin' de'layed
neutron yields were measured. A comp<:.nson of th,'se measuremt'nts gave
the 23;,U content of the unknown sample within 10 percent. Thl' major
'part of this error was caused by the low count rate in the simple.
nonoptimizl'd system used. Other results demonstrating the patt'ntial
capabilities of the accelerator sub·~le\' te·chnique lire given (Ref. 25).

9.4.2

Prompt Neutron Technique

We have ulreadv dis.::ussed one Linac system using photo fission for
total uranium determination by thl' delayl'd neutron sirnature. Another
example is the barrel scanner construcu·-j by Gulf·General Atomics as
part of their mobile laboratory GA~IAS (Gem-ral Atomic Mobile Assay
System) (Ref. 26). GAMAS uscs electron Linac·gmerated photons to
induce photo fission in 235U. 238U. and :!:J9pu. The advantages of this
machine, which is housed in a traikr. stem from the hi~h intensity and
penetration of the interrogation photons (5 to 10 MeV) and of the
stimulated fission neutrons. In the original GA~IAS. both prompt and
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C:elayed neutrons wert> detected by two banks of moderated BF 3
counters. Samples (up to 55-gal. drums) were offset horizontally,
rotated, and scanned verticaily. An on-jill(' computer proces:,..d the dak'!.,
controlled the scanning sequence, cakul;Jled all corrections, and printed
out the fissionable cont~.'I1t of each sample. Typical accuracies for
uranium and plutonium waste in 55-gal. drums ranged from 2 to 15
perccnt (with poor st~mdard). For certain fuel elements, 1 percent
precision was reached.
Figure 9.20 shows a schematic drawing of GAMAS, and Figure 9.21
gives the original samp!p-tlt'tc·ctor arran~l'l1Icnt. Fif~ur(' !:i.22 shows a lawr,
imprO\ed arrangement which has a much higher cfficiency and lower
background than the original. It allows the delayed neutrons to be used
both as a measure of total fissionable material, and, in conjunction with
the prompt neutrons. as a measure of 2:l5U enrichment.
GA~1AS can also analyze passive ')'·rays emitted from 235U and
2391'u. In some samples. the presenl'C of large amounts of uranium or
thorium makes passive assay impossible because of the large self·
absorption. Active assays can bl? done at two different Linae energies to
distin~ish thorium from uranium, sinct' the relative prompt and delayed
neutron yields from thorium and uranium differ as functions of Linac
clwrgy (see Figure 7.3).

CYLlf-:DRlC ttL
WATER! :":":1';

Figure 9.20. Cutaway drawing of GAM AS showing the improved barrel scanner.
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Figure 9.22. Cross section of the improved barrel scanner showing details
of the neutron det~ctor arrangement.
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Typical results obtained by using S :\~I AS in t Ise active mode are given
in Tables 9-7 and 9-8. Table 9·7 shows one important source of
background (for the prompt Iwutron si~laturc !>timulated by the
photofisslOn process): thc (r,/I) lwutrons cn'ated by r-rays interaction
with dputerium traces in natural hydrogen present in v:ater insld(' the
drum or in the polyf'thylelw moderator of the detector. lly u$ing a
low-energy electron (and hClll'C photon) beam. one can correct for this
background. As seen in Tabll' 9·7, this correct ion is quite rehabl!', even
for relatively "wet" s,lI11pl('s (I~l'f. 27). The fact that the yield per J..rram is
practically eonstant demonstrates the ad('quacy of the techniques for
these difficult-to-measure samplt·s.
Table 9-8 shows similar results for Pu-bparing 55-gal. drums* with a
large variety of matrix matl'rials. The fissile material in these waste
drums was measured b:' observing the prompt neutrons from (r ,II) and
h' ,f) reactions and corr('cting for the (r ,II) baekwollnd. 1'h[' ovcrall
agreement, within 7,4 percent ht'twt'Cn the measurcd and nominal mass
of Pu, wa<; quite good for waste barrel nwaslIrements.· The largest
devia~ion, which wa<; in wet combustibles, resultpd probably from the
increased detection efficiency for the partially moderdted neutrons in
the detectors.

T..blt> 9-7.

Nominal
U
(g)
5.27
15.8
30.0
50.1

o (cs)a
o (cs)&

o (cs)~
o (cs)a

Barrel
Weight
(kg)

37.4
36.5
24.0
42.2
37.0
45,4
54.5
81.6

ml'a,url'd prompt nl'lItron yield from
5:>'l(aJ. V·scrap standards.

Gr~'IAS:

Yil'ld at
7.5 ?oIl'V
(counts!
monhor)
11.6 1
15.8"
21.8"
39.0,
15.3"
20.0"
25.31
31.5 "

U.:l

0.2
0.2
0.-1
0.4
0.7
0.4
0.3

!Jl'utenum
Corrcrlion
(counts!
monitor)
8.0 "
6.5"
2.:i 1
9.5 i
16.5"
21.0 1
24.7 1
28.5"

1.0
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.7
2.2
2.5
2.9

Nd
Yield
(counts!
monitor)

Net YielJ!1:
Uranium
(countsj
gmonitor)

3.6 " 1.0
9.3" 0.8
19.3 i 1.0
29.5 1 1.3
-1.2 i 2
-1.0 i 2,4
0.6" 2.6
3.0" 3.0

0.681 0.19
0.59" 0.05
0.64" 0.03
0.5910.05

"(es) = clcan scrap (no uranium).

."
~Many of the barrcl standards WNl' al.o interrolZat..d by H·Mt>V nculron•.
mentionl'd prcviously (S<!c, for exampll', Tabl.. 9·2 and Figurc 9.5).
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Table 9-8. Results obtained by GAMAS on standard barrels containinl( Pu.
Measured
Pu
NOIllinal (g)

Nominal

180.1
181.9
22.9
166.4

170
180
25
155

1.059
1.011
0.916
1.074

57.4
193.6
80.0
158.0
111.0
48.1

61
185
76
161
110
50

0.941
1.047
1.052
0.981
1.009
0.962

175.4
34.7
142.2

194
28
166

0.904
1.239
0.857

113.2
48.6
25.2
84.3

110
50
25
85

1.029
0.973
1.008
0.392

Washablcs

163.5
90.6
(6.5)

175
85
10

0.934
1.066

Graphite

47.9
191.8
164.1

50
195
155

0.952
0.98-1
1.058

123.9
50.4

125
50

0.991
1.008

Omtcnt

Dry combustibles

Raschig rings

Wet combustibll's

Resin

1lt'nelex.Pll'xi~!as

Measured

(~)

Averal!e ratio or m"nsured to non"inal

9.5

PH.O~!P'I'

B

1.003

!

0.078.

RADIATION TECHNIQUES USING COINCIDENCE

METHODS
Earlier chapters have noted that a total of about 10 particles (two to
three prompt neutrons plus seven to eight prompt -y-rays) are emitted on
the avera~e in a fission event. This high multiplicity makes possible use
of fast cOincidence techniques to distinguish these radiations from
background radiations, which generally appear one at a time. ANDA
systems that makl.' use of this method to measure fission events are
sometimes call1.'d fission !!!ultiplicity getection (or getectors) (FMD)
systems. Su-:h systems have several detectors, typically four, on different

.
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sides of the sample and coincid:mces between any two or three detectors
are counted. A detailed discussion of the coincidence method and its
electronics has been presented in Chapter 8.

9.5.1

Isotopic Source Assay System (lSAS)

One of the earliest active coincidence systems was developed at Gulf
General Atomics (GGA). Shortly afterwards. Los Alamos, followed by
the National ~uclcar Corp., developed similar types of systems. The
GGA machine was called the Isotopic Source Assay System (ISAS). One
of the most studied ANDA systems (Ref. 28), ISAS originally was
de&igned and used for determination of the fissile content of bulk liquid
and solid materials. The accumcy of the instrument depended upon the
quality, type and homogeneity of the materi11, and length of the
measurement time. The range of types of material to be assayed could be
extended by varying the energy of the interrogating neutrons by using
different spectrum-tailoring arrangements.
The ISAS has three major components (see Figures 9.23 and 9.24):

1. Source container or shielding and collimator (SCC), which contains
about 25 pg of 252Cf and has appropriate personnel shielding.
FiSSION
"
MUl T!PLlCfTY ' "

''''

~
... ~..

/' <lSS'ON
/ / ,",ULTIPLICITY

~(Jr)~-:::"""

Pb

-'-

't f

"-

'NEUTrON

\\I~~I:~~:~:~::
\.I::'..!

FAST OR FISS!ON ~
NEUT PON SOURCE

--

COLLIMATED
NEUTRON BEAM
" - . .;;;NI>
~ NEUTRON AND
GAMMA-RAY
SHIELDING

SOURCE CONTAINER

Figure 9.23. Basic configuradon of FMD in its active mode (ISAS)
(horizontal cross section).
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A

B

Figure 9.24. Differenl measuring configuriltions of ISAS. A: ISAS with long
sample carrier for samples up to 8 by 51 in. (20 x 121.5 em).
B: Horizont4slly scanning IS AS detector system.

Collimators may be adjusted in both desi~n and size to fit the
particular type of sample being assayed.
2. Fission multiplicity detector (FMDl. which houses the rotating
sample holder and a set of four plastic scintiliators mounted in pairs
on opposite sides of the sample. The F~ID accommodates containers
up to 8 in. (20 em) in diameter and about 50 in. (125 em) long.
3. Modular electronics and dat.1.handJinG e4uipment.
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The fission multiplicity deteetu: in ISAS detects fissions and other
nuclear reactions specific to fissionab!"! materi:l1.s that are induced by
neutrons from the source.
The several detectors, usually four plastic scintillators, are electroni.
caily connected sO that time-coincident events of a selected multiplicity
are registered as an indication of fissionable material. The scintilla tors
detect both prompt fast neutrons and prompt '}'-:"3ys in coincidence, the
resolving time is about 20 to 60 ns depending on the type of
photomultiplier used. Usually the 3-out-of-4 coincidence mode is
employed (see Chapter 8). Plutonium-240, which fissions spontaneously,
can be measured without a neutron source and can be used to indicate
total plutonium content, if the isotopic composition is known.
To measure 235U or 239pu, which does not fission spontaneously, a
neutron source is used. To minimize self-shielding effects in samples with
high fissile cOl,tent, ISAS uses a outron beam filtered by boron. With
the filtered beam, a measur..lble POi Lion of the response results from fast
neutron fission of 23t'U. By taking a second mO;?asurement, without the
filter, the response is almost entirely due to 235U. The two measurements can be used to determine 238U and 235U in kilogram-sized
samples enriched to about 20 perCEnt in 235U. Under optimum
conditions, as little as 0.2 g of 235U can be m('usured in 100 s with a
precision of 15 percent. .-\ typical sensitivity curve for ISAS is shown 111
F.gure 9.25.
Figure 9.26 shows a response curve for IS AS for lart::er amounts of
23:,U. For these samples, the response is observably nonlinear about
] 00 g of 235U. Thl' nonlinearity of the response curve is caused by both
the attenuation of the in(~omin!~ neutron beam by the fissile material and
the scattering and self-absorption of the stimulated prompt neutron and
'Y-rays ill the uranium itself. The first effect can be reduct'<l by absorbin~
the low-energy source neutrons in a boron filter, the second effect can be
reduced by absorbing the low-energy 'Y-rt:ys in a high-Z filter (for
example, lead) placed between the sample and the dl'tectors. However,
each of these remedial act:'Jns results in a substantial rcd'lction in
sensitivity.
An example of reducing neutron self-shielding by filtering out
low-energy neutrons from the interrogating beam is shown in Fij..'lITl's
9.27 and 9.28, which demonstrate the great improvement in linearity of
the response curve for 239pu obtained with a B.jC filter. Indeed, when
large quantities of fissile material are present in the sample, the loss in
sensitivity accompanying the use of a filtered beam is usually acceptable,
since a much better response results. The effect of removing the '}'-ray
self-shielding is shown in Figure 9.29. It points out a considerable
improvement in both the linearity of the response curve and the scatter
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Figure 9.27. Mrasurement of fissile Pu quantitii.>S in the range of up to
400 g with soft neutron spectrum.
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(ner. 29).

of the points in the uncorrected curve caused by variation of tht~
thorium·to·uranium ratio amon~ the samples used (Ref. 29).
ISAS was applied to a large V'driety of materials in samplcs of different
sizes and matrin's encountered mainly in fuel fabrication and scrap
recovery. It is difficult to define accuracies for such a ~ .. neral purpOSL
ANDA system. Nonetheless, it was found that standard ISAS units under
average conditions routinely gave (relative) accuracies of about 1 to 2
percent (!it one sbndard deviation) for concentrations of 50 g or more
fissile material homogeneously dist.ributed throughout a l·gaL volume of
dense matrix material. Accurncies of about 2 to 10 percent were
routinely obtained for the same amount of fissile matcnal heterogeneously distributed throughout the matrix material. The sensitivity was
typically 0.1 to 0.25 It of fissile material heterogeneously distribut..."<i
throughout a t.gal. bulk volume of matrix material.
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9.5.2

Isotopic Source Adjustable Fissometer (ISAF)

The isoto pie §ource Adjustable Eissometer (ISAF) (Rd. 30), desi~H'd
and built by IRT Corporation (formerly Gulf Rad. Tl'ch.-San Diego),
also USt'S an isotopic source and fission multiplicity dl'tcction. ISAF CUll
h,mdle sample conL"liners of up to 5 ~al. The system contains three 2·1·in.
(60·cm) long plastic scintillators positioned at 90" from one another in
three of fOUl quadrants which sun'ounrl the samFle. The fourth quadrant
contains an Am-Li source (1.2 X 10 6 nsfg). The basic ge-omdrical
arrangement of ISAY is shown in Fi~ure 9.30. In most applications,
modt'rator wedges, located between the detectors and hydro~en.
con~lining mode-raling material surrounding the source on three sides,
further tailor the source spectrum. For applications, which require morl'
penetrability of the source neutrons, the modcrator can be replaced by
iron and the wedges rt'placed by neutron absorbers. A highly thermalized
source can make the response insensitive to specific sample matrix
effeds, for example, those due to moisture. The source can be
positioned anywhere along the 24-in. length of the de-(e-clor:;, or it (',m be
remoVt'd if passive assay is desired. The FMD signal is 3-out·of-3
coincidences (2-out-of-3 can also be USt>d). The coincidence resolution
time is obout 80 ns.
Figure 9.31 shows the response as a function of the vertical position
of the source and sample. r-;ote that the- most uniform response with
respeC't to the sample occurs when the source is abollt 5 in. (12.5 em)
above the rota~ing tumtable. This is bcocallse t~e portion of the sample

c:::J NEUTHOlli MODERATING >,lATERIALS
c::J P~ASTIC SCINTILLATORS
Fif(Ure 9.30. Schematic representation of ISAF and associated electronics.
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that rffciws maximum sourcc intensity has a lowt'r t't'ficiency for
cit'tection. Till.' efficient·y falls off a..'. the distance betwt'en that portion of
the sam pIt' and the detector photomultiplier tubt' is increased. Furthermon', the uniformity of response is not impro\'cd by scannin~ the
source vertically at n uniform rate: the responsc functions simply
avcragt>, as shown by curve No.4 in the figure. To improvt' uniformity of
responSt.', it is lll'Cessary to decrease the speed of tht' source motion in
proportion to tht' decreasing efficiency of the detcctor a..-- the souret'
irradiatt's portions of the sample further from the turntable.
The fission efficiency of ISAF, defined as the nllmbt~r of reconkd
coinddenct> events/spontaneous fission in a calibratcd 2S2Cf source
located at a fixed position (for example, center), is c;uite high. A typical
l'fficiency curve for 3-out-of-3 coincid~nces is shown in Fi~re 9.32. Tht'
efficieney varit's for 3/3 coincidences from a mn..ximum of 6 to 10
percent for a 3.5-in. (8.8 cm) diameter sample to a minimum of 0.4 to 1

c·
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Figu~ 9.32. Efficiency for rletl:ction of 252Cf spontal"l'Ous fi!>Sion as a
function of sample size in lSAF.

p('reent for a 15·in. (37.5 em) diarn('ter sample. The range of dfidencies
fl'sults from differ('nc('s in ISAF systems. The efficiencies for 2-0ut-of-3
eoincidl'nces (23) are about a factor of 5 hi:~llf'r. This d<'Crpasl' in
('fficiency of about an order of magnitudl' CUUSE'd by the sample
container si.li:' underlines the importancE' of proper selection of containl'rs for A~1.):\ applications. Tht> 3/3 count ratl' from a fissile plutonium
sample, in the foml of thin metal foils in u large sample configurat.ion
(20-cm diam I, is about 2.3 counts:gis. with a background equivalent to
about 0.5 g of Pu. The pas..c;ive response from :2-1 0 pu, in the same
confi~ration for lhe same met~1 foils, is 5 countsig!s. With a background
l'quivalent to 0.3 g of 2-1 °ru. Thus ISAF dl'monstrates high l'ffll.:il'ncies
both for passive and active !'iDA applications.
The mpasurt"d response of ISAF for different irregular materials from
a light water fud fabrication plant contained in 5·gal. pails is shown in
Figure 9.33. These materials have different total w(lights and different
fissile contents (O.i t.o 3 percent enrichment). Thl> accuracy with which
the fissile content is tietermilled basNI on these curves ran~ps from 3.5 to
5 percE'nt. The different slopes and approach to sat.uration maniff'sted in
Figure 9.33 clearly show the rlepcndence of the instrument fl'sponse on
the dE'nsity of the sample matrix material.
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figure 9.33. Comparison belwet>n l't'sponses (rom di((l!rl'nl types of fud scrap
using ISAF.

9.5.3

The Los Alamoli Scientific Laboratory Random D::-iver

The Los ,\lamos Scientific L<lllOratory (LASt) coincidenc£' system,
ca!lt'd the Random Driver l,ltef. 31), useS an Am-Li sourel' (-5 X 10 5
nl~). The detectors art' two plastil' slab scintillators (maul' of Pilot F)
that detect mostly prompt fission neutrons, the r('solvin~ time is about
11)0 ns. Bl'cause th~ Am - Li source neutrons havc an a\i:r"l-:(' enerh'Y
~low 1 r.le \" (sec Chapter .j). tlwy induce fission 1ll:JsUy in thc fissile
mawrial of the sample. The distal1l~e betwl'Cn detectors can ll<' vari,'(1 to
accommodate samples up to 5 gal. in size. Lead and boron elm he
int.erposed between t~e sample and the detedors to reduel' m-utron and
't·ray self-absorption. The source can be moved vertically to traverse the
rotated sample. Two 311l' uetl'et.ors can momtor the thermal neutron
flux to correct for the effects of u hydro~en·cont.linin~ matrix that
increa.st>s the fission rate as a result of incrl'asl'd tlwrmaJization of source
neutrons. In a later version, shown H:hpmatically in Fi~r('s 9.31 and
9.35, four fixed Am- Li sources, rather t.han a single moving one, are
used in order to obtain a more uniform vertical response.
The Bandom !2nvpr (RD) was designed to minimize the contribution
of prompt fission 't-rays. unlike ISAS and lS,\F which were dl'si~ed to
sense both prompt neutrons and 'Y·rays (but they can, wlll'n desired,
suppress t.he response of either radiation). The drsign of the RD st.cms
from the desire to obt.ain a linear response curve for high·density samples
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Fig-ure 9.34. Cutaway view of Random Driver Mod·lll. The t.wo 3 Ue
proportional counters located along diagonal corners of the sample cavity are
not shown.

Figure 9.35. Top view of Random Driver Mod·lII. The inst.rument will
accommodate sampll's up to 153·mm·diam by 365·mm.high.
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with high fissile content, accepting thC' penalty of lower instrument
sensitivity by a factor of 5 to 10. In the ltD, -y-ray coincidC'nccs are
reduced by lead·shielding and then rC'jected by a timl'-of-f1ight discrimi·
nation circuit (Figure 9.36) that senses only those events separated by 5
to 40 ns (Ref. 32), thus excluding coincident )·rays which have a
multiple flight. time of about 2 to 5 ns from sample to scintillator (see
Chapter 8). The lead·shielding int.erposed betw€en sample and detectors
reduces the passive -y·ray si~a1s from the sample, from the Am - Li
')ource, and lowers the accidental coincidences. It also incrC'asC's t.he
neutron detection efficiency by reflecting source neutrons and makes
neutron detection less sensitive to the variations in the heavy element
matrix in the samples. However, excessive thicknesses of lead or other
moderators will reduce the energy of the stimulatC'd neutrons arid,
therefore, their detection probability .
. Figure 0.37 shows calibration curv.:-s obtained by using an early
version of the ltD (Ref. 33) for 2-L botties containing U;lOS' The source
strength of this system was 2 X 10 5 n/s. The "fast neutron inlRrrogation" curve was obtuined by using the bare Am- Li source. The "thermal
neutrcn interrogation" curve was obtained by using the Am - Li source
enclosed in a 1.5-m. (3.75 em) by 2·in. (5 em) by 4.5-in. (11.25 cm)
block of polythylene. Both curves Wt're corrected by the 3"11e monitor
for matrix effects in the samples. The i.lcreased sensitivity, duo? to
therrnalization of the source neutrons, wa') accompanied by some loss in
linearity, presumably because the increased thermal neutron absorption
in the lar~('r samples was not completely corrected for by the monitor.
Figure 9.38 shov.is the aliSUY precision of this system for hoth thermal
and fast neutron interrogation modes.
Figure 9.39 shows a calibration curve for a set of lITGR star.dards
made of carbon·coatpd ThC - 2 3 ~l UC fuel particles obt;.:ined with the
R.1.ndom Driver Mod-III (Ref. 34). A count time of 1000 s typically ~ave
an assay precision of 1 percent for a sample whose [;ssiIE mass was 300 g,
that is similar to the pcrformam:e shown in Figure 9.38. The sli~htly
nonline'il' response curve, R c was fitted to the function
(9-2)

where M is the fissile mass and a and b are fitted constants. Based on this
calibration, the results of the Random Driver assay for this fuel a~eed,
to within a few percent, with the chemical assay. The precision of these
measurements (1000 s each) was about 0.5 percent.
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Figure 9.36. Block diagram for the electmnics fur the Random Drivrr Mod·l/).
The gate generator output is 35 ns and delays A and Bare 5 ns, yie!dinl: a
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155 ns, resulting in 3.'1 accidental tir.1i' winduw frum 155 to 190 MS.
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Figure 9.37, Calibration cun'E'S Cor both Cast and the.rmal neutron interrogation.
These curves have been norma!ized to the 3Ue nux monitor.

9.5.4

National Nuclear Corpomtioll Random Driver

The !':ational ~uclear Corpuration (NNC) coincidence system, designed f;r 5·gal. s;mples, h-as four plastic detectors and a source segment
which surround the sample in a five-sided array. Pu - Li sources of -10 6
njs are used. In some models, two sources (top and bottom) are used; in
others, a single central source with a special FMD is claimed, by its
manufadurer. to achieve uniform response. Usually the 3-out-of·4
coincidence mode is used to detect neutrons and "Y-rays with a resolving
time of 60 ns. Other syst<.>ms are designed for sample sizes that range
from - cm 3 to -55 gal.
A detailed description and evaluation of the earliest 5-gal. NNC system
is given (Ref. 35). This system Cdn be used either passively. responding to
spontaneous fissions in 238Pu. 240Pu, or 24 2pu, or acti¥ely, responding
to induced fissions in 235U. 239pu, or 241pu. The substantial
coincidence "background" from spontaneous fissions must be corrected
for, when the system is used in the active mode.
Figure 9.40 shows 3-out·of-4 coincidence rate measurements with a
partially thennalized neutron source with and without a low·Z matrix
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Figure 9.38. Assay precision for various amounts of uranium usinJ: the
LASL random SOl1rct: interrogation s)'stcrn with a 2 x 10 5 nls Am·Li source lind

50 ns coincidEnce gate. Assay precision is defined as the ratio of the s14ndard
deviation of the assay to the assay value.

surrounding the sample, and with and without a removable Pb·B shield in
front of the detectors. These s~ields reduce fissions in the samples caused
by back·scattered, thermalized neutrons and reduce detection of
low·energy fission "}'·rays. All the curves are linear, indicating, in this
case, absence of neutron or "}"ray self·absorption. Fi~re 9.41 shows
similar curves obtained in the 2-out·of·4 mode. The 3·out·of·4 mode is
less sensitive (lower counts per gram fissile) than the 2·out-of-4, but it
exhibits a more linear response to the fissile content in the prescr.c(' of
the low·Z matrix.
9.5.5

Comparison of Fast Coincidence Systems

Because all ANDA systems based on the FI\1D (ISAS, Random Driver,
and ISAF) are fundamentally similar, they can, in principle, 1)('
transformed from one to anothpr. IS:\8 uses an externally tailored,
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Figure 9.39. Calibration cUl'\'e for HTGR fuel particles baSt'd on weighu-d
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high-energy souree ( 252 CO to induce fissions and a four-detc-ctor FMD
to measuTl' both prompt neutrons and 'Y·rays. ISAF uses an internally
modl'ratcd or nonmoderated low-t>flngy source (Am - Li) and a threedetector f'MD that also measures nf!utrons and ),·rays. The Random
Driver U5e5 intRrna1low-t>ner~ysources (Am-Li or 23tipu-Li) ::.nJ a FMD
with twu dE-tectors (LASL) or four detectors (:\NC) that mf'asllrt' prompt
neutrons but partiall).' supprf'ss siJ.,'l1als from prompt ),·rays despite a
substantial loss in detection efficif'ncy. Suppression of prompt )'·rays,
which provide most of the coincident signals from fission events (see
Chllpt.er 8). may sometimes be desirable when absorption of mainly
low-ener~ )'·ra~'s in large and dense samples (for example. kiloW.lm
samples of U0 2 or thorium) can occur. Thus, if this portion of the
siW1ature is suppressed, for examplt', by interposing a lead shield between
sample and detectors. the assay results will be less dependent on sample
density. However. a lead shield that is too thick (>5 r.m) can reduce the
fission neutron energy below the threshcld level of the scintillator. When
dense samples of fissile materials are measur('d. the low-t!nergy portion of
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the intl>rrogatin~ neutron spectrum should be removed lJy interposinR a
neutron absorbN (for exampk', a borated, or l)('tter, a lithlated
hydrogen-containing shiNd) betwc('n the soun:c and the sample and
betw('Cn the sample and the plastic (hydrogen-<'ontaining) scinti1l<!tors.
Neutron ancl ., -ray ahsorbers, In principlt.·, can be added to or remov(·d
from each of the syskms discussed. This important flexibility allows for
a strong signal and a resulting high sensitivity for those samples which are
not subject to either neutron or .,.-r.ty self-shif'lding. Conversely, for
samplf's in which self·shielding is si~ificant and the calibration curve
becom<'S strongly nonlinear, proper absorlJers of nf'utrons and/or ),·rays
will ~eatly improve response.
Detection of different multiplicities by the Fr-tD leads to another
independent met.hod of reducing the attenuation ('ffects of the prompt
. fission l·rays in the sample. For ('xample. it is shown in Chapter 8 that
the ratio of thl:' product of all possible combinations of coincidences
bt.'lwrel. two detectors in a lhn·e-<.leu>clor FMD to the threefold
(;oincidence rate is rl:'latively ind('pendent of sample attenuation. Similar
expressions can be derived using different levels of coincidl'nces.
When the r·ray attenuation is COnS~1l1t or unimportant, the same
mentioned ratios give information on fast neutron multiplication within
the sample. When a fa:;t IH'utron from a fission event (stimulated or
spontaneous) causes another fission, It happens within the time
rf'solution of thl' coincidence circuits (30 to 80 ns) and the apparent
multiplicity of the ('vent is rreatly inLTcast'<i. The higher multiplicity
favors high-lev!'1 coincidl'nces (for ex::mp!e, 3-out·of-4 or 3-out-of-3)
over lower level coincidpnc('s (for f'xample, 2-out-of·4 or 2-out-of-3).
Thus, the ratio of high.I(·vel to 10w·l('v{'1 coincidcllcPS can providf! an
indication of sclf-multipliration (Ref. 36), which is important for
samples with hij::h fissile content.
Various implications of the number of d"t.cclors in the FMD, for
('xarnple, two, three, four, or even more, h:;,vc up!'n discussed in Chapter 8. G('ncrally, for high multiplicitips (for ('xample, prompt fission .,.-rays
with or without prompt neutrons), usin~ more detectors increases
considerably detection efficiency. However, if only neutrons are to be
detected (low multiplicity), it does not make sense to use FMD with
more than three detectors, since more detectors will only lead to higher
accidental coincidenl.'e rates with little incrca5e in true coincidence
efficiency.
9.5.6

Active-Well Coincidence Count.crs

The passive neutron-well slow coincidf'nt"C counter has been described
(Sl.oe Section 8.6.2), where it was pointed out that this device is useful for
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plutonium assay since it responds to spontaneous fission nl'utrolls.
mainl\' from 2·1 upu. Passive coiIH:idpnC'1' counters of this typt' cannot be
USl'l.l for uranium LJulk·sample assay lwcausl' of thf' vpry low spontaJll'ous
fission rates in uranium. An instrunH'nt that com binI's an Am-Li
nt'utron intNro~ation source with it ;} He ttll'rmal neutron·well coinci·
dence detector has recently lK'l'n designed and tt'sted at Lus Alamo:>
(Ref. 36). It is call1'd the active·well l"oincidt'/lL'e counter, and it is
intended for USt' in the assay of 2:13 U or 2:l" U. The adVanl;\g('S of this
instrument OH'r conventiorw! fast coincidl'nee F~"Ds are its li~ht \\'cight,
portability,'" inl"rt'ased swbi!ity, and smaller sellsitivity to malrix df('ds,
and '} ·ray baclq,'Tounds. IIS ill~nsitivily to l·ray back~r()und should
make the device particularly witable for 23 J U -Th cycle fuel materials,
which ufll'n have high'} ·ray back~'Tounds from the dt'cay of ;! J:2 U. The
main disadvantagt's of thl' instrument arC' its limited sensitiVity due to the
limit of the source strength (which is detl'rminl'd by til(' r'llt· of the
chancl' l"oincidl'nces) and its mort' compll'x t'll'ctronics.
r-:ormally. an interro~ation sourt:e used with a tl1l'rmal neutron·wt'll
coincidelH:e counter results in extn'ml'1y targt' accidl'ntal coinl"idenet'
count ralt-s l)('cause of the long- (:.!U to 100 pS) ('oinl.:idenl'l· galt' lengths,
In til(' uctiH'-w('lIcoincidencc counter. the ,'.m- Li source is placed inside
a rr.odl'Tuting shit'ld. and the operator attempts to takl' auv;'nt<lp'p of the
gn,,,ter ~ranslllisSIO!l of Ihe ind~:n'J plUmpl IISSlOn neutrons (- 2 :\1t·V
avt'rage energy) a;; compan'd with the source tIl'utrons (-.:: 0.,1 :\leV I to
rl'duce thp ;:ecidental rate. Tiw source shit'ld, which partially shields the
source neutrons from the ;i Ill' detectors, has an open chann('l to the
sample in Ihc' w('ll. In this manner, th,> ratio of :!ceidt'ntal coinndl'!l('es
due to the sourc!' neutrons to the true coincidence rate due to induced
fissions in thl' sample is rpduced by Inor~ than an nrder of magnitude as
compared with the unshiddl·d sourl'C.
9.6

DELAYED .,.·HA\'S SYSTDIS

In addition to prompt lll'utTOns, prompt') ·rays, dnd dclay('d nt'utrons,
s('ve.r<l1 delayl'c\ .,.·rays art' ('mltted following fission as a n'sult of
radioactiv(' dl'cay of fission fragmenL'i, In the first minutes after fission,
approximately six to t'ight such dC'layed .,.·rays, with average energies of
the order of 1 ~teV. art' emitted. In this seetion. systems that art' based
on the detections of dclayt'u ),·rays will tIe described. They indud(' fuel
rod scanners and the ~mall !!,umple f!ssay ~yst('m (88I\S).

l'.'

·F~lj),; ","l'rt· not d""l:n"d, so rar. with Ii~ht w.'i~ht anti portabilily
dl'Si!:n
clit",ia. Inhprcntly. n-:o"tronh 'ray F~l D j, nnt h."",)', .in("t' it j. ba.cd on pla.tic
scintillators. h"nc" it ("all I,.. mad .. rr·lati'·cly Ii~hl and portah"'.
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The assay of nonirradiated fuel rods by so·called rod scanners often
uses delayed "Y·rays. FuLl rod SCil!1lWrs are uSt'd in industry for two
important functions:

1. To accurately determine total fissile conA>nt in the rod.
2. To dl,termine pellet·to-pellet variation,; in the fissile contt'nt.
The first function is requircd for safpg1.1ards, quality, and process
contrr'. Prompl neutrons, dl'layt'd neutrons, or delayed )-rays are used
to dell'rmim' total fissile cont(·nt. The second function is requirrd mainly
for plant quality assurance. l:h'cullsc very high counting mit's an' rl'quired
for good statistical prpcision, dcia~:ed "Y·rays or inlt'liSt> )'·rays (for
t'xample, those emittl'd by radioactive drcay of :!·ll Am in mixl'd oxide
rods) arc us('d to determine lwllpt·to·pel!et variation in practically all
systems.
To measure total fissile content of a fut>! rod, a fuel rod SCi1nncr
should satisfy a number of criteri:l. induding high reliability and low
operating cost. Thl' most important criterion, however, is that the
response above b~.I(:kground he <Iu,' t.·ntirely to the fissile materi~lI in the
rod. For instance, if dl'layed neutrons aTl' dctecteu, it is necessary to
insurt> that there is little or no rl'f.ponse to "Y·rays (natural or indut'pd), to
neutrons from spontaneous fission in the fuel, or to fbsions in t.he fertile
isotop'?s in the ful'!. Other df'x'L, which might perturh responses include
the following; therm:l 1 neutron abscrption by fuel impurities. et'ft'ds of
variJ.tions in d:Jdding thieknf'ss on neutron absorption, effl'ds of
"crosstalk "* amon~ dlffl'fl'nt fut·! rods bein~ ;:~,ayed sill1ultanpously and
end·effects. * * ~ueh IlPrturbations can be minimized by careful design
(Ref. 37) (see ChaptCor 10).
In a typical rod scannf'r, a 1':,2C( source irradiatl's a spetion of the Cuc'l
rod. The rod is driven throu~h ~ne system at a unifoml spt'ed on tilt'
order of several n.'ntimPlcrs/s('cond_ Thl' source stn'ngth is in the range
of 10 K to 10 1 t} njs (50·50()O ... ~ 2;; ::cn. The source Il('ulrons arc
moderated by a large modl'rating assembly, usually made of polyethyl·
ene or man' t'xolic matf'rials. Cor l'xamplt>, D 2 0.imprl'h'llateu resin,
designed to rna:,,; imiw till' fissilt··ferlilt.· fission ratio (Sl,(, Chaptl'r 6). TIll'
moderator b surrounded by a thick neutron and -r-my shield. The entire
*Cros-stalk i~ an .. ffpct paus.. d by /1)
detector for an ~dlal·pnt rod. or f 2) th,'
fissions in ano~ h,'r.
**End pfrecls ~re cau ... d by th .. fact
.hirld.. d by fud m"lt'rial. thus ~lj(n&l and
tht, rod.

1'rays from on~ rod beinl: count"d by the
fast n,'ulrons neO\tecl 10 onp rod causIOg
thai each f'nd of the rod ob\'iou.ly is not
backi:round afl' difft'rt'nt from th.. r"st of
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confi!!Uration is designed to provide the highest flux in tIll' IlltH.!l'rator
consistent with lOW ")'-radiation, from the source, at llw t'ounting
position. The shi('ld is typically about 2 m in d:ameter. Fi~ur<.' 9.42
shows II schematic of a rl'FH'srntati\'e rod scanner.
1Iaintaining uniform rod-driVl' speed requires precision drivc such as
that afforded by the screw. uplt, pincher roller, or sprocket chain. Pusher
rod or a combination of pusher rod and crawler belts hus lx'('ll lISt'(' as
well as endlt'ss belt c:uTyin~ fupl rod through irratliator ami tit'tectors.
The scann!'r is typically 15 min It'nb'ih for LWR fuel rods (ind\ldin~ the
fuel rod input and unloading S('ctions). Usually, several rods (I'r,lI11 two
to six) can be U:iSayed simult..'\neously by running them thro\l~h St'parate
channels placed symmetrically around the source.
The dl'layed ')'-rays ar<.' dt'tl'ctt>d from a collimatl'u st'l'tllln (one to
several pelkt5 lon~) of thl' rod us it travel,; past a ")'·ray detector l'cnsisting
of either on" or more Nal crystals or plastic scintillator:;. F:1SI Iwutron
detectors arl' often also us<'d to monitor prompt fission Ileutrons us a
measure of the total fi5..~ile content of the rod.
Figure 9.43 shows typical delllY<'d l·ray scans from. a rod St',mner (of
the type shown in Fig. 9.-12) assaying fuel rods containing anomalously
enriched pl'Hets. The da!...'\ r('udout is usually designed to sound an alarm
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Figul't' 9.43. A typical dt'lnyt'd ..,.·ray sclln of:l fuel rod. Thl' ~can i, of a
3.3% l'nrichecl PW It fuel rod, 66·in. (165.cm) long. with pdll'L~ of J"wlOr enrich·
ml'nt.s intl'rspersed lIS shown above. The IOWN ("urn' is a smoolhl'd n'r~lon of the
raw data in the Uppl'r curve (the l'rror bars n-prt'St'nt 20 uncl'rtail1tie~).
Each point n-prl'Sents the total counts accumubt..d in 0.4 s for a roU·fl"{'d ratl'
of i:l ft/min (244 cm/mm).

or fl'jl'et the rod, when an off·spec I)('\lpt is dt'lt'dt'd. Off·~p{'c pt'llt'ts are
thost' whosC' fi~sill' conlcllt deviatps by mort' than tlIP Slwcificalion from
the nominal value. Typi~'al sppcifications of LWH pdlC'1 t'nrichnwnt art' ±
10 IWTcpnl. Dpviatiolls from speciiications can OlTur if thl' sil.t'. dl'nsity,
or l'nrichn1l'nt of tht' ppl!t'l art' il1l'"orrpd, Si,:l' and d('nsity \'ariat iOIl~ arl'
usually dl'll'rmined Sl'!XlI.. il'iy by l' ·ray t T.\llSI1l is~;ion nll':lstlrenH'nt
tedmiqut,s diseussl'd hrwfly in ChaptN G alld laiN in this M'l'tj(.n.
Tllp ability of a rod Sl'".:nJll'r to reject an off.spt'C pt'lll'l hut not a good
pelll·t is a stron~ fllnetion of i'-ray count in~ statistics. Typical t"l.'quire.
ml'nts nre that a Iw\lpt that is 10 pl'rcl'nt off Spt't'jfication Ill' lil'teetl'd
und rejpctl'd 95 percpnt of till' time and that no mon' than r, i""rcent of
the fUl'l rods be falsely rl'jl'cted for conlaininlo: off·spt'c pt'1h·ts. Sinn'
there may Iw 51'Vt'ral hundn'd pellets in a rod. thl' fulst' rl'jl'dil'1l ratt'
must hI' ltoss than Ollt' in s£.>vrral thousand pdll'ls. FaiSt· rl'jtodlOn occurs
wh('n u count correspondinl: to a particular pplll't is llnomaloll"ly high or
low I:X'cause of statistical fluctuation in thl' count rat.... or other rt'asons
unn'lated to the fissile content. (Section ~l.li.5 t'ontains a more d,'l..'lil('d
dis,~ussion of this topic.)
lIi~h throulo:hput is necl'ssary in rod scaJll1l'rs. Silll:t' tlwy nrt' normally
used to monitor the entin' production run in fut'! fabrication phmts. This
rcquirenwnt plan's s('vcr.. demands on thl' d,'si~n of lhl' flit! sc:mlH'r,
csp<'cially on iLo; counting system. Vt'ry fast ddt'l·tors and l·ll't·trolllcs an'
rcquirt'd to obbin the hihh count totals lH'Ct'SS<U)' for l-:om! t'ountin~
statistics. Highly efficient d,·tect.ors are also llN:t'ssary (but SOlllt" such as
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NaI. arl' slow}. thert'fore, spt'cial desipH must Lx: employl'd for lhe
system to pt.'rform satisfactorily. On-Ii,,,, compult.'rs an' often also
included to retJuce and analyze the cOllnt data <inti ~i\'e immediate
indication of off·spec t'lements.
:\Iany rod scanners also nwasurt' "t ·ray transmission throulZh the rod as
it moves past a fixed, highly collimalt'(l T-r..ly source, usually 137 es.
1'r.lI1smission through the sample is a fum'lion of th(' samplp's mass or
dl.'nsity (s\'~' Chapt('r 3). Tlwrefore, this nwtJ.od aifords :m easy and
aCt'urate measure of density variations in the fuel rod. By monitoring
transmission as the rod 1110V\'S pasl till' .., .ray source, Ill'lll'ts of incorn'ct
len~th lind ~lPS between pt'lIl'ls c:m also Ill' ut'tected, TIll' lotallen~th of
the flwl column in th~ rod can also be uelt'fmined accuratt'!y.
tl.6.1

General ElC'Ctric Rod Scanm'r (Ref.

~l8)

The first fully dew loped, high-speed fUt'l rod (or pin) scanner was
and built by the Gelwrnl Electric Vallecitos "lIclt'a!" Ct'nit-r and
has b('('n in USt' at the G.E. \\'ilmin~on fut'! fabrication plant since .lP.72.
This syslt'm, "Fat Albert," assays S\\'I{ flld rods lISing a -1-mg 2"2Cf
source and NE·I02 pbstic scintillators with fast photomultiplier tubes.
TIll'rl' ar(' six fuel rod t'hannels, .-\ loCi 1 J 7Cs source '>t'rn's to measure
t!1(' df'/lsi:y uniformity of the fuel rods. Finally, a pair of ~111 det('ClOrs
anonitors :.!:; ~ LJ d3ughtpr activity and hnck~round rl'sultin~ from any
n'sidual delayt'c\ ') ·ray adi\'it~·, if rods arl' n'~c:u\l1<,d, TIll' system USt'S
fast (20 ns) t'l('ctronin; to handle the high count rates (50.000 to
500,OOa countslsl. Figure gA-1:'\ shows II vip\\" of "Fat AIl)l'rt" in which
the six fu<'1 rod channels and dl'tector photomultipliers can hi.' seen. An
owrall view of the system is shown in Fi~un' 9..1-113.
Calibration is performro by placing a standard rod in tilt' system and
('ntprin~ a stand:J.rd numb('r in th!' data analYSIS comput£'r. Tht· mcasurl'd
v:.Iues for enrichment, dl'nsity. and total :::J f. U content are lIutorr:ltically
compared to their standard _values, and tht' computer software then
adjusts the constants of the calibration mood to recalibrat£' the system.
The rod transit time is about 4 minirod and the throulihput is
approximately 90 rods/hI', Crosstalk effects. are on tile order of
ma.ximum 5 percent. when a natural uranium rod is next to two mds
containing:3 pt'rcent 235U enrichment.
desi~l'li

9.6.2

fast Yfl'('(fer Reactor (FilR) Rod Scannt'r

A rod scann('r for a..,saying fast bret'<l£'r rl'al'tor type fUl'l ('I"ments has
be....n d('si~ned and construct('d at L\SL and has been uSl'd at the
Westinghowie·Hanford En¢IWt'ring Dl'velopnlt'nt Laboratory (HEDL)

REPRESE~TATlVE ANDA SYSTEMS

Figure 9, H A, Gt'oeral Ell'clric fu!.'l rod scanner. Tt ~ I'holol:Tsph ~hows scvt'ral
rods l'n\l'r~lnil from the Irradiator aftt'r passing in fro'll of tl1l' ddsyl'd ) ·ray
dl'tl'clors, 'If whIch four lire sho.... n. (Courlesy of lht' :-'ucl!.'sr Fuel
Di\'ision, General Electric, Wilminglon. S.C.)

Figure 9.4-18. G('nt'ral EI«:tric fut') rod scannf'r: o"t'rllll \"il'W showin~ the
irradialor and th;! unloading racks. (Courh-sy of the l'uclcar Fu('\
Division, Gcnl'ral EI«:lric, Wl1minliton, S.C.)
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plutonium fuel iacility in Ilichland, \\'ashin~ton (Ref. 39). This
instrument may be employed for both active and passive NDA. For the
active method, a 200- to 600-}.Ig 252Cf source (Figure 9.45) is placed in
the center of the moderator, and tbe fuel rod moves past it ~nd into the
detectors, two 5-in. (12.5 em) by 5-in. (12.5 cm) NaJ cryst<tls with
through·holes. For determination of total fissile (plutonium) contell.
the high·energy delayed 'Y·rays (£')' > 1.2 ~teV) arc dl:'tected. They have
high pen('!ration through the rod and a high signal.to·backh'l"ound ratio.
For pellet·to.pellet analysis, the same detectors are used to ('xamine
different portions of the low.energy 'Y·ray sp('ctrum. A O.2-in. (O.S·cm)
collimator is uspd. One detector counts GO·keV 'Y·r;;,ys (mainly from
24 I Am in the fuel), while the other counts 100 tf' 500-kl'V 'Y·rays
(primarily from plutonium). The intensity of the 2·' I Am line, which is
much higher than the higher energy lines, acts as a batch monitor since
the 24 I Am content (the decay product of 2·11 Pu) of the fuel is
time-dependent. If all pellets in the rod are made of the same batch,
variations in the 241 Am activity will indicate variations in till' fissile
content.

Figure 9.45. Schematic diagram of the 2:>2Cf fast nt!utron assay system
Cor FBR-type rods. The delayed ,),·rays induced by fast neutron
irradiation are SUbsequently counted by the two Nal detectors, which
also measure passive ')'·ra)'s., to determine pcllt!t.to-pellet
uniformity (Ref. 39).
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The fuel rod is first moved tr.ro:J.gh the Nal detectors (toward the
sourc(') to obtain a background count. Then the motion dirf'etion is
reversed, so that the detectors count the dt'Jayt'd high-energy ~ ·rays after
irradiation by the 252Cf source. FiiWrl' 9.·Hi shows the rod scanner
response to a mixed-oxide fuel rod containill~ pellets with different Pu
enrichments.
The df'layed -r-ray response is non]i!'"\ear with respect to total
plutonium content because of a neutron flux d('pression that occurs
when the Pu content become's larw~. A calibration function of the type
R = A (l-e-n.\1 ) r('presents tlw net count rate It, as a function of total Pu
mass, ,\/. :1 and B are fitt('d constants obtailwd by counting standard
rods with known fissile conterlb. Since A delwnds on the strength of the
25 2Cf source, fr('quent recalibration is requirpd.
In gem'nd, this machine dett'rmi:H.'S total fissile content in these fuel
elements with a total accuracy of l","tter than 1 percent, comprising of
1(1
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Figure 9.46. FFTF fuel pin with \·arious combinations of plutonium enrichments
fOI" p"uet-lo-pellet scanninl:. Top cun-e corresponds to GO·keV encrr.y
windlJw and bottom curvl.' corresponds to IOO-to 500·keV window.
The small enrichment variation, i.7 to 3.1% relatlvt?, can
be easily obS£'rved in the top curve but not so readily
in the bottom cun'e (Ref. 39).
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less than 0.2 p<'rccnt systematic :md less than 1 percent ralldolll errors.
Table 9·9 shows a comparison of the rod scanner as>ay with chemical
assays on a number of fuel rods.
Recently ~ational ~\lc1ear Corp. (liN! Section 9.6,4) has built a
scanner fo'r \\'estinghouse.1\ EDL for the assay of FFT F fUl'\' This de::.ign _
is paUt-:,ned on the LASL unit lkscritwd aboVl'. To!.al fis:;i1l' is nwasurl.'d
using fast neutron intcrrogation with fissi\(- ('onlent being dl'termined by
measurin~ de\:ly<,u gammas of oVCI' 1.2 ~1l'V. I'dlet'rl'llet variation is
determined using passive counting of thl' :!:3 \ll'u gammas. In order to
minimize the diect of thl' 2·; Ipu uaughtt'r :::J ';' U, I'rovisions are made to
eliminate or subtract counts of Il'ss than ~l30 ke V. This systt'm has a total
of 10 counters in paraIl pI in the "passive" detection system. These
counters include a pellet densitometer, an 2 ·11 Am detector lind cjght
239pu detectors. While tlH'se are known us passive detectors, actually
about 50 percent of the counts come from active interrogation (fission
products). A 2-m~ 2:,2Cf somel' is used with this system.
9.6.3

Pin and Pellet Assay System (PAPAS)

Figun' 9,42, shown hdore, is a sd1l'matic of the Los Alamos pin and
pellet assay system (PAPAS) (!{ef. 40), dt'si~I1l'<i to assay L\\'R fuel rods.
'this machilll' l1H'5 (,llergy-bja'~'d ·1 He ("Ollnt~'rs to deteet prompt fission
neutrons for tot<ll fi~silp contL'nt and delayed 1'·rays for pl'111'!.to.pcll.:t
analysis. The delayl'd 1'·rays are detected by a 2-in. (5'l.'In) by 2·in.
(5-cm) Nal detector with n O.75·in. (1.9.nn) throll~h·hole. The detector
is located m'ar the end of t':ll'h of the four fupi rod channds. The rod
scan ratt' is 8 ft/m:n (4 em/s). With a 500'>l~ ~fl2Cf source, delaYt'd 1'·rny
count rates of ahout 88,000 counts/s are typically obt..1.ilwU from 3.3
percent enrich('d PWR fuel rod. Figure 9.43 shows a pelk·t-to-pellpt scan
obtained with PAP AS ior a l'WR fuel rod conwming a number of pellets
of anomalously low- and higho{'nrichnwnts.
PAPAS dl'termines total fissile contt'nt to better than 1 percent and
detects a nominally 3.3 percent (·nriched p('\lt't. which is approximately
7 percent off.spec, about tl7 pen~ent of the time.

9.6.4

Commercial Rod Scanners

National Nuclear Co. has built two typl'S of rod scanners. One of these
(Ref. 41), uses a small F:-'1 D assembly mndt· of four plastic scintillators
through which the fuel rod moves. Sil1l..'{' prompt coincidences due to
thermal neutron fissions are the si~nal dl'tccted by the F:-.tD, it must be
exposed to a very high neutron and gamma fluxes. Thl'S(' fluxes and the
captured 1'·rays associated with the t1wrmal neutron flux create a very
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Table 9·9. Los Alamos FBR rod scanner: precision nondestructive assay versus destructive
chemical as.say of fuel pins (g fissile Pu).
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high background of uncorrelatl·d sinl::le events, which may limit the
applicability range of the deVice. However, by a judicious choice of
source inwnsity (typically < 0.5 mg of 2 52Cf), sourct'-detcctor distnncl',
and degree of coincidence measured (for exam pI", 3~01lt-of-4), a useful
and relatively inexpl'nsive systl'm rf'sults that is applicabk> to cases where
scanning speed and thrOl:ghput H'quirements are not too demanding. For
high throughput cases, a "conventional" approach has been taken,
namely a strong 2:.2Cf source (2 mgl and delayed -y-ray detection
downstrf'am with Nul dett.'cl.ors for pelll't-to-pcl!et variation. l\loderatcd
dclayf'd neutron dNt'etion with :i Ill' counkrs is used iar from the source
zone for tOlnl fissile conWnt detl·rmination. The accuracy claimed for
this determination is 0.25 pl'reent at ] a confidt'I1('(' It'vel. This type of
rod scanner is claimed to routinely de~ct 10 p.crcent off-spec pellets in
LWR fuel rods scanned at a spel'd of about 25 ft/min (750 em/min) or
higher with 95 percent t'onfidencc level and 5 percent f~dse rejection.
IRT Corporation has dl'sigrwd and built several fuel rod scanners since
1972. Stimulated de1:lyed -y-rays measured with multiple t\al detectors
are used for the determination of pellet-to-p(·llet variation and of total
fissile content. Californium-252 neutron sources of 1 to 2 lUg are used in
the IRT two-channel system. 'n1\' claimed aCCllr.ll:Y for the total fissill~
contcnt is less than 1 pcn:cnt (at 20 ll'wl). Scanner specifications f\)r
detection of disl'n'pant pellets with ~.10 Iwrcl'nt variation in the fissile
contult, at scanninf: speeds of 25 to 35 ft/min, arc similar to the value
stated above for the NNC scanner.
The commercial systems usc a minicompuwr to perform on-line all the
required analyses and to dl'l'ldc un the accept::.nce ,)r rejection of fuel
rods. Data analy~is involves some smoothing and unfolding (Ref. ·12) as
discussed in the next section.
9.6.5

Statistical Consider-cltions in Rod Scanners

The problem of off-spec pellet rejection has been briefly alluded to in
the introduction to this chapter. \Ve now l'xamine it in more detail.
Consider first, a simple model in which a succession of pellets mows past
a detector. Suppose each pellet is counted, one at a time, and the
successive counts arc recorded. If the pellets are perfectly uniform, the
counl" will be statistically nonnally* distributed about some mean value
N, with a sta! .:brd deviation, a, equal to ..r;V. The rod scanner is set to
reject pellets whose enrichments are typically 10 percpnt high (or low). If
·Countin\( statistics for radiation emissions usually have a Poisson distribution.
Th" distinction b('tween this and the normal distribution is ('specially important at
the tail regions. We ~se hen' the normal distribution for the sake of simplicity.
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a 10 percent high pellpt is detccu'd, its counts arc expected to be drawn
from another norma! di>;tribution whose mean is 1.1.\' with a standard
deviation equal to y'T"LV "" -IN. These two distrihl:tions are sketched in
Figure 9.47. It should b!:' noted that these dil;tributions result purely
from the counting statistics.
Suppose one desires to rpject 10 percent off-spec pellPts with 95
percent confidence. The reject point must thl'n be set at N 1 which is
determined by requiring that the shaded area undt-r curve Ii from NIta
infinity be 95 percpnt of the total area uncil:'r curn.' II. N 1 is thus
approximatdy 1.G5n lx'low the ml'an of CUrvl' 11. If the separation
between curves I and II is such that the distance of
from the mean
(N) of curVe I is, for instance, only 10, then there is an approximately 33
percent probability that a good pellct would ltive a count rate 'high
enough to be rf'jectcd. For good pellets to be rejpc1pd at a rale of, for
instance, no more than 1 in 20,000 (corresponding to a 1 percent rod
reject rate, if there Me 'ZOO pellets/rod), it would be lH'cessary that N 1 - N
be about 40. Thus (1.1N-oN) must bt' approximatl'1y 5.650 = 5.65 ;;N.
which means N = 5.n5 .JFiiO.l, or N = 3200.
This analysis assumes that the 6ystem ~ounts one pellet at a time. In
fact, the pelIPts are movin~ past the detector, and the detedor is
responding to more than one pl'1let at any instant. Suppose it "sees"
three pellets. Then. instl'ad of n'spondi:1g to a 10 pNcent differcn('e, the
system must respond to a 3.:3 pt'rcf'nt increase in COUllt rate. (The
expected total count of threc gooJ pellets is N'. and of two goC'd pIllS
one bad ppllel is l.033N'). Uccallsl.· we still H'Cluirp a ~pacing of 5.65u, N'
must now he about 32,000.
To ohk1in the npcessary hi~h throll::hput of rods. the scannin~ speed
must he several pellets/second, (IntI hilZh count rates all' reqUired to n1('('t
both of the rejection criteria. In \, r\l' AS, for example, tile count rate for
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Figure 9.47. Distributions or normal pl'llels and "high" pellels.
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F\\'R fuel rous is about 90,000 counts/so 'I'll(' estimated count rat£' in the
IRT scanner is about 300,000' 500,000 coun ts/s. As has I)('pn nlPn·
tion£'d. this may place severe d£'mands all the detedors and el£'ctronics.
The problem may be ameliorat£'d by various methods of "slllouthing"
the raw count data. The main purpose of tlW:it' methods is to enhance
the silrnal from off.sp£'c pellets, which is embecded in a large sUHistical
(and nonstatistical) noise. Smoothing and otl1('r techniques (ltd. 40, 42)
range from simple summin~ of successive count totals to more
sophisticated analyses that use correlation functions that are bu:;eo on
the measured rl'sponse of the detector to a single pl'\let.
It should be emphasized again that the simple considerations outlinpd
rest on two assumptions: (1) that cuunting vari:ltions are due Oldy to
counting statistics (and not to rod speed variations, vioratians. unstable
electronics, and oth£'rs). and (2) that only pt.'lll'ts with a minimum
off·spec enrichml'nt are reject~d. It should be clear, for example, in the
illustration giv£'n. that a large fraction of pelleLs whose enrichlll('nt is
between th£' specified enrichment and the off.spec value (10 percent)
will also be rejl·cted. It is always necessary to df'monstratl' experimen·
tally that the design criteria are in fact satisf:...>d by a particular rod
scanner.
Examples of unsmoothed and smoothed data are shown in Fl!,'\lres
9,43 and 9.48A·D (Ref. 42). Figure 9.43 shows a scan of an L\\'l{ fuel
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Figure 9.48. A. B: Strip chart records oC data obt.ainffi Crom a good rocl.
A correction has been appliecl Cor the pnd pclll'~ in both the
smoothed and unsmoothed data. C. D: Strip chart records
Crom a bad rod showill~ unsmoothed and smoothed
data (p.r. 42).
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rod with some anomalous pellets intersperst>d within it. In Figure 9.48
parts A and B are shown raw am! smoothed data obwined with an early
version of the In.T scanner from a good rod. Parts C and D show data
from another rod con taining some off·spec pellets. The effectivell('ss of
the smoothing in suppressing the st.atistlcal "noise" is evident, although
there is also some spreading of the apparent deviation over several
pellets.
9.6.6

High-Precision Small-Sample Assay System (SSAS)

Another. ANDA system which uses delayed -y-rays very efficiently is
the small sample assay system (SSAS) built by IRT (Ref. 43). The
syste~ll is based on the -principle of thermal (or t'pitl1l'r'"'1al) nputron
activation analysis, where the dt'laycd -y-rays emitted from fission
products a few seconds to a few minutes after fission arc the observed
response.
During system dpvelopment, four techniques were i.'1\'t'stigated to
determine which would routinely give !O.5 percent rebtive precision
measurements, within a short period of time, when low-enrichment U0 2
fuel pellets v:cre measured. The following techniques were investigated:

1. Passive measuremt'nt of the 185-keV "'forays emitted by

~3r)U.

2. Active measurement using neutron intcrrof:ation with either coinci·
dence counting techniqlH~s for Jeteetio:1 of prompt fission l'vpnts
(that is, neutron and -y-rays) 01' prompt neutron detection using
detectors with an en('rgy threshold.
3. Activation analysis using debyed neutron mC:l~ur('mellt.
4. Activation analysi5 usin~ dclayecl -y-ray llW<iSUrement.
The first two techniques Wl're rejecu.-ct because of their low counting
rates, excessively long counting times, and/or too large backln'ounds. The
third technique was rejected becau.;e it rpquirl's a large (3- to 10·m~)
252Cf source, therefore, its costs became prohibitive. The fourth
technique proved to be very successlUI. This approach takes advantage of
the high initial yields of delayed -y-rays by starting the counting very
shortly after the end of the irrd:iiatioll (sec Chapter 7).
The SSAS oper'ltes with a basic timing cycle. which lx'gins with a
background measurement, continues by irradiatinl-: the sample in the
neutron flux of a properly moderated 252Cf source, and concludes with
a measurement of the :;ignal plus backln'ound. The basic pl.ysics of the
systew, which makes efficient use of the delayed -y-spectrum and
time-dependence. yidd5 VCl)' high count mips/gram of fissile material,
even when moderJ.tcly small Cf sources (10 to 50 Ilg) are used. A
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simplified sketch showing the main featurps of an IRT SSAS is shown in
Figure 9.49. The instrumt'nt allows efficient use of the delayed )'-ray
signature while maintaining simplicity and transport.ability.
The SSAS can be operatrrJ with either dl'ad-timeless electronics
(current measurements. see Chapter 8) or with fast Iin('fJ electronics that
retain pulse height information. Th(' latter wa~ found to ~)(; very helpful,
especially for l'u- U mixed oxide pellets.
Extensive tests to dl'lcrmine the precision of the SSAS were
lX'rformed with sintA'red L\\' H pc!:ets and natural to 3.3 percent enriched
UO., powder (Rt'f.,:J). Results showed that the precision typically
ob~ined for pellets and for oxide powdt'r. with variable bulk density, is
better than about 0.5 and 1 percent, respectively, at the 1- a can fidenc~
level.
Another smali S<1.mple dSsay system based on delayed 1'-detection has
been designed by LASL (Ref. 41). This instrument, called ~I ECAS
(!!!ulti-~nergy £alifornium ~ssay ~ystcm), has the uni4ue c3pability t;)
irradiate the sample by tlm'e different neutron spectra. each with a
different degree of hardness. This allows dett'rmination· of both the
fertile and fissile content of the sample with small ~lf-attenuation
effects. Extensive performance results from this system are no\. yet
available, but preliminary rUllS with B\\"R fuel pellets showed agrpl'ment
with chl'mical assay hetw('C'n 0.5 and 1 percent at 10 level.
VIEW WITH OUTER cevER "E'!C"JED AUTO

LOAG:NG AND

UNL~D,NG

ATIC SA .... PLE

TRAYS I;OT SHO "

Figure 9.49. Simpliried sketch of the Gulf !tad Tet:h (now IRT Corp.
San Diego, CAl high·.,recision small.sampll· assay system.
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OTHER ANDA METHODS

In closing this chaptN, we hriefly mention s('vt'ral other A:\'DA
techniques which have been im'estir:ated or used. These include theh'ad
slowing·down spectromett>r, methods based on the use of nuclear
reactors as neutron sourc('s, and X-f::ly nuort'~,~e.1c(',
9.7.1

.•• ~ Lead

Slowin~-DownSp~'ctrometer

The h'ad sluwing-down spectronwter is a large (1 to 8 m) solid block
of pure lead, into which a pulse of fast (for example, 14 ;-'lpV or
photoneutrons) neutrons is introduct'u. Shortly afu'r the burst tli('
avera;::e neutron el1l'rgy of f:lst Iwutrons decreases mll1l'r slowly with
time, and the enerf{ies of most uf lll(' l.eutrons do not dt'viate much frum
the average energy. Thus, at least to a first approximation. the neutron!!
slow dowl'. as a J.,TJ'oup. If a fissionable sample and a prompt Ol~utron
detector arc placcd in the block, tht' count rate variation with timp, aftl'r
'he neutron pulse is introduced, will dl'pend I)n the fission ero~ st>l'tion
variation with rcutron energy. This dependent't' allows for both
detection of the fissionable material and isotopic discrimination. TO!:II
fissile content can b,' dt'termil1('{1 by comparison With standards. Fi~lr..
9.50 is a schem::ltic of a lead slOWing-down spt'clroml'tl'r uSl'd for fuel pin
assay (Ref. 45), ,\ pu!s..d 1·1-:-'le\' generator is th.· 11l'utnlll sourn'.
Nputruns are dl'tected with mdhan\' proportional rpcl'l! t'ountl'rs.
In anothr-r app!il'ation of the kad slowin;::.down :i,wdrometl'r (Rl'f.
461. tl1£' prompt fission nCUlron!- from :!:lflU and ~~1(11'1l in ful'! t'It'nwnts
wpre detl'dcd. at two difft'rpnt ttnH's. wl1l'n ttl(' mean intt'rro~i1ting
nl'utron energies Wl'n' ahout 0.3 e\' and 0.025 eV. Bl'C;lUSP of tilt' strong
resonance in the fission cross section of :.! ;;9Pu, th" counL, at the tim,·
corresponding to an interrogating nl'utron en,'rgy of 0.3 l'Y come rnostly
from the 2:J~ll'u in tlll' sampl(·. whilt· those at the timE' corrpsponding to
O.025-eY neutron enC'r~y come from both of the fissilp isotopl'S, if
self-shiE'lding can bt> nt'glech,'d. If tht' counting rat('s at both intf'rrog:1ting
neutron ener~ies af(' measul'C'd for a standard r.::>d containing k:lOwn
amounlc; of both isotopl's. on(' can dpt{'rmine til<' :.!:l~'lJ and 2:19pu
contents of til<' unknown rod. Thl' accuracy in this wurk was Iwtter than
5 percpnt for a nwasurpml'nt which la5tft! ao min.
The system (Ref. 46) USf'S a 2-m by 2·m by 2-m lpad pill'. The fuel pin
is brought to the machine and unload~'d into a magal-inl' on thp input
sid!'. There is a similar maga7.!Ilt' on the output side. TIll'S/" m:Jga7.int's
have a capacity of 100 pins and act as ~ bllff~r to del'ouple tht'
spectrometer from tilt' produdion line. The fuel pin to he Illeasur..d is
automatically fed into the spectrom!'ter and pusht:'<i through it at
constant speed. As it enters. the neutron 1(<'1l,'rator i,; switchl.'<i on and .lS
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Figure 9.50. Setup of nputron slowing-down-lime sflt'Ctrometcr. The sample
location 1/3L rcdul'l'S neutron Clux harmonics, which facilitates
theon'tical calculatioPos (Ref. 45).

the fuel pin leaves, the gc:.crator is switched off, and the data analysis
system is :;witched on. For data analysis, an on-line l'ompul.cr (;')mpares
the count rates with stored count rates from a standard rod. lOBF a
counters are used to monitor the neutron source strenl-rth. that is ~l"o
normalized to the reference rod data. The computer tllPn detennines the
fissile 23f>U and 239pu content of the rod and c1assifips the rod as
"good" or ·'bad." This method can be used either for rub.·('d oxide fuel
elements or to determine the burnup of ua.) elements.
As has been mentioned, tht! use of the- 0.3 eV and thl'rmal energy
regions may pose problems because of the strong self-shielding effects at
0.3 eV and the long period between pulses required to nllow for the die
away of the thenna! neu~ons. In an early work (Ref. 4;), it was shown
by calculations that by using the high-t'nergy sub-:'\leV portion of the
slowing neutron spectrum, which is established in the lead spectrometer
within a few microseconds, one can obtain a good discrimination ratio
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between 2391'u and 235U (for C'xample, f.!,'t,)r of 21 without selfshielding. Also, the neutron flux is much higlwr .1: till'S€' parly times. tllat
helps to compensate for the low fission cross >.,....,tions. The high-l'ne~y
sub-MeV appro'lch was succl'ssfully tested on thl' !!enssf'ial'f int('nse
1?pectrometer (RINS) (Ref. 48) using fUl-l!)('lll,ts 1'( ~33U_:!J3Th.
A bIer lead slowin~-down Spl'ctrometer studll'l.l in detail hy calculations the ft';,,rion of 50 keV to few eV ({{pf. ·H)). rlw~' results SU;Zgl'st that
a high discrimination b2twCl'n :!3"li and 2:I~ll'l; 1';11\ be obtailll'd, if the
energy rt'gions around 30 and 10 e V are utilizl"!. The results also indicate
that for typical L\\'R fuel elements, 1 percent \'\.)unting statistics can be
obt~lilled in aSs.1YS of less than J 0 1.lin,

9.7.2

Reactor Methods

Nl'ulrons from a nuclear reactor can he uSI,<1 :",'r intl'rrogation in active
assays, In one application of this nwthod, at Gull Hadiation Technology,
samples were irradiated in the outpr fuel rinl: of :I TRIGA reactor (Ref.
50), A rapid pneurnati~ transfer systpm then tn,)\'N! the samples to a
counting station where delayed neutrons W"ft' lktl'cted with 10 BF 3
counters. ~3~Th and 238U contenL~ wert' .. Is;> llwasured by d('tl'ctin~
.,.-rays from till' neutron activation products, ::';';Pa and 2:\!It\p, with
G~{Li) or :\al detectors. A lawr application of lbs l1ll'thod. indudin~ the
pr£'paratioll of samples and st;.<ndard", is ;riven in llt,'£. 51). Typieally, the
S<lmple to he assayed is irm:liatt'd in thl' n,;\,·tor for 30 s, then it is
rl'mO\'l'd from the reactor for a :~O-s dEC'.:iy period. followed by a 50-s
count.inl~ inl.t>rval. The delayed Ill'utrons arl' :l\~'Jl'r..:ted by a pC'lYl,thyll'Ill' or paraffin hlock and .. fl' dt'tl'ch.·J by .\ !l;\llk of :l Ill' t lll'rmal
neutron counters. Accl1racil's of belt!'r th:U1 0.5 pNcl'nt in the
detl'rmination of 235U and abollt 1 pNCt'nt for 23:!Th han' heen
m:hievt>d r('lat ive to the standards. Precision \\ as a factor of 2 to 5 or
better. To assay thorium (in the pn'f.ence of ~J:'l!), a thick 10£\ s!llt'ld is
necessary around the samplp durin~ the reat'lor Irradiation to mimmize
thermal neutron activation in the 235U. \\'r)" hi~h sensitivili('s are
obtainl'<i for 2;J5U with 2 X 10- 10 to 10- 11 !-: or ~:J&U, dl'pl'nding on
whether stt'ady-state or pulsed ilTadiation was \1St'\!.
AnotlH'r reador-ba;;ed mt'thod d('termines tl:,' reactivity worth of a
sample (the change in the fl'ador multip!ic:ttmll factorl dut' to the
presence of the sample (Ref. 52) that can Ul' ft'lated to its fissionable
content. This technique (Ref. 53) does not n'q\l\4\' a high·f1ux n':ll'tor. It
has been used with a zero-power critical ~,...\'mbly, the ~dvanced
.!cuctivity ~e;lsuring facility :AR:\l F) (Rl·f. 5.\, 55) and t'ven \\ith a
suberitical assembly plus a 2:; ;!Cf sot~rce {Ref. 561.
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X·Ray Fl!Jorescence

In x·ray fluol"l'sc('nce (f{ce. 5i). a '} ·ray SOtlrCt" for t'xamplC'. I <l9Cd.
irradiates the sample and induct's fluoTt-:;t:t-/lt x·rays characteristic of till'
elt'nwnts present in the sample, Tht' x·rays are detected with high
resolution solid-statl' detectors such as Sit Li). For samples dilukd with
walt'f. sensitivities of about 10 ppm U or I'u can be ft-'ached. 1I0wt'\'l'r.
for dl'/lSe samples. only the surface matl'fial C'1n lx' :1/l3.1YZI'd IX:."IUM' of
the I'X tn~n)('ly b.:ge self-absorpticn uf x-rays. Discrimination Ix't Wt'l'n
isotOpl'S of the same e)Pownt is not pussibll', SiIlL"" till' x-rays L'onw from
transitions b,.'tw('{'n orbit.;.!l declron energy levels and do not originatt' in
nut'll'ar procl'Sses.
9.7.-1

Other Techniljut'S

Few other generic technll1ut's that

WI'W

not

discll~wd

in this chapter

arl' Citl'<l in the lit,-rature: resonance splf·indication (Rl'f. 5H l. reson:Ull"e
transmission (Ref. 59), and nctl\'!' calariml'ter I Rt'f. (;0).

9.8

SU:'\I:"\IARY

~!any' typl'S of A:-\OA ~y~tt'ms ban' I"I<'(-n investigaled. Sysh'ltls whidl
rt'sl'0nJ to ddayt'<i neutron signatures utili!.f· I'It!Wr l-t·;'leV SLlun'"
Ileutru;:s from pul~'d aCl'l'krators ft',l!ll'r Cockcro[t· \\';llton or Van tll'
Graaf:! Vf usp isotopic sourCt's which intl'rmitll'ntly irr:ldi.ltL' the E~'mlplt'
(step irradi3.tioll tl'chniqul's). Accl'lt·ralor SOUTl'pS arl' dlarac!<'rizl'd by
high intt-l1.'itil's. hi~h on- orf ratios. ant! l:ood discrimlllalion Tati(,s.
Isotop:c ~ources, such as 2:, :lC!. arf' smu lll'f , unci the'ir instruments m.'
It'ss (~Ollll'lt-X and Inure rehable. Oelayf'd nl'utron dl'tl'dian is gt'lll'rally
charat"ll'fizl'ri by fair sl'nsitivitif's. They can be US(·t! whell .,.·rn)'
backgrounds are high. as III irradiatt'(i fud. hut this reliuirl's very strollR
sources.
SySlt'InS basPl1 on prompt ncutron dl'tl'ction l'ithcr utilize em'rlrY'
biased tlst neut.ron dl'tectors to distinguish fission neutrons from SOllfl'P
nt-utrons. or use fast coincidence t(~chniljUI-S to t.lkl' ad\'ilnta~e of th('
high multiplicities of prompt fission Iwutrons amI '}·ruys. Energy·biast'<l
neutron cf('\(.'ctors arc ust'<l with either !ow·energy SOtlrCPS (for example.
Am-Li or Sb-Be) or with high-l'nergy sources (for f'xamp!l'. 252Cf I.:US
spectrum-tailoring to rpdllcP the interrogation f'!H'rgy). Fission multiplic·
ity dl'lt'l't:>TS (FMD) l'an fl'spond ",ither to prompt neutrons a/om' or to
a t:ombillut III of prompt nl'utrons and prompt 'Y·rays. llll'y can Ix- maul'
relatiwly insensitive to Illatri;.; cfCf'cts. TIll' acti\'c·wPI\ cotlnt~r can also
be desi/.:lH'd to assay l'oSmples with high ,),·ray bacKwounds.
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Linacs provide Brl'msstmhlung radiation that l'an induce photofission
in tht' sample or can be convl'rt~d tl} iI Iwutron source by the () ,n)
reaction in a conwrtor such as 0.,0, With photofission, t·ither tJll'
dt'!~Yl'J neutrons can 1)(' dl'lected ~r both the prompt and delayed
neuU'ons can be detected (in differt'nt sq,,"Tlwnts of tllt' time inten.'al
bt.'twet·n accelerator pulsl's), High sensiti\'illt's and discrimination ratios
,'an be obtained, but the Linnc is, like otlwr accelerators, complex and
expensive,
To dl'll'rmine total fissile content of fut'! rods and to examine
p<'!I.·t.to-pdlpt vari:ltions ill enrichnwnt, SiZl', or JC'nsity, fuel rod
scanners are the instrunwnt of choice. TIlt's(' ,'ont'lin an isotopic (252Cf)
sour('e plus a sl)(>ctrum.t~lilorin~ assembly through which the fuel rod
passt's, Toial fis<;ile cont('nl is nWilsurl'd by prompt or delayed neutrons
or d"layed )'-rays, l'dl..t·lo-pdld variations are usually detected by
dC'iayed )'-rays, Rod scamwrs are charal'tt'ri;!.l'll by high t!\!'oughputs and
the ability to deL!.'ct rl'liably and r('ject rods cont~ining anomalous
pdlt'ts, and maintaining 1m adequately low false-rejection rate.
Other less widely used ANDA t.echniqul's include \t·ad slowing-down
Spt'ctrometry. delay('(\ neutron detection following fission induced in a
nude"r reactor. mc-aSUrl'n1l'nt of rpadi\"ity worth in a rC'aclor, and
otlll'rs. x-Hay fluoresence is widely USl_'<i as n supple!npnt or alternative to
analytical chemical destrul'tiw llssay.
Tabll' rl-lO sUnlmarizt's wille qualiwtivt' katurc::; of the' various ANDA
n1l'thods. Examplt's of nUl'kar materials l'omrnon in the nuclear fUl'l
('yde and \lI('asul'\'d with .\:-:DA art> lisu'd in Table 1-5 in Chapter 1 and
in Chaptl>r 10.
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Table 9·10. Qualitative characteristics of representative ANDA systems (continued).
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CHAPTER 10

INSTRurVlENT ANALYSIS,
CALIBRA'TION, Af\JD

MEASUREMENT CONTROL
FOR ANDA

10.1

INTRODUCTION

Ideally. the ANDA analyst would like to sp~cify and procure an
instrument especially suited for his particular measurement problem.
however, for a number of reasons. this is not always possible. First, only
a limited number of ANDA instruments are manufactured, and procuring
the ideal instrument may mc'an requestin~ a custom desir,n. Second. even
a custom<!esi~ed A~DA system CID1!lot optimally solve all Ir.easur('ment problems, e\'en in a Sinl(ll' setting. In c('r(~in situations, the :malyst
must compromis" by get1;n~ an assay instrument flexible ('nou~h to solve
numerous measurement problems but not optimized for any Olle.
The application of A~DA requires careful and soml':imes extensive
efron in three areas: analysis of the instrument's sensitivity to a host of
paramOers, preparation of representative and unbiased calibration
standards. and monitorin~ the performance of ANDA by, for ~·xample.
comp3.rison of ANDA measurements with those of independent assays to
assure measurement control. These three tasks, performed by the A~DA
analyst. are as important to ac<.:urate AI'DA as the desi~ and
construction of a high-quality, fundamentally sound. ANDA il"'itrument.
Careful analysis, calibration, ane measurement control are Iikl.:'ly to result
in hi~hly accurate ANDA, even when the instrument is applied to diverse
measuremelTt problems. On the other hand, the analyst's carelessness and
shortcutting can result in inaccurate AND -\, even for an instrument
ideally suiwd for a particular application.
This chapter provides advice on instrument analysis, calibration, and
measureme:lt control. This advice relies on the understanding of the
physical process discussed in the previous chapters and on some
359
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knowledge of the nature of the materials contained in the tested sample.
Further, the advice is based on th(' reported experience of pn'vious
Al':DA users, an(; it is illustrated with examples taken from the !;terature
cited in this and pr('\'ious chapters.
Instrument analysis, calibntion. and nH'.lSur('n~ent control are dis·
cussE'd togl'ther because they arC' closely related. Instntmt'nt analysis
teaches the analyst about till' important parameters that influence the
active radiation response. This information is required for preparation of
calibration standard~. because preparing a complete set of standards
representing all ul.k"own materials is impossible. Practical calibration
standards aHemp. to simul:J.te unknown samples in those aspects that
signific<il1t1y influence the f('sponse. Even then, preparation of calibra·
tion standards requires consid('rabJe effort and is expensive. Instrument
analysis also provid£'S information n~eded for establishing a measurement
control progrnm. Tl:·' approximate ('rror model for ANDA, determin<'d
in the analysis of tb . Instrulllent, defines the requirements for replicate
analysis and the con trol standards nec('ssary for proper m('asurement.
Finally, part of a quality measurement control program is comparison of
the ANDA results with thos{' of assays by independent methods,
destructive or nondestntctivC'. Results of these comparisons should be
fed back to the calibration progr~m to correct bias('s and add calibration
data points.
It is n,)t possible to provide examri('s and specific discussions of all
ANDA methOds and appli...ations. Therefore. the iollowing seetions treat
gel1l'rally each of the topics. !Io\\,('ver. an attempt has I)('en m",je to rder
mainly, throughout this chapter, to sprcific ('xamples for two types of
AND:\: the fission multiplicity detector (F~ID) tt'chr.iqut's for mpasurement of small to medi\.lm contaillers of nuclear mat('rial, and the delayed
'Y°ray scanning of fuel rods and pellets.
10.2

ANDA INSTRL')IENT ANALYSIS

The instrument analysis required for proper application of any
measurement technique is also necessary for the design of quality
instrumentation. Instn.ur '?nt analysis is equally mandatory for the
analyst who wishes to perform an assay of a specific material in a
particular container. The principles of ANDA and the representati\'c
A!'\DA systems presented in previous chapters of this book provide the
background for such an analysis.
In this section, we discuss sevcn paraml'ters that must be analyzf'd
because of their potential influence on the ANDA rf'sponse. This s('ction
ends b~" describing how results of analyses are combined in an attempt to

INSTRUMENT ANALYSIS, CALIBRATION.

~

MEASURE:-'IENT CONTROl.

estimate total ANDA performance. This di~r:t1ssion ;s not
because it identifies only the par'lmeters of major importance:
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comp'~te

1. Rt'spollse I'rofil,,·-the change in lhe effit:it'ncy of interrogation and
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

detection as a funelion of location within thl' counting chamber or
container, or along an itl'm Iwing scanned.
Fissile/fertilt· responst' ratio-the r.ltio of n'sponses from ('lJual
amounL~ of fissile and fprlil:! lluclides.
Cladding and container cfft'cls-Ihe attenuation or moderation of
intl'rrot,:ating or 5t imulatt,(J "} ·rays and neutrons passing through the
cladding or container.
l\iatrix cfft'cts-the attenuation or moderation of in1(or"ogatin~ or
stimulated "}·rays and lwutrons passing Uuuugh the matrix maleri·
als.*
Self·shielding erf(,cts-the attenuation of "}·r.lys and neutrons by the
nUcl(lar material that is being measured.
~iultiplication-the incIl"L~(, in mdu:tion emissiun per ~am of
material t,ausl'd by fission of nuclear mat'~rials induced by other
stimulatt·d radiation mther than the interrogatll1g ra'liatioll.
Cross·talk in multiple channel systenLS-radiation leakage from one
counting or inltorrogating l:hannel to anoth\'l" \ sueh as in fupl rod
scanners) during" assay.

Other paraml'tl'TS not listl'(l Iwrt' all' ta) lht' intluencc of background
neutrons and 1-rays (b) instrument instability, lc) U1(' relati\'(' nuun·
(lan(.'f~' of rddionuclidl's, and (,I ~ ('nd effects in ful'\ rod scanners.
BackgToulld and instability. pro!llf'ms (,'ommol\ to all measurl'mcnts. are
discus.;e<.1 brit'fly in Chapters l:i alld 9. TI1I.' abundwlCf'S of radionuclides
;U(' mort' difficult p;\famcltofS to lIH'asure. *'" hO\\l'\',·r. their effl'els arl' so
great that they must be accurately known for t'ach assay.

• M~trix mut..rial ~ompri,,'s all Ih....1,.m,.nlA in the sam pI.. ex~t'pl tht' n~1 ,.,d,'. 10

I><' O1t'asuwd (thorium. uranium, And plulonium) and those ..Iemt'nta thAI are.'
~h .. mically

bound to or mix,'d Wilh th.·

a~tinide~.

•• Dislinction among th .. ferlil .. it-otop~;; (.!32TII. 238u. :!38pu, HOpu) and th,·i..
fiS5ile counterparU i. feasible.' Rnd can be.' made.' by iOme of the available ANDA
Iystems. Som" of Ih .. f til.. i."top'" th"t havt" lufficientlr hi.:h sponUml'ou. ii••ion
rate.'s can be lometim
tiistinl1u,dll'd from the other fe.'rtilt' isotopes throui:h
coincidence counlini:. it is milch morf' difficult 10 dislin\:'Jish limOn\! Ih.. fissile
isotove_, but til.. d ..lnyed n..ulron yi.. Jd May provide th.. deslH·d lij(nat·Jr.. to M>pnrat..
23~t: from 23!'pu tOl'(' Chapler i).
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Response Profilt-

The inrerrogJ.tion C'ffici~ncy of A:-\DA systems cr.n be defined as the
probability of dett'ctil1g a unit I1H1.."-' of fissile mat(>ri,l' placed in the
sample chamber of the ANDA syslt'nl. This efficiency includes all the
factors that influence the respon~' l~f the system to tilt- presence of
fissile material.
For a better understanding of till' (k~ip1 of an ANDA system or of its
operational characteristics, it is in,;trul.ive to specifically identify the
two components that together form the interrogation efficiency. The
first one is the detection efficii.'lll'y, that is, the probability that thL
system 's det~ctors measuring a fi.,sil'!l ,'\'(>l1t occurring within the sample
chamber. This is commonl:: m('asl\~'\i by moving a small spontaneolls
fissinn source (for example, 2&:2Cf or :.?40pu)* over the '~:1tire volume
of a "typical" sample known to h:wt' the matrix materials and other
features cxpectro in the unknown sample. Such a mE'ilSUrement provides
the experimellter with a profile of tilt' d{'tection efficiency. The second
compo:1ent of thf.' interrogation effil'i,'ncy of an ANDA system is the
fissioning efficiency, that is, the probability of inducing fi,;sions in a unit
mass of fissile (or fertile) matt-rial. lkcause it is proportional to the
neutron flux, one can determine till' fissioning efficiency by measuring
the flux.
The int~rrogation efficiency itsplf nUl be measured directly by moving
a unit mass of fissile mat,'rial over til,' volume of a "typical" or standard
sample, thus fumishing a profile of the instrument's r(>:;pullse to th(>
fissile material. The dt'P"t't' of rt'sponSt' nonur. "'urmity varies greatly
anlOng different sy~tems, dpp!'nclin~ on the _yr' oi system and its
configuration. In large sysiems. sud\ :\5 those' for barrd ass::.y, the
detection efficiency alone may vary by 10 to 20 P( "nt (I~E'f. 1). Tht;
variation in fissionin~ t'ffici(>ncy incn'r~,~ the TOtal n_ .Iiformity of the
interrogation efficiency to more than ~O percent. System~ that measure
smalle.- containers (-4 L) show sm:l11t'r \'ariations in interrogation
efficiencies. W{'ll·de'si~led <;ystems show typical variatior.s with the
position of the sf>urce of -5 percent (rt'f. 2, 3). Even systl'ms designed
to measure small sampll's show Sih'llifiC':Ult efficiency variation (Ref. 4). If
all assayed material is homogeneous, U\t' variation in efficiency will not
influence the assay. Nonuniformity of rt'sponse, due to the un~ven
distribution of fissile matenal withm the sample, may introduce
measurement errors, therefore, every eCfort must be mad!' when assaying
*In quantitative ..fficirncy measuremrl\\'s t"'~'d on thl' rnultil'licity of particles
emittl'd in fission evel.ts, :!~opu i., prrf"rrl'd b«-<luse its fissic'l multipli"ity is much
more represent:rtive of the fis..'ionabll' ~'Olol\('S.. The higher fis.,ion mull. plicity of
2 52 Cf can lead to overestimation of detectiun dficiency (see Chapter ';').
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samples to obUiin as uniform a response as possible.
in most applications the material has inhomogeneities
that mllY otherwist" lead to significant errors in the assay.
BecauS(' nwasuring changes in inierro~tion efficiency as a function of
sample position arc straightforward, this i~ one of till' first tests that
should be performed for an ANDA system. Experiments should be
carried out to determine the interrogation efficiency at a few points,
calculations may then be made to determir.e the effil'iency at other
points. The tests lon"ist of two types: differential and integral response
measur(,llwnts.
FihrurP. 10.1 shows a differential interrogation r('sprmse along the
vertical a."is of the isotopic source assay system (ISAS) (5('(' Chapter 9}
This measurement was done while moving a small vial of hi~hly enricht'd
U:\O" alon~ the vertical a."is of the system. The signal rl?'{'urdeu was the
3·out·of·4 coincidf'nces. The response of 11 large sample can be obtrtined
by jntegrll.tin~ this response curve over the height of the sample. Similar
UnfortunatA~ly.

"-' rc===::r===:z::r:=======J"""---'
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Figure 10.1. DiHerenthl vertical response profile (ISAS).
The rectangles at the lOp indicate the relative position
of the four uele-ctors. Also indicated are the widths
at 90'J<>. 2.7 in. (6.75 cm) and 50%, 7.1 in. (17.8 em)
of the maximum response.
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measurC'mel1 ts across thE' horizon tal plane betwP('n the detl'ctors (see
Chapter 9) showed lit De rt'sponsc variation. Figure 10.2 shows an
intep-al vertic:ll n'sponse profile for the Random Driver. The relatively
flat axial respon:;e is the result of spacing apart thE' two interrogation
sources. Figure 9.31 shows a simpler method for obtailling flat n>sponse,
albeit, over a s<.'mewhat smallt'r a.xial £?gIDent. This integral response
profile was measured directiy by filling the container with nuclear
material and measuring the response per gram as a function of fill height.
The type of measurements described give the user a complete
interrogation n'spon~ profile for the instrument. Upon concluding that
a sample with a particular Iwnuniform distribution of fis;;ile material
cannot be adl'quately m<>asured by the instrument, the user can take
steps to reduce the effects of the nonuniformilY. One of tht' most
common methods is to rotat~ the sample during irradiation, thus
reducing the effl'Cts of radial nonuniformities in fissile mall'rial. To
reducE' or eliminate tilt' l'ffE'cts of axial nonuniformity (for l'xample,
containt'rs filled to difft'rent levels) the s<lmple may be scanned a.xially
when it is mLwed over L~e entire volume of the detection system.
Appendix C cown; this point.

I

o

o
o
o

I
1

I

J

Figurt' 10.2. Plot of relative vertical response versus sample fm height.
The natnt'$S in f'<>sponst' for fill hcir-hls between 75 and 200 mm
was ltChie\'cd by \'ertically separating the sources a5 shown.
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Effective a.xinl scanning requires two conditions. The first is zero
response at the initial and final scanning points. Althou~h this condition
('an always be met. it can add mere background to the total signal.
HOWe\'l'r. this deleterious effect can be reduced. if the interrogation
rl'sponse profile is as flat as possible and declines sharply at the initial
and final 5Cannin~ points.
The othl'r condItion for effective a.xial scanning-equal response per
ullit fissile mass l.Ind per unit length or height in the r:a1ibration standard
and unknown sample-is more difficult to reach. e:,pedally when high
uccurilcies are rrquiN.'<.L A \.',l5C in point is the scanning of fuel rods.
where the interrogution re,.ponse changes near the ends of the rod. TIll'
<,!feet is di.'nlonstnltl'd in Figure IG.3, where the solid curve shows the
true nonlin(,aI respO:lse of a fuel rou scanner. The dotted line shows a
hypothetical lim'af rt'sponse that repl"('sents the chan~e in response with
rod length for a fi.(<!u enrichment or fissile concentration. Tht: solid
curve was obl..ainl.'d by using calibr.ition standard rods of a single Irngth.
The rod with mass mo h:lS the same length (1: 0 ) as the standards and is
accurately measur,~d. Assu:ning that a rod of the same enrichment as mO

Figure 10.3. Ht'Sponseo of hypothetical fuei .1lds of length
and ~:: versus 2J:>U content of mo. anoCl/fi. o •
and m1I:Z/CO of the· rods.

1.: 0 '

1: 1 ,
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but of II shorter length «(; 1 ) is measured, the true mass is (C l/C 0 )m 0; but
tile assay gives an erroneous ma~s m l . The ANDA device effectively
int{'rprets the reds as having a lower enrichment than mo rather than a
smaller length. An opposite effect occurs for longer (~2) rods. Hod
;canners have reported end effects of approximately ± 0.8 percent for a
1 percent length change (Ref. 5). This error can be reduced by
determining the actual active length of the fuel rod, that is, tile length of
the fi$Silc column of the fuel rod. The actual active ll'n~th can be deduced f'ither from the profile of the 5ignal as measurt'd by the rod .;can·
ner or by separate 'Y·ray "nsitometcr ml'usurement (sel' Sl'ction 9.6,.

10.2.2

Fissile/Fertile Response Ratio

Fissions in fertile r.uclides may produce a significant response in
ANDA syst{'ms, especially, if high energy neutron interrogation is used.
The J1'~?onse ratio can be calculated if the interrogating Ill'utr0n ener~'

spec' .um is known. The fission cross sections for the fissile and fertile
nuclides are averaged over the neutron energy spectrum, and the ratio is
computed as follows:
. (fiSSile)
Response ratio
-f-'-1
ertl e

)-'1> (£)0 fissitt, (E)dE
j4>(E)orertile(l': )dE

(10·1 )

where <I> (E)dE is the neutron flux betwe-en ener!,ries E and IE + dE), and
0rissih.(J-:) and 0rl'rlile(E) are, respectively, the fissile and fertile nudide
fissio'l cross sections in the same energy re~on.
Extensive calculations of the fissiie to fertile response ratio are
report('d in Chapter 6 for different composite moJer:ltors and interroga·
tion sources. These calculations can bt:' verified by experimentally
measuring the ratio using pure materials or, less directly, using materials
of different enrichments. Light water reactor (LWR l, low-enrichment
uranium fuel rod s 'anners-have ~akulated and measured fissileifertile
response ratios of 10 4 to 10 5 . Thus, even for natural uranium, the fertile
23tlU contributes only 1.4 to 0.14 percent to the responsl' (Ref. 5).
Because tile fertile nuclides can be stimulated to fission by fission
neutrons from the fissile nuclides, the fissile/fertile response ratio sheuld
be measured in all ANDA systems, even in those usinl! interrogatin~
neutrons with energies below tile effective fission threshold. For
example, in the assay of a uranium-thorium mixture llsing 300· to
600·keV neutrons from a Van de Graufr accelerator, the thorium in the
sample will increase the response by 0.12 percent/gram of thorium (Ref.
4). Another example which shows the importance of the fissile/fertile
response ratio is in tile assay of uranium mixtures using sub-MeV

(
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neutrons induced by Bremsstrahlunr. 4-MeV electrons (see Chapter 5 and
Section 6.6.) Although most of the interro~ting neutrons are well below
1 I\h'V for a thick D 2 0 t<>-rget, the presence of 23HU increases the
response of 1 g of 235 U by ahout G.GG. anti 0.15 rerc('nt per gram of
238 U when prompt and delayed neutron ~ignatures are used. respectively
(Ref. 6).
10.2.3

Cladding and Container Effects

The size, shape, composition, and thickness of the containers of
nuclear materials influence the performance of ANDA systems. Probably, tile most important char:1cteristics of containers arc tneir size and
shape because these dictate, to some extent. the size and the shape of the
systRm. They affect. above all, the systems' efficic'lcy. For some ANDA
systems, the detection efficiency is .nversely proportional to the fourth
power of its size! The la:ger the ANDA system, the more difficult it is to
attain uniform response to the ~pecial!luclear !!!aterials (SN M).·
Other important effects on measurements due to the container are
attenuation, scattering, and spectral modifications (for example, from
the slowing of neutrons) of the passiv(~ sif!Tlature, the interrogation, and
the stimulated radiations. Interaction of the radiations with the
contain('r material can also create background radiation, for cxarr,ple, by
neutron capture.
Thus. containers affect:
•
•
•
•
•
•

efficiency of detection,
uniformity ,)f response,
attenuation of interrogation and sign;lture radiations,
scattering of interrogation and sigmlture radiations,
spectral modification of interrogation and signature radiations, and
background.

Because of these effects, the containers and cladding enclosing the
ANDA calibration ~tandards should always be the same us those used for
material routinely assayed. Even then. however, unavoidable variations in
the mass of a container and/or the thickness of a container's wall or
cladding may affect the assay. Table 10-1 I Ref. 7) shows the change in
the response from a subthreshold fission multiplicity instr.lmcnt (Random Driver), when plastic rather than aluminum conl.ainers are used. The
3He detector of the instrument, which measures' the neutron moderation
L"aused by the plastic container, pro\-iJes data used to correct the
·S!X'clal Nuclear Materials (for example, 23 3U. 23f'U, 239pu, 241 Pu).

'.
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Table 10-1. Effect of container composition
on a Random Driver assay.
Plastic Container
Volume (gal.)

23~U

'70 Chan~e in
Response Rl'lative
to Aluminum

Mass (g)

57

1/2
1/2
1/2

+7.8%! 1.6%
+4.6"(, , 2.7%
+5.5% , 1.2~~

69
154
Ml'an -

1
1
1

+6.0~i:"

1.0%

111

-4.3%, 1.1%

lr.7
167

-3.4','(. ,

0.7~(,

-5.3"("

1..1'(,

-8.1%~ 1.5~,

Ml'an -

response. The table shows, however, that even with this correction, the
response is not the UlITle with different conti\iners. Nor is there a
constant bias hetween aluminum and plastic, a:; might be expected: the
O.5-gal. container has (). positive b:as re:ativt' to aluminum, but tb
1.0-gal. container has a negi\ti\'C' bias. The response, then, is affected by
both the fIlas:; and by the diameter of the container. In the l>xample of
I-gal. container, analysis will probably show that if measurements 'more
aCt:'urate than ± 6 percent arc required, a singk' type of container must
be used.
The change in ANDA response due to chang<'s in the wall thickness of
IO-L polyethylene bottlt's filled with highly enriched uranyl nitrate, as
determined by JSAS, is shown in Table 10-2. In all cases .(using hard
epithermal, soft epithermal, and thermal neutron spectral the extra
polyethylene increased the response per unit mass of fissile matenal.
Table 10·2. Change in rt<sponse caused by a 10% chan!:e:n wall thicknl'ss of a
10·L polyethylene boWl' of uranium bearing solution, measured by ISAS.
Rl.'s!'onsc Change (%)
10% Change
10% Chan;:e
Inside Dianll.'ll.'r
OUlsidl.' Diaml'tl'r

Spectrum
"hard" (boron liner, borated
p:!raffin collimalor)

(0.69, 0.10)

(0.19 , 0.08)

"epithermal"' (no boron linl'r,
borated paramn col1imator)

(0.79

0.16)

{0.181 0.09)

"thl'n.1aI" (no boron liner,
unborall'd paraffin C'ollimator)

(0.80, 0.05)

(0.09; 0.10)

t
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For a ch:;r.ge in the outside diameter of the bottle. the increase in
responre is primarily due to the additional moJeration of the neutrons
by the increased wall thickness. Fur change in the inside diameter. the
incrl.'ase in response is mostly caused by the increased sample surface
area to voluxne rJtio. The data indicate that, for the boron liner and
borated paraffin collimator, a 15 percent variation of the wall thickness
(keepinG the outside diameter cu:.stant) c:mses an approximately 1
percent change in response. Chanw~, in the out~;de diameter have a much
smaller effect.
For more accurate as.;ay systems. such as fuel rod scanners, the effect
of minor variations in chdding thickness can be calculated. The change
in rpsponse of an LWR fuel rod scanner, due to changes in the thickness
of stainless steel claddin;l, lms bPen calculated to be -12.2 percent/mm
(-0.:31 percent/mil) prin:arily because of the large thermal neutron
absorption cross section of iron (Ref. 5). For Zircaloy·2 claddin~, the
calculated effect is smaller: -1.14 percent/mm (0.029 percent/mil). The
variation in a typical production rod, ± 0.03 mm with Zircaloy-2. causes
assay variations of + 0.03 percent, much smaller than the overall
measurement accuracy. The effect of variations of this size in st.'linless
steel containers is + 0.37 percent.
10.2.4

Matrix !\laterial Effects

Matrix material affects ANDA through attenuation ;md moderatio:1 of
both the interrogating and the fission response radiations. lIydrogen in
water and in waste ma:£rials, such as plastics, causes sev('re moderation
o~ high energy neutwns. Impurities, such as chlorine, absorb neutrons
and r('lease cap..ured "(-rays which create background in coincidence
systems. Burnable poisons. sueh as Gd 2 0 3 • that are added to fu~1 rods
make thprmal neutron assay nearly impossible.
The dfects of matrix moderation and attenuation can be calculated,
in a manner similar to the calculation of the fissile/fertile ratio, provided
the neutron energy spf'ctrum is known. For example, the cadmium ratio
of a 23;; U detector can be measured to determine the fraction of the
interrogating flux in the resonance (epicadmium) and thermal region. A
knowledge of the materials which compose the· matrix and their
distribution j,; then sufficient for a rough calculation of the size of the
resonance and thermal TIE-utron absorption effect::. Unfortunately, this
knowledge is often very hard to cbtain.
Matrix material effects can also be directly ·measured. Several
examples of such measurements a.-e discllssed in Chapter 6, primarily, in
Sections 6.8 and 6.10. We provide additional examples in this chapter to
underline the importance of matri.'\: effects in ANDA applications.

•
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Fir,,'Ure 10.4 shows data from a test on the effect of hydrogen on a Van
de Gruaff, small sample assay system usin~ debyed neutrons as t.he
siWlature tsee Section 9.2). Hydrogen was introduced by mixinl! U 3 0 g
with dextrose as the hydro~~en-containinJ; mat('rial t Ref. 4). About 75 m~
of hydrogen in small uranium samples raised the estimate of the fissile
cont.ent by about 8 percent.
The effect of larger quantities of hydrogen-containing material was
measured with the Random Driver. The fissile material was contained in
HTGH. fuel. A batch of llTGR fuel particles were placed in an aluminum
container with plastic added to its outer surfac(·. The response of the
instrument and the count rate of the thermal flux monitor (3 He
det~ctor) were then measured. The results are shown in Table 10-3. The
flux ratio (F), which repr.!sents the degrl'P _o~ ~tron moderaticn by the
s:lmple, is equal to the ratio of the monitor count rate (when the sample
is inside the measuring cavity) to the monitor count rate of the empty
cavity. The factor Il corrects to the first order (Ref. 8) for the softening
of the interrogation neutron spectrum caused by the sample. Table 10·3
shows that, for the particular Random Driver used in this test, the
practical limit on the flux ratio is about 1.6. Above 1.6, the corrected
resull~ are not reliable. The flux ratio is shown in Fi~\Ire 10.5 as a
function of the amount of plastic (polyethy)l'n(' bags and chips) added to
a fixed amount of depleted uranium. Th£' flux correction mtio may be
applied here, only when the -mass of the plastic is below 200 g.
The ma;:;nitud~ of the neutron moderation effects C3usPd by low-Z
matrix materials is also sppdfic to the t.YPE' of instrument used and to the
type, size, and weight of the samples. For example, if t.he neutron
. interrogation spectrum used is soft from the ou:.set, thp. presence of
hydrogen-containing matenal is much less imponant than when a hard
neutron spectrum is 'lsed. In systems, which measure primarily the fast
prompt neutrons with threshold detectors, such as ·llIe or plastic
scintillators, the presence o"f large amounts of high· or inLl'rmdiate-Z
materials (for example, iron, aluminu'll, various cxides, or lead) can
reduce the energy of the stimulated neutrons and SUbstantially diminish
their detection probability. Partial correction ior the reduced system
response may be obtained by a modification of the flux fact-ors (Ref. 9).
Heavy actinide elements (fer example, ~38U, 232Th) mixed with the
fissile nuclear material often cause significant attenuation of neutrons
and 'l'·rays. Spl:cial mixtures of tho:! fissile material with different
amounts of the heavy actinides can be measured to obtain the data
necessary to estimate the size of the effect or to correct for attenuation
(Ref. 10).
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Figure 10.4. Rdative rl'sponse as a function of sample hydrogen content
for various uranium loadings. Samples used Wl're mixtur(;~
of U3 0 8 and dextrose.
Table 10·3. Random Drh-er nux correction factor.

(Il)

Uncorrectl·d
Respvnse
(Rdalh'E' to
Zero Plastic)

Ratio (F)

Flux
Factor
K .. (F + 1)12

0
5
12.5
25
50
JOO
250
400

1.018
1.029
1.034
1:065
1.106
1.226
1.684
2.144

1.036
1.057
1.090
1.149
1.:.170
1.616
3.220
5.516

1.029
1.0-15
1.074
1.135
1.308
2.110
3.258

Plastic Mas:;

Flux

LOIS

Corrected Response
1.000
1.000
O.!lJO
0.991
0.973
0.937
0.798
0.658

10.2.5' Self-Shielding Effl'cts
Because fissile material attenuates the interrogating radiation, it
reduces the amount of fission stimulated in fissile ml1tcriaJ in the center
of the container. Self-shieldillK can also occur within particles made of
highly absorbing fissile materials or other materials. These effects, called
self-shielding, can be calculated by using the exponential law for tJlI~
attenuation of neutrons and i'-rays, if the energy of the radiation and the
cros.; section or mass absorption coeffi~ient are known (see Chuptcr 6) .
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F-igure 10.5. Measurement or th'? incT('lIS(' in thermal neutron nux
<nux ratio) cau~d by plastic: material.

Self.shielding can also be measured experimentally, hut thl'se experiments are not as straightforward as others discu~sed in this chapter.
Self·shielding, within particlps, can be measured by prpparin~ particles of
different diar.ll'lers and hy arr<lnging the experiml'nt 50 that the
shadowing of onc particle hy another is negligihle or so that the two
effects-within particle self'bhidding and particle to particle selfshit'lding--al'e considered togl'ther. Seif-shit'lding of matl'rials in the
cpntN of a container can be mpusurro Ly preparin!: samplps of different
diameters or thicknesses. Itesults of this It·ss din'ct mt'asurl'ment
shown in Fi~ure 10.6 (Rl'f. 11). Here,t'ither uelayl'u ,),·rays or fast
neutrons, resulting from thermal neutron fissions, were countpd.
The response of neutrons, which are more pent~trating than the
delayed ')'·rays (s<>c Chapter 7), is less affected by se!f-shielding in fuel
rods than the response of the ')'-rays. Self-shielding occurs in the
numerous fm'l particles distributed along with thorium oxide particles in
carbon matrix. Since the distribution of particles is not fully
controlled, the larger self-shielding effect appears as a larger scatter in the
delayed ')'·ray response when compared to the fast neutron resporis<:'.
Generally, comparing- results of two or more methods, which differ in
all or some aspects, offer the experimenwrthe possibility of determining systematic errors. For example, by comparin~ thl' resulLs of the
calorimeter measurement, which is virtually matrix independent, and
that of a FMD·based system, one can experimentally delcrmine various
corrections over a range of sample sizes, containers, matrices, and
material densities.
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Figure 10.6
').ray

10.2.6

Re~ponsc nri3hons

c~unting

for Cast neutron counting a<; comparl'd ,.
delayed
for thermal·neutron interrogation o! IiTGR Cuel rods.

~Iultiplication

The eompl,·te effects of multipli<:ation (s."'t' also Sedion G.7) on
rcsponst' ilrc not easy to determine because th~ multiplication deperds
partly on how much neutron moderation occurs. Ilowpvcr, tht,y car, be
experimentally dett'rmined simply by measuring thl' change in the
specific n'sponse due to an increase in the ma.'>s, ,Is,;uming other ('ffl'Cts
. such as mutnx moderation, mat rix attenuation, and sclr·~hidding arc
constant or known l;;ee also Section 8.7 on m£';lsurenwnt of multiplica·
tion in coincidence syst('ms). The approximate size of t11P. multiplicati"n
may be calculated roughly by usinE{ neutron transport codes. The cff('cts
of multiplication are usually includl'd in tilt' calibrution because
standards, spanning the ranltl' of fissile rr.as..'>es exp~ct<'d in the lIssay'ed
sample, nre u:>/.'u.
10.2.7

Crolis·Talk

In multiple channel systems, .such as fuel rod scanners (sel' Spetion
9,6), the (,{fect on the results of assaying simultan.:ously rods of
different enrichments must be rleterminpd by placing rods of the same
enrichml'nt in :Ill channels and measuring the h'sponse of a smgl(' rc.J.
The other rods ..re then replacl'd with rods of diffprpnt enrichment, and
the response mcasureml'nl is f{·peated. Finally. rJI rods except the rod
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beint:: assayed are remov('tl. IIl1d the r('spO:N: with empty channels is
measured. These datu can thc·J1 bl' used to compute correl:tiuns for
cross-talk or to arrive at a more rehabl!' calIbration and assay scheme
(Ref. 5).

10.2.8

Combin.'<' '::ffeets

We have disc!..; '" seven parameters that can affect the n'sponse:

(10·2)
where
p

f
c

=

m =
s

=

M

=

t =

response pro flip
fissile/fertile n'~plllIse ratio
container and c1addill h attenuatiun and moJeration
matrIX atl€,l:llatioll Wid modcr;,tioll
self-shielding dfeds call:.t'd by HlL'rt·.l.,ed density. partiel!' size, or
contailH~r chame'tee
ma"s ()f fissilt' mater;~! including till' ('[fl~ct of multirlication
cross-talk lx!t ':ec'n channels.

The r('latin' chanJ.:'· in respon';t' from eh.mgt's ; 1 these parametl'Cs can be
calcllbtt.'d by llsinf.! the followil\~ formub:

jU

~ j'~m

- = J ,-

U

(10-3)

-jp

"--J

.;../;,

'

I

wlwrc (jU '!l)/jt1, i:. Ii .•' l'lwfiicil'n: for lIlP rt'!ative change in responsc'
Iwr Chani:l' in the par:irrwtf'r p I ' and ~iJ I is the total change ill the
p:u-uml'tl'r p,.
As ,.Ill exam pl/', a~;;ur(' tht' followm~ c(Je~flcll'llts for a H:mdom Dnvl'r
syswm measurinl:: :!;;5~!.n HTGH fuel:
CO('fficient

Ij.1Un ::.t.

t::'Uill)!jp

n.•

Valu('

(::'/1 [( ),jnr

I ;l;m0' .l.~
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~
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em'l
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~

~~
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",

•

_ ~J
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~

jf
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&
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Let us also assume that the paramptnr
\'aluf's are as follows:
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The total m'Lximum effect. as.'mming all dfl'cts arl in the same directiun,
is calculated as follows:
~R

lO-~

rt>SPOIISI'

5 x
'-.--f.. rtil ..

pro fill'

material

0.01

R-

+

+

0.1

-.-

0.001

+

containN
wall

+

hydrol:l':l
in
matrix

0.005 (10·-1)

particle
size

.:oH
R
= 0.02605.

(10-5)

Thus, hpre til£' n'sponse is incrt~ased by 2.G percent. If -Jle calibration
re:ationship !J('tween the rp"pons~ and the uranIum conknt is approximatdy lin('ar, then the uranium <L%ay will bc biasi'd l'pward by 2.{j
p..'''cent.
If changes in til!" parameters are not unidirectional, but independent,
thcn thl" root·mean-sqllare rather than ,he sum provid('s an estimate of
the variatwn in rt'sponse due to variatiuns in thl" paramctl'r<:

j.~_..: j(O.Ol):"

+ (5:>.10'5)2 + (0.01)2 + (0.001)2 + (0.00:>1 2

,j.H

H""

10.3

(10-7)

± 0.014.

Thus, for tt-is case tI'e eXpt>Ctl'd variation is

(10·{»

~

lA

I~rl'ent.

A:\U,\ CALIUR.\TlO=",

CalibratlOll j., a m,-'tl1Od to determi:1e tilt' relationsh:!, b...twcl'n tlw
observ(-d sti:nlllatl'd fission fildiation and the m:l-S of a nuclid,> or
nucli,les. Th<> .::alilmltior. is performl-d by USIllj.\ calil,r",tilln standard
materials ~hat (1) are !'>imilar to th<> materials to be us.'iaycd in all
prop('rti£'s affectin~ the as..'u/. and (21 have nuclide ma..,ses that are
known as a n'$ult of an a.';S<ly by indl'iwndent u'Chniques traceable to
national swntiards.

10.3.1

CalibroltllJn St..andards

Fi~ure 10.7 (lte!. 12) shows a recommend"d S'!qul'nce cf events for
preparing Al'iOA (ur any =",OA 1 caJilJration st3nc 1ard. 'PHS sequpnce is
outlined below:

1. Instrument an:l.}ysis. a.<; dl'scrib<'d in the pn'l'eJinl: st'Ctiolls. is
p<>rfcmll-d to determine the effN:t on the respon;.e caused by a
change in any oC thl' \'ari~us paraml'WfS 'l-l fecting that response.

/
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Figure 10.7. Typical sequenet' of events to p",pare ND <\

~a1ibration

stlllldards.

2. The material to be mmsured is samplcd and assayed by both
destructivc and nondestructive tests. Necessary information, such as
container composition and wall thickness, may be available from the
supplier, Other information, such as chemical composition and
moisture content of tho;: matt'rial, may be available from process data.
3. The maximum variation in eat'll parameter is multiplied by the
response coefficient to determine the maximum ef('('t. These data
are assembled so that a decision can be made as to which parameters

t

,,--,

I
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should be duplicatt-d in the calibration standards and which olles can
be ignored.
4. The c<Jibration sumdards are prepJr('d under closely controlled
conditions. All steps and resulL~ are do<.'umentl.>d and verified.
Calibration lotandards can be cawgorized aC'cording to the manner in
which they are prepared:

•

•

Synthetic Standards: Materials are mixed together Rnd :'ormed into
the proper geometric configurations to duplicate the unknowns to be
assayed. For example. uranium oxide may be mi.xed with graphite
flour to duplicate an ash standard. or uranium oxide may be formed
into pellets in a special press and pluCl"{i in claddin(! tubes to pft'pare
fuel rod standards. Table 10-4 presents some common matrix
materials useful in preparing synthetic calibration standards. The last
two columns give, respectively, the thermal neutron cross section and
the absorption coefficients of each material for l-~leV -y··.·ays.
Production Materials Standards: ~laterials used for routine and
production processes, which have bet'n analyzed and tested by using
independent techniques, can be used as stand3Ids. For e~ampll', fuel
particles may be analyzed for elemental content, particle diameter,
density, etc.• by sampling a large batch. A portion of this batch may
then be used as a standard for ANDA. Similarly, fuel pellets from a
large batch that has been sampled may he used to prepare fuel rod
standards.

Calibration standards can also be categorized according to geometry and
homogeneity:
o

•

Homogeneous Standards: The standard is uniform throughout its
entire volume. For example, p(·Jlets of a single enrichment in a fuel
rod or a homogeneous distribution of uranium oxide in graphite
flour make homogt'neous standards_ The nuclear content of tht'se
standards is fixed. A number of standards must be prepared to
duplicate a range or ma,<i!'t!s. Figure 10.8 shows a homogeneous fuel
rod stlmdard (Ref. 13).
Modular Standards: Various small homogeneous st.mdurds are mi.xed
together to duplicate a variety of conditions. Examples of modular
standards include fuel pe\lt>ts of different enrichments in a single fuel
rod or packages of uranium oxide-graphite mb.tures dispersed in a
graphite matrix. By combining a limited set of modular s~andards, a
variety of conditions can be simulated. Figure 10.9 shows the fuel
column mal{eup of hoth homogeneous and modular fuel rod
standards (rlef. 14). A modular waste standard is shown in Figui'e
10.10.

.-_~~..,.r_-.._~

__'__

~

"\

i
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Table 10·4. Common matrix material5 for
of calibration standards.

Chemical
Form

Compound

Z

Density·
ig/cm 2 )

pre!>ara~ion

Thermal
Neutron
CM!>S
Section
(b)

I· MeV 'Y
Attenuation
Coefficient
(cm 2 Jg)

4.8
2.8·t
10.93
4.50
9.17
10.55
7.26

0.0637
0.0625
0.0607
0.0599
0.0614
0.0685
0.06t6

0.5

Diatomal"olls
earth , •.!litl')
Graphite nour
Aluminum oxide
Iron oxide
Tin oxalate
Lead oxalate
Red lI'ad oxide
Silicone rubber b

C
AI 2 0 J
Fe:.0 4
SnC 2 0 4
PbCzO"
Pb J 0 4

6
13
26
50
82
82

1.5
3
5
3
5
8
1.5

·Th..se are powders. so actual bulk density is \"ariabl... usually less lhan ':aluc Iist..d
h.. re.

bApproximat.. composition: H(4%). C(lB%), 0(28%). Si(25%), Fe(24'70), AI. K.
Na (<:0.2%).

Material Description:
Fast Rod

Thermal Rods
Zircaloy - 2

Cladding material

Type -

304 Stainless stl'l'!

Rod outside dia

0.523 ± 0.004 in.

U.2S0 ± 0.010 in.

Cladding wall thickness

0.040 ± 0.003 in.

0.015 ± 0.001 in.

Figure 10.8. Encap:.ulatl'd fuel rod standard.

•

Heterogeneou.~

Standards: Materials are mb.:ed to~ether to simulate a
nonuniform dist.ibution. Often, the mixing process is not planned to
systematically produce a certain distribution but, rather, produces a
random mixture of ingredients. In effect, the ingredients are "thrown
together." If this process is .-epeated in many standards, the
assumption is that the neL result will be a random set. of

-r-'-"'-'

'-"~-".
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}

5209

- - - BLEND RODS

33 C6
3~

LOW Pu
CONCE;ITRATION
RODS

}

41

}

37 '4

HIGH Pu
CONCENTRATION
RODS

LOW Pu CCNCE"TRATtON PELLE TS
HIGH Pu CONCENTRATION PELLETS

Figure 10.9. Mixed-oxide fuel pin standards.
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heterogeneous st.andards. This 'IS an attempt to duplicate the
unknowns that may abo be mLxtures that have been "thrown
together." Figure 10.11 presents r'adioglaphs of three heterogeneous
waste standards (Ref. 13).
Homoger.eous, modular standards provide tile most control in the
calibratioil process because th<? analyst has systematically built in the
effects he feel5 are important. Homogeneous standards provide a good
reference set of st<Jndards :0 start a calibt ation. All parameters, except
the nuclide content, art' prepared at the mean values of the unknown.
Fo::- example, if the moisture content of the unknown is expected to

,-
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- - ,.

~Qrom

PLUTONIUM

Figure 10.11. Radiographs of typical nondestructive
waste assay standards.

range from 10 to 60 mg of water per sample, then the standards contain
30 mb
water. A numbel of standards are prepared in the same way. by
ch.::ngine only the nuclide content.
Experience in preparing fuel rod sta,...dards has shown that the use of
production material pellets for the standards is a satisfactory approach
for both LWR and mixed-oxide rods (Ref. 5, 14, 15,16). In one case,
conditions were carefully controlled and audited juring the fabrication
of the pellets. A sampling plan was devised prior to fabrication and was
followed closely from powder blending thlough the completion of
pressing. The pellet press and other equipment were cleaned to assure
proper enrichment. The cladding was selected from in-process stock but
was closely inspected to assure uniform wall thickness. Special calibration and auditing procedures were performed or, scales and an'liytical
measurements to assure accurate assays of the content of the standards.
The procedures in,'lucled frequent checks of calibration by measuring
standards and the use of l: number of analytical techniques and/or
laboratories.
A similar approac!-: has been used to prepare production scrap
standards for calibmting a low-enrichmcnt uranium fission multiplicity
detector (Ref. 3). The scrap was first classified into three categories to
reduce variations in density within each category. Five standards were
prepared in each category by sampling the population of scrap materials
and extracting 10 samples from each material for laboratory analysis.
The sampling and analytical errors caused an uncertainty of ± 5 percent
in relation to the content of the standards. In this particular example,
the fill height of the container was controlled to ± 5 percent. The
moisture content was also controlled. Therefore, the standards were all
ba.;ically similar, except for then different uranium enrichments.
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Point and Range Calibration

The standard nppro~ch to ANDA calibration is to pr<>pare standards
with a range of nuclicl(' concentrations or masses and to determine llll
analytical relationship betwe~'ll the response and a particular concentration or mass. These relationships are rarely linear, most often they are
exponenti:ll or rational relationships of the following forms:
R=A(l.e- lJ .\I)

R =

~
1+8.\1

exponential

(10-8)

rational

(10-9)

where
R = response
AI = nuclide mass
A,B = calibration constraints.
There arc two limitations when using a range calibration. First, the
a~say should be performed only on material with masses that fall within

the range because extrapolation is not permitted. Second, the extent of
the ranbe should be limited to approximately fm order of magnitude
-increase in nUclide concentration or ma'is. For example, a rod scanner
can be calibrated to assay from 0.5 to 5 percent 235U enrichments, or a
fission multiplicity scrap assay system can be calibrated to assay from 1
to 10 g or 10 to 100 g of ur,mium. Extending an accurate calibration
range beyond a factor of 10 requires a..'1 impractically large number of
standards and a complex calibration ~quation.
The use of a rangl' calibration is convenient when measuring a wide
variety of materials. However, if the nuclide mass of the unknown is
concentrat~·d at a few points, a point calibration may be more accurate.
In point calibration, a number of standards are prepared for each of the
masses, and the average response for each mass is determined. The
unknowns are then as:>ayed by comparing the response directly to the
. response of the standard and assumin~ linenrity of the response for the
slight deviations in mass about each point.
Point and range calibrations are shown in Figure 10.12. The range
calibration provides the best fit of tile calibration data from standards
with masses M I' 11,12' M 3' and M 4' provided the assay is performed
uniformly on unknowns with mass from At I to M 4. The insut in Figure
10.12 shows the point calibration for unknowns with masses near ....13 • A
similar calibration is performed at each of the other masses, M I , M 2 , and
At 4. The point calibration is useful and more accurate than a range
calibration but only jf unknowns with approximately these four discrete
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Figure 10.12. Range and point calibration for ANDA.

masses arc assayed, and none with masses in between are assayed. The
calibration equation obtaint>d from the standards used for the point
.:a!ibration shown in the insert o. Figure 1 0.1~ is of this form:
(10-10)

where
= assayed mass of the unknown
= :"esponse from unknown
= avenlge mass per response from the standards.

10.3.3

CalibraHon Datu Analysis

Calibration data consist of a set of data po;nts (M j , R j ), where M i is
the nuclide mass and R i is the re-sponse for standard (i). The mass has an
uncertainty associated with the analytical techniques and the pi'("paration
methods use" to make the standard. The response has an uncertainty
associated with the precision of the ANDA technique. Theoretically, the
uncertainty in the response can be reduced to an insignifi~antly smal.l
value by repeatedly measuling the standard. The mean response is then
used for the caliblation.
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The calibration data I:et (M j, R j ) is used to determine the calibration
coefficients in the calibration equation:
R

= f(M,r1,B)

(10-11)

where the function (/I1,.4,B) may be the exponential or rational
relationship, previously discussed, or some other mathemati('al form. The
calibration constants .4 and B are estima~ed by a strai~htforward, least
squares method to fit the calibration relationship to the data (M j, R j)'
The calibration data can be weighted by standard deviations in the data,
to obtain the best fit, by defil::ng a fundion (Q) of the following form
(Ref. 12):
D

Q = S'

(10-12)

D

Where D is the difference between the measured data and the assumed
response function, namely,
D

=F -

(10·13)

{(M,A.B).

S D is the variance of this difference:

(lL)

2 -S2
SD
- R + 3M

2 82

(10·14 )

M'

For example, for the exponential function,
R

= A(l-e- BM )

D = R - A(l.e- BM )
2
SD

= on
S2

(10·15)

+ A2B2e-2B.USM'
2

The function (Q) is then fitted to the calibration data points.
As an example, Table 10-5 presents sample data for calibration of a
fission multiplicity detector (the Random Driver, here). Fissile m:lSS,
response, and the standard deviations for five standards were used to
determine calibration constants A and B, their standard deviations, and
the covariance (Cov) between A and B. The total variance (8 2 ) in the
mass of material assayed by ANDA can be wmputed as follows:
8 2 =
A2
M (A·RB)4

S~

+

R2
(A·RB)'t

Sl +

R

4

SE -

(A.RB)4

2R

3

Cov lA,B).

(A·RB)4

(10-16)
For example, if the measured response from an unknown is 21.02 ± 0.09
counts/s, the assay fissile mass is (see Eq. 10-9):
R
M = -1-= 165.81 g.
A- ~B

(10·17)
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Table 10·5. Sample ANDA calibration data analysis.

Fissile Ma'iS' Std Del'
Sl.<Indard

(g)

74.51 , 0.42
115.63 • 0.24
152.43 • 0.66
156.-15 t 0.24
345.88 ! 0.27

1
2
3
4
5

Rl'sponse • Std Dc\"
(counts{s)

9.89.
14.94 •
19.31 !
19.75 ~
41.63 ~

0.03
0.04
0.03
0.05 ..
0.05

NOT:::: Calibration Function: R

= AM1(1 +BM). Result of Weighted Least Squares
Fit: A = 0.13338 ! 0.00044 (0.33%); B = 0.0003145 ~ 0.000012. (4.04%);
.
COl' (/l.B) = 0.5326 x 10- 8 .

The variance in the mass is

= 0.56 + 0.33 + 0.12 - 0.38 = 0.63

(10-18)

= (S!t~ )1/2 = (0.63)1/2 = 0.79 g (=0.48%).

(10·19)

S!t1
8

M

The total relative st.andard deviation of 0.48 percent i~ composed of the
ANDA counting precision standard deviat.ion of 0.45 percf'nt and a
calibration errer standard deviation of 0.16 percent..
Although this formula can be used to predict the calibration error for
individual assays, it is sometimes necessary or convenient to determine a
single measure of the calibration error. One measure is the root-mt'ansquare error, or the st..1ndard error in the fit.. Table 10·6 shows the
calculatiun of this calibration error for data previously presented in
Ta!.Jle 10-5. The calibration error is stated as ± 0.91 g or ± 0.95 percent..
10.3.4

Traceability and Documentation

The ANDA calibration is the basis for quantitative assay. The
calibration standards preparation and the calibration procedures should
therefore be documented and audited to assure that all steps are correct.
Figure 10.13 is a sample of a form lIsed to document standards
preparation. All laboratory analysis reports would be attached, as well as
a radiograph, a "Y-ray scan, an x-ray transmission scan, 01' some other
proof of the distributions of the SNM within the container.
Traceability of ANDA to other nuclear measurements is confirmed in
three ways. First, the content of standards are measured using analytical
techniques that are calibrated with the National Bureau of Standards'
Standard Reference Materials because these materials are used as the
reference for nuclear measurements. Second, the method of preparillg

..
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Table 10·6. Prediction of calibra'ion error
for calibration in Table 10·5.
Fissile Mass of Standard, g
As:;igned Value

Predicted by ANDA

71\.51
115.6:>
152.43
156.45
345.88

75.92
llfi.10
151.68
155.30
346.09

Differences, g
+1.41
+0.47
-0.75
-1.15
10.21

Root·Mean.Square

(+1.9%)
(+0.41'ic)
(-0.49%)
(-0.74%)
(+0.06%)

,0.91 (10.95%)
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the standards cOl1forms to accepted proven practice, and the instrument
analysis substantiates the url::quucy of the standards. Finally, the ANDA
results should be compared with results, on the same mater;als, obtained
by other independent methods. This final step is part of measurement
control, discussed in the next section.

10.4

ANlJA MEASUREMENT CONTROL

Measurement control is the process of monitoring the performance of
the ANDA to detect biases, so that corrections can be made and to
quantify errors needed for the estimation of the lIr.r.ertainty in ANDA.
Measurement control is performed in three ways:

1. Repeating measurements to assure that the results are approximately
the same ,md to quantify the random measurement ('rror.
2. l\Ieasuring standards to v('rify that they have not changed and that
they represent material being assayed, to assure that the ~libration is
still valid, and to quantify bias and systematic error associated with
drifts.
3. Comparing ANDA results with assays by independent techniques to
assure that the ANDA method is cOlsistent with other nuclear
measurement techniques and to quantify biases and systematic errors
between techniques.
10.4.1

Random Error in Repeated Mpasurements

Random error is estimatRu by rept"ating the measurement of un·
knowns and analyzing the data to compute a stand:.rd deviation. Because
the rand:>m error of ANDA is usually a function of the mass of nuclear
material assayed, rlata should be taken on the entire ranf(e of material to
be assayed. An example of replicate measurements to determine random
errors is provided (Ref. 10), that des<:ribes how six. calibration samples
spanning the range of fissile content of iniPrest were measur~d in an
ISAS device over a period of 6 da:'s, one per day. The results arc given in
Table 10-7 and show that the lowest degree of precision was obtained in
samples having a relatively low U content. By adjusting the counting
time, one can improve the precision. These measurements indicate t 11at
th~ overall system reprod ucibility is about 0.7 percent at the ] a level.
The inherent precision for a single determination of 3-out-of-4 rate is
between 0.3 to 0.4 percent at th~ 10 level. This value was determined by
recycling the equipment with a single sample, without any movement of
source and sample, a technique reqnired in ISAS for determining the
background.

C
D
E
F

B

A

Calibration
Sel

Th
(g)

707
·146
475
542
548
518

U
(g)

20.50
25.55
31.110
41.25
46.25
68.'10

0.36·13
0.4920
0.5910
0.6803
0.8866
0.9989

1
3
0.35·10
0.4823
0.5823
0.6849
0.8767
1.0121

2
0.3603
0..1889
0.5941
0.6821
0.8872
0.9990

0.3601
0.4949
0.5889
0.6818
0.9651
0.9950

4

Table 10·7. lSAS precision runs.
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10.1.2

!
I

Control Sta.ndards

The response of an ANDA instrument may drift so that the calibration
is no longer valid. For this re>ason, standards should be nW<lsurro
frequently, both to prevent large drifts and to me:>.sure> the size of small
drifts. Usually, one or more standards may be measun~d daily or at the
be¢nning of each shift to normalize OT standardize the calibration for
that day. Other standards are then measur('d, interspersed with the
measurement of tht. lAi:lmowns. Control limits arc usually est~lblislH'd for
both the normalization st~mdard and the control st..1.ndard assay.
The data from the assay of the standards are awraged to compute> a
bias over some lime ~)('riod. The pstablishment and use of control limits
prevent this bias from becoming large. The standard deviation in the
bias is an estimate of the systematic error that could exist in the ANDA
Tl'sults. An example of the selection of control standards, freqUt'lll'y of
measurements, and other related matters is pruvith'd in the I1t'Xt scdion.
10.4.3

Comparative Measurements

The total error in ANDA can be estimated by combining the following
errors:
•

•
•
•

Unknown Eff\;cts: Instrument analysis defines the effpcts of \'arious
parameters on ANDA response. Significant effects that cannot be
corrected for are duplicated in the st..'lndards. The m<::-.imum sizt' of
other effects, det'med to be insignificant by the analyst, crnl be
('st.imated by calcui:J.tion and measurement.
Calibration error.
Random error.
Bias and systematic error associated with drift.

Thc combined error is an estimate of the t.ype of agreement. expeetrd
between ANDA and other techniques. This agreement should b(' verifipd
through comparative measurements, such as:

1. ANDA of large containers, like barrels, can be compared \\;th ANDA
of smaller contaIners of the same material by dividing the contents of
the large container into a number of small units. This comparison is
usually valuable because the AND A of small containers is eonsiderably more accurate than ANDA of iarge containc-rs.
2. ANDA at one facility or laboratory can be compared with ANDA at
other facilities and bboratories.
.
3. ANDA can be compared with assays by passive NDA, such as
calorimetry, passive neutron counting, aild passiw 't-ray cOllntin~.
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4. ANDA can be compared with chemical assay. Extensive samplin~ and
homogenization of the material by grinding and blending is usually
required.
The results of comparative assays are valuable in confirming t'ITor
estimates, but they can also be used to improve ANDA calibration (Hd.
17), If the analyst is confident in the comparative assay, the AN DA
response and the comparative assay result form a data point that can I.>c
added to the original calibratiun data set. A ne·... least.squares.fit ('lUl
then be performed.
The study on a Random Driver (Ref. 7) provides an inslru"tivc
example for instrumE'nt analysis, lise of control standards. and COmplll1\.
tive measurements, Several parameters th:1t influence assay results wert'
studied, including short term drift due to temperature effects, photo·
mulliplier tube fatigue (whici1 causes a slow efficiency decline), neutron
modl:ration by the container, and container fill he;~ht. The result of the
tests led to several operational instructions: (1) ambient t~mperature
should be controlled to ±2°F, (2) fill height should I.>c ml'asuft'd lind
used in the calculation, (3) only aluminum containers should be USl'<l,
and (4) a calibration should be made pvet)' four hours. The precision of
~he Random Driver under these controls is shown in Figure 10.1·1 alon~
with the precision predicted based on counting s<.atistics 'alone, The
ob~rVl'd difference in errors is the m::.in component of the systeml\tic
error,
The Random Driver mentioned above was _!\libratcd using Sl'ven
standards of HTGR particles. Ero,ch of thre,' standards was analyzro by
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four difft'rt'nt analytical techniques: delayed neutron activation analysis,
Davies-Gray titration (Ref. 18), x-ray fluorescence, and Van de Graafi
small &'lmplt' assay ([.ee Chapter 9, Section 9.21. The other fou'r stand;uds
were analyzPd by tl'e Van de Graaff and x-ray fluorescenL'(' methods
only. Tablt' 10·8 S:IOWS the results of comparing the Random Driver
assay results with the ...:S.1y results from samplin~ and an~lysis by both
Davies-Gray titration alld x-ray fluon'scence. The second column gives
the numbN of independent batches eornpard. Columns 3 and 4 give the
total n"U masses by each techniqu0. c.nJ column 5 gives the relative
bias on the total 235 U and a 20 l'stimat<, of the uncertainty in the bias.
For particll' categories 4 and 5, the 235 U ma~;SI'S ranged over 200 g;
th£'refon" proportional and constant biases are also n'corded. The last
two columns show the measured staildard deviation of the difierences
from batch to batch and the standard deviation predicU>d from the
cOllloined ('rrors in the chemical assay and the Random Driwr assay. The
chemical as.·.ay ('rrors indud£' th"~'lrnpling error dr-termim'Ci on three
samples from each batch. The Random Drivl'r (RD) error includes the
calibration t'rror pn'dicted from the weighted, least-squares-fitting
routine. A significant bias is present only for the inner-coated particles
(large kernl'ls).
10.5

CO;-';CLUSIONS

At\DA systems gencl~lly do not provide absolute ll'sults, tlwrdore,
the perfnrmanl't' of such l;;ystel.ls depends ~eat1y on careful instrument
analysis and calibration against well':lcceplt'd and independent tl'chniques, such us ch·~micnl as"ay of rppresentati,'c samples. W!1l'n this is
properly donI', the results of the ANDA meaSllrl'ments are highly
reliahle, even for samples which could not be measured directly by
conventional techniques. A ll.l;re thorough discussion of the applications
of statistical methods in the area of nuclear material control and
accountability can be found in J.r... Jaech's book (Ref. 19).
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APPENDIX A

ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS
FOR FMD EFFICIENCY
The binQmial distribution is the fundamental frpquency distribution
governing ranC:on1 events. This type of distribution is used to arrive at the
efficiem;y of the F1'.1D for a given multiplicity. If the F1'.1D has four
detectors,- ther, let I: l' I: 2' I: 3' and I: 4 be the detector efficiencies and q
be the probability that 110 interation will take place in any of the
detectors. For an event ot' multi:)licity v, all possible occurrences are
represented by the following expansion:
1=

(I: 1

+ I: 2 + I: 3 + 1:4 + q)V

i

L

=

v!l:l

n

J

n

II

1:2 2 1:3 3

f

n

q

4 4

111!112!113!n.j!l1 q

!

where the sum is taken over ::11 pos:;ible combhlation of (n1'
such lbt

n
q

(A·I)
11 2,113' 11 4 ,

I1 q )

(A-2)

The terms in the sum are defined as: 111 particles are detected in detector
no. 1, n 2 particles ate detected in detector no. 2. 113 particl~s are
dete~ted in detector no. 3, and 11 4 particles are detected in detector no.
4, while I1 q particles escape detection.
The probability that a 4-out-of-4 coincidence (4/4) is recorded is,
then, the sum of al; terms in the expansion such that the terms 111,112'
n3' :1 4 are equal to or greater than L Of course, when v is large, the
number of terms involved become large and the evaluation of the various
probabilities become difficult. Therefore, it is sometimes easier to find
the probability of an occ~aence 110t happening and then subtract:ng this
probability from 1. For example, the probability of not recording a 4/4
coincidence is the sum of the terms where at least one of the terms 111'
n2' 113, 114 is zero. A useful expansion for this procedure is the following:
(A-3)
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v

v-I v-C-m v-£-m-n-j

=1'!LL
L I:
x=O
m=O

n=O

j=O

If all the efficiencies of the detectors are assumed equal, the followin~
efficiencies are obtained.
C:l/4 =1-(1-4c:)V
E2/4

+ 3(1 - 4t)V

= 1- 6(1- 2c)" + 8(1- 3t-}V - ::1(1- 4(')"

13 3/4

f4/4

= 1- 4(1- 3E)V

(A-4)

=1 -

4(1- f)I' + 6(1 - 2f)V - 4(1- 3f)V + (1 - 4c)V

where f

= E1 = f 2 = f 3 = f 4 and q

=- J - 4c.

(A-5)
(A-6)
(A-7)

(A-8)

Some obvious general limits of the efriciency can easily be derived:
(A-9)

lim

fr/L =

O.

(A-10)

f->O

Note also another obvious property of cell.:

r.>v.

f~/L=O

(A-ll)

If C is a small number, which is quite common, the expression for cQ/L
is simplified. lienee, for I' «: 1 (c ~ 10-2):
fl/4 :=! 4,,1'

4'

f2/4 ~ 2!(4 ~ 2)! 1'(1'- 1)f2 :: 61'(1' - 1)(;2

4'

1'3/4 :=! 3!(4~' 3)! 1'(1' - 1)f3

4'

f4/4:=! 4!(4 ~ 4)! v(v - 1)(;4

= 41'(1' -

= v(v -

(A-12)

l)(v - 2)c;3

(A-13)

1)(1' - 2)(1' - 3)f4

(A-14)

or generally,
-

L!

v!

f Q•

fr/L = £!(L - £)! (v·· r.)!

(A-15)

These equations have been used in Section 8.7.
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APPENDIX B

GENERALIZED
EXPRESSIONS FOR
COINCIDENCE
EFFICIENCIES
Assume that two detectors face a point fissile source. The count rates
in each individual detector (N I and N 2) and in coincidence (N 1 2) are as
follows, assuming f ~ 1:

N 12

£'!

---

r.

Nt v(v -1) Cl(rtl· gz(r z ) J,re

-/Jr
1

fIdE·

Jrre-/Jr 2'zdE
(B.3)

where Nt is the number of fissions per second (source intensity), P" (Eqs.
8-4 and B~~) is the multiplicity dIStribution (see Chapter 7), rl or rz is a
position variable, gi is the solid angle subtended by the point fissile
sample at the i·th detector, r(E) or r is the energy distribution of the
prompt fission photons, f j(E) or (i is the intrinsic efficiency of the i·th
detector, and Il(E) or Il is the photon macroscopic removal cross section
of the matrix material around the small. fissile sample. Two other
definitions are best given in equation form:
V(1l - 1) =

L

Pp v(1l - 1).

(B·4)

v=2
3~7

/
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This leads to:
(B-5)

In the more general case of a distributed fissile source, one has the
following expressions:

N 1Z

N1

2::

liNt

NZ

~

vNt

~ v(~' - 1) Nt

Ir
{

.{S(f){(E)lV 1 (r,E)dE dr

(B-6 )

(S(;){(E)W.Jr,E)dE dr

(B-?)

J; JE

J; L£{(E)IV
S(;')

1 (r.E)dE ,'£{(E)W2(r,E')dE]dr

(B-8)

where Wit;.E) is the probability that a photon born in position; and at
energy E will be detected by the i-th detector. This probability is also
affected by photon attenuation inside the sample, the solid angle, and
the intrinsic detector efficiency. S(f) is the normalized distribution of
fissile material in the sample U; S( r)d r '" 1).
It is clear from Eq. 8,9 that, in general, the detection probabilities will
not cancel out,
Nonetheless, it can be generally stated that the sensitivity of the ratio
N 1 N z/N 12 to the mentioned probabilities is lower than that of the
individual count rates, N l' N 2' or N 1 z. This is because the expression of
N1Nz/N 1Z is a ratio of two quantities of similar nature.
Partial cancellation of various components of the detection probabilities can occur in a limited but important number of in:>tances. Two such
cases are when the absorption is small or when the photon removal cross
section becomes independent of energy. The photon attenuation factors
evidently will not affect the ratio N 1 N z/N 12 when W ~ 1. Here, the
prob:lbilities associated with space and energy are independent and
separable, that is,
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(B·10)

where E j(E) is the intrinsic detector efficiency. When the latter is
integrated over the fission sl)Cctrum, it drops out of the ratio, leaving the
follov.'ing ratio:
N 1N 2

0;)2

= v(v-l)

N 12

J
r

S(F)IV 1 (r)dr

ls

.J.
r

S( rW z (r)dr

(B·11)

(r)w 1 (F)1V 2 (r)dr

r

Since the fission prompt r·ra)' spectrum spa.ns a relatively wide ran!{e of
energies, one can accentuate the higher energy region (the "Compton"
region) by various means where (1) Jl is a wl'ak function of energy,
and/or (2) Jl is small enough so that W «; 1 for a range of sample sizes
and materials. The cancellation of the intrinsic efficiency components in
Eq. B-9 requires oilly condition (1).
Varying the degree of the dependence of the ratio N 1N 2/N 12 or other
similar ratios on the attenuation effect offers a means of detecting large
material density variations among samples of the same kine!. One simple
way is to compare ratios involving higher degrees of coincidences to
ratios involving lower degrees of coincidences. A typical example is Eq~
B-4. Another example is:

<G I2 ><G 1 :l><G 2a >
<G 123 >2
(B-12)

where

<G j • j . ... >

=

!;SCh dr [fi(E)Wj(r,E}dE

jr(E)Wj(r.EldE

f· .J.
(B·13)

A second way to control the variation of Jl(E) is to insert successively
thicker layers of lead·shielding between the sample and the detectors. A
third way to vary and study the effect of prompt fission signature
self-attcliuation is to vary the detector bias, thus reducing the contribu·
tio:1 to the count rates of r·rays and neutrons of lower energies.
In summary, one can assume the possibility of reducing the
dependence of the assay results on self-attenuation, provided the FMD
system is inherently insensitive to spatial effects in the sample cavity,
that is, if ll'j(r) and its products are approximately spatially independent.
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Measurement with localized sources have demonstrated that the rotation
and vertical scanning of the samples in the FMD and by other means (see
Chapter 9) reduces variation in the detectors' response due to large
spatial change to less th:ln 10 percent.

...

APPENDIXC

SAMPLE SCANNiNG
In ANDA systems where the sample can be scanned along its axis, the
response (nonuniform as it may be) in principle does not effect the
results. We shall prove h<!re this a:1'llytically, stating the various
assumptions and their consequences.
Assume an ANDA system with an interrogation response distribution
of h(Z) where Z is the axis of motion and I1(Z) is the count rate of a unit
fissile mass .. For example, 1 g of 2 :l5 U at a position bd'vteen Z and Z+dZ
yields 'a countin~ ra~ of H(Z)dZ counts/so The ma~s (in ~ams) is'g(Y)dl'
at a position Y of the 235U in the sample.

""
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nSSILE MATERIAL
DISTRIBUTION '"
THE SAMPLE

Figure C.l. Schematic ANDA system with its interrogation response profile
and a distribution of the fissile content in the sample.

In ANDA one usually deals with a standard sample and an unknown
sample. The standard will have fissile content distribution of gs( Y), and
the unknown will have a distribution of guO'). The corresponding total
masses are G s =
gs(Y)dl' and Gu ~am, respectively. Now, suppose
that the sample is moved at a constant speed, v, from a position at the
bottom (Z b) through t.he ANDA system to a position at the top (Z I)'

f-:
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(Zo is the position at center.) At a particular time, t. the count rates will

be given by the following:
(Cel)

(C·2)

whpre b is the known background count. Assume now that Zb (the
position at time t = 0) and ZI (the position at time t = T, the total time
taken to move from Z b to Z I) are far enough apart that the system
response. II(Z) is zero: namely.
(C-3)

The total number of counts accumulated during the scan samples (Ns
and N u ) are, respectivcl~', in the s andard and the unknown sample.
(C·4)

where

(C 5)
e

N u may he expressed similarly.
The net count N is given by
n s = NI' - bT

n u = N u - bT.

and

(C-6)

The change in the order of the interrogation in Eq. CeS allows us to
SUbstitute for the second integral with O/v. Hence,
ns

r

= (0 s/v) J"

ZI

.
h(Z)dZ

(C-7)

Zb

\
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and

"u = (Gu/v)

l

Zt

(C·8)

h(Z)dZ.

Zb

Note that N s and N u are measured quantities (for example, total
nUIr.bt:':'s of net l'oincidence signal) and that G s i:; known. lienee, the
fissl1e mass of the unknown sample is as follows;

Nu

(C·9)

Gu=G!;N'
s

The (,:;sill' con~ent of the unknown sample is l,rlvcn in terms of the
ktlown fissile content of the stlnrard sample, and the total ne~ signal
count from the unknown and standard samplt's, The result is entirely
indep,>ndenl of either the fissile material distribution or the profile of
the system response.
To !'e<.-apitulate the assumptions that led us to Eq. C-9 we note that:
t

1. The net detected sig.lal rate per unit fissile mas.-Ci h(Z)dZ, l>eing a
property of the ANDA s~'stem and, hence. should be the same for
the standard and unknown samples. This requircs that the s•..!lf·
shielding and multiplication (if any) be about the same in both
samples.
2. The initial and final scanning points have zero response.
t
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